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House Document No. 325

86th Congress, 2d Session

GARRISON DIVERSION UNIT

LETTER
FROM

THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR
TRANSMITTING

A REPORT ON THE GARRISON DIVERSION UNIT,
NORTH DAKOTA AND SOUTH DAKOTA, MISSOURI
RJVER BASIN PROJECT

4, 1960.-Referred to the Committ.ee on Interior and
Insular Affairs and ordered to be printed with illustrations

FEBRUARY

UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
50991

WASHINGTON : 1960

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,
Washington, D.C., February 3, 1960.
Hon. SAM RAYBURN,
Speaker of the House of Representatives,
TVashington, D.C.
DEAR MR. SPEAKER: My report on the Garrison diversion unit,
North Dakota and South Dakota, Missouri River Basin project, is
transmitted herewith for consideration by the Congress.
The Garrison diversion unit as proposed in the report is a modification of the Missouri-Souris unit which was authorized by the Flood
Control Act of 1944 for construction as an initial unit of the Missouri
River Basin project. Certain aspects of this unit make it desirable
that legislation be enacted to modify the Missouri River Basin project
authorization to permit equitable treatment of the landowners who
~·ould be adversely affected by project structures and to clarify the
Federal interest in the proposed recreational features of the unit.
My report is accompanied by reports of the Bureau of Reclamation
and the Fish and Wildlife Service and by official letters of comment
from the affected States of the Missouri River Basin, the interested
Federal agencies, and the Bureau of the Budget.
The Bureau of the Budget has advised that while it "cannot recommend favorable action on this project," there would be no objection
to the submission of this report. As requested by the Bureau of the
Budget, a copy of its!letter of January 9, 1960, is included with the
report.
Sincerely yours,
FRED A. SEATON,
Secretary of the Interior.
III

LETTER FROM THE BUREAU OF THE BUDGET
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT'
BUREAU OF THE BUDGET,
Washington, D.C., January 9, 1960.
The Honorable the SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.
My DEAR MR. SECRETARY: This will acknowledge receipt of"your
report on the Garrison diversion unit, North and South Dakota,
Missouri River Basin project, transmitted by letter dated October 1,
1959. You request advice as to the relationship of the report to the
program of the President.
The development recommended in your report would be the largest
single unit of the Missouri River Basin project. It would provide a
water supply for irrigation of 250,000 acres of land, more dependable
water supplies to numerous municipalities, industries, and wildlife
areas, and incidental benefits from flood control, drainage of nonirrigable lan es, and recreation.
On the basis of January 1959 price levels, the construction cost is estimated at $169 million, including over $9 million already expended on
investigations of the Garrison diversion unit and on construction of
Jamestown Dam, and the investment and assigned costs are estimated
to total about $200 million. Using a 100-year period of analysis and
total anticipated average annual benefits (direct and secondary), the
benefit-cost ratio is stated to be 1.99. It is understood that the cost
estimate for the 250,000-acre project recommended in your report
does not include amounts to provide added capacity at some future
date to serve the larger area recommended by the Commissioner of
Reclamation. It is also understood that the several references in your
report to possible future expansion are not to be construed as an
endorsement by you at this time of an authorization for irrigation of
over 250,000 acres.
The reimbursable costs allocated to irrigation are estimated at
$153,740,000 (about $615 per irrigable acre), of which only $36,250,000,
or about 24 percent, is expected to be repaid by the irrigators and the
conservancy district. Your report proposes that net revenues from the
Missouri River Basin power system be used to repay, without interest,
the remaining 76 percent of the irrigation allocation, presently estimated at $117,490,000. It is understood that the costs allocated to
irrigation would be repaid without interest within 50 years, excluding
a development period, either by the water users and the conservancy
district or from surplus Missouri River Basin power revenues.
It is noted that the stated benefit-cost ratio of 1.99 is derived
through the use of a 100-year period of analysis. The Bureau of the
Budget considers that proposed water resources developments should
be evaluated within their expected economic life, but not beyond a
period of 50 years from the time project benefits will become available.
V
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·While it is recognized that the physical and operational life of many
projects undoubtedly will exceed 50 years, an assumption of economic
life beyond this period of time is highly speculative, particularly if
the rate of recent technological advance is projected into the future.
Your report indicates that evaluation of the proposed development
within a period of 50 years would reduce the benefit-cost ratio to 1.66.
It is also noted that secondary ecqnomic benefits have been used in
calculating the benefit-cost ratio of the proposed Garrison diversion
unit. On the basis of information received from the Department, it
would appear that secondary benefits are estimated to be over 60
percent of total irrigation benefits and that using only primary benefits
the benefit-cost ratio of the project would be only 0.76. Only if
secondary benefits were credited in an amount equal to approximately
45 percent of primary irrigation benefits would the benefit-cost ratio
be increased to unity. The Bureau of the Budget recognizes, of course,
that net secondary benefits probably do result from Federal reclamation investments and that a judgment about such benefits may be
appropriate in project evaluation. However, in view of the conjectural nature of secondary benefits, we seriously question whether
secondary benefits should ever be estimated at such a large proportion
of total benefits. No other Federal water resource development
program employs secondary benefits to this extent in project evaluation.
It is understood that the benefits expected from enhancement of
fish and wildlife are equated with the cost of a hypothetical least
expensive single-purpose alternative method of producing equivalent
benefits. On this basis, costs allocated to fish and wildlife enhancement are estimated at about $23 million although the incremental
costs involved are estimated at only about $4 million. In the absence
of a generally accepted method for calculating fish and wildlife values
with reasonable accuracy, the Bureau of the Budget believes that the
decision to add features or capacity to any water resources development solely for fish and wildlife enhancement purposes should be
based primarily on a well-informed and carefully considered judgment
as to whether such additional investment is justified. Thus, the
maximum monetary benefits from a multiple-purpose development
which could properly be assigned to enhancement of fish and wildlife
values would be equal to the cost of providing those benefits. Adjustment of fish and wildlife enhancement benefits using this procedure
would further reduce the benefit-cost ratio and, at the same time,
result in commensurate increases in the reimbursable costs allocated
to the other purposes of the development, including irrigation.
Furthermore, it is not clear from your report why at least a part of
the costs allocated to enhancement of fish and wildlife should not be
reimbursable as contemplated by the Fish and Wildlife Coordination
Act.
From the foregoing discussion, it appears reasonable to conclude
that the economic justification for undertaking the Garrison diversion
unit at this time is at best marginal even if a sizable monetary value is
arbitrarily assigned to possible secondary benefits which might result
if the development is successful in improving and stabilizing the
agricultural economy of North Dakota.
In vjew of the fact that the original authorization of the Garrison
Reservoir contemplated utilization of a portion of the storage for
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irrigation purposes, the Bureau of the Budget has over the past year
worked closely with the Department of the Interior in its efforts to
develop a plan for a sound irrigation project. Your letter of October
1 indicated that a unit for 250,000 acres is the most economic plan
which can be developed consistent with this objective. However,
the fact that such a unit reflects a revision in earlier plans which_contemplated a larger acreage has meant that both the cost estimates and
the specific areas to be irrigated admittedly require much further
study.
For the reasons set forth in this letter the Bureau of the Budget
cannot recommend favorable action on this project. However, there
would be no objection to the submission of your report of October 1
to the Congress. Should the Congress nevertheless decide to consider
authorization of the project, it is believed such authorization should
be contingent upon the submission of a further and more detailed
report to the President and the Congress. It is expected, among
other things, that such a report would include a finding as to what part
of the cost allocated to fish and wildlife enhancement should be reimbursable under the terms of the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act.
It would be appreciated if a copy of this letter accompanied your
report to the Congress.
Sincerely yours,
ELMER

B.

STAATS,

Acting Director.

LETTER FROM THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,
Washington, D.C., October 1, 1959.
The PRESIDENT,
The White House, Washington, D.C.
(Through Bureau of the Budget).
DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: My report on the Garrison diversion unit,
North and South D akota, Missouri River Basin project, is transmitted
herewith for your consideration pursuant to the provisions of section
9(a) of the Reclamation Proj ect Act of 1939.
The Garrison diversion unit is a modification of the plan for irrigating lands in North and South D akota which was authorized by
virtue of its inclusion in this Department's report on the Missouri
River B asin project (S. Doc. 191, 78th Cong.) as the Missouri-Souris
unit. More detailed investigations subsequent to authorization of
the project by the Flood Control Act of D ecember 22, 1944, have
revealed opportunities for more effective and efficient service by
modifying the plan of development as outlined herein.
The Garrison diversion unit as proposed in the report of the Commissioner of Reclamation would be th~ largest single multiple-purpose
proposal of the Missouri River B asin project. It provides for water
to be diverted from the Missouri River at Garrison Reservoir and
conveyed through a complex system of canals, reservoirs, and pumping
plants to provide irrigation water to over 1 million acres of land in
North and South Dakota. Garrison Dam and Reservoir have been
designed and built with provision for this use. A more dependable
water supply will be furnished to numerous municipalities and industrial areas and to 62 fish and wildlife development areas, some of
which are of national significance. The historic levels of Devils and
Stump Lakes will be restored and the quality of their waters improved, thereby reclaiming those areas as outsta.nding recreational
attractions. Lesser benefits of local importance will be derived from
flood control, drainage of nonirrigable lands, and stream pollution
abatement. Over 92 percent of the investment cost for the millionacre project is considered reimbursable from water users' payments,
conservancy district revenues, other sales of water, and from surplus
power revenues of the Missouri River Basin project. Recent analyses
of the Missouri River Basin project indicate that adequate power
revenues will be available to meet the requirements of the Garrison
diversion unit.
Upon passage of enabling legislation by the North Dakota State
Legislature, the Garrison Diversion Conservancy District was organized, embracing all of the affected counties of North Dakota. This
VIII
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organization has given enthusiastic support and cooperation during
the investigations; has sponsored the formation of five irrigation diSi..
tricts (approximately 200,000 acres); is working toward organization
of additional irrigation districts; has agreed to the repayment princi'ples outlined in the report; and is now negotiating repayment contracts.
The proposed report of the Commissioner of Reclamation which
was adopted on June 12, 1957, as the proposed report of the Secretary
of the Interior, contemplated an ultimate development to serve
1,007,000 acres and an initial stage to serve 407,000 acres. Since
that time further consideration, including discussions with local interests, has been given to the plan involving a smaller acreage and
lesser expenditure. It can be demonstrated that any one of several
plans to serve 250,000 acres would be physically and :financially
feasible and economically justified, would constitute a self-contained
unit, and would be susceptible to enlargement in later years.
There are many potential combinations of areas totaling about
250,000 acres which might be adopted. Final selection of areas and
of design~ of works must be kept flexible to meet the desires of the
State and local interests and not to conflict with future feasibility of
expansion of the plan. With this in mind, a plan has been analyzed
involving 80,000 acres on the west side of the Souris River, some
20,000 acres south of the Souris River but in the Souris River Basin,
and 150,000 acres in the central and southern portions of North
Dakota. Such a plan would involve· the same principal supply works
as described in the report, but most of its component parts would be
on a smaller scale. It would encompass also most of the more important associated purposes of the ultimate potential development,
such as restoration of Devils Lake, and many of the fish and wildlife
features and municipal water supplies.
The construction cost of such a 250,000-acre project, based on
January 1959 prices, would be about $169 million. Over $9 million
of this amount has already been expended on construction of Jamestown Dam. This estimate will be refined during the course of subsequent studies. In addition to the construction expenditure of about
$160 million, the economic investment for repayment analysis includes
a share of the costs of Garrison Dam and Reservoir and of the Missouri
River Basin project power system and interest during construction
on the municipal water and commercial power allocations. The economic investment is tentatively allocated to functions as follows:
Reimbursable:
Irrigation ______________________________________________ $153, 740, 000
Municipal water________________________________________
14, 027, 000
Powert_______________________________________________
41,000
SubtotaL___ ______ __ __ __ ____ __ __________ _ ___ __ __ __ ___

167, 808, 000

N onreimbursable:
Fish and wildlife ____ - - - - - - - - - - ________________________ _
Flood controlt ________________________________________ _
Recreation ____________________________________________ _

27,312,000
2,949,000
1,354,000

Subtotal ____________________________________________ _
t

At Jamestown Dam.

31,615,000

X
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It is estimated that water users' and conservancy district payments
will retire about $36,250,000, or 24 percent of the irrigation allocation
in 50 years, leaving $117,490,000 to be borne by Missouri River Basin
project power revenues.
A rapidly developing recognition of the value of irrigation has been
demonstrated in North Dakota by the prompt organization of five
irrigation districts, by urgent requests from both the conservancy
district and these irrigation districts for negotiation of repayment
contracts, and by a substantial recent growth in privately developed
irrigation wherever the limited available water supply will permit.
This indicates that this 250,000-acre unit can be developed for irrigation at a more rapid rate than was assumed in the economic analysis
shown in my r eport for the I-million-acre unit. Using this revised
time schedule for land development, the following comparisons of
average total annual costs and benefits result:
250,000-acre unit, 1959 prices

Average annual costs 1 ____ _ _ -- - - ----- - - - - --- -- -- ------- - --- - - - --- - - - -------Annual benefits _________ ___ ____ _____ ______ __ __ __ _--------- ---- --- -- ---- ----Benefit-cost ratio ________________ _______ ____ ___ __ ______ ___ ___ _______ ____ ____ _

100 years

50 years

$7,014, 000
$13, 941, 000
l.99tol

$8, 669,000
$14, 354, 000
1. 66 to 1

1 Includes amortization of construction cost, a share of Missouri River Basin project power costs and
Garrison storage costs, interest during construction, and annual operation and maintenance costs.

For the purpose of comparison, the 250,000-acre unit has been
analyzed under the schedule of land development used in my report
on the I-million-acre unit. Results of this analysis are:
Benefit-cost ratio:

1959 prices

k8°Y~!:!~==================~ ======================·========= i:~~ ~~ {

- Before any construction activities are initiated, we will require that
·c ontracts be executed among the United States, the Garrison Diversion
Conservancy District, and the irrigation districts to insure sufficient
annual water revenues, together with revenues available to the conservancy district, to pay the operation; maintenance, ~nd replacement
costs of the principal supply works and of the distribution, ·lateral
·and drainage systems applicable to the areas for which service is
provided. In addition, the contract revenues must be sufficient to
retire an appropriate share of construction costs as they mature,
under terms of the contracts. Evidence of local support, such as the
formation of districts __and their expressed desire to negotiate repayment contracts, gives strong assurance that this requirement can be
met promptly.
Con cern has been expressed regarding the effect of the depletion
of Missouri River flows by _operat ion of the Garrison diversion unit
upon future water uses in the lower basin States. Such concern is
not justified. Since the unit report was prepared, a subcommittee
·of the Missouri Basin Interagency Committee reviewed its earlier
report ·on adequacy of flows in the Missouri River. That report
extended the water supply data to 1958 and reflected the most recent
long-range forecasts of upstream depletion. It reaffirmed the conclusions of the earlier report to the effect that all foreseeable consump-
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tive uses of water in the lower basin, even during a repetition of the
extreme drought of 1930-41, could be satisfied through the storage
regulation afforded by the main stem reservoirs, with only tolerable
and normal critical year water supply shortages for navigation and
irrigation. The depletion caused by the 250,000-acre development
herein proposed would amount to only 4.5 percent of the flow at Sioux
City for the critical period of 1930-41.
The authorized Missouri River Basin project as described in Senate
Document 191, provided benefits for every State involved. North
Dakota was to receive extensive irrigation development, which would
compensate for its loss of productive lands inundated by the main
stem reservoirs. In the first 15 years of development, emphasis has
been upon the construction of main stem reservoirs. The benefits
from flood control and navigation have accrued primarily to the lower
basin States. Irrigation has not kept pace with the other project
purposes.
Therefore, the irrigation phases of the Missouri River Basin project
should proceed as planned in the interests of maximum utilization
of the water and land resources of the basin, and in equity to the
upper basin States which have given up much valuable land to the
main stem reservoirs.
I recommend construction of the necessary works to irrigate an area
of 250,000 acres with such modifications as are necessary for practical
and economic future expansion of the project service area, and to
serve other purposes. A 250,000-acre unit is the smallest independent
plan that I consider to be consistent with sound development. Since
irrigation on a large scale has not been developed previously in this
area, operation of the 250,000-acre project will provide a firm guide to
consideration of future expansion.
We propose also, in order to a void certain legal and economic
problems which were not apparent at the time Senate Document 191
was prepared, that the Missouri River Basin project be modified in
the following particulars to permit construction of the Garrison
diversion unit as herein described.
The act of August 30, 1890, reserved canal rights-of-way on lands
patented after that date to the United States, but it was not conceived
that major canals requiring such extensive rights-of-way as are
involved in Garrison diversion unit would be built. Authority to
purchase such lands as are needed for the major canals, notwithstanding the act of August 30, 1890, is required. Authority to
construct recreation features as provided in the report would be
necessary.
Accomplishment of the developments planned to mitigate losses
and to develop and improve fish and wildlife resources falls within
the authority contained in the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act of
August 12, 1958.
My proposed report was transmitted to the States of the Missouri
River Basin and to the Secretary of the Army for their views and
recommendations in accordance with the Flood Control Act of 1944.
It was sent to the States of North Dakota and South Dakota for
specific consideration of the fish and wildlife aspects in accordance
with the act of August 14, 1946, and to the interested Federal Departments and agencies in accordance with an interagency agreement.
Comments have been received from most of the States and agencies
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to which the report was sent, and copies thereof are enclosed along
with reports of the Bureau of Reclamation and the Fish and Wildlife
Service.
I shall appreciate having advice concerning the relationship of the
Garrison diversion unit to your program. If you concur, the report
will be forwarded to the Congress for its consideration and possible
legislative action during the ensuing session of the 86th Congress.
Sincerely yours,
FRED A. SEATON,
Secretary of the Interior.

REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF RECLAMATION
U.S. DEPARTMENT OJ<~ THE INTERIOR,
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION,

Washington, D. C., January 20, 1958.
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.
Sm : This is my report on the Garrison diversion unit, Missouri
River Basin proj ect, North Dakota and South Dakota. It is based
upon and includes the proposed report on this project which you approved and adopted on June 12, 1957.
Copies of the proposed report were transmitted to all of the States
of the Missouri River Basin and to the Secretary of the Army in.
accordance with the provisions of section 1 (c) of the Flood Control
Act of 1944 and to the States of North Dakota and South D akota .
specifically for comments from the heads of the agencies exercising:
administration over the wildlife resources of those States in accordance with the provisions of the act of August 14, 1946. Other agencies
of the Federal Government were sent copies in accordance with the
agreements on coordination of reports of the I n teragency Committee
on Water Resources. There are attached copies of the letters which
have been received from the States of Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, .
Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wyoming, and from the
Departments of Agriculture) Army, Commerce, Health, Education,
and Welfare, Labor, and the Federal Power Commission.
Several of the States in the lower portion of the basin expressed
concern over the magnitude of depletions of Missouri River flows.
involved in the proposal and the effect of such depletions upon future
uses of Missouri River water in those States. It is pertinent that the·
depletions now proposed are substantially le.ss than those originally
anticipated for the Missouri-Souris unit and which were recognized at,
the time the Missouri River Basin project was authorized by the
Congress. The authorizing legislation did not provide for maintenance of any specific minimum flow in the river through the lower
portion of the basin. It did specify that the use of water for navigation shall be only such use as does not conflict with beneficial consumptive uses upstream.
Actually, the proposed consumptive use of water from the Missouri
River for the Garrison diversion unit is small compared with the annual
runoff at such downstream points as Sioux City, Iowa, and Kansas
City, Mo. Net depletion of the Missouri River for the unit under
ultimate project conditions will average about 2,500,000 acre-feet
annually. The Missouri Basin Interagency Committee report dated
April 1951, on "Adequacy of Flows in the Missouri River" shows longterm average annual runoff at Sioux City over 24 million acre-feet and
at Kansas City over 41 million acre-feet. During the worst drought
· period on record, these flows averaged about 15 million acre-feet and
24 million acre-feet, respectively. Fulfillment of water requirements
xnr
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at Sioux City will satisfy all downstream requirements since yield of
tributaries below that point will exceed all foreseeable demands. With
the storage regulation available when the main stream dams are completed the interagency committee report indicates that flows at Sioux
City, under depletion assumptions approximating ultimate Garrison
unit diversion conditions, could meet all anticipated domestic, municipal, and sanitary requirements as well as satisfactory navigation
needs even under adverse climatic conditions. If the total future depletions for all uses estimated in the interagency report are developed
eventually, including the Garrison diversion unit, some curtailment
of navigation in adverse periods will be necessary, but water for other,
more essential, uses appears to be plentiful.
Gov. John E. Davis, of North Dakota, in approving the report and
pledging cooperation of the State, expressed the reservation that relaxation of land limitation of reclamation law might in certain areas
be conducive to more economical operation. The fact that permanent irrigation service to as much as 320 acres in joint ownership of
man and wife is permitted would appear to meet Governor Davis'
concern in a large part, although not entirely.
The comments of the Assistant Secretary of Agriculture include
observations on several aspects of the agricultural economic phases of
the project, many of which are of a technical nature and which are
discussed in the attached letter in reply to the Assistant Secretary of
Agriculture. The Department of Agriculture also suggested that it
cooperate in future evaluation of the agricultural benefits for the
individual units.
The Chief of Engineers, Department of the Army, found that the
proposed modification of the improvements authorized by the Flood
Control Act of 1944 is generally in consonance with the provisions
contained in the report on the Missouri River Basin published as
Senate Document 247, 78th Congress. He pointed out the effect that
diversion of Missouri River water would have upon power and navigation operations on the river downstream and urged that return flows
be returned to the Missouri River to the maximum extent practicable.
The ultimate depletion of Missouri River flows by irrigation diversions
of the magnitude required for the Garrison diversion unit h as been
contemplated since the inception of the Missouri River Basin project,
and all economic and :financial analyses have taken the effects of
such depletions into account. It should be noted that the modified
plan presented in the current report will result in substantially le~s
net depletion of Missouri River flows than the plan outlined in the
reports referred to in the original authorizing legislation.
The Assistant Surgeon General and Chief Engineer of the Public
Health Service contributed a number of helpful suggestions and
recommendations regarding municipal water supply, stream pollution
abatement, and mosquito control in the unit area. We will work with
representatives of that agency toward maximum practicable adoption
of those suggestions.
The Chairman of the Federal Power Commission commented upon
the potentialities for production of electrical energy by utilizing
drops in the McClusky Canal. These potentials were recognized in
our report, but were deferred for further consideration when the project advances beyond the initial stages. The canals and other features
will be so designed as to make future power installations possible
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when and if future circumstances show such installations would be
economically and financially feasible.
.
In compliance with a request_ of the Fish and Wildlife Service
and in order to give an important phase of the proposal the detailed
-consideration it warrants, the report, entitled "Fish and Wildlife and
the Garrison Diversion Unit," is attached to and made a part of this
report to emphasize the problems and solutions for preservation and
propagation of fish and wildlife which have been dealt with in preparation of this plan. Throughout the past and future planning for
this development, every effort has been and will be made, through
-cooperative planning between the Bureaus to develop measures to
compensate, insofar as feasible, for losses to waterfowl habitat which
might result from the proj ect. Although no diversions of Missouri
River water specifically for this use are contemplated, we believe
the plan outlined in our report will result in adequate water supplies
to all fish and wildlife features described therein.
None of the foregoing indicates the necessity or desirability of
revisions or changes in the basic report or the proposed plan of development of the Garrison diversion unit. We believe, therefore,
that the report is satisfactory in its present form.
Accordingly, I recommend that you approve and adopt this report
as your report on the Garrison diversion unit, North Dakota and South
Dakota, Missouri River Basin project, and that you transmit it,
together with the basic documents and at tached letters to the President and subsequently to the Congress for appropriate legislative
consideration and action.
Respectfully,

E. DOMINY,
Assistant Commissioner.

FLOYD

Approved and adopted, June 21, 1958.
FRED A. SEATON,
S ecretary of the Interior.

fROPOSED REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF
RECLAMATION

U.S.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR;
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION,

Washington, D.O., April 19, 1957.
rhe SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.
Sm: This is my proposed report on the Garrison diversion unit,
North and South Dakota, a unit of the Missouri River Basin project.
It is based upon a report dated January 1957 by the regional director,
Billings, Mont., a copy of which is appended to this letter.
The plan consists of the principal supply works and the water use
works. The principal supply works, which bring the water from the
Missouri.River at Garrison Reservoir to the service area, are the Snake
Creek Reservoir and pumping plant, the McClusky Canal, and Lonetree Reservoir. From Lonetree Reservoir, the water use works
consist of a system of canals radiating out to the north, east, .and
south to serve tracts of irrigable land in the watersheds of the Souris,
Sheyenne, and James Rivers, totaling 1,007,000 acres.
Because of the long construction and development period. anticipated on this unit, studies have been made of possible stage construction plans, and it has been found that a two-stage approach
is desirable. The principal supply works would be built initially
to serve 407,000 acres, less than one-half ultimate capacity, and
water use works would be provided to those areas where irrigation
is most desired. During the first 5 years of construction activity,
work and funds will be concentrated upon the diversion works._to and
including Lonetree Reservoir at an estimated construction cost of
$54 million. The constmction cost of the entire first stage is estimated
to be $25'5,164,000.
The construction cost for the entire Garrison diversion unit is
estimated, at January 1956 prices, at $529,379,000. One feature
included in this estimate, Jamestown Dam and Reservoir, has been
built and is currently being operated for flood control. The remaining
construction cost is estimated at $519,985,000. Other costs assignable to the unit include a portion of the cost of Garrison Reservoir, a
part of the Missouri River Basin project power investment, and
interest during construction on municipal water and power allocations.
The total investment cost is tentatively allocated thus:
Reimbursable:
Irrigation __ ____________________________________________ $616, 557, 000
Municipal and industrial water___________________________
25,439,000
Power (Jamestown Dam penstocks) ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _
41, 000
Subtotal ____________________________________________ _

642,037,000

N onreimbursable:
Fish and wildlife ______________________________________ _
Recreation ____________________________________________ _
Flood control _________________________________________ _

49,057,000
2,068,000
1,889,000

Subtotal ___________________________________________ _

53,014,000

Tot~-----------------------------------------------

xvi

695,051,000
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These estimates include the cost of purchasing rights-of-way for
major canals and drains on lands west of the 100th meridian, even
though, the act of August 30, 1890 (26 Stat. 371, 391, 43 U.S.C. sec.
945), reserved such rights-of-way to the United States in lands patented
after the date of that act. Legislative action will be necessary if
payment is to be made for the rights now reserved to the United
States.
The Garrison diversion unit will have a major impact upon fish
and wildlife habitat and upon recreation opportunities in the area.
The costs of facilities to protect and enhance these resources are
included in the project cost estimate. In addition to works to
protect the important Lower Souris National Wildlife Refuge and to
reestablish Devils Lake as a major recreational resource, some 60
separate areas have been marked for development for preservation
a,p.d enhancement of fish and waterfowl. All these developments are
part of a program of more than local significance, being located on a
principal North American flyway, and as such warrant nonreimbursable allocations of cost. The important Devils Lake restoration
feature is to be included in the first stage of development. Legislative authority to provide for these extensive enhancement areas and
recreation features, and to do so on a nonreimbursable basis, is
called for.
It is estimated that water users' payments and conservancy district
revenues . will retire $107,384,000, or 17.4 percent of the irrigation
allocation, leaving $509,172,000 to be borne by Missouri River Basin
project power revenues. The municipal water allocations would be
paid out, with interest, in 50 years. Recent analyses of the Missouri
River Basin project indicate that adequate surplus power revenues
will be available to meet the requirements of the Garrison diversion
unit.
It is important to note that the Garrison diversion unit is a longrange plan. At least 25 years will elapse between the first appropriation of construction funds and full utilization and production on all of
the areas to receive irrigation water in the first stage of development.
Thereafter, construction of facilities and subjugation of lands to
irrigation will proceed as dictated by the growth of demand for irrigation and the annual appropriation of funds by the Congress. Greatest efficiency ·will probably be attained in a total construction program spread over about 60 years, dependent, of course, upon local and
national economic conditions and the agricultural products supply
and demand situation and upon the rate of acceptance by the farmers
of the change from dryland farming to irrigation.
Benefits exceed costs in the ratio of 1.40 to 1 for the first stage and
1.42 to 1 for the ultimate stage. Calculation of the benefits and costs
for the initial stage under criteria set forth in Budget Bureau Circular
A-47 results in a ratio of 1.03 to 1 for all benefits and 0.53 to 1 for direct
benefits only. Analysis of the ultimate stage cannot be made under
A-47 criteria due to the length of construction and development
periods involved.
The proposal is financially feasible, economically justified, and outstandingly advantageous to all concerned at the local, State, and
National levels. It will enable the affected areas to shift their agricultural emphasis from unstable, price-supported, one-crop economies
to stabilized, diversified, and intensive general farming, with conse50991-60-2
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quent benefits extending far beyond the project boundaries. It will
reverse the trend of recent years, where population has been declining
while in other areas of the Nation it has moved steadily upward. It
will provide opportunities for thousands of deserving citizens to settle
upon good family-size farms. Considerable State and local interest
in this project is evident from the passage of legislation to authorize a
conservancy district and its prompt formation and activity, from
progress being made to form irrigation districts and other contracting
entities, and from numerous expressions of interest and support from
people in all walks of life-from the Governor and legislators to individual farmers and landowners.
I concur in the recommendation of the regional director that the
plan of development contained in his report be approved as the basic
plan for development of the Garrison diversion unit and that there be
initiated whatever action is deemed necessary to lead to its early
construction.
Because of modifications resulting from detailed studies which have
improved the plan over that described in Senate Document 191, 78th
Congress, and because some clarification and amendments of reclamation law are deemed desirable with regard to application of the act
of August 30, 1890, cited above, and in respect to costs associated
with fish and wildlife enhancement areas and with recreation facilities,
I recommend that this report be used as the basis for seeking such
modifying legislation and appropriations as may be required to put
the Garrison diversion unit under construction.
Subject, of course, to consideration of comments received, I recommend that you approve and adopt this report as your proposed report
and that you authorize its transmittal to the Governors of the affected
States of the Missouri River Basin and to the Secretary of the Army
in accordance with the requirements of the Flood Control Act of 1944,
to the Governors of North Dakota and South Dakota for any report
and recommendations which the heads of the agency exercising administration over the wildlife resources of those States may wish to
make in accordance with the provisions of the act of August 14, 1946
(60 Stat. 1080), and to the Federal agencies represented on the Interagency Committee on Water Resources for their comments. Upon
receipt of replies in response to these transmittals, copies of the report
together with comments which are received will be submitted for your
further consideration and appropriate action.
Respectfully,
w. A. DEXHEIMER,
Commissioner.
Approved and adopted, June 12, 1957.
FRED A. SEATON,
Secretary of lhe Interior.
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SUMMARY SHEETS
LOCATION

Most of Garrison diversion unit is in North Dakota, and part in
South Dakota, extending east of Missouri River to western edge of
Red River Valley, and south of Canadian border to Aberdeen, S. Dak.
AUTHORITY

Garrison diversion unit is a part of Missouri River Basin project
authorized by the Flood Control Act of 1944, approved December 22,
1944, 78th Congress (58 Stat. 887). The report is authorized by the
Federal reclamation laws (act of June 17, 1902, 32 Stat. 388, and acts
amendatory thereof or supplementary thereto).
PLAN OF DEVELOPMENT

Provides for diversion of water from Garrison Reservoir on the
Missouri River for irrigation of 1,007,000 acres, municipal and industrial use in 41 towns and cities, fish and wildlife uses, and recreation
purposes in Devils Lake and other impoundments. Flood control,
drainage of nonirrigable land, and pollution abatement are other
purposes. Principal supply works are the 8,850 cubic feet per second
Snake Creek pumping plant which pumps water from Garrison
Reservoir, the 73-mile McClusky Canal which carries this water across
the drainage divide, and Lonetree Reservoir in the headwaters of the
Sheyenne River which stores and regulates the diverted water.
Most main canals and natural waterways serving the irrigable lands
originate at Lonetree Reservoir. System includes 6,773 miles of
canals and laterals, 8 regulating reservoirs, 656 pumping plants, and
about 9,300 miles of drains to control ground and surface water.
Power for pumping to be supplied from Missouri River Basin project,
either directly or by wheeling over privately owned lines. Plan
includes Jamestown Reservoir already constructed on the James River.
First stage construction, to irrigate about 407,000 acres ,will include
2,950 cubic feet per second capacity in the Snake Creek pumping
plant, and 2,900 cubic feet per second in McClusky Canal.
CONSTRUCTION COSTS

All functions, January 1956 prices:
Principal supply works, 1st stage _____________________________ _
Principal supply works, 2d stage ______________________________ _
McClusky Canal area ____________________________ - _- - - - - - - - - Coleharbor section ______________ - _______________ - _- - - - - - - - - - Souris section ___________________________________ - - - - - - - - - - - Devils Lake section _____ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Central North Dakota section ______ -- -- --- _________ -- - - -- -- - - LaMoure section ________ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Oakes section ___________ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sheyenne River improvement ____ ____________________________ _
Jamestown Daro and Reservoir ____ ____ _______________________ Fish and wildlife development ___ - - - - - - - - - - __________ - - - - - - - - - Transitional development ___ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _______ - _- - - - - - - ~ - - Other agencies' additional investigation costs ________ -- ____ - - - - --

$54,213,000
22,279,000
3,425,000
16,858,000
206,290,000
41,956,000
94,780,000
4,122,000
44,873,000
14,619,000
3,894,000
13,621,000
8,018,000
431,000

-----

Total construction costs ________________________________ 529, 379, 000
XXI
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These costs include $9,394:000 already spent or appropriated for·
Jamestown Dam and for investigations of Garrison diversion unit.
Additional construction funds required, $519,985,000.
OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, AND REPLACEMENT COSTS

Based on long-term projections estimated to be 90 percent of
January 1956 costs, except for electric energy, which has been assumed'
to be 100 percent.
Allocated
costs

Other
Federal
cost
Irrigation ___________ ·_____________________ •________________________________ _
Fish and wildlife______________________________________________
$279,200
Recreation ___ . ________________________________________________
11, 850
Municipal and industrial water_______________________________
0
Flood controL ____________ ____ ____ _____ __ ________ _____ _______ _
0

$4,757,038
167,661
7,906
142,559
3, ,505

TotaL______ ____________________ ______________ ________ __
291,050
5,078,669
Rounded _______________________ ----- --------- -------- -- ----------- --- ------ ----- -- -

Total
cost

$4, 757, 038 440, 861
19,756
142,559 ·
3,505
5,369,719
5,370,000 :

PROJECT LANDS

Irrigable · 1ands are about 30 percent of gross project area. Re- stricted subsoil permeability and unsatisfactory topography are principal reasons for nonarable classification. Irrigable acreage is: :
Class 1
Souris Loop area _______________ .. _____________________ _
East Souris area ___________________ . ____________ . ______ _
Coleharbor section __ __________________________________ _
Harvey pumping area __ __ ________________ _____________ _
New
Rockford
area. ___....
--- ---------- -_
Sykeston
area _________
___ __ ___----------------. ___________________
Berlin area ___ _________ ._ ._ . _______ __ . _________________ _
Harvey-Maddock area_. ________ . __ . __________________ _
Warwick-McVille area __________ . ___ . ______________ ___ _
Baldhill area ______ ________ ___ _______________ __________ _
LaMoure section ______________________________________ _
Oakes section ____ ________ ______ _____________ __________ _
McClusky Canal area __ ____ _______ ____________________ _
Velva Canal area_______ ____ ·--------------------------.

27,524
12,156
7,871
442
7,918
2,900
1,490
10,156
3,658
14,250
927
13,638
604
70

Class 2
90,765
47,104
21,028
3,608
25,722
13,800
4,520
30,483
10,721
44,210
5,009
39,354
2,610
1,580

Class 3
209,381
92,690
10,921
6,260
33,550
20,300
6,730
4/i, 621
27,001
38,350
6,264
55,008
7,576
3,350

TotaL __.__ --- ---- -- ____________________________ .
103, 604
340, 514
563, 002
Rounded ____ ____ ------ _____ __ __ __ ______ ----- ----· ___ ________ ___ ___ _______ . ____ _____ __

Tot_al
327,670
151,950
39. 820
10,310
67, 190
37,000
12,740 ·
86,260
41,380
96. 810
12,200
108,000
10,790
5,000
1,007, 120
1, 007, 000 ·

WATER SUPPLY AND REQUIREMENTS

Flows of Missouri River varying between 25,800,000 and 9,150,000
acre-feet, and averaging 17,600,000 acre-feet annually, will be regu-lated by Garrison Reservoir. Average annual water requirements in
acre-feet are:
Delivery to farms ______________________________________________ 1,155,240
·Municipal and industrial uses___________________________________
51,450
Delivery to Devils and Stump Lakes _____________________ - _- _- ___
89, 880
Evaporation from other lakes and reservoirs ___ .__ ___ ___ ___________
114, 550
Losses in canals and streams ____________________________________ _1, 215,510
Total diversion requirement----------,-----;--!- '.- -- ------ -- -; - 21 626,630
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Annual return flow in acre-feet follows:
Sheyenne River ______________________________________________ _
Souris River ___________________ ____ __________________________ _
Missouri River ____ ______ ______ _____ ____________ ______________ _
Wild Rice River ______________________________________________ _
Pothole areas ______________ __ ________________________________ _

563,350
14,650
128,100
36,280
19,910

Total return flows_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _
762, 290
A-~erage annual Missouri River depletion__ __ _____________ _______ _ 2, 498, 530
POWER AND ENERGY REQUIREMENTS

The 656 pumping plants will get their power supply from the
Missouri River Basin project. Their requirements are:
Section

Average annual energy
(kilowatthours)

Kilowatt
demand

Principal supply works __ ___________________________________________________ _
Coleharbor ________________________________________________ __ _______________ _
Souris ______________________________ - _____ - - -- - - -- - --- - -- - - -- - -- -- -- - -- - - -- - Devils Lake _________________________ _______________________________________ _
Central North Dakota __ -- ------------------------ _____________ : ___________ _
LaMoure ___________________________________________________________________ _
Oakes ______________________________________________________________________ _
TotaL ________________________________________________________________ _

80,500
13, 131
50, 565
3,715
4,875
2,201
9,963

118, 840,000
17,399,000
129, 721, 000
3,748,000
3,575,000
1,821,000
13,206,000

164,950

288, 310, 000

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

Typical present dryland farm enterprise is based on small grains
with average size of farm varying from 460 to 700 acres. Irrigated
farms expected to vary from 160 to 540 acres, creating about 3,400
new farm family opportunities. Average dryland crop yields peracre and those anticipated under class 1 irrigated land are:
Dryland
Unit

Alfalfa __ __________________ _______ _______
Oats __ ___________________________________
Barley __ -------------------------------Flax
____ -----------------------------Corn__silage
___________ ___ __ _________ _____
Corn fodder_------------------------- -- -

N orthem
area

Southern
area

Irrigated
Northern
area

Southern
area

Ton_________ __ ___ _______ ____________
2. 8
3. 4
BusheL_____
19
22
60
58
_____ do______
15
14
40
38
_____
do______
4. 5
5. 0
15
16
Ton__
_______ ____________
____________
7. 0
8, 5
_____ do _____ _
1. 5
1. 5 _________________ ___ ___ _

~i:rgt!~fs_~============================ ¥~~~~!====== -------~~--- -------~~---

o

gs

fg_
Potatoes __ _______________________________ BusheL ____ ____________ ____________
250
280
Wheat_ __------------------------------- _____ do ____ __
10
10
30
30
Tame hay _______________________________ Ton_ ________
1.1
1.1 ------------ __ _______ __ _

Weighted average land development costs are estimated at $77 peracre.
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RESTORATION OF DEVILS AND STUMP LAKES ·

Restored elevations:
West Bay _________________________________________ feet __ _
Devils Lake proper _________________________________ do ___ _
Stump Lake _______________________________________ do ___ _
Inlet capacity from Devils Lake Canal (cubic feet per second) _____ _
Outlet capacity to Sheyenne River (cubic feet per second) ________ _

1,430
1,425
1,423
400
200

Total Federal construction costs ________________________________ $5,468,000
Total non-Federal costs_______________________________________ 4, 555, 000
Total Federal and non-Federal costs ______________________ 10,023,000

The estimated benefits and costs are:
'Total annual equivalent benefits (Federal)______________ _________
'Total annual equivalent costs (Federal)_________________________

$939,000
244, 000

The benefit-cost ratio is 3.84 to 1.00.
FISH AND WILDLIFE

Sixty-two fish and wildlife developments are in the plan. They
include 72,310 acres of water and marsh, and 156,940 acres of land.
A water supply totaling about 220,000 acre-feet annually will be
:provided from return flows and diversions from canals and laterals.
RECREATION

Principal recreation facilities include Devils and Stump Lakes,
·Brush Lake-Lake Williams chain, Stony Lake-Round Lake chain,
and Lonetree, Taayer, and Jamestown Reservoirs. No recreation
facilities recommended along canals. Costs to be borne 25 percent
·by Federal Government and 75 percent by State and local sponsors.
MUNICIPAL AND INDUSTRIAL WATER

Delivery of water to 41 municipalities and 4 industrial areas to be
:made at canal side, with users constructing all additional works needed
to treat water, and transport it to points of use. Since canals operate
seasonally, users taking water from this source will require offseason
storage works. Allocated construction costs and interest during construction are assumed to be repaid in 50 years at 2}~ percent interest.
Allocated 0. M. & R. charges must be paid annually. Average annual
,c ost is $27.44 per acre-foot at canal side.
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COST ALLOCATIONS
[In thousands of dollars)
Allocations-1,007,000-acre unit

Reimbursable:
Irrigation _________________________________________ _
Municipal and industrial water ___________________ _
Power _____________________________________________ _
SubtotaL __________ ·--------- ___________________ _
Nonreimbursable:
Fish and wildlife___________________________________
Recreation___ ___ ___________________________________
Flood controL_____________________________________

Construetion cost

Assigned
cost

480,514
14,072
40

136,043
10,199
0

Interest
Total alloduring concation
struction

1,168
1

616,557
25,439•
41

494,626
146, 242
1,169
642,037'
l====l=====l=====I====
31, 784
1,081
I, R89

17,273 ____________
987 ____________
0 ____ ________

49, 057
2,068
1, 889 •

1- - - - 1 - - - --1 - - - - -1- - - -

SubtotaL _ --------------------------------------

34, 754

TotaL ________________ · ____________ _____ _____ ____

529, 380

18, 260 ____________
164,502

1,169

53,014
695,051.

BENEFIT-COST RATIOS

B enefit-cost ratios are computed from common-time (1964) adjusted
values of estimated benefits and costs, using 2% percent interest.
Bureau of Reclamation method is based on 100 years of useful life,
using direct, indirect, and public benefits. Circular A-47 prescribes.
50-year period which r estricts comparisons to first stage.
Benefit-cost ratios
Bureau of
R eclamation
method

Circular A-47
method

First stage_ __ ____________________________________________________________
1. 40
1. 03
Direct b enefits only _______________ ---- --- --------------- __ __ ________ . --- ---- ------ --- -- .
. 53
Full development .. ----------------------------------------- --------- --1. 42 ----------------

A comparison of benefits and costs under full development not
adjusted to a common-time basis results in a ratio of 1.75 to 1.
PAYMENT CAP A CITY

Payment capacity estimates based on a series of farm budget studieswith and without irrigation are:
Land class
1 _- - --- -- - ----- - --- ------------ --- - - -- -- --- - -- -- - - ---- - -- - -- - - ---- -- - ----

2_ - - --- - - - ---- -- -- - --- --- - -- - - --- - -- - -- - ----- ---- - - --- -- - ----- -- - --- -- - -3_ - - - -- - - - ------ - -- ---- ---- ---- - - ---- - - - --- --- --- - - -- ------ -- - ------- - -- -

Northern area
$9.00
7. 30
5. 55

Southern area
$9. 90
7. 7()1.

6.05
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AMORTIZATIO_N CAP A CITY

--

--- --·

-

Central
· division

Souris
· d!visl:on

Oakes
-·divlston

Coleharbor
· division

Ultimate
-· unrt

Payment capacity_________________________
O.M. & R _________________________________

56. 60
4. 40

$6. 33
4. 77

$7.13
4. 99

$7.16
6. 33

$6. 55
4. 72

Amortization capacity _______________

2. 20

1. 56

2.14

.83

1. 83

PAYMENT PLANS

Local responsibility for development of the unit and payment of
costs is expected to be borne by the Garrison Diversion Conservancy
District, irrigation districts, park districts, and municipal-industrial
water users under a group of master contracts between the United
States and the conservancy district.
Summary of payout analysis
Power (minimum provision for future power installation at Jamestown Dam) ________________ ______________________________ _
Municipal and industrial water _______________________________ _

$41,000
25,439,000

At Jamestown Dam _____________________________________ _
Remainder of unit_ _____________________________________ _

72,000
25,367,000

Irrigation ___________________________________________________ 616,557,000
By irrigators, 15 percent__________ _____ ___________________ 92,277,590
By conservancy district, 2.4 percent _______________________ 1 15,106,800
By Missouri River Basin power, 82.6 percent _______________ 509,172,160
Total ________________________________________________ 642,037,000
1

Conservancy district pays about $1.858,000 additional which is included in payments by irrigatol""l
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GARRISON DIVERSION UNIT
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
B UREA u OF RECLAMATION'
REGIONAL OFFICE, REGION

6,
Billings, Mont., January 29, 1957.

To , Commissioner.
From: Regional director.
Subject: Report on Garrison diversion unit, Missouri River Basin
project.
This is my report setting forth the engineering and financial feasibility of the Garrison diversion unit under two stages: (1) Stage construction of the principal supply works with initial diversion capacity
of 2,950 cubic feet per second from Garrison Reservoir to irrigate
407,000 acres in central North Dakota, and (2) enlargement of the
principal supply works to a diversion capacity of 8,850 cubic
feet per second from Garrison Reservoir to irrigate 1,007,000 acres in
North and South Dakota, including the initial 407,000 acres. In
addition, the report describes preliminary plans for irrigating addi-tional lands in the lower Sheyenne and Red River Valley in eastern
North Dakota. Both stages of development serve multiple purposes,
including irrigation, municipal and industrial water supplies, fish and
wildlife, recreation, pollution abatement, flood control, and otherincidental uses.
AUTHORITY

The Garrison diversion unit is a part of the Ylissouri River Basin
project as authorized by section 9(a) of the act of December 22, 1944,
78th Congress, 2d session (58 Stat. 887), referred to as the Flood
Control Act of 1944. This report is authorized by the Federal reclamation laws. (Act of June 17, 1902, 32 Stat. 388, and acts amendatory thereof or supplementary thereto.)
PURPOSE OF REPORT

The Garrison diversion unit is a proposal to irrigate 1,007,000 acres.
of land principally in North Dakota and partly in South Dakota, and
to make a water supply available through a large area for fish and wild~
life, recreational, municipal, industrial and other incidental uses.
The unit is a modification of the Missouri-Souris unit described in
Senate Document 191, 78th Congress. The size and scope of the modified plan, as well as the objectives and the type of engineering plan,
are closely similar to the original. The point of diversion from the
Missouri River and the location of much of the irrigable land have
changed as more detailed investigations have revealed- desirable
improvements.
1
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This reporu bas two primary purposes. First, it presents findings
in sufficient detail to serve as the basis for reconsidering and modifying
the basic authorization provided in the Flood Control Act of 1944.
Second, it sets forth a definite plan for the principal supply works that
will constitute the essential features that must be constructed before
irrigation water is delivered to any substantial area.
It proposes that development of irrigation be scheduled over a long
period of years and that the principal supply works be constructed
first to an intermediate size capable of serving 407,000 acres of irrigation, with enlargement to ultimate size to follow when needed.
COOPERATION AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

The cooperation and assistance of many agencies and interests
have been an integral part of planning the Garrison diversion unit.
Throughout the investigation, the State government has maintained
.an aggressive interest and, in various forms, has actively participated
in important parts of the work. Federal agencies, without exception,
have joined in the job of developing a rounded and comprehensive
project plan. A pattern of cooperation and counsel has been established that will be further perfected in the detailed planning which
must follow.
The North Dakota State Water Conservation Commission has functioned, since its inception in 1937, to provide State leadership in water
development. W'ith the Governor as chairman, the State engineer
as executive secretary, and broad powers over the waters of the State,
this commission has consistently sought a sound plan for using the
waters of the Missouri River in North Dakota. Since passage of the
Flood Control Act of 1944, it has expended more than $1 million of
State funds that have been used in evolving a plan for the Garrison
diversion unit.
The State legislature has authorized the Garrison Diversion Conservancy District in a pioneer approach to the problem of broadening
the local financial support for water development. The conservancy
district has become the State's official sponsor of the Garrison diversion
unit. It has become the nerve center of local interest, thinking and
responsibility for the unit. This district has, since it was activated
in July 1955, organized county committees of landowners, sponsored
a complex informational campaign, prepared legislative proposals,
taken steps to settle questions of law, and hired expert technical help
to review parts of the project plan. It is ready to negotiate for repayment with the United States, will help to form irrigation districts, and
can provide skilled assistance during contract negotiations.
North Dakota State Agricultural College has represented both the
State and Federal interest in agriculture that occupies so predominant
a place in the project plan. The college has operated under a cooperative agreement that has resulted in continuing advice and periodic
independent studies of value both to the project plan and to the future
water users. It has contributed soil surveys, experimental work in
crops, fertilizer and irrigation methods, economic studies and, through
the Extension Service, the priceless assistance of irrigation specialists
and county extension agents.
The University of North Dakota has cooperated with the Bureau
and the State college in analyzing the potential effect of the Garrison
diversion unit on the population and economy of the State.
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The North Dakota Health Department and the U.S. Public Health
Service have furnished essential c.lata on municipal water supplies and
problems of pollution in the rivers of the State.
The Soil Conservation Service has cooperated by making its soil
survey data available.
The Geological Survey has supplied much of the basic data upon
which planning has been founded. The Bureau of Land Management
has furnished considerable up-to-date horizontal control for mapping
of project lands.
Joint planning of multiple-use features has been supplied by the
Corps of Engineers, Fish and Wildlife Service, and National Park
Service. Cost estimates for Snake Creek pumping plant, raising of
Baldhill Dam for streamfiow regulation, and channel rectification of
Sheyenne River below Baldhill Dam were furnished by the Corps of
Engineers.
Joint planning with the Frsh and Wildlife Service has resulted in
proposals for development of 62 fish and wildlife areas to replace wildlife facilities destroyed and to mitigate losses that will occur primarily
because of drainage in connection with irrigation, and to offer opportunity of enhancement to these important resources. The National
Park Service has evaluated the effects of the project on recreation
values, has reached preliminary conclusions on recreation opportunities which may be improved or prm,.ided by project features, and has
-suggested developments which might be warranted to meet probable
public use·.
·
The Bureau of Mines has investigated and reported on the mineral
resources at the principal reservoir sites.
The strong local interest in project development has been represented for many years by the aggressive promotional activity of the
Missouri-Souris Projects Association, North Dakota Reclamation
Association, and the Greater North Dakota Association.
DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA

Geologically, North Dakota is a youthful land. Except for the
southwest corner of the State, the ancient sea deposits, and river
systems that developed as the seas receded have been reshaped and
covered over by the continental glaciation of the latest ice age. The
Missouri River, shoved from its former northward course to Hudson
Bay, became the outlet for the melting ice front and entrenched itself
deeply along a high contour that marks the farthest advance of the
last ice sheet.
Everywhere east of the Missouri is the mark of the glacier. A broad
diagonal belt of rounded, grassy hills, dotted with small lakes and potholes, bisects the State and is capped by terminal moraine deposits
where the ice climbed a bedrock high and the long advance came to a
halt. Short, deeply entrenched stream valleys to the Missouri were
cut by the melt waters and then abandoned as the ice front melted
back onto the featureless prairies that fall away to the east.
The low divide of the terminal moraine, almost within sight of the
Missouri River, and the gently sloping prairies lying well below river
level to the east have, for nearly 70 years, inspired plans to divert
surplus water from the Missouri.
50991-60----li
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East of the moraine the land slopes northeast toward the source of
the glacier. This land is predominantly a dense glacial till mantle
over oJder marine sediments. Here the advancing ice covered the
ancient rivers and planed the surface. Here, also, as the ice melted
northward and melt water sought escape to the north, a secondary
land-building process began. A new and transitory network of rivers
developed on the glacial till and channeled the runoff to a group of
great temporary lakes that formed south of the decaying ice. Along
these rivers, and on the outwash areas that fed them, and on the shores
and the bottoms of the great lakes they produced, are the sandy
alluviums that today constitute nearly all of the irrigable land resource of the State.
The largest, by far, of the temporary lakes was Lake Agassiz, which
at one time covered what is now the Red River Valley of North
Dakota, Minnesota, and Canada. Glacial Lake Souris formed near
the Canadian boundary, and the breakthrough that drained the lake
left the Souris River as a final remnant. Lake Dakota, in both North
and South Dakota, drained to the south down the James River.
Devils Lake remains as an imperfectly drained glacial lake that now
rises and falls with longtime changes in rainfall.
The floor of former Lake Agassiz is drained by the Red River of
the North, a tributary to Hudson Bay, and extends westward about 30
miles into North Dakota along the entire eastern end of the State.
A number of important rivers built three large delta deposits along the
western shore of this lake. These delta soils are still being tested for
irrigability and a true measure of their extent is not yet known, but it is
certain that they constitute a great body of potentially irrigable land.
Classifying and mapping the irrigable land resource east of the
Missouri River became essentially a detailed geologic study of the top
10 feet of the soil mantle left by the last great glacier. With minor
exceptions, the mixture of glacial till found in most places is too dense
and impermeable to be successfully irrigated. The deeper sandy
alluviums make up the bulk of the irrigable land resource of the State
and the plan for the Garrison diversion unit is built on them.
Natural streamfl.ows, except for the Missouri River, cannot be
relied upon for irrigation anywhere on the unit. Characteristically,
the prairie streams approach, and often exceed flood stages during the
spring thaw and then recede quickly. They fl.ow little or not at all
during summer and fall months.
The land surface east of the Missouri River slopes downward
generally toward the northeast. Elevations range from 1,950 feet at
the divide near Garrison Reservoir to 1,700 feet near Minot, N. Dak.,
and 900 feet near Grand Forks, N. Dak. The Souris River enters
Canada at about elevation 1,400. The James River is near elevation
1,300 where it enters South Dakota. Nearly all of the irrigable land
lies between elevations 1,300 and 1,600.
The glacial till plains are gently rolling, with numerous potholes
and discontinuous high isolations. The alluviums are relatively
smooth and fl.at, with lows and isolated highs less numerous and not so
sharply defined. Slopes on the alluvial areas vary between 2 and 15
feet per mile and average about 4 feet per mile.
The climate fluctuates between subhumid and semiarid. Rainfall
is erratic. Summers are short and often hot, and the winters are
generally cold. Temperatures occasionally rise to more than 100° F.
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and fall to -50°, but these extremes are usually of short duration.
Summer days during the growing season average more than 14 hours
of sunlight. Precipitation in the normal year varies from less than 16
inches in the northwest to nearly 20 inches in the southeast. Since\
1930, extremes of annual precipitation have ranged from 5.7 inches at,
Washburn, N. Dak., in 1936, to 32.6 inches at Britton, S. Dak., in
1942. Precipitation is greatest during the early growing season, with.
50 percent of the annual amount falling in May, June, and July ..
Spring rains are usually gentle, but summer rains occasionally accompanied by hail are often localized and intense.
The average frost-free season is 108 days at Westhope, N. Dak.,
near the Canadian boundary and lengthens to 135 days at Oakes,
N. Dak., in the southeast portion of the unit. Between May 1 and
September 30, there are 2,238 hours of possible sunshine, 200 more
than in Texas, and this accounts for the normally rapid plant growth
found here.
Summer drought with searing winds and blowing dust comes to the
Dakotas occasionally and unpredictably. In every year there are
dry. periods that reduce dry farm crop yields. Often 2 or 3 inches of
rainfall at the right time would make the difference between a poor
crop and a good one for the early planted dryland cereals.
The history of white settlement in North Dakota is only about
85 years old. Lewis and Clark made the first systematic exploration
of the Missouri River Valley in 1804-6. In 1836 the steamboat
Yellowstone sailed to the mouth of the Yellowstone River and opened
a brief era of flourishing river navigation that ended soon after the
Northern Pacific Railway reached Bismarck, N. Dale, in 1873. The
first white men were hunters and fur traders. In 1862, the Homestead
Act started a wave of settlement that ended with the area near its
peak population in the 1910-20 decade.
Homestead settlement began first in the more attractive and accessible lands of the eastern Dakotas and generally followed the railroads to the west. A brief conflict developed in the central and western
parts of the States when homestead settlers contended for the open
range that pioneer ranchers were already using for summer grazing.
The land and the climate seemed well suited to cereal crops and a
strong demand for grain during World War I found most of the tillable
land under cultivation. Ranches had shrunk back into the hilly and
rough grassland areas. The plow and barbed wire fence had subdued
the prairies.
The 160- and 320-acre farm patterns of the homestead and treeclaim farms were uneconomically small for this rigorous climate.
Sporadic years of adversity followed by the disastrous drought in the
1930's started a migration from the land. As North Dakota's average
sized farm grew from 382 acres in 1910 to 674 acres in 1954, displaced
farmers moved to nearby towns and other States. Federal relief
expenditures sustained the population during the Jast great drought
and costs of Federal relief in North Dakota rose to $22,578,784 in 1938.
The trend to larger farms continued after 1939 because of the full
mechanization of cereal farming. Favorable rainfall since 1940 and
supported grain prices both have brought a general prosperity to the
Dakotas that they have never known before. However, the typical
farm is no longer a subsistence homestead, relying on horses for power,
and capable of survival on farm produce during relatively long periods
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of lo'Y cash income. The typical farm now depends on high-priced
~achmery and the typical farm family buys, in town, much of what
it needs. The extensive mechanized and specialized prairie farm of
tod~y must _have a substantial cash income every year to stay in
busmess.
~he econ<?my of the Dakotas has, since the first settler, been almost
entirely agricultural and substantially provincial, more so than any
9ther. of the_ U~ited States. In North Dakota 73 percent of the
mhab1tants hve m rural areas and depend on farming for their livelibood. On the Garrison diversion unit, 70 percent of the land is culti·vat_ed, compared with 60 percent in North Dakota. The rest is
-~amly pasture. North Dakota receives more than half its agricultural
~ncome from cash crops with wheat the principal crop. The economy
1s "~oom and bust." Annual wheat production in North Dakota has
-vaned between 19 and 156 million bushels during the past 37 years.
Cities and towns exist almost entirely to serve agriculture. The
farm-to-city migration since 1920 has swelled town populations to
record sizes while the total State populatio11 has stay ed in the 580,000
to 680,000 range for over 40 years. The automobile and improved
roads have concentrated rural trade in the larger towns and blighted
many of the smaller ones as urban populations have risen areawide.
Unprecedented rural prosperity since 1939 has sustained the new urban
population but the fundamental source of wealth is still as it was in
1920, in the fields and pastures of an extensively farmed dryland
region.
TABLE

1.-Population and total land in farms, North Dakota

Year

Population
,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , All land in
farms (acres)
Urban
Rural
Total

1855______ -------------- --- - ------ -------------- - - ----- ------- - - --- --- ___- -1872 _____ ----- ----- --- _--- --- _--- ------ ---- ----- -- _____ __ - - ___ __ ----- --- _-- _
189()____________________________________________
10, 643
180,340
1900___________ ___________ ______________________
23,413
295, 733
1910____________________________________________
63, 236
513,820
1920____________________________________________
88, 239
558,633
1930__________________________________________ __
113,306
567,539
1940.---------- --------------------------------131,923
510,012
1950________ ____________________________________
164,817
454,819
1954 _________ ---- - - - ---- - ----- ---- - ---- ------ -- (1)
(1)
1
J

2,500
191,000
190,983
319,146
577, 056
646,872
680,845
641,935
619,636
2 636,000

7,660,330
15,542,640
28, 426,650
36,214,751
38,657,894
37,936,136
41,194.044
41,731,493

Not available.
Estimated July 1, 1954.

Primarily, produce of ranches and farms is shipped out of the
Dakotas for processing. Manufactured and processed goods are
shipped in from other States. Most livestock is finished in Minnesota or Iowa feedlots and most North Dakota beef is packed in St. Paul,
Minn., Sioux City, Iowa, or Chicago, Ill. Wheat, flax, and barley
are shipped mainly to Minneapolis, St. Paul, and Duluth, Minn.
Most potatoes and all of the sugar beets go out of State to be processed
and marketed. Although soybeans have become prominent as a
substitute crop for wheat, with a promising long-range market, only
one soybean processing plant has been built in North Dakota. Principal flour mill is the State-owned mill at Grand Forks. A considerable number of flour mills and creameries have started, flourished
briefly, and closed as the lack of both a dependable source of farm
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produce and a close market have left them far back in the competitiv~
race. As the fast-growing west coast market for meat and dairy
products reaches eastward, the Dakotas still lack a critical ingredient
of the agricultural industry-stable production.
Meanwhile, the wheat market has become glutted and wheat support prices have become a way of life, as bread products have gone
out of fashion with the trend toward higher protein in the national
diet. With wheat supports have come restricted wheat allotments
and a desperate search for substitute crops that are not in surplus
and can thrive in the sun, wind, and vagrant rainfall of the northern
Great Plains. Increasing acreages of flax, soybeans, and feed and
forage crops are resulting. The agricultural economic pressures
appear, after a long lapse! to be swinging in favor of diversified farming. The cash grain crop bonanza of World War II may be over.
Industrial raw materials in North Dakota, aside from those produced
on the farm, are principally lignite coal, petroleum, clay, sodium
sulfate, and common salt. Lignite has been mined, usually from strip
mines, for many years. It is not an attractive fuel and its market
has not broadened in recent years. Annual production is about 3
million tons, used principally for local heating and the generation of
electric power. Except for oil, the other mineral resources are
scarcely used. Discovery of oil north of Garrison Reservoir in 1951
has brought a new and sizable industry to North Dakota. By 1956
there were 762 producing wells, 2 small refineries and 1 large one
(35,000 barrels per day capacity). An active exploratory drilling
program is still underway in the western half of the State. The oil
discovery area, except for a few townships near Westhope, N. Dak.,
lies outside the lands of the Garrison diversion unit.
Federal construction at military sites and at the main stem dams
along the Missouri has brought a measure of prosperity to some of
the cities that might otherwise have been distressed with their new
and larger population. Missouri River Basin power and the development of REA cooperatives have worked a modern miracle on North
Dakota's farms since 1935 when 2.3 percent were getting central
station power. In 1956, 84.4 percent of the farms were electrified, and
this modernization has had a significant impact on the retail trade
of the State.
PROBLEMS AND NEEDS OF THE AREA

In North Dakota, where most of the Garrison diversion unit will
be, the most serious problem is the almost complete dependence on
an agriculture that is dominated by wheat, a crop in surplus, with
a basic State income that fluctuates as erratically and almost as
widely as the rainfall. For over 30 years opportunities for youth
have been scarce. Small farmers have been forced off the land,
and most of the small towns have shrunk as the growing cities have
pushed out their primary trade areas. The economy has been buttressed from time to time by temporary measures or fortunate circumstance. First came the Federal relief of the 1930-40 decade.
Then came the higher farm prices of World War II and the unprecedented and timely rainfall of the last 15 years, and, finally, the recent
support prices for grain and Federal building programs for defense
and river development. These have combined to bring the remaining
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farmers periodic prosperity and shore up the enlarged urban populations while obscuring their dependence on agriculture.
Total annual farm income in the 1929-48 period varied from $60
million in 1932 to $726 million in 1948, with corresponding gross
incomes per farm of $745 and $10,460.
The average wheat yield for 1930-49 for the project area is about
10 bushels per acre. Statewide wheat yields ranged from a high of
20 bushels per acre in 1942 to a low of less than 2 bushels per acre in
1936. The variability of wheat yields before 1940 and the effect of
more timely rainfall since then are graphically illustrated in drawing
769-603-3117.
The State has lost 566,000 acres to main stem Missouri Basin
reservoirs. These include 207,000 acres of fertile bottomlands and
238,000 acres of high quality grazing land. Net gains in production
from irrigation on the Garrison diversion unit will more than replace
this lost agricultural resource. The North Dakota State government,
since construction began on Garrison Reservoir, has counted on the
benefit from new irrigation to justify the large sacrifice in agricultural
land which the reservoir required.
The needs of the area are fully apparent in the static population,
variable State income, dependence on grain farming, and low average
crop yields that history has recorded. More industry to broaden the
economic base, more diversity on the farm to broaden the farm income
base, and more intensive use of the soil to utilize better and stabilize
its potential capacity for production are all needed if North Dakota
is to keep pace with the national growth.
Irrigation on a large scale can provide a significant measure of the
missing ingredients of sound economic growth. It will bring diversity and stability to farm production. With moisture control and
crops that more fully use the growing season, irrigation will make
greater use of the inherent fertility in North Dakota soils and the
working time of North Dakota farmers.
The agricultural processing industry needs a more diversified supply
nf farm products than is now available before plant sites in this area
are practicable. The labor supply has long been here, a water supply
will come with project development, and electrical energy resources
in water, oil, and coal are ample.
Stable, intensive diversified farms, in a sufficient number, will
attract agricultural industry and add diversity to the one-shot
economy of the State. The effects will permeate even to the cattle
ranches farther west by bringing a feedlot market and beef-processing
plants closer to the rangelands. Along with an aggressive program
for industrial development of lignite, oil, and lesser minerals, the
irrigation potential brings with it the prospect that the State can resume and permanently support the growth that halted over 30 years
ago.
Any such program for economic development, relying as it mus~ on
increased farm production and on the catalyst of Federal financrng,
must also be adjusted to the national need for food. The proposed
time schedule for the Garrison diversion unit is adjusted to coincide
with estimates of future increases in the national demand for food,
without contributing to farm surpluses. The unit is composed of many
separable parts and, once development of irr~gation begins, the rate ~t
which new segments are added can be modified from year to year m
close accord with the growing national consumption of food.
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There are needs for water supplies of suitable quality for municipal
and industrial development. Many towns in North Dakota now lack
suitable water for present needs and future growth.
PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS

.At North Dakota's Constitutional Convention in 1889, Maj. J. W.
Powell, Director of the Geological Survey, accurately warned thatyears will come of abundance and years will come of disaster, and between the two,
people will become prosperous and unprosperous.

Mindful of his warning, the State constitution providesall flowing streams and natural water courses shall forever remain the property of
the State for mining, irrigating, and manufacturing purposes.

One year later (1890) Morris Bien, an engineer of the Geological
Survey, surveyed the divide that separates the Missouri from the Souris
and James Rivers in search of a practicable diversion route.
Prof. E. F. Chandler of the State university, acting as State engineer,
reported to the Governor in 1904:
The Missouri River itself offers an apparently unlimited supply of water * * *
it is sometimes proposed to raise the water from its natural level to the prairies
where it is desired by a huge dam of sufficient height. * * * Unless some unexpectedly advantageous site be found, such a project is impossible.

In the early 1920's diversion of Missouri River water into central
and eastern North Dakota was aga.in brought to the public's attention
by two plans. One proposed a diversion dam in eastern Montana to
supply a canal leading into North Dakota; the other proposed a
tunnel across the narrow divide from Garrison, N. Dak., to the Souris
River.
Since the Irrigation Congress of 1922 and the organization of the
Missouri River Diversion .Association in 1924, State engineers have
worked at plans to divert flows of the Missourl River and to enlist the
aid of Federal construction agencies in developing a feasible plan.
By 1933 the State engineer had studied four plans for crossing the
divide east of the Missouri. He considered a long diversion canal, a
river-level tunnel, a high dam near the present site of Garrison Dam,
and a lignite-powered pumping plant.
The Corps of Engineers, in 1935, announced in House Document
238, 73d Congress (308 Report) that Garrison Dam site "offers exceptional advantages in the matter of storage and also in the matter of
controlled navigation releases." Foundation conditions were considered unsatisfactory for a high dam and the site was abandoned in
favor of one upstream at Fort Peck, Mont.
The division engineer, Corps of Engineers, Kansas City Division,
reported in 1937 on a plan to divert 1,000 cubic feet per second from a
low dam at the Garrison site to restore Devils Lake, irrigate 45,000
acres in the Souris watershed, and supplement low flows in the James
and Sheyenne Rivers. The plan lacked economic feasibility.
Completion of Fort Peck Dam during the seemingly hopeless
distress of the drought decade of the 1930's and the virtual disappear-
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ance of Devils Lake led to renewed insistence that the Missouri River
be put to work on the blowing prairies of the new northern Dust Bowl.
Investigations were begun by the Bureau of Reclamation in search of
a feasible plan for irrigation from the Missouri River below the 19
million-acre-foot Fort Peck Reservoir. The Bureau's Investigations
Report No. 66 was first publicly presented in Minot, N. Dak., in 1942.
It proposed to divert from the Missouri at a low diversion dam below
Fort Peck Dam in Montana to a long canal and reservoir system
extending into North Dakota. The proposal was named the "MissouriSouris Project" and involved irrigating 1,298,000 acres (1,032,000
acres in North Dakota) and providing a water supply for replenishing
Devils Lake and numerous streams and for cities and towns in a wide
area. North Dakota and Montana seized upon this plan and began a
consistent campaign for Federal approval.
Disastrous floods along the Missouri River in 1942 and 1943 focused
national attention on this drought-ridden, flood-devastated river basin
and spurred comprehensive planning by both the Bureau of Reclamation and Corps of Engineers. A separate generalized plan, purporting
to be comprehensive of flood control, irrigation, power, navigation,
and incidental uses, was prepared by each agency and reported by the
Bureau during the 78th Congress in Senate Document 191 (the
Sloan plan) and by the corps in House Document 475 (the Pick plan).
Both agencies proposed essentially the same plan for a series of great
reservoirs on the main stem and smaller ones on the tributaries,
and called for an integrated use of floodwaters wherever feasible
throughout the basin. The plans were joined together, reconciled and
approved by Congress in the Missouri River Basin project (Pick-Sloan
plan) in the Flood Control Act of 1944. Garrison Dam and Reservoir,
proposed in the Pick plan and not in the Sloan plan, and the MissouriSouris project, proposed by Sloan but not by Pick, were the principal
differences between the two agency plans. Both features were included
in the approved consolidated plan and both were authorized as initial
units by the Flood Control Act of 1944.
Garrison Dam and Reservoir is now virtually complete. Project
planning for the Missouri-Souris unit (formerly Missouri-Souris
project) has resulted in substantial modification in plan, affecting the
location of most of the irrigable land, and taking advantage of the
Garrison Reservoir as a point of diversion to North and South Dakota
portions.
ORIGINAL PLAN FOR THE MISSOURI-SOURIS UNIT

The plan for the Missouri-Souris unit, as summarized in Senate
Document 191, provided for diverting the Missouri River below Fort
Peck Dam and proposed that: 1,275,100 acres would be irrigated,
the level of Devils Lake would be restored, Stump Lake would be
regulated for wildlife conservation, water supplies would be furnished
for some 19 cities and towns in North and South Dakota and Minnesota, Red River ·flows would be supplemented to the extent necessary
for pollution abatement and the remaining waters would be returned
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to the Missouri River through the James River.
served included:
Area

Irrigable lands to be

Location

Irrigable
acres

Montana 1 - _ _ _ _ - ------- - Below diversion dam __ _-------------------- - ---- - ---- - --------166, 600
North Dakota:
Crosby-Mohan______ Souris River Basin________________________ ______________ ________
1,000, 000
New Rockford ______ Central N orth D akota_-- -- - --- -- --- - ------------- - --- -- ------- 55,500
Jamestown ________ __ South central North D akota ___ -- -- --- - - -----------------------22,000
Oakes_- ------------- James River in North and South Dakota ___ ____________________
31, 000
1---TotaL______ ____ __ _ _____ __ __ __ ___ ___ ___________ ________ _____ ______ ____ ____ _________ __
1, Z75, 100
1 E xcludes Glasgow Bench and Missouri River pumping acreages which were not affected by modifications in the plan for diversion.

The Crosby-Mohall area, centered some 200 miles east of the diversion dam site representing nearly 80 percent of the irrigable area,
was the heart of the Missouri-Souris unit-the long-sought answer to
the problem of diverting to the Dakotas. As subsequent investigation revealed, it was here that the need for a major modification in
plan developed.
Additional land classification, with particular attention to the
drainability of the dense glacial tills that are the predominant subsoil
in the Crosby-Mohall area, showed that sustained irrigation would
probably result in damage to the land throughout most of the millionacre service area. Additional investigation of lands lying farther east
showed that the Missouri-Souris canal system could be extended
eastward onto alluvial soils that could safely be irrigated. Irrigation
in the Souris Basin would be reduced to somewhat less than half the
million acres originally planned, but additional tracts of irrigable land
found in central and southern North Dakota nearly compensated for
this reduction.
MODIFICATION OF ORIGINAL PLAN

The original project plan was adjusted to serve the better alluvial
lands. Since the new service area in the Souris Basin lay much closer
to Garrison Reservoir than to the diversion dam in Montana, and
nearly all the service areas lay below the minimum flow-line of Garrison
Reservoir, it became necessary to compare the original plan of diversion with the alternative plan of diverting from the new reservoir
over the shorter route.
It was found that most of the lands in Montana (101,000 acres)
could feasibly be irrigated even though the diversion canal terminated
at Muddy Creek some 30 miles short of reaching the North Dakota
boundary. The Montana portion of the Missouri-Souris unit is now
called the Missouri Diversion unit.
Further, it was found that costs would be reduced and water and
power conserved by serving the North Dakota portion, in its revised
location, through a diversion from Garrison Reservoir.
The original and modified plans are similar in type, involving
pumping, major diversion canals, and regulation and reuse of return
flows. Both would serve the same uses and develop substantially the
same benefits. The Garrison diversion route, however, would shorten
the common diversion canal system to North Dakota lands, would
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reduce the pumping head on the diversion canal substantially, would
reduce the areas flooded by reservoirs by more than 200 square miles,
and would eliminate a serious problem of engineering feasibility on a
portion of the canal in Montana.
Comparative estimates showed the following advantages for the
Garrison diversion route, over that from Montana.
1. Construction costs would be reduced $134 million while the
irrigable area would only be reduced 34,000 acres.
2. Annual costs of operation and maintenance would be reduced
$700,000.
3. About 100 million kilowatt-hours of pumping energy would be
saved.
4. About 500,000 acre-feet less water would be diverted annually
which in turn would be available for power production at Garrison
and other downstream plants.
5. Only one-fourth as much mileage of main canal would be required
to reach the first large bodies of irrigable land.
The original plan for serving the lands and other uses of the Missouri-Souris unit has, therefore, been adjusted to the location of the
better irrigable lands and modified by providing separate diversions
in Montana and North Dakota. The plan now proposed for the
Garrison di version unit is the modified plan for that portion to be
served in North and South Dakota by diversion.
PLAN OF DEVELOPMENT

FORMULATION OF THE PROJECT PLAN

The plan for the Garrison diversion unit covers a large area and
will serve many purposes. It _is, however, first of all an irrigation
plan. Basic to it is a land classification survey covering all of the
likely appearing land masses scattered through more than half of
North Dakota and a small part of South Dakota. Boundaries to
any plan for using water diverted at Garrison Reservoir occur at the
Canadian border on the north, the Red River on the east, and at
Crow Creek near Aberdeen in South Dakota on the south. Further
south the land can be more easily served from a diversion at Oahe
Dam where most of the water supply has already produced benefits
at Garrison powerplant. There is little prospect for irrigation
development west of Garrison Reservoir because land suited to
irrigation is limited and the topography is too rough for a practicable
diversion canal.
Within the natural boundaries, however, are nearly 2 million acres
of physically irrigable land. Almost half this resource is in a broad
belt of delta and shoreline deposits that rim the western edge of the
Red River Valley. These Red River Valley lands have been excluded,
for the present, from the plan for the Garrison diversion unit, after
these considerations:
1. Physical investigation of these lands will require several years
of fieldwork.
2. They are in the part of North Dakota where rainfall is most
favorable and dryfarming has been generally more successful than
farther west.
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3. It appears that a physical plan can be devised to serve most of
the Red River Valley lands without important alterations to the
engineering plan for the Garrison diversion unit. For a great many
years, if any irrigation were developed on Red River Valley lands
from the diversion at Garrison Dam, it would necessarily come as a
substitution for lands now included in the Garrison diversion unit
plan, or as an addition to that plan to make economical use of waste
water. If, in the future, it becomes desirable to enlarge irrigation
beyond 1,007,000 acres, by adding new areas in the Red River Valley
to the project plan, this can be done without prejudice to works
already constructed at that time. Water requirements above those
furnished by return flows can be supplied by pumping th_e additional
water at the Snake Creek pumping plant at times when the canal
system capacity is not fully utilized and providing more seasonal
storage in the Sheyenne River, probably above Baldhill Reservoir,
and at other locations.
In broad outline, therefore, the Garrison diversion unit plan
provides fer serving irrigable lands, wherever feasible, between the
Missouri River and western edge of the Red River Valley, and between the Canadian boundary and Crow Creek in South Dakota.
Within those limits, there are about 1,500,000 acres of land adapted
to irrigation. Some areas were so obviously difficult to serve that
they were eliminated by inspection. All remaining portions were
tested to assure that the benefits from each separable area exceeded
the costs properly chargeable to that area. This test was designed
to maximize net benefits and resulted in a reduction in scope of the
plan to 1,007,000 irrigable acres. Areas lost because of infeasibility
were usualliy either relift tracts or badly scattered lands.
As the plan was put together, provision was made for serving
.allied uses wherever it could be shown that the benefits exceeded
costs.
ENGINEERING PLAN

The general engineering plan for the unit, shown on the map,
consists of three main parts-Garrison Reservoir, the principal supply
works, and the water use works. A schematic profile is shown on
drawing 769- 603-277.
Garrison Reservoir
Garrison Reservoir is the storage facility on the main stem of the
Missouri River from which the water supply for the unit will be diverted. It was constructed by the Corps of Engineers. This reservoir has a storage capacity of 23 million acre-feet at the top of its
flood control storage pool at elevation 1,850 feet, and will be operated for irrigation, power, navigation, flood control, fish and wildlife,
recreation, and silt detention. The range in operating level is expected to be about 75 feet-from elevation 1,775 to 1,850-but the
reservoir will normally fluctuate between elevations 1,800 and 1,840.
Garrison Dam and Reservoir includes the Snake Creek embankment
constructed across Snake Creek about 10 miles northeast of Garrison
Dam. The embankment serves as a highway (U.S. 83) and a railroad
(Soo Line) relocation, and also forms Snake Creek Reservoir, a separate impoundment. This reservoir has a total storage capacity of
426,850 acre-feet at elevation 1,850. It is a link between the Snake
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Creek pumping plant and McClusky Canal, and will normally fluctuate between elevations 1,847 and 1,850.
Principal supply works
The principal supply works are the heart of the diversion planr
They will extend from the diversion point at Garrison Reservoir to·
and including Lonetree Reservoir, a regulating reservoir in the head-waters of the Sheyenne River southwest of Harvey, N. Dak. Major·
features of the principal supply works are the Snake Creek pumping:
plant, McClusky Canal, and Lonetree Reservoir.
Snake Creek pumping plant will pump water from Garrison Reservoir into Snake Creek Reservoir, an average lift of 31 feet. When the
pool level in Garrison Reservoir is at or near elevation 1,850, water
will flow by gravity into Snake Creek Reservoir, which is to be maintained at about that elevation. When the level in Garrison Reservoir
is lower than elevation 1,850, water must be pumped. A maximum
pump lift of 75 feet will be required with Garrison Reservoir at its
lowest operating stage. The pumping plant will have a capacity of
about 8,850 cubic feet per second (six units of 1,475 cubic feet per
second each) for the 1,007,000-acre project and pump about 2,626,600
acre-feet a year for irrigation and other uses. Power requirement of
the plant will be about 80,200 kilowatts and the average annual energy
requirement will be 118,600,000 kilowatt-hours.
Snake Creek pumping plant must be designed for an unusual range
in pump lift-from gravity flow to a static lift of 75 feet. Preliminary
designs indicate that two-speed motors will provide a satisfactory
plant efficiency throughout the operating range of pumping heads.
Foundation bedrock will be in the tertiary Fort Union formation
which characteristically rebounds when unloaded, and as the site is
asymmetrical, considerable mass is required to resist overturning
moments from earth pressures. Because the plant will be built while
Garrison Reservoir is in operation, the site must be protected against
reservoir flooding. It is considered advisable to build the foundations
to full plant size at the outset, with pumps and superstructure to be
added as the need for capacity increases. Power will be supplied by
a 115-kilovolt line from Garrison switchyard.
McClusky Canal will carry water by gravity flow from Snake Creek
Reservoir, through low country south of Turtle Lake and Mercer, and
thence northeasterly into Lonetree Reservoir. It will be about 73
miles long. For the first stage (407,000 acres) it will have a capacity
of 2,900 cubic feet per second, a bottom width of 20 feet, and a water
depth of 20.7 feet. For the 1,007,000-acre development, the beginning
capacity will be 8,200 cubic feet per second, bottom width 88 feet, and
maximum water depth 21. 7 feet. Along the canal route between
Snake Creek and Lonetree Reservoirs, there is a total drop of about
217 feet that could ultimately be used for power generation. Canaldrop powerplants are not included in the plan because it will be many
years before enough land will be irrigated to require a water supply
large enough to generate a significant amount of electric energy. In
addition, if the whole unit were developed and a full water supply
were available the cost of generation would exceed the present-day
value. Provision will be made so that powerplants can be installed
when they become economically desirable.
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McCluskf Canal. will be cut into glacial deposits, mainly plastic
clays but with localized gravel and sand deposits and a high groundwate! level. Slope stability is expected with canal bank slopes of 1½
to 1 m cuts up to 40 feet deep, and 2 to 1 for greater depths except for
a ~hort reac1?- where the cut approaches 100 feet and still flatter slopes
will be reqmred. While the claybanks are draining, some sliding of
s_lopes may occur, and this may take several years to stabilize. Gravel
llillil~ of the full :water depth has been provided on cut slopes in
cohes10nless material to prevent raveling, on about 9 percent of the
canal length. Clay lining is planned for 12 percent of the canal length
to prevent excessive leakage. About 45 percent of the first-stage
,c anal excavation will be wet. Much less wet excavation will be found
when the canal is enlarged later, because the banks will have been
well drained by that time.
Lonetree Reservoir is located in the uppermost reaches of the
'S heyenne and Wintering Rivers southwest of Harvey. It is so near
the drainage basins of the James and Souris Rivers that dikes will be
needed at several points to prevent escape of stored waters to these
rivers. This is the principal regulating reservoir for the Garrison
diversion unit. Useful storage capacity will be 280,000 acre-feet
between operating levels 1,620 and 1,640. The reservoir will flood
about 20,000 acres. Maximum depth will be 70 feet. Lonetree
Reservoir will be the focal point for main canals reaching out to the
major areas of water use.
Water use works
The water use works will consist of the main canal systems originating at Lonetree Reservoir. They also include Coleharbor and
Sykeston canal systems, which originate in Snake Creek Reservoir and
McClusky Canal, respectively.
1. Velva Canal will extend in a northwesterly direction from
Lonetree Reservoir to deliver water to 333,000 irrigable acres and be
the source of water to an additional 152,000 acres served by return
flows in the Souris River Basin. It will have an initial capacity of
about 5,270 cubic feet per second and be 128 miles long, terminating
near the Canadian boundary west of Westhope. The largest structure
is a 3,250-foot siphon across the Souris River near Velva.
2. East Souris Canal will irrigate 152,000 acres east of the Souris
River and deliver excess return flows to the Sheyenne River. It
will begin near the Canadian boundary and run in a southeasterly
direction for 122 miles, emptying into the north fork of the Sheyenne.
The water supply, consisting mainly of return flows from irrigation
west of the river, will be pumped from the reservoir formed by Westhope Dam. Initial capacity will be 3,000 cubic feet per second.
By furnishing an outlet to the Sheyenne River, it provides a means of
controlling salinity of the water supply for East Souris lands.
3. Devils Lake Canal will head in Lonetree Reservoir, with an
initial capacity of 1,620 cubic feet per second. It will cross the
benchlands north of Sheyenne River in a northeasterly and easterly
direction for 81 miles to serve 86,000 acres of irrigable land in the
Harvey-Maddock area, terminating near Oberon, N. Dak. A major
structure is a siphon across the north fork of the Sheyenne River.
A relatively short feeder canal through Round, Stony, ai:id Long Lakes
south of Minnewaukan will supply water from the Devils Lake Canal
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to restore the Devils Lake-Stump Lake chain. A feeder canal connecting Devils Lake with Stump Lake, and an outlet canal from
Stump Lake to the Sheyenne River will permit continuous flow through
the system. The Devils Lake feeder canal will be about 10 miles
long and the smaller Stump Lake feeder canal about 9½ miles long.
The outlet canal from Stump Lake will be about 2½ miles long and
will empty into the Sheyenne River through Tolna Coulee.
4. Sykeston Canal, with a capacity of 700 cubic feet per second to
serve 37,000 acres, will head in McClusky Canal just above the drop
near Lonetree Reservoir. It will run in an easterly direction for about
72 miles, terminating near Carrington, N. Dak.
5. New Rockford Canal, for the first 30 miles, will utilize the channel
of the James River, which flows in an easterly direction from Lonetree
Reservoir. Its capacity at the heading will be 4,380 cubic feet per
second and it will supply water to 67,000 irrigable acres in the New
Rockford area, 41,000 acres in the Warwick-McVille area, and 97,000
acres in the Baldhill area. Water will also be supplied to supplement
return and natural flows in the James River for the irrigation of
about 12,000 acres in the LaMoure section and 108,000 acres in the
Oakes section. At a point about 3 miles southwest of the town of
Bremen, N. Dak., the Hamburg diversion dam will divert the canal
to the north of the James River. From that point it will extend in
an easterly and southeasterly direction for 42 miles. At the Hamburg
diversion dam, water will also be diverted to the James River feeder
canal which will supply water to 5,600 acres south of the James
River and to the LaMoure and Oakes sections below Jamestown
Reservoir.
6. Warwick Canal will begin at a point 27 canal miles northeast
of the diversion dam on the James River near Bremen, at mile 9.8 of
lateral 17 .8 of the New Rockford Canal system. It will have an initial
capacity of 782 cubic feet per second and a total length of 65 miles,
terminating near the town of McVille, N. Dak. It will cross Sheyenne
River in a pipeline and serve 41,000 irrigable acres north of the river.
7. Baldhill Canal will begin at the end of the New Rockford Canal.·
It will have an initial capacity of 1,850 cubic feet per second and will
supply 97,000 acres in the Baldhill area. The canal will run in a
southeasterly direction for about 74 miles from its beginning west of
McHenry, N. Dak., terminating near Rogers, N. Dak. The Cooperstown Canal, about 42 miles long will branch off the Baldhill Canal
near its beginning and follow the left bank of Baldhill Creek toward
Cooperstown, N. Dak.
8. Jamestown Dam and Reservoir was constructed by the Bureau
of Reclamation in the years 1952-54. It is an integral part of the
Missouri River Basin project and was authorized by the Flood Control
Act of 1944. Funds for its construction were first made available in
October 1951 under the Second Supplemental Appropriation Act of
1952. It is an earthfill dam 86 feet high with a crest length of 1,420
feet, located one-half mile north of Jamestown, N. Dak. Total
storage capacity is 230,000 acre-feet, of which 200,000 acre-feet is for
flood control. It was built before other features of the Garrison diversion unit for interim conservation of natural flows and to r educe flood
crests in the James River Valley, because of the damages done by
severe floods in 1948 and 1950. The structure will serve its long-range
purpose (other than flood control) as a reregulator of irrigation and
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return flows for the LaMoure and Oakes sections of the Garrison
diversion unit.
9. The James River channel from Jamestown Dam to the Oakes
diversion dam will be enlarged to permit passage of releases from
Jamestown Dam for irrigation of 120 000 acres in the LaMoure and
Oa~es sections. The improved chanr{el will have a capacity of 1,650
cubrn feet per second at normal flows near Jamestown and 1,420
cubic feet per second at Oakes diversion dam. The channel below
Oakes diversion dam will be enlarged to permit passage of return
flows without contributing to flood stages as far downstream as the
confluence of Crow Creek. Below the mouth of Crow Creek, improvement of James River channel will be included as a part of the Oahe
unit. If construction of Oahe unit does not materialize, cost estimates
for improvement of the James River channel should be increased.
10. Oakes Canal and Taayer Reservoir will be supplied by the
Oakes pumping plant and deliver water from the James River near
Oakes to the 108,000-acre Oakes section in North and South Dakota.
About 52,000 acres are in North Dakota. At the heading, the canal's
capacity will be 1,420 cubic feet per second. Taayer Reservoir, an
offstream impoundment 8 miles east of the pumping plant, will be used
to help meet peak demands. Useful storage will be 40,500 acre-feet.
A pumping plant will be used to fill the reservoir from Oakes Canal at
high reservoir stages and to supply the canal from the reservoir at
low stages. Deliveries to the western portion of the Oakes section
will be made directly from the canal; deliveries to the eastern portion
will be supplemented by releases from Taayer Reservoir.
11. Coleharbor Canal will supply water to the 40,000-acre Coleharbor section lying between Snake Creek Reservoir and the town of
Washburn. It will begin at a point about 3 miles east of Coleharbor,
N. Dak., where water will be lifted 105 feet from Snake Creek Reservoir. The canal will be about 50 miles long and have a capacity
at its heading of 748 cubic feet per second.
12. Other regulating reservoirs are of minor size and importance.
They include Westhope (pool 357 of the Lower Souris ~ ational
Wildlife Refuge, enlarged), Round Lake, Landa, Deep River and
Sergius all located in the Souris section. They will have a combined
storage' capacity of 107,000 acre-feet.
13. Principal pumping plants of the water use system are:
(a) Coleharbor pumping plant for the Coleharbor section.
Its capacity will be 748 cubic feet per second and total dynamic
head 115 feet.
(b) Westhope and Berwick pumping plants along the East
Souris Canal. The Westhope plant will lift water from Westhope
Reservoir to the East Souris Canal. Capacity will be 3,000
cubic feet per second and total dynamic head 93 feet. The
Berwick plant will relift from the East Souris Canal for delivery
to the Sheyenne River and for irrigation of 43,000 acres in the
Towner area. Capacity will be 1,200 cubic feet per second and
total dynamic head 49 feet.
(c) The Oakes pumping plant will stLpply the Oakes section.
It will pump from the James River near the town of Oakes.
Capacity will be 1,420 cubic feet per second and total dynamic
head 23 feet.
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In the unit plan, altogether, including Snake Creek pumping plant,
there are 7 plants with capacities over 500 cubic feet per second, 39
with capacities from 50 to 500 cubic feet per second and 610 under
50 cubic feet per second.
14. In addition to the major canals, reservoirs and pumping plants,
the plan includes a network of smaller laterals sufficient to make
delivery to every quarter-section of the project area. The entire
canal and lateral system includes:
Length in

miles
Canals and laterals:
Over 500 cubic feet per second ________________________________ _ 1 764
51 to 500 cubic feet per second ________________________________ _
980
50 cubic feet per second and under _____________________________ _ 5,029

Total for entire canal and lateral system ___________________ :- ___

1

6, 773

Inrludes 87 miles of James River improvement and all major canals. Within the canal and lateral
system, there will be 35,354 canal structures.
1

15. A complete drainage system has been included as a part of the
project works for the Garrison diversion unit. It is designed to
control ground water so as to protect the root zone throughout the
irrigable areas, and provide rapid and complete drainage of ·surface
water to protect both the project works and growing crops. Principal features of the drainage system are(a) The main drain system makes use of natural creeks and
channels, enlarged and supplemented by ditches where necessary. These collectors function both as surface and subsurface
drains. There are 980 miles of them in the unit plan.
(b) A system of shallow surface drains, aggregating 2,020 miles,
is planned to provide every quarter-section with a dependable
surface drain outlet.
(c) The subsurface drainage system has been planned for complete control of ground water on all irrigable land, regardless of
farm unit boundaries. It consists of 1,090 miles of closely spaced
tile drains and 5,210 miles of deep, open drains. The subsurface
drainage system will be built in small increments over many years
as ground-water problems arise, except for those areas where
ground-water control at the outset is an obvious necessity.
Wherever appropriate, surface drains will be deepened and made
part of the subsurface drain system as the need develops.
The complete drain system includes some 9,300 miles of drains and
19,800 drainage structures. Disposal of surface water into the project
drainage system from each quarter section will be the responsibility of
the landowner. All other drains, including subsurface drains within
farm units, will be built and financed as project works, and costs of
construction and operation and maintenance have been included in
the project cost estimates. However, the responsibility of maintaining the subsurface drains serving individual farms may be assigned to
the farmer.
16. Pumping power will be supplied from the Missouri River Basin
system either by direct connection to existing or proposed Transmission Division facilities or by wheeling over electric cooperative or
utility company lines.
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PROJECT PURPOSES

Irrigation
The principal purpose of the unit is the irrigation of 1,007,000 acres
in east central North Dakota and northeastern South Dakota. Most
of the report deals with this purpose.
Municipal and industrial water supply
The plan of development for the Garrison diversion unit provides
for the delivery of municipal water supplies to 41 towns and cities
throughout the project area. Preliminary cost comparisons show that
it will be more economical for these towns to obtain future water supplies from facilities of the Garrison diversion unit than to utilize local
sources, which are mainly ground water. The cities and towns that
are expected to purchase municipal supplies from the Garrison diversion unit are:
Antler
Bantry
Britton
Cogswell
Coleharbor
Cooperstown
Dazey
Deering
Devils Lake
Drake
Esmond
Fessenden
Glenburn
Granvilie

Hannaford
Harvey
Hecla
Houghton
Jamestown
Karlsruhe
Kramer
Landa
La Moure
Lansford
Maddock
Maxbass
McClusky
Minot

Mohall
Newberg
New Rockford
Oberon
Pekin
Rugby
Sawyer
Sheyenne
Turtle Lake
Underwood
Upham
Willow City
Wimbledon

These towns had a population of 64,000 in 1950. With development of the unit, it is forecast that their population will be about
177,000 by the year 2000, with the larger towns growing most rapidly.
Water requirements for the group, including industrial uses normally
supplied from municipal systems, are estimated at 36,300 acre-feet
annually in the year 2000, at the point of diversion from canals and
laterals.
It is planned that delivery of water from the project works will be
made at canalside at a cost per acre-foot based on repayment of
O.M. & R. and allocated joint costs with interest. The towns will
be required to construct all works needed beyond the canalside delivery point. Any town in the area desiring a water supply from the
Garrison diversion unit, even though not on the list of the 41 towns,
can obtain water on this basis.
Since most canals in the system will be operated only during the
irrigation season (about 5 months), towns being supplied from that
source must provide storage for water needed during the other 7
months and during peak irrigation periods. It has been assumed
that filtration plants will be required to treat canal waters to satisfactory standards.
Municipal water supply studies for this report have been based on
the best available information on sources of water supply, and on
average figures for population, water requirements, and costs. Consequently, they must be regarded as reconnaissance in nature until
more detailed studies are made.
Plans for the Garrison diversion unit also provide for delivery of
industrial water supplies. It has been assumed that large industrial
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users will be concentrated in the Minot, Devils Lake, Jamestown, and
Towner areas, and that they will ultimately use about 14,000 acrefeet of water annually. These users are large enough to justify independent water supply systems. Delivery to their systems will be
on a canalside basis when capacity is available, as for municipal water
supplies.
Fish and wildlife conservation
North Dakota is rich in fish and wildlife. Its sport fishery receives
more and more attention with each successive year. In time, it may
become even more important than it is today. The State's wildlife
is known far and wide. With its many potholes and marshes, North
Dakota remains the most important waterfowl-producing State in
the Union.
The blend of land, water, and vegetation makes North Dakota attractive also to upland game birds and mammals, shore birds, and
countless song and insectivorous birds. A variety of terrestrial and
aquatic fur animals also find the habitat to their liking and deer have
come into their own under the wise husbandry practiced by the State.
More recently, antelope have been reintroduced and are doing well.
There is no readily available yardstick by which the dollars-andcents value of North Dakota fish and wildlife can be measured. With
the exception of fur-producing animals, such resources are not vendible
and comparisons with marketable products in terms of monetary value
are inappropriate.
A measure of the importance of North Dakota's fish and wildlife
is found in studies of values associated with such resources. Sportsmen's expenditures constitute one index. Another lies in the sale of
hunting, fishing, and trapping licenses. Others lie in the stocks of
sporting merchandise in the stores and in the incomes of the segment
of the population that supplies services to the sporting public. In a
broad but finite sense, fish and wildlife play important roles in the
economy of North Dakota.
In their social and economic impacts, North Dakota's fish and
wildlife resources are an important part of the State and its life. Such
resources are inextricably interwoven into the patterns of human
interest and desires as are the State's other resources. It is North
Dakota's wildlife resources, especially its waterfowl, that m ake the
State famous. South Dakota likewise is an important wildlife State
but because the Garrison diversion unit is largely centered in North
Dakota, its impact will be greater in North Dakota.
It is against this background that the Garrison diversion unit's
effects on fish and wildlife are being examined. Inevitably , a broad
complicated development like the Garrison diversion unit will
constitute an upheaval affecting the behavior, the population, and the
distribution of many species of fish and wildlife. Slowly but surely
the plan will bring into play forces that will have far-reaching effects
on many fish and wildlife forms.
While some aspects of the project and its effects are becoming more
clear, others are obscure. A continuing study of the Garrison diversion
unit during the past 3 years by the Fish and Wildlife Service, the
North Dakota Game and Fish Department, and the South Dakota
Department of Game, Fish and Parks reveals no ready formul a for
assessing the effects of the project plan on fish and wildlife. Because
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of the magnitude of the project and the time involved, an estimated
65 years from the start of construction until the last irrigation unit
is functioning, project development will progress in stages. So too
must the study of the project's effects on fish and wildlife progress,
with its concurrent recommendations for (1) mitigating damages
when and where they are expected to occur, and (2) selecting and
developing areas for fish and wildlife management as opportunities
are made available.
As indicated by the recent study of the Garrison diversion unit,
the best course to pursue is the cooperative one. There is no substitute
for the day-to-day contact between the conservation agencies, that the
project plan be fully understood as its details become known. To
date, a high degree of cooperation has been achieved and many
suggestions beneficial to fish and wildlife have been incorporated
into the multiple-purpose project plan.
A rather detailed study of the fish and wildlife resources in relation
to the Garrison diversion unit is found in the report entitled, "Fish
and Wildlife and the Garrison Diversion Unit, North and South
Dakota-A Study of the Effects on Fish and Wildlife Resources and
a Plan of Development for Fish and Wildlife." Part I of the report
is an assessment of the project's impact on fish and wildlife resources.
Part II sets forth the proposals for developing areas for fish and
wildlife management. A condensation of the report follows.
Effects of unit on fish and wildlife resources.-Paralleling the treatment outlined in the report proper, the analysis of effects has been
broken down into two segments, an appraisal of first-stage development and another for ultimate development. Appraisals were made
of the fisheries, and of wildlife broken down into the groupings of big
game, upland game, fur animals, and waterfowl.
Provided that rough fish can be kept out of the waters interconnected with the distribution canals, fish resources should be benefited
by the Garrison diversion unit. Modifications in the habitat which
should improve fishing include the freshening of saline waters, deepening of waters for year-round fish survival where winterkill is a major
problem, and providing permanent flows and improved water quality
in intermittent and low-value streams.
Principal limiting factors to bettering the fish habitat include
severely fluctuating reservoirs, the blocking of fish movements by
dams, and the pollution of streams with silt and salts from irrigation
return flows, and by the brackish outflows from saline lakes during
the periods required to freshen them.
A major problem may well consist of the introduction and spread of
rough fishes like carp, buffalofish, and carpsuckers. Experiments by
the Fish and Wildlife Service are continuing to devise a suitable barrier to prevent the introduction of the coarse fishes into the Snake
Creek Reservoir. If the problem cannot be solved at the Snake Creek
diversion, some means of excluding fish and eggs from the McClusky
Canal will be necessary. Without such provision, the expectations
are that rough fishes will enter the canal and be distributed throughout
its length and related water distribution network.
.
.
.
As viewed today, the plan of development for the Garrison diversion
unit may have rather ~egligible effect_s on b~g game, upland_game, and
fur animals. There will be changes m habitat, but losses m some locations in all probability will be compensated for by new habitat in
others.

Table 3.

Cost Estimates, Y Fish and Wildlife Development Areas, Garrison Diversion Unit
Exclusive of Cost of Areas Integrated with Unit Plans

Section and Area

Initial
Construction

Land
Acquisition

Total
Investment

Annual
Operation &
Maintenance

$

$

343,200
502,800
52,500
62,400
41,600
65,500
445,100

$ 514,000

$

716,400
107,500
134,900
106,300
236,000
619,100

6,000
7,500
1,900
2,500
2,300
6,000
6,100

921,100

1,513,100

2,434,200

32,300

76,600
55,100

101,400
20,800

178,000
75,900

2,700
1,900

131,700

122,200

253,900

4,600

768,600
240,200

536,600
133,600
33,400
44,700
33,400
426,400

1,30,,200
373,800
72,300
121,600
75,300
670,400
202,800

26,900
8,400
1,400
2,700
1,,00
8,500
4,ooo

PRINCIPAL SUPPLY WCRKS
Turtle Lake Area
Brush Lake-Lake '!filliams
Turtle Creek
Upper Painted Woods Creek
Kindschi Lake
Lincoln Valley
Koenig Area

1
2

3

4
5

6
7

McLean
McLean
McLean
Burleigh
Sheridan
Sheriden
McLean

170,800
213,600
55,000
72,500
64,700
170,500
174,000

Total
COLEHARBOR
Weller Slough
Zig Zag Slough

McLean
McLean

Total
SOURIS
Vicinity Velva Canal
Upper Wintering River
Wintering River
Upper Stink Creek
Stink Lake
Carvers Lake
Buffalo Lodge Lake
Oak Valley/
Nead LakeJ
Lower Souris Refuge ReplacementY

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

McHenry
McHenry
McHenry
McHenry
McHenry
llcRenry
McHenry
McHenry
McHenry

38,900
76,900
41,900
244,000
113,900
(951,000}

88,900

(556,000)(1,407 ,ooo}

(33,000)

Vicinity East Souris Canal
Rush Lake
Horseshoe Lake
Smoky Lake
Buffalo Lake
Belmar Slough
North Fork Sheyenne
Sand Slough
Sandhills Slough

19
20
21

n

23
24
25
26

Pierce & McHenry
Pierce & McHenry
Pierce
Pierce
Bottineau
Benson
Pierce
McHenry

Total

ll3,100
94,700
42,300
126,700
ll2,600
ll6,800
51,600
100,700

273,500
142,500
66,600
62,900
51,300

386,600
237,200
108,900
189,600
163,900

88,900

20,,100

44,500
107,100

96,100
207,800

4,000
3,300
1,500
4,400
3,900
4,100
1,800
3,500

2,282,900

2,134,300

4,417,200

79,900

DEVILS LAKE
27
28
29
30
31
32

Johnson Lak~
Goose Lakelf
Stony Lake-Round Lake
West Bay Devils Lake
Legreid Lake
Big Coulee

Wells & Sheridan (46,400}
Pierce & Wells
Benson
9,800
Benson
1,708,000
Benson
151,500
Benson
32,800

(90,000)

(136,400}

(1,600}

67,600
1,765,900
155,000
10,800

77,400
3,473,900
306,500
43,600

JOO
59,800
5,300
1,100

1,902,100

1,999,300

3,901,400

66,500

Wells
Wells
Wells
Wells
Wells
Wells
Wells
Wells
Foster
Wells
Eddy
Foster
Wells

158,600
91,600
17,300
47,700
231,800
35,100
47,200
28,100
72,500
35,500
24,400
231,100

125,300
111,300
20,300
48,400
127,900
19,100
26,700
26,000
66,600
5,700
12,800
lll,300

283,900
202,900
37,600
96,100
359,700
54,200
73,900
54,100
139,100
41,200
37,200
342,400

5,600
3,200
600
1,700
8,100
1,200
1,700
1,000
2,500
1,200
900
8,100

Barnes
Griggs
Griggs
Barnes
Griggs
Barnes
Barnes
Barnes

180,800
100,600

261,300

448,100
197,500
77,300
109,800
84,000
69,300
38,700
151,300

6,300
3,800

65,300
56,100
61,000
27,500
117,900

88,900
22,300
44,500
27,900
8,300
11,200
33,400

2,300
2,000
2,100
1,000
4,100

56,000

32,000

88,ooo

2,000

1,749,100

1,237,200

2,986,300

61,300

Sargent
108,300
Brown, S, D.
363,800
Sargent
28,300
Sargent
99,900
Sargent
91,900
Brown &
Marshall, S, D, 123,600
Dickey
88,200
Dickey
87,000

104,500
556,400
8,300
44,500
44,500

212,800
920,200
36,600
144,400
136,400

3,800
12,700
1,000
3,500

111,300
150,800
83,200

234,900
239,000
170,200

4,300
3,100
3,000

1,103,500

2,094,500

34,600

$8,109,600 fM,087 ,500

$279,200

Total
CENTRAL NORTH DAKOO'A
Sykeston & New Rockford Irrigable Areas
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Fessenden Area
Upper James River
Lake Ontario
Sykeston Slough
Big Slough
State Game Refuge
Egg Lake
Cottonwood Lake
Lake Juanita
East Bowman
Bush Slough
Scotts-. Slough
Hamburg Diversion D8.ll\l/

Baldhill Irrigable Area
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

Ten Mile Lake
Sibley Lake
West Cooperstown
Rogers Slough
South Sibley
South Dazy
Tomahawk Refuge
Benson Lake

55,ooo

l,900

lt'anrick-McVille Irrigable Area
54

Battle Lake
Total

Eddy

OAKES
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

Lake Taayer
Putney Slough
Cogs Slough
McQ.uay Slough
Bruns Slough
Renziehauzen Slough
Hyatt Slough
Bear Creek
Total
GRAND TOTAL

991,000

$7,911,900

3,200

1/ Based on 1956 prices.
'-/ All in North Dakota except where otherwise noted,
"'J/ Fish and Wildlife plans and unit plans integrated, Costs included in Bureau of Reclamation project
- estimates.
4/ Replacement area in whole or in part for existing national wildlife refuge, Parenthetical costs in- eluded in Reclamation's project estimates and excluded from totals shOffn in this table.
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Table 2.

Fish and Wildlife Development Areas, Garrison Diversion Unit

Water &
marsh
(acres)

Section and area

Est. total
land required
(acres)

Est. water
required in
dry years
( acre-feet)

Primary
~

PRINCIPAL SUPPLY WORKS
l

Turtle Lake Area
Brush Lake-Lake Williams
Turtle Creek
Upper Painted Woods Creek
Kindschi Lake
Lincoln Valley
Koenig Area

2

3
4
5
6
7

2,000
6,000
500
600
430
590
4,000

6,600
9,670
1,010
1,280
800
1,260
8,560

6,000
18,000
1,500
1,800
1,300
1,800
12,000

14,120

29,180

42,400

910
180

1,950

~

2,700
600

2,350

3,300

3,900
1,200
300
600
300
2,840
800
800
4,400

10,320
2,570
640
860
640
8,200
1,710
1,700
9,500

11,700
3,600
900
1,800
900
8,500
2,400
2,400
13,200

Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Fish & waterfowl
Waterfowl
Fish & waterfowl
Waterfowl
Fish & waterfowl
Waterfowl

Pierce & McHenry 2,460
Pierce & McHenry 1,280
Pierce
600
Pierce
560
Bottineau
460
Benson
800
Pierce
400
McHenry
960

5,260
2,740
1,280
1,200
980
1,710
860
2,060

7,400
3,800
1,800
1,800
1,400
2,400
1,200
2,900

Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Fish & waterfowl
Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Waterfowl

17,460

41,030

52,500

Wells & Sheridan
700
Pierce & Wells
1,500
Benson
730
Benson
15,800
Benson
1,390
Benson
100

1,700
2,500
1,300
33,960
2,980
210

2,100
4,500
2,200
47,400
4,200

~

38,450

54,100

3,800
3,200
600
1,300
3,500

McLean
McLean
McLean
Burleigh
Sheridan
Sheridan
McLean

Total

Waterfowl
Waterfowl & fish
Waterfowl
Waterfowl
lfaterfowl
Waterfowl
Waterfowl

COLEHARBOR
8
9

Weller Slough
Zig Zag Slough

McLean
McLean

Total

Waterfowl
Waterfowl

SOURIS
Vicinity Velva Canal
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Upper Wintering River
Wintering River
Upper Stink Creek
Stink Lake
Carvers Lake
Buffalo Lodge Lake
Oak Valley
Nead Lake
Lower Souris Refuge Replacemen0

McHenry
McHenry
McHenry
McHenry
McHenry
McHenry
McHenry
McHenry
McHenry

Vicinity East Souris Canal
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Rush Lake
Horseshoe Lake
Smoky Lake
Buffalo Lake
Belmar Slough
North Fork Sheyenne
Sand Slough
Sandhills Slough
Total

DEVIIS LAKE

27
28

29
30
31
32

Johnson Lake_.2/
Goose Lake
Stony Lake-Round Lake
West Bay Devils Lake
Legreid Lake
Big Coulee
Total

Waterfowl
Fish & waterfowl
Fish & waterfowl
Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Fish & waterfowl

CENTRAL N<mTH DAKOTA
Sykeston & New Rockford Irrigable Areas
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

44

45

Fessenden Area
Upper James River
Lake Ontario
Sykeston Slough
Big Slough
State Gaine Refuge
Egg Lake
Cottonwood Lake
Lake Juanita
East Bowman
Bush Slough
Scotts Slough
Hamburg Diversion '.Dam

Wells
Wells
Wells
Wells
Wells
Wells
Wells
Wells
Foster
Wells
Eddy
Foster
Wells

1,250
1,060
210
440
1,150
170
240
210
1,000
50
120
1,000
250

2,410
2,140
390
930
2,460
370
520
500
2,140
110
240
2,140
640

700
600
3,000
200
300
3,000
800

Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Fish & waterfowl
Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Fish

Barnes
Griggs
Griggs
Barnes
Griggs
Barnes
Barnes
Barnes

2,400
800
200
400
250
80
100
320

5,140
1,710
430
860
540
160
220
680

7,200
2,400
600
1,200
800
200
300
1,000

Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Waterfowl

~

~

800

Waterfowl

ll,710

24,710

35,200

Sargent
940
Brown, s. D.
5,ooo
Sargent
70
Sargent
400
Sargent
400
Brown &
Marshall, s. D.1,000
Dickey
1,350
Dickey
~

2,010
10,700
150
860
860

2,800
15,000
200
1,200
1,200

Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Waterfowl

2,140
2,900
1,600

3,000
4,100
2,300

waterfowl
Waterfowl
waterfowl

9,910

21,220

29,800

156,940

217,300

500

Baldhill Irrigable J,rea
46
47

48
49
50
51
52
53

Ten Mile Lake
Sibley Lake
West Cooperstown
Rogers Slough
South Sibley
South Dazy
Tomahawk Refuge
Benson Lake

Warwick-McVille Irrigable Area

54

Battle Lake
Total

Eddy

OAKES

59
60

Lake Taayer
Putney Slough
Cogs Slough
McQuay Slough
Bruns Slough
Renziehauzen Slough

61
62

Hyatt Slough
Bear Creek

55
56
57

58

Total
GRAND TOTAL

72,310

1/ All in North Dakota except ~here otherwise noted.
area in whole or in part for existing national wildlife refuge.

II Replacement
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The chief concern centers on waterfowl. North Dakota has a
complex of small and large potholes and marshes that make the State
outstanding as a waterfowl-producing area. A Fish and Wildlife
Service study entitled "Duck Production Studies on the Prairie Poth.oles of South Dakota, U.S.D.I. Special Scientific Report: Wildlife
No. 32, March 1956," demonstrates the importance of shallow temporary and intermittent potholes to breeding waterfowl. Many of
these areas will disappear with irrigation practice.
The pothole complex and its importance in waterfowl production
are often misunderstood. The most important factor influencing
duck production in the pothole country is the number and not the
permanency of water areas available to breeding birds in the spring
during the early breeding stages. Thus the draining of three potholes
into one to make it permanent, on the assumption that it will be good
for waterfowl, has no support from informed conservationists.
With the accelerated agricultural drainage in recent years, the loss
of waterfowl-producing habitat is taking on serious proportions.
Should the acceleration be abetted in the conversion of dryland farming to diversified irrigation farming, additional smaller water areas
may be lost and with them more of the prairie wetlands so important
to the maintenance of migratory waterfowl populations.
There is grave question whether losses in waterfowl-producing
habitat can be mitigated more than partially. There may be no adequate solution to the problem.
The Garrison diversion unit will have an effect on certain existing
Federal wildlife refuges and State-managed waterfowl areas. For the
most part, however, workable solutions have been found to replace
or maintain the affected facilities.
Fish and wildlife development.-A noteworthy concomitant in the
multipurpose planning of the Garrison diversion unit has been the
exchange of information and views between the Bureau of Reclamation on one hand and the Fish and Wildlife Service and the North
Dakota and South Dakota game and fish departments on the other.
The cooperation has been excellent. To date, it has resulted in many
changes that have been incorporated into the project plan to mitigate
losses where possible and enhance areas for the development of fish
.and wildlife resources.
The plan of development for fish and wildlife proposed by the
conservation agencies covers 62 areas. They are listed with salient
related information in table 2. The costs of development are shown
in table 3.
The flooding of Pool 357 in the Lower Souris National Wildlife
Refuge by Westhope Reservoir will be compensated for by the acquisition and development of land south of the present refuge boundary,
in accordance with the agreement reached between the Commissioner
,of Reclamation and the Director of the Fish and Wildlife Service on
May 9, 1955. Details are being worked out at the present time between the two agencies. A facet of the problem remaining to be
resolved is the regulation and lowering of irrigation returns and flood
flows in the upper pools of the refuge to permit maintenance of appropriate water levels so necessary in refuge management. More detailed
studies of the hydrological data probably will indicate a solution.
Replacement of the Sheyenne Lake National Wildlife Refuge, which
will be inundated by Lonetree Reservoir, can be had in the Johnson
Lake development area seven miles northeast of the present refuge.
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In varying degrees, other Federal refuges and State management
areas may be affected to some extent by the Garrison Diversion UniL
Measures needed to safeguard the facilities and structures will be
taken in all cases.
With the exception of the replacement areas for the Lower Souris
and Sheyenne Lake National Wildlife Refuges, the fish and wildlife
development areas cannot be classified as so many mitigation or enhancement areas. Some areas are primarily suited for waterfowl,
others for fish, still others for upland game. To some extent, most of
the areas will serve multiple purposes and all should prove attractive
to fur animals.
In terms of lost habitat, the sum total of the development areas cannot mitigate the losses in waterfowl habitat. On the other hand, some
of the areas will be beneficial to fish. Gains in upland game may also
be realized on some of the areas. The subject is a complicated one
and does not lend itself to a -ready appraisal of mitigation and Bnhancement by individual areas.
Summary.-In its effects on fish and wildlife, the Garrison diversion
unit has many complications. While its effects cannot be accurately
translated into dollars and cents, it offers many opportunities for
developing habitat of value to fish and wildlife resources. The effect
of the Garrison diversion unit on fish and wildlife resources will be
made up of damages to waterfowl, particularly production habitat,
which probably cannot be completely mitigated, and substantial
gains for fish, with lesser gains for most other forms of wildlife. A
continued close working relationship between the conservation agencies
as the project unfolds should reveal many opportunities for bettering
the habitat for fish and wildlife.

Recreation
The plan of development for the Garrison diversion unit will
provide increased recreation opportunities in an area which now does
not offer a wide range of outdoor activity. It includes recreation
facilities tentatively recommended by the National Park Service for
Lonetree and Taayer Reservoirs, the Brush Lake-Lake Williams chain,
the Stony Lake-Round Lake chain and Devils Lake and Stump Lake
restored, as well as works already constructed at Jamestown Reservoir.
Other project features, including canals, will not provide significant
or usable recreation opportunities.
A more detailed recreation analysis of the project is contained in
the "Recreation Reconnaissance Report, Garrison Diversion Unit,
November 1956" prepared by the National Park Service.
No important existing scenic or recreation values will be destroyed
or adversely affected by project proposals. New or enlarged bodies
of water may, in fact, add to the attractiveness of the region, particularly if construction scars are held to a minimum.
Although no significant known historical, paleontological, or archeological sites are involved, cooperative arrangements should be effected
to insure the survey and, where important and practical, the salvage
of such items when encountered in construction work.
Recreation potentials will center around reservoir proposals. Some
such as Landa, Deep Creek, Sergius, Round Lake, and New. Home
will have only negligible value and will not warrant recreat10n development. Jamestown Reservoir has already been substantially
developed for public use.
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Others which are expected to have moderate to good recreation
value include Lonetree and Taayer Reservoirs, the Brush Lake-Lake
Williams chain, and Stony Lake-Round Lake chain. Anticipated
public use will derive largely from nearby towns and surrounding
counties.
From a recreation standpoint, the restoration of Devils and Stump
Lakes is by far the most important proposal incorporated in the project
plan. It could result in values of considerable importance to the
State. Preliminary recreation plans have been developed on the
assumption that Devils Lake proper will be raised to elevation 1,424.5
to maintain flow to the east. This elevation may be adjusted by
subsequent agreement between the agencies having the primary
interest in the Devils Lake-Stump Lake chain. From East Devils
Lake, water will be carried in a 9-mile canal to the Stump Lakes which
are to be raised to elevation 1,423. Stump Lake outlet canal will
complete the circuit to Sheyenne River. Enough water is to be routed
through these lakes to maintain a quality satisfactory for fish and
wildlife and municipal uses. With its waters freshened and stabilized
at a level along the edge of the existing woodlands, Devils Lake will
recapture much of its original natural beauty and could once more
become an outstanding vacation spot and playground in the State.
This restoration proposal, however, is conjectural so far as recreation
is concerned. Conclusions reached, and developments suggested, are
on the assumption that satisfactory arrangements can be worked out
for administration and for financing development and operational
costs.
Land acquisition for public use and development will offer particular
problems at Devils Lake and Stump Lake. Considerable costs to
State or local agencies are anticipated since project proposals do not
contemplate Federal acquisition of lands above the restored lake
levels. On other reservoirs warranting recreation development, some
additional lands may be required, but recommendations in this report
assume project proposals will be adequate in this respect.
Specific recommendations as to appropriate administering agencies
for resulting reservoir recreation areas would not be reasonable at this
stage of planning. It is concluded, however, consistent with their
level of significance and anticipated public use, that it should be by
the State or by local public agencies such as county park districts.
Pollution abatement
The development will increase and stabilize low flows in the streams
of the unit area, improving stream sanitation and reducing the cost of
sewage treatment. Many North Dakota towns and cities have
recently begun using lagoons for sewage disposal. Where this is done,
wastes do not reach flowing streams and no dilution water is needed.
The Public Health Service considers that greatest benefits from
supplemental streamflows will be along the lower Sheyenne River,
at Fargo, N. Dak., and Moorhead, Minn., and along the James River
from Jamestown to Aberdeen, S. Dak.
The plan for Garrison diversion unit does not include the diversion
of water from Garrison Reservoir specifically for pollution abatement
purposes. Benefits that result from development of the unit are due
to return flow.
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Capacities of pumps and canals have been determined from the
estimated peak demands for irrigation, excepting rare years of extreme drought, such as 1934 and 1936, when small shortages in capacity are expected. The seasonal requirements of irrigation, accordingly, largely govern the physical plan of operation. Other project
uses such as fish and wildlife, recreation, and municipal and industrial
water can be supplied from o:ffpeak diversions, and no special capacity
is provided for them. The opportunity for storage of water is limited
throughout the areas of service, due both to the scarcity of economic
reservoir sites and the low prevailing gradient.
Diversion begins at Snake Creek pumping plant which, under full
development, will be operated about 6 months (April through September) in most years. Problems incident to winter operation of the
diversion system can largely be avoided if the diversion season does
not exceed the 8-month period April through November. Pumps will
be installed one at a time as needed to stay within this limit until all
six units are in place.
Snake Creek Reservoir will be maintained at elevation 1,850 by
Snake Creek pumping plant, except at the end of the irrigation season
when it may be drawn down 3 feet to save pumping head and provide
62,000 acre-feet of space for the storage of excess floodwater from
Garrison Reservoir.
Lonetree Reservoir is the principal regulator of the diversion system
and most of the unit supply canals head here. Lonetree Reservoir
will operate at full stage (elevation 1,640) during most of the irrigation season. It will be drawn down during periods of peak demand,
occasionally reaching a minimum stage at elevation 1,620. The peaking capacity provided by 280,000 acre-feet of active storage in this
reservoir reduces the hydraulic capacity of Snake Creek pumping plant
and McClusky Canal by about 2,500 cubic feet per second. In addition, Lonetree provides for operational control and reregulation at
the heading of most of the principal canals and the Sheyenne River.
Lonetree Reservoir can store about 20 days' discharge of McClusky
Canal at full diversion capacity. Except for very limited capacity at
Jamestown and Taayer Reservoirs and in the small reservoirs proposed
for the Souris section, there is little opportunity for reregulation in the
canal system beyond Lonetree Reservoir.
Velva Canal, which supplies 332,670 acres directly, and 151,950
acres indirectly from return flows, will be operated seasonally for 5
months, May through September. It will also carry an additional
50,000 acre-feet annually to the Souris River for dilution of return
flows. Canal releases and return flows will accumulate behind Westhope Dam and be pumped in part to the lands lying east of the Souris
River, and in part to the Sheyenne River to control salinity levels in
the lower Souris River. Westhope Reservoir has been limited to
19,500 acre-feet of active storage to avoid encroachment on other than
the lowest of the five Lower Souris National Wildlife Refuge pools.
Since this amount of storage is insufficient to regulate return flows
during the winter season, four additional small reservoirs-Deep
River, Sergius, Landa, a,nd Round Lake-are provided on Souris
River tributaries.
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Westhope, Deep River, Sergius, and Landa Reservofrs will be
drawn down in the fall to provide space for part of winter return flows
until they can be pumped to the East Souris Canal, either for irrigation, temporary storage in Round Lake Reservoir, or direct delivery
to the Sheyenne River. Return flows stored in Landa Reservoir will
be used for irrigation early in the irrigation season, and the reservoir
will remain at a low level until winter return flows are again collected.
Round Lake Reservoir will provide temporary storage for a considerable volume (about 60,000 acre-feet per year) of return flow originating
in the Souris section, and will enable this return flow water to be
discharged ultimately to the Sheyenne River instead of being wasted
by discharge to Canada via the Souris River. Whenever there is an
excess of return flow at Westhope Reservoir-exceeding the irrigation
requirement of the East Souris area, the capacity of Berwick pumping
plant, and the East Souris Canal extension for delivery to the Sheyenne
River-the East Souris Canal will be used to its full capacity for
delivery of a maximum amount of this return flow to Round Lake
Reservoir. This operation will continue during the months of April
through December. Concurrent with this filling operation, and
coordinated with it, water will be discharged at maximum system
capacities to the Sheyenne River. The amount that may be discharged to the Sheyenne River will be limited to the capacity of
Berwick pumping plant in excess of irrigation needs beyond the
pumping plant and by the capacity of the East Souris Canal extension
to the Sheyenne River. However, due to limitations imposed by
climate, no water will be delivered to Round Lake Reservoir in the
months of January through March, and no water will be discharged
to the Sheyenne River in months of December through March. The
principal use and function of Round Lake Reservoir will be to deliver
return flow water from the Souris River to the Sheyenne River.
Minot, the largest of the potential municipal water customers, is 11
miles west of Velva Canal. The city could, at considerable cost,
build a supply canal or pipeline and provide seasonal storage. Souris
River water, already controlled at Lake Darljng northwest of Minot,
where ample storage capacity is at hand, would be the most economic
source of a water supply for Minot. The Fish and Wildlife Service,
owner of the storage right at Lake Darling, would need, in exchange,
a substitute water supply from Velva Canal for the Lower Souris
Refuge. Delivery to the refuge could be made by gravity flow down
the Souris River.
Devils Lake Canal will head at Lonetree Reservoir and serve both
86,260 acres of irrigable land north of Sheyenne River and the Devils8tump Lake restoration feature, where municipal, recreational, and
fish and wildlife uses will be made of the restored and freshened chain
of lakes. The canal will operate 8 months, April through November.
During April, October, and November, deliveries will be made to the
lakes almost exclusively, and during the rest of the operating season
deliveries to the lakes will be adjusted so as not to conflict with
irrigation requirements. The city of Devils Lake, N. Dak., largest
potential municipal water customer in this area, will pump directly
from Devils Lake.
The freshening of the Devils-Stump Lake chain will be one of the
early operational problems of the Garrison diversion unit. Suitable
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salinjty concentrations in Baldhill Reservoir will be maintained by
blending the saline outflow from the Stump Lake outlet canal with
Sheyenne River flows and releases of water stored in Lonetree
Reservoir.
New Rockford Canal, with its principal branches to the WarwickMcVille and Baldhill areas, and to the James River, will probably be
the most complex to operate of the major supply canals. A practicable site for regulatory storage has not been found as yet along this
network of canals, except at the existing Jamestown Reservoir where
20,000 acre-feet of capacity is available for reregulating releases to
the LaMoure and Oakes sections. Additional investigations may
show the feasibility of a small amount of storage in the headwaters of
Baldhill Creek to simplify the scheduling of deliveries to the 96,800acre B~ldhill area. As presently planned, the New Rockford Canal
will operate seasonally 8 months, April through November, with the
branches to the New Rockford, Warwick-McVille, and Baldhill areas
operating 5 months, May through September.
Taayer Reservoir, an o:ffstream impoundment with 40,500 acre-feet
of usable storage capacity, will be used to reduce peak demands on the
James River between Jamestown Dam and the Oakes pumping plant
and to provide operational storage close at hand for the Oakes section.
The reservoir will be filled by pumping each year so as to be ready with
a full supply at the beginning of the July-August peak demand period.
Coleharbor pumping plant, lesser plants along McClusky Canal,
and the Sykeston Canal, which heads in McClusky Canal, will be
supplied during a 5-month operating period, May through September.
After development of the Garrison diversion unit has gone on for a
number of years, the return flows collecting in Sheyenne River will
require control and seasonal storage to assure that they do not contribute to the serious problem of spring flooding in the SheyenneRed River system. Storage can be provided at the Sheyenne Reservoir site, which can be developed by building a dam in the Sheyenne
River near Warwick, N. Dak., or from a reservoir between Sheyenne
Dam site and Baldhill Reservoir or by enlarging Baldhill Reservoir.
Seasonal storage capacity sufficient to control all return flows during
the flood season amounts to about 100,000 acre-feet after full development of the uriit. Although costs for enlarging Baldhill Reservoir
($9,976,000) are included in the estimate, it is not possible to determine with any reliability at this time whether Baldhill Reservoir is
the preferable location for return flow storage. In the event of an
early development of irrigation in the Red River Valley, it would
appear that one or both of the upstream reservoirs would be needed
to conserve fully the return flow water supply and to utilize better
the remaining unused o:ffpeak delivery capacity of Snake Creek
pumping plant and McClusky Canal. In case it proves more desirable to return large volumes of return flow to the James River, the
Sheyenne Reservoir is properly a part of the works that will be needed,
and adequate control of these flows will be provided there. Storage
and control of return flows in Sheyenne River are not problems, but
the selection of the best plan must await the outcome of other planning
activity still underway.
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ALTERNATIVE PLANS

North Dakota east of the Missouri River is a gently sloping land of
rolling prairies cut by rivers, creeks, and the partially filled remnants
of glacial spillways. The divide between the Missouri and the Sheyenne River, through which diversion must be made, is a belt of low
hills and potholes with no apparently superior diversion canal location.
Across the broad expanse of the State, sloping eastward from the
Missouri, there is a drop of about 1,200 feet, or 6 feet per mile. Within
the prevailing slope, however, the lesser relief is often complex.
Consequently, the best plan for either the principal supply works
or the arterial canals leading from it to the various areas of service is
not readily apparent. Laborious testing of alternative plans has been
necessary for most of the major segments of the unit, and often these
tests leave little choice between plans. For. the principal supply
works (Snake Creek pumping plant, McClusky Canal and appurtena,nt
works, and Lonetree Reservoir) the comparative studies have been
exhaustive, and the best route and arrangement have been determined. For the principal canal systems beyond Lonetree Reservoir,
the most obvious alternatives have been evaluated and discarded, but
more refined comparisons must be made prior to final design. Principal alternative studies include:
l. Selection of the economic point of diversion.-The original (unmodified) plan for diverting to the Dakotas has been changed to the
present plan for diverting from Garrison Reservoir after a determination that savings in costs, water, and powe:r: would result. The outcome of recent land classifications has shown that most of the irrigable
lands in North Dakota lie farther to the east and at lower elevations
than contemplated in the original plan. This has made it possible
to take advantage of the shorter and simpler diversion route heading
in Garrison Reservoir.
2. Route and arrangement for principal supply works.-The most
economic diversion route and arrangement of engineering features
between Garrison and Lonetree Reservoir were selected after comparing 7 basic plans, 6 alternative routes, and 29 variations in plan.
Straight gravity diversion using either open-cut or tunnel in McClusky
Canal, plans for a single pump at various locations, and for relift
pumping to reduce heavy cuts were all considered.
3. Operating levels for Lonetree Reservoir.-The economically practicable operating flow-line range for Lonetree Reservoir was found to
be between elevations 1,620 and 1,640. The upper limit of storage
selected is a near approach to the physical limit of the site, and active
storage capacity has been limited to 280,000 acre-feet, even though
greater capacity would afford operational flexibility.
4. Hydroelectric power generation at canal drop.-Hydroelectric
power could be generated from canal-drop plants, making use of the
217 feet of head available as McClusky Canal drops into Lonetree
Reservoir. Potential energy approximating 364,700,000 kilowatthours during an average year would be dissipated at these drops after
full development. Provision will be made so power generation can
be added in the future if economic conditions warrant it.
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5. Other alternative plans.-Preliminary comparisons were made of
alternative layouts on practically every one of the canal or river systems proposed for delivering water to the service areas. Various
arrangements were studied for supplying the Devils Lake-Stump Lake
chain, the economic location of Velva Canal, and the most economic
arrangement for delivering water to the complex land pattern in
central North Dakota.
STAGE DEVELOPMENT

Because full development of the Garrison diversion unit will take
many years, construction of the principal supply works by stages to
reduce initial capital expenditures is economically desirable. Stage
construction and operation of the principal supply works is practical
from an engineering standpoint. The proposed first stage plan includes
only two 1,475 cubic feet per second pumping units in the Snake Creek
pumping plant. The McClusky Canal will be constructed to the same
line and bottom grade as for ultimate development, but with a bottom
width of only 20 feet instead of the ultimate 88 feet. Construction in
this manner permits substantial diversion capacity at lower stages of
Snake Creek Reservoir and requires less change in canal structures
when enlargement is made. Enlargement of the canal is easier and
less expensive, primarily because an existing high water table over
part of the route will be drained and lowered, permitting a reduction
in the amount of wet excavation. Lonetree Reservoir must be built
to full capacity initially. Under the stage construction plan, McClusky Canal will flow at about the same water depth for operation
of two pumping units as it will for the six pumping units and full-size
canal planned for full development.
It has been found, from water supply operation studies, that about
407,000 acres can be irrigated from the first stage diversion works
(drawing 769-603-3042). It is not possible to predict precisely
which areas may eventually be included in the first stage. Areas
assumed to be in the first stage development plan are:
Harvey-Maddock area __________________________________________ _
Souris loop area ________________________________________________ _
East Souris area ________________________________________________ _
New Rockford area _____________________________________________ _
Baldhill area ___________________________________________________ _
LaMoure section _______________________________________________ _

Acres

78,570
114,890
42,550
67,190
91,220
12,200

Total ____________________________________________________ 406,620
Rounded _______________________________________________________ 407,000

There is considerable opportunity for substitution without materially a:ff ecting first stage costs.
Also included in the plan for first stage development are: Restoration of Devils and Stump Lakes, the diversion of excess Souris River
return flows to the Sheyenne River, a municipal and industrial water
supply for about 21 towns, added recreational facilities in 6 different
locations and 36 areas for fish and wildlife.
The enlargement of Baldhill Reservoir and improvement of Sheyenne River downstream from it are not needed until a later stage of
development.
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Table 4.

407, 000-acre
development
.Principal Supply Works
Snake Creek Pumping Plant
&Clusky Canal, including
New Home
Lone tree Reservoir, iocluding
refuge replacement
Distribution lines and
substations
Oper ating equipment
Recreation facilities

$

54 213 000
19, 799, 000

Central North Dakota Section
New Rockford Canal
Hamburg Diversion Dam
James River Feeder Canal
Pu.T.ping plants
Canals and laterals
Drains
Distribution lines and
substations
Opera ting equipment
Wtoure Section
Pumping plants
Laterals
Drains
Distribution lines and
substations
General property

22 , 279 , 000

i 76, 492 , 000

ll. 1 310,000

Jl,109 , 000

33,476,000

11, 083,000

162, 000

11,245,000

84,000
340, 000
18,000

~rn~.ggg
10,626,000

6, 245,000
3, 454,000
1, 846, 000

111, 000
109,000

195, 000
449,000
18, 000

tlfJ,ggg
1, 465,000

3 tt25, 000
l, 09,000
1,465,000

151,000

151,000

16 , 858 000
3,777,000
6, o1a, ooo
5, 780,000

16 , 858 000
3, 777, 000
c,618, 000

126,000
557,000

126, 000

U~tggg
683, 000

2~:@~~;ggg

11

5,378, 000
2, 485,000
1, 837,000

23, 736,000
13,443, 000
119,000

2 , 204,000

34 317 000

1/

$

l , 007, 000-acre
development

10, 587,000

Coleharbor Section
?umping plants
Canals and laterals
Drains
Distribution lines and
substations
Operating equipment

Devils Lake Section
Devils Lake Canal
Devils Lake Restoration
Pumping plants
Canals and laterals
Drains
Distribution lines a nd
substations
Operating equipment

Remaining
600, 000-acr e
development

22, 889, 000

McClusky Canal Areas
laterals
Drains
Operating equipment

Souris Secti on
Velva Canal
East Souris Canal
Wes th ope Pumping Plant
Other pwnping plants
Deep River Dam and Reservoir
Landa Reservoir
RoWld Lake Reservoir
Sergius Dam and lteservoir
Westhope Dam and Reservoir
Canals and laterals
Drains
Listribution lines and
substations
Souris Refuge replacement area
Souris Refuge control structures
North Fork Sheyenne River
improvement
Operating equipment

Summary of total estimated Federal construction costs , Garrison Diversion Onit (January 1956 cost:s)

407 , 000-acre
development

11,509,000
11 , 623 , 000

5,939, 000
1,846, 000

2 , 009 , 000
1,521,000

l , LJJ7 , 000
2, 009 ,000
1,521,000

159,000
51, 631, 000
40, 991, 000

159,000
75, 367, 000
54 ,434, 000

468, ooo

567 , 000

1,407,000

1,407, 000

1 , 007 , 00:)..ac,re
development

s,tt~m ~; ; l

$,~~m:;1

Oakes Section

------irorth Dakota

Oakes Diversion Dam and
Pumping Plant
Taayer Reservoir and Dike
Ta.ayer Pwnping Plant
other punping plants
Canals and laterals
Drains
Distribution lines and
substations
Opera ting equipment
Recreational facilities

2,729, 000
892, 000
1,777 , 000

2,729,000

892,000

1,051,000

1,777,000
1,051,000

14,975, 000
6,236, 000

14, 975,000
6, 236,000

196,000
732 , 000
J , 000

196,000
732,000
3,000

C!Am;~l

South Dakota
Pumping~
Canals and laterals
Drains
Distribution lines and
substations
Operating equipment

C:,6.,_2§.2.,_0QOl
613,000
8, 069,000
6,606,000
214, 000
780,000

211,,000
780,000

Sheyenne River Improvement
Lonetree to Baldhill
Baldhill to Red River
Baldhill Enlargement

~:m:ggg

~:m::

5, 780, 000

557, 000

Remaining
600, 000-acre
development

Jamestown Unit
Fish and Wildlife Development 2/
Transition Development
Settlers assistance
Future year capacity
~er Costs
Total Construction Cost

3,224, 000
9,976, 000

s

8, o69, 000
6, 6o6, 000

J , 22h,ooo

9, 976,000

) , 894 , 000

3 1 894,ooo

10, 071 , 000

3 , 550 , 000

3, ~00,000

M1a , ggg

l , 00,000
2,000,000

,

lJ , 621 ,000)
a, 018,m
J, '

'

J.,016,000

s,01a, ooo

~~

m>....222

121 , 000

255 , 164 ,000

274 , 215 , 000

529 , 379,000

=j:t~t;ggg

-2,200,000

- J, J00,000

- 2 , 200,000

=~:-5,500,000
@~t:m

$247, 970,000

$272,015,000

$519, 985,000

97, 000

97 , 000

364,000
4,580,000

364,000
6, 784, ooo

7 639 , 000

41 9§~ 000

Total New Federal Money Needed

Y

Includes only costs for Devils Lake .Feeder Canal ($41J,CX:X)), Stump Lake
Feeder Canal ($990, 000) , Stump I.a.ke Outlet Canal (&936,000) , operat.iJlg
equipment ($23,000) , and recreation facilities ($174,000) . Fish and
Wildlife development at Devils Lake ($2,977,000) is included later in
the cost estimate for fish and wildlife enhancement. In addition, nonFederal costs estimated at $3, 982,000 for right-o.f-way and relocations
are involved.

,oo

Less Money Already Spent or
Appropriated
Jamestown Unit
Investigations (through FY 57)

9,Jtll,000

1, 000

2,536,000
165,000
10,977,000

1,293,000
J , 220,000

10,107 , 000

2,519 , 000

2,536,000
1,458,000
14,197,000
12,626,000

51, 000

314,000
286,000

365,000
1, 386,000

36 915 000

94 , 1io,ooo
, 7,
788,000
2, 038,000

ij

Of these costs, $2 , 977 , 000 are for development of Devils Lake.

l?,203,000

652, 000
25,761, 000
8,916,000

625,000
50,757, 000
26, 119,000

JI

182, 000

267,000

449,000
J,537,000

This total plus $2 , 064 , 000 costs included in Bureau costs as overlapping
works plus $403,000 for Fish and Wildllie Service other costs corresponds
to the $16, 087 , 500 total Fish and Wildlife Service development costs
shown in Table J.

1 , 100, 000

ib,m,ggg
788,000
2,036,000

173,000
24,996,000

2,218, 000

4 122 000
1,123,000
1,932,000

1,319, 000

- --

9, 3

4, 122 , 000
1,123,000
1,932,000

502 , 000

502 ,000

394,000
171,000

394, 000
171,000

W

Includes $LOJ,OOO for Fish and Wildllfe Service surveys and studies;
$28,000 for planning work of National Park Service .
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PROJECT Cos'.I' EsTIMATES
CONSTRUCTION COSTS

Cost estimates for the Garrison diversion unit are based on January
1956 prices. The estimates for the McClusky Canal and Lonetree
Reservoir are based on detailed data required for a definite plan report.
Beyond these works, the surveys have been of a more preliminary
nature, but adequate for determining the feasibility of the proposed
development. Detailed topographic and land classification surveys
are already underway, or are scheduled to be made prior to initiation
of construction beyond the principal supply works. However, the
present plan is believed adequate as a basis for construction of the
principal supply works.
The Fish and Wildlife Service has made preliminary cost estimates
for fish and wildlife developments incorporated in the multiple purpose
plan. Recreation facilities costs were estimated by the National
Park Service. Preliminary designs and estimates for Snake Creek
pumping plant, for enlargement of Baldhill Dam, and for channel
modifications along Sheyenne River below Baldhill Dam to accommodate increased flows due to irrigation were prepared by the Corps of
Engineers. All other cost estimates were prepared by the Bureau of
Reclamation.
Construction of the Garrison diversion unit as summarized in
table 4 will require new Federal money totaling $519,985,000. Major
work, materials and equipment required in the construction of Garrison diversion unit include:
Earth excavation and fi.lL ________________________ cubic yards __ 475, 000, 000
Concrete __ ____________ _____ __________________________ do____
505,000
Cement ____________________________________________ barrels__
765, 000
Riprap and/or coarse graveL ______________________ cubic yards__
616,000
Structural timber_ ________________ __________ __ ____ board feet __ 24,000,000
Structural steeL __________________ __________________ pounds__ 13, 000, 000
Reinforcing steeL _____________________________________ do____ 7 4, 000, 000
Metal gates and hoists _________________________________ do____ 11,000,000
Miscellaneous metaL __________________________________ do____
5, 000, 000
Corrugated metal pipe ___ _________ _________________ lineal feet__
1,000,000
Concretepipe ______ ___________________________________ do ___ _
700,000
Steel discharge pipe __________________________________ pounds__
2,000,000
Drain tile ________________________________________ lineal feet__
6,000,000
Pumps and electric motors _________ _______ _____ _____ ___ units__
840

Construction of the first stage of the Garrison diversion unit will
require $247,970,000 of new Federal money.
Allocated interest-free power investment, allocated main-stem storage investment, and interest during construction are items of Federal
cost that are not included in table 4. For first stage and ultimate
development, they are tentatively estimated as follows:
First stage

Ultimate

-fi~~~~i:~~fo~::: ;;;;~:::~t~============================================ ~!: ~!: ~ $l~t m: ggg
Interest during construction for construction and assigned costs_____________

TotaL _____________ ---------------------------------------------------

12,958, 000

26,457,000

68,985,000

190,959,000

1 - - - - 1 - -- -
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Non-Federal costs not included in table 4 are $4,634,000 for first
stage, and $4,642,000 for ultimate development.
Construction costs for restoration of Devils and Stump Lake are
summarized as follows:
Federal costs (included in table 4) :
Devils Lake feeder canal_ _________________________________ 1 $351,000
Stump Lake feeder canaL __ _ __ ___ __ ___ ___ _ ___ ___ _ ____ __ ___
990, 000
Stump Lake outlet canal__________________________________
936,000
Operating equipment______________________________________
23, 000
Recreation facilities_______________________________________
191, 000
2
Fish and wildlife development ______________________________ 2,977,000
Total Federal costs_ __ ___ __ __ __ ___ __ ___ ___ _ ___ ___ __ __ ___

5, 468, 000

Non-Federal costs (not included in table 4):
Rights-of-way and relocations______________________________
Recreation facilities_______________________________________

3, 982, 000
573, 000

Total non-Federal costs_________________________________

4, 555, 000

Total Federal and non-Federal costs______________________ 10, 023 000
Excluding portions of cost required for wasteway for Devils Lake Canal.
$497,000 of the Fish and Wildlife estimate of $3,473,900 shown in table 3 for West Bay Devils Lake are
included as non-Federal costs in item for rights-of-way and relocations.
1
2

Rights-of-way for canals and drains
By act of Congress, land patents west of the hundredth meridian,
issued subsequent to August 30, 1890, reserve to the United States
rights-of-way for canals and ditches.
The estimates, however, are based on the purchase of rights-of-way
in fee for all major canals and drains. This may require clarifying
legislation, but is deemed desirable principally for operational reasons,
and also because many of the canals are multipurpose. There are
many advantages in securing fee title for the sites of the larger canals
and drains. Among them are:
1. It gives the United States complete and absolute dominion over
these major features just as is the normal case where, under long
established policy, Federal dams, reservoirs, and other major structures are built on land owned in fee_by the United States. The
United States may then, without interference from servient landowners, construct the necessary roads, transmission lines, fences,
gravel and borrow pits, and other nonirrigation facilities, and any type
of operation and maintenance facility. The United States will then
have access to the rights-of-way, and complete control of vegetation
or of activities that might interfere with canal operations or be a
hazard to the public.
2. It will silence the argument that rights-of-way under the 1890
act can only be used for reclamation purposes (17 L.G. 1036, 1038).
The United Sta-tes may then, without challenge, use the canal system
to raise the level of Devils Lake, provide municipal and industrial
water supplies, abate stream pollution, aid flood. co?-trol, develop
power, promote recreation, and enhance fis_h and wildlife.
.
.
The rights-of-way for these larger arterial canals and drams will
occupy strips of land ranging in width from 50 feet on t~e smaller
laterals up to a maximum of 1,400 feet on the deepest section of the
McClusky Canal. Examination of ownerships on the McClusky
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Canal showed that 42 percent of the taking area is subject to the act
of 1890. Along the Velva Canal, 93 percent is subject to the act.
On these two canals it is estimated that it will cost $985,000 to acquire
fee title to the canal sites as compared to $465,000 if the 1890 reservation is relied upon. Comparative cost estimates are not available
for lesser canals and drains.
OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, AND REPLACEMENT

Operating organization
The Garrison diversion unit will include a complex, multipurpose
canal system which must be capable of making delivery throughout
an area some 100 miles wide and 300 miles long. Management of
water deliveries will require great skill because of the distances involved, the small storage capacity within the cana,l system, and the
limited hydraulic capacity of the streams into which canal wastes
can be dumped. Efficient maintenance of project works will be
further complicated by the large number of irrigation districts that will
arise out of the scattered irrigable areas, and the gradual and protracted development of the unit.
There must be centralized management of water to guarantee
reliable delivery for all contracting entities. Centra1ized maintenance
should be provided, up to the point of maximum economy, to meet the
need for low-cost water implicit in this part of the Great Plains.
Estimates of annual costs have been prepared on the assumption
that centralized management and operation and maintenance will be
provided for all of the Bureau-constructed system. It is recognized
that some of the larger irrigation districts may elect to operate and
maintain the distribution systems within their own boundaries, and
this can be done, in many cases, without increasing annual costs.
The various irrigation districts will elect either to pay for distribution
system operation and maintenance or do it themselves. Economies
in centralized maintenance arise mainly out of the sharing of costs for
large machines, the more effective utilization of operating employees
in the off-season, and the elimination of duplicate administrative
costs. These savings decrease rapidly as irrigation districts approach
40,000 or 50,000 acres in size, and are probably offset by the disadvantages of remote management.
It is proposed that a unit headquarters be directly responsible for
0. M. & R. of the principal supply works (Snake Creek pumping plant,
McClusky Canal, Lonetree Reservoir) and Jamestown Reservoir.
Under the unit headquarters management, four divisional headquarters
will be individually responsible for 0. M. & R. on the canal systems:
Operating division

Acres

Central division ____________________________ _

362,480

Souris division __ ------------- - -- -- ---- ---- -Oakes division ___ ____ ______ __ _______ ---- - --Coleharbor division __ -----------------------

120, 200

Project total_________________ __________
Rounded__ ____________________________

1,007,120
1,007,000

484,620

39,820

Areas included
McClusky can al, Sykeston, H arvey pumping, Berlin, H arvey-Maddock, N ew Rockford, Warwick-McVille, and B aldhill.
Souris Loop, E as t Souris, and V elva canal.
Oakes and LaMoure.
Coleharbor.
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Each headquarters installation will include office space, central shop
and warehouse, and storage yard. It is estimated that 21 watermaster headquarters will be needed throughout the unit and that
.many of these will include a service shop for light repair and regular
maintenance of equipment, and space for storage of equipment and
materials.
The small size of the Coleharbor division and its proximity to the
McClusky canal suggest that additional economies might be possible
by making it a responsibility of the Central division; or, along with
the McClusky canal and Sykeston areas, a responsibility of the ·unit
headquarters.
Operation, maintenance, and replacement costs
Operation, maintenance, and replacement costs for the Garrison
diversion unit are based on January 1956 prices. For purposes of
economic analysis, long-term projected O.M. & R. costs were used.
Long-term costs have been assumed to be 90 percent of January 1956
costs, except for electric energy which has been assumed to be 100
percent.
To minimize operating costs it is desirable that supervision of the
operation of the entire system be centralized. The irrigated areas
will be divided into four operating divisions, each of which will be
under common direct supervision.
Estimated long-term O.M. & R. costs for the 1,007,000-acre multiple purpose unit are $5,370,000 annually. For the 407,000-acre
first stage development, long-term projected O.M. & R. will amount
to $2,227,000 annually.
Annual long-term projected O.M. & R. costs for the two developments are summarized in table 5.
Operation, maintenance, and repair costs for Jamestown Dam and
Reservoir are included with estimates for the principal supply works.
The estimate for Devils Lake restoration does not include a share
of the operation, maintenance, and repair costs for the main stem
reservoir system, the principal supply works or Devils Lake Canal.
Totals for the operating divisions include the cost of pumping and
delivering water for such uses as municipal and industrial supply,
fish and wildlife, and recreation. Other operation, maintenance, and
repair costs specially associated with these uses are listed separately.
All water for use of the project will be pumped at Snake Creek
pumping plant at Garrison Reservoir. Numerous relifts are planned
for serving lands which cannot be served by gravity from the branch
canals and laterals. The aggregate pumping costs are considerable
.and are separated into the items described below.
The energy for pumping will be delivered to the nearest transmission division substation at a rate of 2 7~ mills per kilowatt-hour.
Where the energy is wheeled from that point to the pumps over private
or REA lines, the incremental cost of wheeling is considered a project
cost, as is the operation and maintenance cost of all Bureau lines and
substations constructed to serve the pumps. .
Replacement costs are reported separately on the following items:
Pumps and prime movers, accessory electrical equipment, substations,
and transmission lines. All other replacements are charged into
materials and supplies, and supplies and personnel costs, and are
considered as regular operation and maintenance costs in this report.
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Table 5.

Annual operation, maintenance and replacement costs,
long-term basis, Garrison Diversion Unit
407,000-acre
development

1,007,000-acre
development

central Division
Principal Supply Works
Main stem O&M
Secondary supply works
McClusky Canal Areas
Sykeston Area
Harvey Pumping Area
Berlin Area
Harvey-Maddock Area
New Rocki'ord Area
Warwick-McVille Area
Bald.hill Area
Distribution works (all areas)
Administration

$ 1,168,178 1/

Souris Division
Principal Supply Works
Main stem O&M
Secondary supply works
Velva Canal Areas
Souris Loop Area
East Souris Area
Distribution works (all areas)
Administration

827,511
119,763
39,360

2,457,586
282,353
121,155

89,200
190,628
285,960
102,600

0
192,845
566,372
1,044,942
249,919

!/

$1,695,842
211,191
90,620

75,960
561,010 1/
139,500

0
67,68o
0
0
67,266
117,855
50,211
75,960
809,677
205,382

189,546
62,295

I/

67,266
72,601

f/

Oakes Division
Principal Supply Works
Ma.in stem O&M
Secondary supply works
LaMoure Area
Oakes Area
Distribution works (all areas)
Administration

0
108,050
343,981
84,020

Coleharbor Division
Principal Supply Works
Main stem O&M
Secondary supply works
Distribution works
Administration

269,451
15,917
9,955
80,920
127,240
35,419

g/

Devils Lake Restoration
Electrical energy {Snake Creek
Pumping Plant)
Feeder and Outlet Canals
Fish and Wildlife Developments
National Park Service Facilities
Total cost (all divisions and uses)
Say

!/

636,133
70,032
30,050

Includes costs for La.Moure Section.

g/ Snake Creek Pumping Plant only.

15,954

22,464

7,354
8,600

13,848
8,616

203,900

279,200

11,475

11,850

2,227,018
$2,227,000

5,372,526
$ 5,370,000
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The estimated annual cost of pumping water for the ultimate
project is:
Total cost

Cost per acre

Energy _____ __ __ __ ___ _____ ·------ --- ------- ---------------------------------Pumping plant an d power facilities, operation and maintenance________ _____
R eplacement_ ____ ___ __ __ __ ______ __ _____ ______________________ ______ _____ __ __

$726, 246
351, 629
235,024

$0. 72

TotaL __________ ___ __________ ______ _________ ___ ______ ______ ___ __ __ __ ___

1, 312,899

I. 30

. 35
. 23

1 - -- - 1 - - - -

Another item of cost greater than that usually anticipated on
irrigation projects is for the operation and maintenance of the drainage system. Because of the complexity of the soils and topography,
a larger number of drains has been provided than is ordinarily
required. It is estimated that adequate operation and maintenance
of the drainage system will cost $0.98 per acre per year. Reported
annual costs on some other projects indicate an average of $0.25 for
this item.
On the Garrison diversion unit, a total of 7,280 miles of subsurface
and 2,020 miles of surface drains are provided. This compares with
6,773 miles of irrigation canals and laterals in the distribution system.
The average number of irrigable acres per mile of subsurface drain
amounts to 138. The average number of irrigable acres per mile of
drain on existing reclamation projects in region 6 amounts to 325.
PROJECT LANDS

Arable lands of the Garrison diversion unit generally have a sandy
loam topsoil. A considerable acreage has loamy sand at the surface
or at shallow depths, and some lands have deficient water-holding
capacity. Subsoils are generally sandy loam to a depth of about
3;~ feet. Between 3;~ and 10 feet the substrata materials are mixed
but normally contain one or more lenses of sandy material. All the
soils are rather high in organic matter content and are more stable
and productive than textural appraisals would indicate. Most arable
fields are large, with gentle slopes, but the land surface is undulating.
Most fields must be graded before they can be irrigated by conventional gravity methods.
Land classification surveys for the modified plan covered a gross
area of about 3,500,000 acres, of which 1,417,000 acres were found to
be arable and 1,007,000 acres are irrigable, as shown on the map.
While there are occasional areas where nearly all the land is irrigable,
these areas are exceptional. Characteristically, irrigable areas are
small and intermingled with nonirrigable lands. Restricted permeability of the substrata materials, and unsatisfactory topography
were t he principal reasons for the low ratio of irrigable area to gross
area.
Three arable land classes were delineated. Class 1 land consists of
long, smooth, gentle slopes with deep, permeable, nonsaline, li_ght _to
medium textured soils. Class 2 land may have moderate deficiencies
in soil or topography which render it less desirable than class 1 land.
Most of the class 2 land is in this class because of the need for a moderat e amount of land leveling (2T). The class 3 land is less desirable
than class 2 land in that it has more pronounced topographic or soils
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deficiencies or a combination of moderate deficiencies. The principal
deficiencies in their descending order of importance are combination
of soil and topography (3ST), topography alone (3T), and soils alone
(3S).
The soils are of good quality; two-thirds of the irrigable land has
class 1 soil, and only 5 percent is class 3. However, most of the
land has been downgraded for other reasons. Results of the land
classification after all factors have been considered are shown in
table 6.
TABLE

6.-Summary of irrigable acreage by land class, Garrison diversion unit
Area

Class 1

Souris Loop area ______________________________ _
East Souris area _______________________________ _
Coleharbor section_------------------ _________ _
Harvey pumping area _________________________ _
New
Rockford
area ___ ------------------------Sykeston
area ______________________
__ _________ _
Berlin area____________________________________ _
Harvey-Maddock area ________________________ _
Warwick-McVille area ________ ------------ ____ _
Baldbill area __________________________________ _
LaMoure section ______________________________ _
Oakes section _________________________________ _
McClusky Canal area _________________________ _
Velva Canal area ______________________________ _

Class 2

27,524
12,156
7,871
442
7,918
2,900
1,490
10,156
3,658
14,250
927
13,638
604
70

90,765
47,104
21,028
3,608
25,722
13,800
4,520
30,483
10,721
44,210
5,009
39,354
2,610
1,580

Class 3
209,381
92,690
10,921
6,260
33,550
20,300
6,730
45,621
27,001
38,350
6,264
55,008
7,576
3,350

TotaL _____________ _____ ___ ____ ________ __
103, 604
340, 514
563,002
Rounded __________________________________________________________________________ _

Total
327,670
151,950
39,820
10,310
67,190
37,000
12,740
86,260
41,380
96,810
12,200
108,000
10,790
5,000
1,007, 120
1,007,00

Land-leveling costs are estimated to range from $19 per acre for class 1
land to $69 per acre for the roughest of the class 3 lands. Total costs
of land development are expected to be $39 per acre for class 1 land
and $100 per acre for the roughest of the class 3 lands. The fertility
of all the irrigable fields can be restored after leveling by use of commercial fertilizer and manure. Average costs of land development,
estimated from contract prices for earth-moving and structural items,
for the various portions of the unit, are:
Cost per irrigable acre
McClusky and Velva Canal areas __ $85 Berlin area _____________________ $76
Oakes section___________________ 84 Baldhill area____________________ 75
Coleharbor section_______________ 83 Souris section___________________ 73
New Rockford area______________ 80 LaMoure section________________ 61
Sykeston area___________________ 80
Warwick-McVille area___________ 77
Weighted average for unit__ 77
Harvey-Maddock area___________ 76
LAND CLASSIFICATION SURVEYS

This report summarizes 10 years of extensive land classification
which has been basic to the development of a firm project plan from
the preliminary plan for the Missouri-Souris unit of the Missouri
River Basin project. Beginning in 1947, the classification revealed
serious drainage problems in the deeper subsoils of the Crosby-Mohall
area, due to the unusual density of the glacial till which underlies virtually all of this 1,000,000-acre segment of the former Missouri-Souris
unit. By 1950 it had been concluded that irrigation of the CrosbyMohall till was too great a risk, and preliminary examination of the
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alluvial soils east of Mohall, N. Dak., showed them to be vastly
superior for irrigation. Since 1950 the plan for diversion has been
modified to provide for serving these better lands. The land classification surveys have been extended until they constitute an inventory
of the irrigable land resource between the Missouri River and western
edge of the Red River Valley in North Dakota, and in Brown and
Marshall Counties in South Dakota. In the Red River Valley semidetailed classification is still underway. Elsewhere it is complete,
except for a few scattered areas where difficult water delivery makes
irrigability questionable.
The semidetailed land classification has been checked by detailed
classification of 20 sample areas covering 177,000 gross acres and
82,000 irrigable acres, and the comparisons have been used to adjust
the acreages used in compiling the plan for the unit. The overall
comparison of detailed and semidetailed arable acreage results on the
sample area was close, showing a gain of 10.1 percent under detailed
survey. The semidetailed classification, as adjusted by results of
detailed classification of the sample areas, is considered satisfactory
for Secretarial certification of the irrigable acreage for the purpose of
modifying the authorization, and for construction of the principal
supply works. Detailed classification must be completed for lands in
each irrigation district, prior to design of specific irrigation works.
During the course of land classification for the Garrison diversion
unit, it has been found that the glacial history of the land is closely
associated with the suitability for irrigation. The areas covered by
glacial lakes or glacial outwash materials are usually associated with
suitable soils and topographic and drainage characteristics.
Since soil permeabilities largely determine drain requirements and
need to be known throughout a 10-foot depth, the field and laboratory
work on the problem of drainability has been enormous. A general
rule was evolved, and used in developing the project plan, that lands
with an average hydraulic conductivity under 0.3 inch per hour in
the 4- to 10-foot zone are nonirrigable. Exceptions are made for
average conductivities in the range of 0.1 to 0.3 inch per hour, where
deep drainage channels would be close, or where small areas of restricted permeability are surrounded by more permeable lands. While
it has been found to be generally true that glacial till subsoils are not
practicably drainable, some of the tills, particularly in the Coleharbor
section, are sufficiently permeable for irrigation. Detailed classification on sample areas shows that there may be somewhat less restricted
subsoil permeability than is reflected in the semidetailed classification.
However, localized areas where permeabilities are lower than semidetailed data indicate are anticipated as detailed classification is made.
LAND CLASSIFICATION STANDARDS

The land classification work was completed to separate the irrigable
lands into groups or classes in accordance with ability to support the
farm family and repay a share of construction charges. It is an
economic classification in which the physical differences in land reflect
dollar differences in net income by three ways: (1) Gross income (crop
yields), (2) investment costs, and (3) operating costs. The combined
effects of soil texture, hydraulic conductivity, depth, salinity, alkalinity, organic content, slope, undulations, drainage, cover, stoniness,
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and field size were considered in arriving at a land class. The land
classes indicate a definite range of payment capacities.
"Arable" land is that land which has a productive capacity under
sustained irrigation to: (I) meet production expenses, including operation and maintenance costs, (2) repay a reasonable return on the farm
investment, (3) repay a reasonable amount of the cost of project
facilities, and (4) provide a satisfactory living for the farm family
when the land is located in adequate size units and provided with the
essential improvements of leveling, drainage, and irrigation facilities.
"Irrigable" land is the arable land which can be economically served
with water. The irrigable acreage is generally only 70 to 90 percent
of the arable acreage, and reflects deductions made because of highs,
isolation, expensive drainage needs, and project works rights-of-way.
Standards for semidetailed land classification of the Garrison diversion unit were finally revised and approved in 1949. They are based
on detailed farm budget studies and careful comparison with production on comparable irrigable land on established irrigation projects.
Farm budgets are based on a mixed livestock and cash-crop enterprise,
and on the integration of dryland farming and irrigation on the typical
project farm units.
·
Semidetailed standards require a minimum of four 10-foot borings
per square mile. Borings per square mile averaged five of 10-foot
depth and two of 5-foot depth. Soil profile data were recorded for
each boring and all soil samples were tested for hydraulic conductivity
(permeability), pH and salinity. Where specific problems were evident, tests were made for waterholding capacity, exchangeable sodium,
base exchange capacity, and hydraulic conductivities of undisturbed
samples. All of the semidetailed classification was done on aerial
photographic base maps at a scale of 1 inch equals 1,000 feet. The
detailed classification of the sample areas was done on topogn.phic
base maps having a scale of 400 feet to the inch with a I-foot contour
interval.
WATER SUPPLY AND REQUIREMENTS
WATER SUPPLY

Lands of the Garrison diversion unit lie across a broad area of prairie
where the streams are small, drainage systems are only partly developed, and runoff is very limited. Baldhill Dam on the Sheyenne
River and Jamestown Dam on the James already control most of the
~xcess floodwaters on these streams, and neither is capable of supplymg more than limited municipal needs. Lake Darling, a Fish and
Wildlife Service impoundment on the Souris River above Minot, controls nearly all surplus floodwater in that stream for maintenance of
ponds in the Lower Souris National Wildlife Refuge. Studies recently completed by the International Joint Commission show that
the Souris River is unable to meet present demands for water along
most of its length. Aquifers are thin, limited in area and slowly recharged and, except for a sma11 area near Oakes, there is no known
ground-water supply for any significant amount of irrigation. In
most.cases, cities and towns depend upon ground water but frequently
at the price of undesirable quality and limited quantity .
A large souce of additional water is a recognized need everywhere
east of the Missouri River in the Dakotas. The Missouri is the only
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available source of such a supply. On the main stem near Williston,
N.Dak., at the head of Garrison Reservoir, historic annual riverflows
have, since 1898, varied between 25,800,000 and 9,150,000 acre-feet,
with an average of 17,600,000 acre-feet. Future increases in consumptive uses of Missouri River water above Williston of 2,710,000
acre-feet annually have been allowed for in water supply estimates.
Missouri River water is of satisfactory quality for the uses proposed
under the Garrison diversion unit plan. Operation studies show
that the Souris, James and Sheyenne Rivers will contribute less than
one percent of the unit's needs for water.
The engineering plan has been designed to make the maximum
practicable use and reuse of return flows consistent with the maintenance of acceptable salinity levels. As the unit develops, a substantial
return flow will accrue to the Sheyenne and Red Rivers. This water
will be suitable for one additional irrigation use. It is expected, in
view of the large and easily accessible land resource in the Red River
Valley, that plans for utilizing return flow will be developed long
before there is any possibility of wasting this secondary water resource.
Return flows in the Sheyenne River can be rediverted to the James
River if additional investigation reveals the need is greater in the
James-Missouri River systems.
WATER REQUIREMENTS

Irrigation water requirements are estimated from calculated daydegrees above 32° F. for each service area during the irrig_ation seasons
of the period 1930-52. Included in the statistical record are the
great drought of the 1930 decade and the wet years since 1940. Consumptive use is estimated to average 1.96 feet per year, ranging
from a high of 2.06 feet at Oakes to a low of 1.91 feet in the Souris
River Basin. The May-September irrigation season will utilize 82
percent of the annual consumptive use, with a peak of 18.4 percent
during July. Part of the consumptive use is supplied by precipitation, 80 percent of which is considered to be effective during irrigation
months.
Water delivered by an irrigation system for consumptive use of a
growing plant is subject to several losses and depletions en route.
It has been estimated that operation losses and waste on the farm will
be 35 percent of farm delivery in the Souris and Oakes sections, and
30 percent elsewhere on the unit.
Losses in the lateral system have been estimated from the sample
area lateral layouts and average 15 percent of delivery from the main
canals for the Souris and Oakes sections, and 10 percent elsewhere.
Allowances have also been made for additional losses in each of the
main canals based on length and capacity of the canal and character
of the soil traversed. Wastes have been estimated to be 10 percent
in the laterals and an additional 10 percent in the main canals.
Total losses of irrigation water are:
Acre-feet

Diversion for irrigation __ __ _____________________________________ 2,582, 150
Crop irrigation requirements________ ________________________
772,380
Loss of irrigation water_ ____________________________________ 1,809,770
Average loss, acre-feet per acre__________________________________
1. 91
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Net evaporation losses for the average year have been estimated
to range from 1.72 feet at Snake Creek _Reservoir an~ 1.39 feet ~t
Lonetree Reservoir, to 1.14 feet at Devils Lake and m the Souris
River Basin.
Municipal and industrial water requirements for the unit are
expected to reach 51,4·50 acre-feet annually under full development.
No additional hydraulic capacity is provided in the proposed canal
system for this use. It will be necessary that the users provide
storage facilities so that delivery can be niade to them seasonally
and offpeak. The municipal and industrial water requirement is
about-2 percent of the estimated diversion require: . .1ent for the entire
unit.
Fish and wildlife developments will, in part, make use of return
flows and in part be supplied at offpeak periods from the unit canal
system. Under full development 40,060 acre-feet annually must be
pumped at the Snake Creek plant to round out return flow supplies
for this purpose.
At Devils and Stump Lakes it is proposed to restore the lake chain
to ·stable elevations ranging from 1,430 in the west to about 1,423 in
Stump Lake at the eastern end. The restored lake chain will cover
62,760 acres, and hold 929,540 acre-feet of water. Preliminary studies
show that an average annual inflow from the unit canal system of
144,300 acre-feet during a 7-year period of filling will restore the lakes
to the desired elevation. After filling, an average annual canal
delivery of 122,930 acre-feet and an outflow from Stump Lake to the
Sheyenne River of 59,960 acre-feet per year will maintain salt concentrations in the lake chain at about 500 parts per million in West
Devils Lake, to 1,000 parts per million in Stump Lake, and stabilize
the lake elevations. These diversion rates are probably somewhat
higher than are needed to meet the requirements for quality in the
Devils Lake Basin. Rather substantial reductions in water requirements for this purpose may be possible as detail arrangements are
worked out with project sponsors. The restored lake chain will
mainly serve recreational, municipal and fish and wildlife purposes.
Pollution abatement problems, which have reached critical proportions during the recent great drought, will be substantially remedied
in the Souris, James, Sheyenne and Red Rivers by return flow discharges. Completely satisfactory abatement in many reaches of
these streams, under the severe conditions of winter, will not be
practicable. No water will be diverted solely for the abatement of
stream pollution and it is considered that pollution, when it remains a
problem, will be reduced to satisfactory levels by means other than
dilution.
In the Souris section it is necessary to supply an additional 50,000
acre-feet annually of Missouri River water to the Westhope pumping
plant to avoid excessive salinity in the water supply to the East Souris
Canal.
Return flows will accrue to drains, streams and rivers of the Garrison
diversion unit as a net yield from the losses and wastes in the irrigation
system. Some of this water is used consumptively in nonproductive
areas or evaporated from potholes and water courses. There is
practically no danger of losing water to deep percolation. It is estimated that 65 percent of the water losses for irrigation will reappear
as return flow. Return flows will accrue throughout the year, but are
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expected to peak at 18 percent of the annual yield in August and
subside to a monthly rate of 3 percent during January and February.
Proposed productive areas contributing return flows to the principal streams are:
Stream and productive acres 1 contributing return flow

James River ____ _____ ____ ____________________________________ __ _
Sheyenne River _________ _______________________________________ _
Souris River ____________________________________ ___ ____________ _
Wild Rice River ________________________________________________ _
Missouri River (above mouth of James River) _____________________ _
Other _____ _______ _____________________________________ __ ______ _

155,000
259,000
443,000
31,000
37,000
22,000

TotaL _-------------------------------------------------- 947,000
1

Productive acres are irrigable acres less 6 percent for rondways, farmsteads, etc.

The average annual use of water diverted from Garrison ·Reservoir is:
Annual acrefeet
Crop consumptive use of irrigation water_ ________________ ___ _______________ _
Other consumptive uses ___ _________________________________________________ _
Return flows discharged from unit:

Acre-feet 1
per acre

772,400
652,670

0. 77
. 65

762,290
424,480
139,890
173,170
610, 220
51, 450
40,060

. 76
.02
.14
.17
. 01
. 05
.04

2,626,630

2.61

Acre-feet

Via James River_ _____________________________________ _____ ____ 89, 610
Via Sheyenne River _____ ________________________ ______________ 2 563, 350
Via Souris River _________ __ ____________________________________
14,650
Via Missouri River_ ___________________________________________ 338,490
Via Wild Rice River_ _- - -------- ------------------------------ 36, 280
To pothole areas____________________________________ ___________ 19,910
TotaL ________________________________________________________________ _
Filling Devil~ Lakes and Stump Lake __________ _______________________ _____ _
Evaporation Joss from reservoirs ____________________________________________ _
Seepage losses in McClusky CanaL _____________________ ____________________ _
Increased channel losses in James River_ __ ----------------------------------Municipal and industrial water supply ______ __ _____________________________ _
Fish and wildlife developments 1 __ _ -- -------------------------- - ------------ ,
Total diversion requirement_ _________________________________________ _

5
6

_____ ,__

1 Based on total irrigable acreage.
2 Includes 40,480 acre-feet discharged from Stump L ake Outlet Canal and 50,000 acre-feet for improvement
of quality of water.
3 Above the mouth of the James River.
• Average for a 23-year period of operation.
5 Includes 65,41)0 acre-feet evaporation from D evils L ake and Stump Lake.
6 This water is not otherwise accounted for. Ultimately, it will dissipate as nonbeneficial consumptive
use, including evaporation, and as additional increments of return flow leaving the unit.
1 Total annual water requirement for fish and wildlife purposes as estimated by the Fish and Wildlife
Service is 253,000 acre-feet, most of which would be from use of return flows, waste, and seepage.

During the 1930-52 period, maximum annual diversions would
have been 3,044,000 acre-feet, and the minimum 2,047,000 acre-feet.
Water for diversion will be pumped from Garrison Reservoir on
the Missouri River. Total storage capacity of Garrison Reservoir is
23 million acre-feet, of which 13,800,000 acre-feet is available for
exclusive conservation use, and another 4,300,000 acre-feet is available
for joint conservation and flood control use on a seasonal basis.
During rather infrequent extreme floods the reservoir water surface
will rise to elevation 1,850 so that diversion can be made by gravity.
The normal pump lift to Snake Creek Reservoir is 31 feet, and the
maximum is 75 feet. The maximum diversion at Snake Creek
Pumping Plant (3,044,000 acre-feet) is much less than the discharge
of the Missouri River at the head of Garrison Reservoir for the driest
year of record (about 9,150,000 acre-feet).
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The average annual depletion below Yankton, S. Dak., in Missouri
River flows expected from full development of Garrison diversion
unit is 2,499,000 acre-feet.
Annual accretions to the flow in streams beyond the boundaries
of the unit range from 14,650 acre-feet, which will be lost to the Souris
River at Westhope, to 563,350 acre-feet that will collect in the Sheyenne River above Valley City. During the month of maximum discharge of return flow (August) these additions to natural flows,
unless further regulated, will be:
Increase
(cubic feet
per second)

Souris River (below Westhope)_ _____ _______________ ______ ____ __ __ ___
44
Sheyenne River (at Baldhill Dam) __________ _______ ________ _____ ____ _ 1,690
James River (at Aberdeen)_______ ________ ___________ _____ _____ _____
270
Wild Rice River__ _ __ _ _____ ___ __ __ __ __ ____ ____ ___ _ _____ __ _____ _____
110
IRRIGATION SHORTAGES

Sufficient water will be available in Garrison Reservoir to furnish
the Garrison diversion unit with a full supply of water at all times,
including the drought of 1930-40. It would be uneconomic, however,
to provide hydraulic capacity to meet the unit's needs fully during
drought years like 1934 and 1936, which occur at only rare intervals.
The canal system, therefore, is designed to meet substantially the
full water requirement in all years except 1934 and 1936, when the
average shortage to the unit would amount to 8 and 11 percent,
respectively. Water shortages due to limited peak capacity are less
serious than those due to failure of a water supply where the shutoff
can be complete and occur during the growing season. Shortage
caused by limited canal system capacity merely means that somewhat
less than full irrigation is possible during the peak of the diversion
season in a critical year. Yields may be reduced, but careful management, particularly of wastes, can largely overcome this type of
shortage.
QUALITY OF WATER

Water stored in Garrison Reservoir, which supplies 99 percent of
the requirements of the Garrison diversion unit, is satisfactory for
all project uses. Like all surface supplies, however, it contains
dissolved salts which will reappear in greater concentration in waste
waters. It is critically important, in minimizing diversion of
Missouri River water by the use and reuse of return flow, that tolerable salt concentrations are maintained in tho streams where return
flow water will accumulate. Tests of the proposed operation of the
unit, although necessarily only approximate, indicate that this
requirement can be met.
Neither sodium, boron, nor the concentration of bicarbonates is
likely to be troublesome even in the concentrated drain waters. The
controlling factor will be the buildup of dissolved solids. Dissolved
solids in Garrison Reservoir are expected to increase from 420 parts
per million (p.p.m.) under present stream flow conditions, to 500
p.p.m. under future conditions of upstream use and storage. Other
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quality factors will remain substantially unchanged and the more
important ones are expected to be:
Percent sodium _ _ _ __ ___ __ _ __ _
Sodium adsorpt ion ratio ___ __ __
Sodium (p.p.m.)_ _____________
Calcium (p.p.m.) __ _ _ ____ __ __ _
Magnesium (p.p.m .)__________
Potassium (p.p.m.) _ __ ___ __ _ __
Iron (p.p.m.)__ ______________

36. 5

Bicarbonate (p.p.m.) __________ 191. 0

1. 73 Sulfate (p.p.m.) ______________ 182. O

60.
58.
19.
3.
.

0
0
8
9
02

Chloride (p.p.m.) _____________
8.
Nitrate (p.p.m.) ______________
1.
Boron (p.p.m.) _______________
.
Hardness (p.p.m.) __ ______ ____ 185.

9
9

1
0

This will result in high-salinity, low-sodium (C3-Sl) water, well
adapted to the uses proposed for Garrison diversion unit.
Operating tests show that the two critical points for control of
quality are at Westhope Dam, where all r eturn flows from the Souris
River Basin accumulate, and in the Sheyenne River below Baldhill
Dam, where most of the effluent water from the unit intermingles
and is carried to the Red River. At Westhope Dam the principal
use will be irrigation. Wildlife will not be adversely affected· by
salt levels that are permissible for irrigation. Careful analysis of themost impermeable soils in the Souris area confirmed that highsalinity, low-sodium (C3-Sl) water with an average concentration
of dissolved solids of 1,500 p.p.m. is suitable for use on these lands.
This limiting average concentration is obtained in the proposed
operation.
In the Sheyenne River at Baldhill Reservoir and below, and in the
Red River at Fargo and below, the augmented natural flows are
expected to be needed both for irrigation and municipal and industrial uses. A byproduct benefit comes from additional dilution of the
badly polluted Red River during low-flow periods. Since the irrigable
lands of the Sheyenne Delta area in the Red River Valley are freedraining, a C3-Sl water carrying 1,500 p.p.m. of dissolved solids can
safely be used for irrigation there. For municipal supplies, the North
Dakota Health Department uses the following classification:
[Total dissolved solids in parts per million]

Degree:
Satisfactory_ _______________________ ___________________
500-1, 000
Average_ ____________ __________________________ _______ 1, 000-1, 450
High__ _ ____ ___ ___ _ ____ ___ __ ___ _ __ __ __ ___ ___ ___ __ __ __ _ 1, 450-2, 500
Very high_ _ _ _ _ ____ __ ___ ___ ____ _ ___ _ __ __ _ ___ __ __ ___ __ _
2, 500

+

Public Health Service st andards for drinking water set a limit of
1,000 p.p.m. total dissolved solids. The North Dakota r ating reflects
the local situation, where many municipalities are using water supplies
with dissolved solids exceeding 1,450 p.p.m.
Since Sheyenne River water is not used at Fargo, or Red River water
at Grand Forks, except under the emergency conditions of drought,
and since high-salinity water ranging up to 1,450 p.p.m. has not been
found objectionable in North Dakota, it is assumed that project operations designed to produce. a somewhat better grade of water than this
in Baldhill Reservoir will be satisfactory.
Diversion of 2,626,000 acre-feet of water annually for ultimate development of the Garrison diversion unit will carry with it 1,790,000
tons of salt annually. In addition, the filling and freshening of Devils
and Stump Lakes (which will occur early in project development and
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long before ultimate conditions are approached) will require the removal of approximately 3,620,000 tons of salt. Tests of ground water
and of seepage and runoff water from the irrigable areas indicate that
little salt, if any, will be added to the salt load of effluent water by
leaching of irrigated lands. Limited data on ground water in areas
of irrigable land indicate salinity averages below 1,000 p.p.m. of dissolved solids, while seepage from surface drains in these areas averages
near 600 p.p.m.
The proposed operation of the Garrison diversion unit has, therefore, been analyzed, assuming that natural and project drains will
remove salt equal in amount to that imported in the diverted water
at Garrison Reservoir. As ultimate development is approached, after
a long period of years of incremental addition to the unit, this condition can and must be met by the construction of sufficient project
drains to prevent significant localized buildup of salt levels in the
irrigable lands.
Results of the salt-balance analysis for conditions of ultimate development are summarized for the period 1930-52, inclusive, in table 7.
This table also shows the estimated hardness for the weighted average
concentrations of total dissolved solids at six points in the unit.
7.-Summary of quality of water at critical points (dissolved solids and
hardness-parts per million) , ultimate conditions of development, Garrison diversion unit

TABLE

Westhope Jamestown
Reservoir Reservoir

James
River e.t
Be.ldbill
Crow
Reservoir
Creek drain

Red River
e.t Fargo

Red River
e.t Grand
Forks

Year:
1930____ - ___ - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 1931_ ______ -- - ----- -- - --- -1932____ -- ___ __ __ -- _____ -- _
1933 ___ --- __ _____ -- __ -- __-1934 ____ -- __ ________ _-- ____
1935___ ---- ---------------1936 ____ - - _______ -- __ -- --- _
1937 --- _-- __ --- -- --- _--- -- _
1938___ ---- --- _-- -- _______ _
1939____ -- _---- -- __ -- --- ___
194()___ -- -- ---- - -- - --- --- - 1941_ __ -- -- _____ -- --- -- __ -1942___ -- -- --- _---- __--- - - _
1943_____ -- _- -- -- -- __ -- -- -1944 ______ -- _______ -- ___ - - _
1945 ____ -- ___ -- -- _-- _-- ____
1946___ -- ___ -- ___ __ -- ___ ___
1947 --- _________ -- ______ - -1948____ --- _-- _-- --- _-- _-- _
1949_____________ -- _-- __- - _
1950__ _-- -- _____ _-- ____ -- __
1951_ ____ -- ____ ---- ____ -- -1952__ . ____ - - ____ _____ __ ___

Weighted average _____ ________

I

1,800
2,400
1,700
2,100
1,800
2,200
1,800
1,900
2,100
1,800
1,400
2,000
1,400
1,000
1,300
2,000
1,600
1,800
1,100
900
1,100
1,000
1,700
1,500

Estimated hardness:
Carbonate. ____ __ ______ ___
Nonce.rbone.te _____ _______

447
174

Tote.I (e.s Ce.COa) ___ __________

621

1

650
610
670

1,200
1,300
1,300
1,600
1,600
1,200
1,880
1,600
1,400
1,500
1,400
1,100
800
1,200
900
1,800
1,200
1,300
800
1,200
710
1,170
1,400
1,200

1,400
1,600
1,400
1,500
1,500
1,400
1,500
1,400
1,500
1,400
1,200
1,400
1, 200
1, 100
1,000
1,400
1,300
1,000
1,100
1,000
1,100
1,100
1,400
1,300

510
760
740
1,100
1,300

188
73

409

339
199

180
69

188

88

261

497

538

249

261

660
670
610
700
620

660
650
640
600
670
650
600

640
660
610
500
610

460

650
610
630

660

1,000
710
650
570
700
460
320
310
300
360
350
340
370
470
310
340
330
600

800
1,200
1,000
920
1,300
1,100
1,100

990
950
1,000
980
630
600
470
510
600
630
470
510

660

41Ci
400

560
630

73

50,000 acre-feet annually released from Velva Cane.I to Westhope Reservoir to dilute return flow water
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Restoration of Devils and Stump Lakes
Filling of the Devils Lake-Stump Lake chain to the elevations
proposed in the Garrison diversion unit plan can be accomplished
with this schedule:
Segment of lake chain and years to fill after diversion begins

West Bay ____ ______________________ ________ ______ ___ ___ ______ ____ __
West Devils Lake _____ ______________________ ______ _____- __- - - - - - - - - Devils Lake ________________________________________ ____ __- _- - - - - _- _
East Devils Lake_________________________ __ _________ ___ ____ _____ ____
Stump Lakes _____________ ________ ____ ______ _______ - ·- ____ ____ - _- ____

}~
1
2
5
8

The quality of water in the lake chain would reach 3,000 parts
per million, 1,500 parts per million, and the ultimate level for dissolved
solids, in accordance with the following schedule:
Years required to lower
dissolved solids content
to3,000 parts
per million

1,500 parts
per million

West Bay ___ ________ _____ --- - ----- - --. --- --. - -- -- --- - - - -- - --- -- ---- - -- - -- -West Devils Lake __ ___ __ ___________ ______ __ ____ ·- - -- - -- -- - -- - __ _____ _____ __
Devils Lake_______ _____ __ _________ __ ___ ___ __ __ _
3 1½
3 2½
East Devils Lake____ ___ ___________ ___ ___ ____ __
3 3½
3 4
Stump Lake________ ___ ___ ____ ____ ____ ___ ____ __
38
a 12

Ultimate concentration of
dissolved solids

Parts per
million

1,010
530
700
880
990

Years required to
stabilize
I 8
29

11

20
22

1 West Bay would have a concentration of dissolved solids under 700 parts per million when first filled, and
the concentration would gradually rise to 1,010 parts per million in the 8th year.
2 West Devils Lake would have a concentration of dissolved solids under 700 parts per million when first
filled; this would drop tr about 530 parts per million when a stable condition is reached in year 9.
a After inflow starts.

The most desirable plan for filling and flushing the Devils LakeStump Lake chain has not been worked out at this time. The rate of
flushing, the amount of flushing done at Stump Lake, the salt concentration level desired in Devils Lake and the amount of water used for
blending purposes in Sheyenne River, all affect the quality of water
in and below Baldhill Reservoir. Since there is a need for carefully
balancing the requirements and interests of two separated areas in the
State, and the Federal interest in the outcome, except for the waterfowl habitat area on the west end, is secondary, it is expected that the
final plan for restoring the lakes and for operating them will be determined by local and fish and wildlife interests. The filling and flushing
process will go on in the early stages of project development and there
will be ample surplus capacity in the principal supply works to blend
with the effluent from the lake chain during the filling process.
WATER RIGHTS

Almost all of the water for the Garrison diversion unit will be
diverted from the Missouri River. The United States intends to file,
at an appropriate time, an application for the necessary water right
from the Missouri River under North Dakota State law.
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Section 1 (b) of the Flood Control Act of 1944, provides that':
The use for navigation, in connection with the operation and maintenance of such
works herein authorized for construction, of water arising in States lying wholly or
partly west of the 98th meridian shall be only such use as does not conflict with
any beneficial consumptive use, present or future, in States lying wholly or partly
west of the 98th meridian, of such waters for domestic, municipal, stock water'
irrigation, mining, or industrial purposes.

A large portion of the unit lands is in the Hudson Bay drainage and
is drained by the Souris River, and the Sheyenne and the Wild Rice
Rivers which are tributaries of the Red River. A portion of the unit
lands is in the James River drainage which is tributary to the Missouri
River. While some use of water has developed from these streams,
the flow is erratic from year to year, and seasonal distribution is such
that storage regulation is necessary to insure a dependable water supply. Some reservoirs have been constructed, principally in connection
with waterfowl refuges and for municipal supplies. In dry years
requirements exceed the supplies available. Except for a minor
amount in the James River, it is not intended that water originating
in these streams will be diverted for project use.
Conversely, large amounts of project return flows can be expected
to develop in sections of these rivers.
It is the Bureau of Reclamation's intent to use and reuse these
return flows to the fullest practicable extent that they can be controlled
and regulated within the boundaries of the project. To insure project
use of return flows, it is proposed that the Bureau of Reclamation file
on all return flow accretions to these rivers.
The Souris River and the Red River are international streams.
References on these two rivers are now under consideration by the
International Joint Commission. The Souris River has been operated
by interim orders of the International Joint Commission since 1942.
It is not contemplated that project water or return flows will ordinarily be released down the Souris River into Canada. However,
during development of such a large project, it may be necessary to
release temporarily some project water down the Souris River into
Canada, before works are completed to permit utilization of all the
project water in the United States.
·
As the project develops, substantial amounts of return flows will
be diverted to the Red River. These flows will develop principally
during the summer and fall months. Regulatory storage is planned
on the Sheyenne River. Consequently, return flows should not
aggravate the flood situation on the Red River. The potential use
of these flows in the United States has not been fully appraised.
However, substantial amounts of project return flows will probably
drain into Canada. Inasmuch as it will take several years to develop
return flows in quantities sufficient to make a noticeable effect on the
flows crossing the international boundary, a reference covering this
question can be placed before the International Joint Commission
at the appropriate time.
STAGE DEVELOPMENT

Studies were made of conditions estimated to prevail after a partial
or first stage construction of the Garrison diversion unit. The
development consists of those acreages, supply works, and appurtenant
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structures which may logically constitute a first objective m
development of the ultimate plan.
The acreages included in the first stage are:
Irrigable
acres

Area or section
Souris Loop _____ __ ______ _________________ ___ ___ ____ _________________________
East Souris_____ ___ ___ ____ __ ______ __________________________________ _________
Harvey-Maddock __ -- ---- ------------------------------------_______________
New
Rockford
-- ------------------------------- --Baldhill_
____ ____
__--___ ------_______ ____
__ ____
_____ _____ ___ __ ___ __ ----------___ _____ _____
____
___
LaMoure___ ____ _____ __ __ ___ ______ __________ ____ ____________ __________ ___ __ __

114, 890
42, 550
78, 570

67,
91, 190
220
12, 200

Productive
acres
108,000
40,000
73, 8.50
63,110
85, 750
11,480

1 -- - - 1 - - - -

TotaL __________________ ___ ______ _________ __ __ ____ __ ______ _____ _____ __ _
Rounded__ __ ___ ______ _____ __ ______ ______ ____ ______ ____ ______ ______ __ __

406, 620
407, 000

382, 190

The estimated time schedule shows that approximately 39 years
would elapse from the beginning of construction until all the acres
listed are brought under irrigation; however, in the latter years, with
normal development, additional acreages not shown in the tabulation
but included in the ultimate plan, would also begin using water. The
first stage acreages represent the maximum area possible of service
with Snake Creek pumping plant limited to 2,950 cubic feet per second,
and McClusky Canal limited to 2,900 cubic feet per second.
In the Souris section, first stage development will require only Deep
River Reservoir, omitting Westhope, Sergius, Landa, and Round Lake
Reservoirs. No water will be diverted from Velva Canal directly to
the Souris River for dilution to improve water quality as is provided
in the plan of ultimate development. Allowance is made for restoration of Devils Lake and Stump Lake.
Service to 21 municipalities and 36 fish and wildlife development
areas is included in the first stage development plan.
The average annual diversion requirement from the Missouri River
is computed as 1,145,000 acre-feet.
Return flows in the Sheyenne River, at completion of the first stage
development, are estimated to be sufficient, with storage regulation,
for irrigation of an additional 110,000 acres in the Sheyenne Delta, _
or other downstream areas.
At the end of 23 years of first-stage project development, the salinity
in Souris River at the Canadian border would average about 1,000
parts per million total dissolved solids as compared to about 1,500
parts per million at full development of the Garrison diversion unit.
At Baldhill Dam the concentration of dissolved solids for the first
stage development would average 1,140 parts per million compared
to 1,300 parts per million at full development.
Areas to be served during the first stage of development have been
selected merely to illustrate one of the many patterns which may
evolve. There is no way of accurately forecasting where early or late
development will occur. The areas selected for early development in
this illustration represent both the higher and lower ranges of cost per
acre. They also represent recognition of a. demand that development
proceed without favoring one geographic region over another. There
will almost certainly be a need to substitute areas back and forth
between first and second stage plans as detailed planning goes on and
construction gets underway.
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

The population of the 15 counties comprising most of the irrigable
lands of the Garrison diversion unit was classified in 1950 as:

Percent

Urban __ ________ __ ___________________________ __________ ____ _____ __
18
Rural___ ___ _______ ___ ___ ______ ___ _____ ______ ____ __ _____________ __ 82
Rural-farm___ ____ ____ ___ __ ___ __ ______ __ ___________ _______ __ _____ _ ( 51 )

Minot, Devils Lake, Jamestown and Valley City are the four
principal urban centers serving this broad trade area which extends
diagonally across the State for nearly 300 miles. The land is 95
percent in farms, and 70 percent of the land in farms is cultivated.
The four main line railroads with an elaborate network of branch
lines are fully adequate to serve the rural community. A public road
is found on nearly every section line and considerable progress has
been made in grading and graveling the county road systems so that
few farms are far from an improved road. Rural travel is sometimes
difficult because of rain or snow. Snow removal is provided on most
of the main county roads and on all State highways. Most of the
farmsteads are within 10 miles of a paved State highway. Towns and
villages dot the area with regularity, and few farmers live over 10 miles
from one of them. These rural communities have formed along the
railroads-around the grain elevators and service facilities that are
the principal marketing points for farm produce.
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMY

Drylandjarms, crops and yields
While there are a few cattle ranches in parts of the area, the typical
farm enterprise is based upon small grains. Using the two ecological
areas,1 the existing farm enterprises that make up the unit area are:
Predominantly
cash grain

Predominantly
livestock

General

Average
Average
Average
Number
si1e
Number
sir.e
Number
size
(acres)
(acres)
(acres)
of farms
of farms
of farms
Northern area __________ ______ __
1,478
Southern area ________ ______ ____
Total __ __________ ____ ____ - 1,478

Total
number
of farms

---------

458

2, 134

266

----------

2,400

541
393

----- -----

1,582
476

710
691

5,194

742

- - - - - - - -5,936
2,058

---- -----·

1 Northern area as used in this study consists of all lands north of U.S. Highway 10 which runs east and
w JSt, from Bismarck to Jamestown, Valley City and Fargo. The southern area is comprised of lands south
of this boundary, the LaMoure and Oakes sections.
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. U~e of_the land in the unit area is exemplified by a summary of crop
d1str1but10n by type of farm on 413 farms selected to be representative:
Southern area

Northern area

PredomPredominantly General inantly General
(percent) livestock (percent)
cash
(percent)
grain
(percent)
Spring wheat _______________________________________ _
Oats ________________________________________________ _
Barley ___________________________ ·------ ____________ _
Flax ________________________________________________ _

Corn _______________________________________________ _
Hay and pasture _______ • ____ _______________________ _
Idle and fallow _____________________________________ _
Miscellaneous ______________________________________ _

37
7
7
6
2
20
17
4

32
7
6
7
3
27
14
4

Predominantly
livestock
(percent)

16
13
6
14
12
26
3
10

27
7
5
5
4
36
12
4

10

20
3
3

20
35
1

8

------- - - - - -100
Total_ ________________________________________ _ - -100
100
100
100

With fortunate rainfall, project soils produce exceptional yields of
small grains and potatoes, but occasionally there is complete failure of
these crops. In almost every year the yields will vary widely in localized areas throughout the unit. Crop yield averages are far below
the productive capacity of the soil. In the case of wheat, flax, and
corn, the average yield is about one-fifth the commonly reported
maximum yields.
The 1930-49 average annual crop yields representing nearly equal
portions of drought and favorable years are:
Unit

Northern

area

10.0
19.0
15.0
4. 5
18.0

1. 5
1.1

Southern

area

10.0

22.0
14.0

5.0
17. 0

1. 5
1.1

Farming methods for the unit vary by ecologic area. Unusually
light soils, such as are found in many places on the irrigable land, must
be managed carefully to prevent blowing. In the northern area, it
is common to plow, pack and drill small grain in one operation, while
in the southern area these are done separately. Combines are in
general use for harvest. Summer fallow fo:1; weed control and moisture
conservation is a general practice in the north, and is rarely seen in the
southern part. Corn is a minor crop in the northern area and, because
of the danger of early"'fall frosts, it is usually used for silage or fodder.
In the south, corn is an important crop and most of it is allowed to
mature and is harvested as grain.
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Livestock are raised throughout the unit, but there are many farms
with none. Average livestock holdings on sampled farms are:
Northern area
Predominantly cash
grain
Horses ____ _______ _____ ----------Milk cows ___ ________________ ____
Beef cows ___ ___________________ _
Ewes __________ ______________ ___ _
Sows and gilts _____ _____________ _
Laying hens _________ ___________ _

1
3

1
1
0
25

Southern area
Predominantly
livestock

General

2
7
5
4

1
32

Predominantly
livestock

General

2
6

19
18
1
43

1

1
4
21
27

4
2
11
2
42

13
95

Dryland values, ownership and finance
Land values have varied widely as adversity and prosperity have
visited the area. Following World War I, values rose to a peak in 1920,
and then fell to an alltime low in 1940. By 1956, they had risen to an
alltime high. The average value of land and buildings reported on a
per acre basis for 1955 was $34 and $40 in the northern and southern
areas, respectively. The 1946-50 average value per acre is estimated
as:
Northern
area
Cropland ______________ ____ ___ __________________ ___________________ ________ __
N oncropland ___________________ ___________ _____ ____________________________ _

$22
12

Southern
area
$25
14

Farm tenancy has increased in times of adversity and decreased in
better times. Following 1920, in North Dakota generally, there was
a persistent rise in tenan-cy from about 28 percent to a peak near 44
percent in 1940, but by 1950 tenancy had dropped to about 21 percent. In the project area in 1955, it is estimated that farm tenancy
stood near 17 percent. Share-crop leases prevail in the northern area
(60 percent of all leases), and a combination share-crop and cash lease
is generally used in the southern area.
A relatively new trend toward "sidewalk" farmin•g, where the farmer
lives in town, is growing, brought on by the automobile and the liquidation of livestock herds by some farmers when they mechanized their
operations. In 1955 some 10 percent of the farmers on the unit no
longer lived on their farms.
The Fort Totten Indian Reservation in Benson and Eddy Counties
is the only Indian reservation on the unit. Most of the land on the
reservation has gone to fee ownership and only an estimated 1,400
acres of Indian trust patent land is classified as irrigable.
State-owned land is scattered throughout North Dakota. It is a
minor holding, however. Approximately 98 percent of the irrigable
lands of the unit are in private ownership.
A complete study of farm ownerships has not been attempted at
this time. A study of 1,557 ownerships in 10 counties on the unit
shows that only 73 owners (4.7 percent) hold more than 320 irrigable
acres, and 343 owners (22 percent) hold more than 160 irrigable acres.
In these 10 counties, t,he average owner holds 316 acres of land! of
50991 0 - 6 0 - 6
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which 111_ acres are irrigable. The local people will be expected to
comply with the excess land provisions of reclama.tion law.
Farm investment requirements for dryland farming have risen
ste_adi~y since 1940. Farms have grown larger, land values a.nd_mechamzat~on costs have increased each year. The average farm 1~vestment m 1951 was $36,000 in the northern area, and $40,000 m the
southern area.
Along with the rise in investment has come a corresponding rise,
since 1949, in the number and amount of real estate farm loans.
Even so, farm finances are in comparatively sound condition today.
The opposite was true during the drought period 1930-40, when the
farm credit situation was desperate. In 1933 there were 93 forced
sales per 1,000 farms and the Federal Land Bank reported 78 percent
of _its loans were delinquent. By 1937 this delinquency rate stood
at 80 percent.
Farm credit is avails ble throughout the Garrison diversion unit at
banks and from Federal lending agencies.
Tax levies for the 1946-50 period range from 56 mills in the southern
portion to 65 mills in the north. Levies are applied against half the
assessed valuation and produced statewide revenues ranging from 29
to 40 cents per acre during those years. Tax delinquency is always a
problem, but it was much more serious during the drought decade beginning in 1930 than it has been since. In 1939 tax delinquency
ranged between a low of 29 percent in Barnes County and a high of
65 percent in McLean County.
Irrigated farm types and numbers
Irrigation will bring with it the opportunity for more farm families
and more diversified and stable agricultural production, with less
emphasis on wheat.
It is expected that most farmers will work into an integrated type
of farming with both irrigation and dryland operations. Of course,
many types, sizes, and arrangements of farms will evolve. However,
straight irrigated farms will be fewer than is customary on Bureau
projects because most owners do not have holdings that are entirely
irrigable. As a result, farmers will probably retain most of their
holdings and integrate the irrigable land into their operations during
the development period. It is foreseen that these integrated farms
will vary from extensive feed-base units to intensive mixed farms.
In order to estimate the farm pattern most likely to develop under
irrigation, it is necessary to consider the "scatter" of the irrigable land
and the location and extent of closely associated nonirrigable farmland. Although 1,007,000 acres of land is proposed for irrigation, the
process of integration extends also to 2,400,000 acres of dry land which
will be farmed in conjunction with the irrigable holdings.
Three principal representative types of farms are expected to
develop with average acreages, as follows:
Southern l,lrea

Northern area
Type of farm

Irrigable Dry acres
acres

Total
acres

------

Straight irrigated ___ --- --- ---- -- _______ ___

GeneraL
____ -------- ---- --- --- --- ------ --Feed base _____________________ -- _------- --

135
115
80

40
260
4f,0

175
375
540

Irrigable Dry acres
acres
125
105
70

35
160
380

Total
acres
160
265

450
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Estimates, based on the occurrence and relationship of irrigable
and nonirrigable land, indicate that the following numbers of these
three basic farm types could be developed successfully:
Total
irrigable
acreage
Northern area:
Straight irrigated _____ -----------------------------------GeneraL _______________ ---------------------------------Feed base ___________________ ------------------------------

Irrigable
acres per
farm

281,000
429, 000·
177,000

Estimated
number
of farms

135
115
80

2,084
3, 731
2,207

1 - - - --1 - - - - - 1 - - - -

TotaL ____________________ ------------------------------

887,000 -------------8,022
l====:l=====I====
Southern area:
Straight irrigated _____________ --- _______ -----------------36, 000
125
284
105
385
General_ __ ------------------ ________ ---------------------40, 000
Feed base _________________ -------------------------------- ,
44, 000 ,,
70 ,
632

____ _____ ____

TotaL ____ _______ ___ _____ ________ _____ ________ __ ________
TotaL__________________________________________________

120, 000 -------------1, 301
t====-1=====1====
1,007,000 -------------9,323

While there will be no formal land settlement program as is usual on
public land projects, there will be the opportunity, over a long period
of time and through a process of natural adjustment to the new production potential, for 3,400 new farm families to become established
on a secure basis.
Irrigated crops and estimated yields
All the principal crops now being grown on these irrigable landswheat, corn, flax, oats, barley, and soybeans-can be grown in more
abundance and with greater certainty under irrigation. Alfalfa hay,
pasture crops, potatoes, sugar beets, and vegetable crops are also
well adapted both to the climate and to irrigation.
Irrigat'ed alfalfa, feed grains, forage crops and pasture, combined
with livestock, and integrated with some dryland production, appear
to offer the greatest possibility for net income on these project farms.
Most farmers will probably grow some high-value cash crops in their
crop rotation on irrigated lands, and some may specialize in them
with co_n siderable success. Wheat will be displaced as the new irrigators discover that greater profits can be realized from feed and forage
crops or better yielding cash crops.
The estimated average crop distribution expected on the irrigated
lands is:
[Percent]

Southern area

Northern area
Type of farm

Straight irrigated __________ __ _
General_ ____________________ __
Feed base _____________________

Hay and
pasture
45
66
67

Small
grains

Hay and
pasture

Row
crops
29
17
18

26
17
15

36
66
67

Small
grains
33
17
15

Row
crops
31
17
18

Crop distribution on the dryland portion of the integrated farm is
expected to remain essentially the same as under the present dryland
farming system.
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Average crop yields under irrigation have been estimated for class
1 land,_ from irrigation experience in other irrigated areas as modified

~Y: available soil data. For the various other classes of irrigable lands,
it 1~ expected that yields will vary between 80 and 100 percent of those
estm~ated for cl3:ss 1, depending on the type and degree of land or soil
deficiency. Estimated average yields per acre of class 1 land are:
Unit

Southern
area

N orthern
area

Alfalfa___ ____ __ ___ _________ ___ _____ __ ____ ____ _________ __ ______ Ton ________ _
Oats_ ____ __ ___ ___ ___ ___ ______ ______ __ _______________________ __ BusheL ____ _
Barley _____ _________________________ ____ __ __ _____ ________________ __ do ______ _
Flax _______________________________________________________________ do ______ _
Corn (silage) ___ _______ __ ____________________ __________________ Ton ________ _
Sugar beets ________________________________________________________ do ______ _
Potatoes__ ____________________________________________________ BusheL ____ _
Wheat_ __________ __________________________________________________ do ______ _
Corn (grain) __ ___ _____ _____________________________________________ do ______ _

2. 8
60. 0
40. 0
15. 0
7. 0
12. 0
250. 0
30. 0
30. 0

3.4

58.0
38.0

16.0
8. 5
13. 5
280. 0
30. 0
42. 0

Livestock on the irrigated j arm
Livestock production in one form or another will be an important
part of most irrigated farms on the Garrison diversion unit. To
realize the most income possible from the heavy yielding feed and
forage crops, it will be necessary that the irrigator transform the
irrigated feed he produces into livestock products. Many types of
livestock operation will be open to him, and estimates of expected
average operations tend to obscure the diversity that will evolve.
However, as an indication of the size of livestock operation which the
average integrated farms can plan to carry, the following numbers
and types of livestock have been used in irrigation farm budgets:
Southern area

Northern area
Straight
irrigated
farm

Integrated
general
farm

InteStraight
grated irrigated
feed base
farm
farm

Integrated
general
farm

Integrated
feed base
farm

--- --- --------Livestock (number):
Beef cattle ____________________________
Dairy cattle _______ ___________________
Hogs ___ ___ _______ -- ___ -- _----- --- -- --Poultry __________________ -- --- _____ ---

48

62

16
21

16
28

175

175

52
16
21
175

42
12

67

28

49
225

225

12

61
12
49

225

Development j arms
Development farms have been established during the investigations.
The principal purpose of these farms is to provide a pilot example of
irrigation farming in a pioneer area for irrigation. The principal
benefit of their operation accrues to the delegations of dryland farmers
who tour the farm fields and get their first impressions of irrigation
methods and production. The development farms have furnished
some data as a check of land classification and behavior of ground
water under irrigation in soils where permeability is a critical limiting
factor. Estimated irrigation yields on the Garrison diversion unit,
have, thus far, been substantiated by development farm yields.
The first development farm of the three that have been operated
on the unit was near Bowbells on the Crosby-Mohall area. Started
in 1947 and discontinued in 1952, the Bowbells farm results confirmed
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that glacial till soils were cold and difficult to drain. This farm operation was stopped when the Crosby-Mohall area was abandoned.
In 1952 the Deep River Development Farm was developed for irrigation near Westhope in the upper Souris Loop area and leased to a local
dryland farmer. It is still in operation and consists of 126 irrigated
acres and 72 dryland acres. Because of the small amount of integrated dryland, the operation is classed as a straight irrigated farm.
At both Bowbells and Deep River, the State college and the Department of Agriculture have operated small experimental plots for research in irrigation practices, fertilizer response, restoration of fertility
on cut areas, crop variety adaptability, and irrigation water requirements for crops.
The latest development farm to be started is near Sheyenne in the
New Rockford area, where 121 acres of irrigated land and 235 acres
of integrated dryland are being leased by a former dryland farmer and
operated as a general type farm.
Since 1947 approximately 8,000 farmers have visited these development farms.
PAYMENT CAPACITY

Payment capacity determinations were based on a series of farm
budget studies which measure anticipated farm income and expense,
with and without irrigation development. A separate series of farm
budgets was prepared for each of the two principal ecologic areasnorthern area and southern area-in order to reflect the significant
differences in land use crop yields and cultural practices, and their
combined effect on net farm income.
Average managerial ability was assumed in all budget studies.
Yield levels and crop and livestock organization, and other related
farm budget assumptions were estimated for conditions expected to
prevail when the unit is fully developed. Long-term estimated prices
used were based on an index of 215 (1910-14=100).
The "without" irrigation farm income analysis was based on three
representative types of farm for the northern area, and two representative types of farm for the southern area. A separate farm
budget analysis was made for each representative type of farm. The
principal source of information was the farm survey data secured by
personal interview with farm operators by North Dakota Agricultural
College technicians under terms of cooperative study agreements with
the Bureau of Reclamation. Crop yields were based on historical
records for the period 1930-49.
A summary of the five farm budgets representing conditions anticipated "without irrigation" development is presented in fable 8.
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TABLE

8.-Summary of "without irrigation" farm budgets, northern and southern
areas
)

Item

Total acres operated _________________________________
Acres, cropland ___ __ ______________________ ._______
Acres, native hay, pasture, etc ___________________

Oa.sh
grain

General

---

ia~~

Livestock

General

Livt
stoc

460

540

710

390

690

365
95

395
145

470
240

290
100

450
240

$29,683
2,241

$49,923
3,578

$3,470
3,626
946

$3,615
1,193
851

$3,889
5,994
946

---------

Fa.rm investment ... _________________________________ $28,696 $34,983
2,313
1,488
Man-hours labor .. _----------------- ---- ------- ---------Gross fa.rm income (dollars):
Crops. ________________________ .... _____ --- ----- - $3,602
$3,578
Livestock and products __________________________
546
1,964
Farm perquisites. _______________________________
837
868
1
Gross
er:i;~~-~-~~~ ~~=========== ==============
Net farm income for family living ___ __________

Southern area

Northern area

--------$42,944
2,560

---

--- -----------4, 985
3,919

6,410
4,721

8,042
5,916

5,659
4, 300

10,829
8,107

1,066

1,689

2,126

1,359

2,722

------

Basic data on yields, crop, and livestock distribution, size of farms,
and all other related budget assumptions were obtained from many
sources. To a limited extent, published studies from other irrigation
projects were used as the basis for estimates but, due to the fact that
there are no irrigation projects in central North Dakota, it was necessary to give more weight to professional judgment of the Bureau of
Reclamation, North Dakota Agricultural College, and the U.S. Department of Agriculture technicians than to experience in the more arid
West.
Three principal types of farms were assumed to represent the "with
irrigation" conditions for both the northern and southern areas.
These farms are hereafter referred to as: (1) Straight irrigated, (2) general, and (3) feed base. Farm budgets were prepared for each of these
representative types of farms in both the northern and southern areas.
A separate series of land class budgets was also analyzed for each of the
two ecologic areas in order to ~stablish the relationship between land
classes for payment capacity determinations.
Summaries and comparisons of farm budget data for all "with
irrigation" budgets are presented in tables 9 and _10.
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TABLE

9.-Summary of payment capacity analysis "with irrigation," northern area
Land class budgets

Type of farm budgets
Item

Straight
irrigated

General

Feed
base

Class 1

Class 2

150

155

Class 3

-----Total acres operated _____ _________ ________
Acres irrigated __ -------------- ________
Acres dry-farmed ___________________ __

175

375

540

185

------------------

135
115
115
80
110
145
40
260
460
40
40
40
----------------Farm investment_ ________________ ________ -$43,300
$49 402
$48,243
$34,958
$39,129
$45,430
Man-hours labor __________________________
4,146
4,309
3,567
3,809
3,729
4,419
--- --- --------- --Gross
farm________
income:
Crops
____ _______ ______________
$4,115
$4,847
$3,002
$5,169
$5. 377
$5,631
Livestock and products _______________
5,273
5,421
4,290
4,290
5,211
6,073
Farm perquisities _____________________
1 016
1,016
1,016
1,016
1,016
1. 016
Total gross income ____ ______________
10,683
11,136
11,204
9,439
10,475
11,858
Gross farm expenses ________ _______ _____ __
8,051
8,204
6,646
7,200
7,566
8,774
--------Net farm income ____________________
3,000
2,793
3, 275
3,117
3,084
3,085
Family living allowance __________________
2,250
2,250
2,250
2,250
2,250
2,250
Payment capacity per farm _________ ______
1,025
867
834
543
835
750
Payment capacity per acre ____ ___ _________
9.32
7. 54
5. 75
6.19
6. 52
6. 79

TABLE

10.-Summary of payment capacity analysis "with irrigation," southern area
Land class budgets

Type of farm budgets
Item
Straight
irrigated

General

Total acres operated _____________ _________

160

265

450

Acres irrigated ______ _____ _____ ____ ____
Acres dry-farmed ___ __________________

125
35

105
160

70
380

----Farm investment_ ________________________ -$42,574
$47,635
Man-hours labor __________________________
4,259
3,810
Gross farm income:
Crops ________________ ------ __ ---- --- Livestock and products _______________
Farm perquisites _____________________
Total gross income __________________
Gross farm expenses ______________________
Net farm income ____ _____ _____________
Family living allowance __________________
Payment capacity per farm _______________
Payment capacity per acre _______________

Feed
base

Class 2

140

140

40

40

40

$48,638
4,076

$33,889
3,200

$37,893
3,218

$46,417
4,220
$5,474
5,048
1,016

$3,252
6,791
1,016

$2,624
6,392
1,016

$5,106
3,829
1,016

$5,056
3,829
1,016

10,834
7,689

11,059
8,054

10,032
7,289

9,951
6,675

9,901
6,850

3,145
2,250
895
7.16

3,005
2,250
755
7.19

2,743
2,250
493
7. 04

3,276
2,250
1,026
10.26

3,051
2,250
801
8.01

------

180

---- -100
- - -100
140

4,571
1,016

$5,247

Class 3

Class 1

---------

--11,538
8,408
3,130
2,250
880
6.28

Inasmuch as practically all farms will include varying amounts of
dry farm acreage, it is concluded that findings of payment capacity
based on representative farms more nearly portray the actual payment
capacity than do budgets based on individual land classes. Since the
weighted payment capacity for representative farms for the northern
area is 96.57 percent, and for the southern area 96.35 percent of that
obtained from budgets based on land classes, the recommended payment capacity for the two areas by land classes is obtained by reducing
findings of land class budgets by 3.43 percent and 3.64 percent,
respectively.
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Recommended payment capacities are:
Northern
area
Class l _____ ------------------------- ________________ __________________ _________ Class 2 _______________________________________________________________________ - - Class 3 ________________________________________________________ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Southern
area

$9.00
7.30

$9. 90
7. 70

5. 55

6.05

Amortization capacity is the amount of the water users' payment
capacity remaining after irrigation operation, maintenance, and replacement payments have been met. This residual represents the
annual amount that water users can pay toward construction costs.
Irrigation operation, maintenance, and replacement has been separately estimated for each of four operating divisions-Central, Souris,
Oakes and Coleharbor; hence, amortization capacity likewise varies
for each of these divisions, and is different by divisions for the first
stage and the ultimate plan of development. Listed below is a summary for the ultimate plan and first stage, by divisions, of the per acre
payment capacities, irrigation operation, maintenance, and replacement and amortization capacities.
Central
Division
Ultimate plan:
Payment capacity per acre ________________________ _
Operation, maintenance, and replacement per acre __
Amortization capacity per acre ____________________ _
First stage plan:
Payment capacity per acre ________________________ _
Operation, maintenance, and replacement per acre __
Amortization capacity per acre ____________________ _

Souris
Division

$6. 60
4. 40
2. 20

$6.33
4. 77
1. 56

6. 70
4.19
2. 51

6. 33

Oakes
Division

Coleharbor
Division

$7.13

$7.16
6.33

4. 99
2.14

. 83

4. 71
1. 62

BENEFITS

The Garrison diversion unit will produce benefits from irrigation,
municipal and industrial water, fish and wildlife enhancement, recreation, flood control, incidental drainage of nonirrigable land, and
pollution abatement. There will also be adverse effects from the
project. Fish and wildlife development areas are provided to augment the fish resources and to replace, insofar as possible, the waterfowl production losses caused by operation of the project. The loss
of indirect and public benefits from loss of agricultural production on
,land required for rights-of-way has been measured and is subtracted
from irrigation benefits of the unit.
Benefit estimates are based on long-term projected price levels which
are lower than current prices, and are conservative.
All benefits, as determined for use in benefit-cost and cost allocation
studies, are adjusted to annual equivalent values for the period of
analysis beginning in 1964, which is the year the first irrigation benefits
are expected to accrue to the unit.
Benefits of irrigation, benefits of incidental drainage of nonirrigable
land, and loss of agricultural benefits from right-of-way areas are
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measured by the differences between "with development" and "without development" farm budgets. All agricultural benefits are based
upon long-term agricultural prices, which are on a level of 215
(1910-14=100). Three types of irrigation benefits are evaluated:
direct, indirect, and public.
Direct farm benefits of irrigation development are made up of
increases in family living, payment capacity, and accumulation of
equity in the increased farm investment.
Indirect farm benefits result from increased farm sales and purchases
due to irrigation development. Different farm products require
various amounts of processing and marketing operations, causing
different amounts of benefits in trade and industry channels. Indirect
benefits for each item of farm production are calculated by applying
an appropriate indirect benefit factor, based on the degree and extent
of processing required before the product reaches the ultimate consumer. Indirect benefits represent:
1. The profits of local wholesalers and retailers from handling increased sales of farm products consumed locally off the project without
processing.
2. Profits of all other enterprises between the farm and the final
consumer, from handling, processing and marketing increased sales
of farm products locally and elsewhere.
3. Profits of all enterprises from supplying goods and services for
increased farm purchases for family living allowance and production
expenses.
Public irrigation benefits comprise the increase or improvement in
settlement opportunities, investment opportunities, community facilities and services, and stabilization of local and regional economy.
Provision of opportunities for the establishment of family-sized farms
through irrigation development is a national policy for improving the
general welfare. Direct and indirect benefits to farmers and businessmen do not completely represent the national benefits resulting from
new settlement opportunities. A benefit of $1,000 for each new farm
family has been used in benefit analysis. Without irrigation development, local opportunities for investment opportunity throughout the
period of analysis would, for the most part, be limited to purchase of
Government bonds with an interest rate of approximately 2.5 percent.
With irrigation development, 1.5 percent of the increased farm investment is claimed as a benefit due to increased investment opportunity.
Increases in density of population following irrigation development
usually create a demand for additional and improved community
facilities and services, such as roads, schools, public health facilities,
public utilities, social and religious activities, and other aspect, of
community development. Increased real and personal property
taxes are used to represent that portion of improved community facilities and services attributable to irrigation development. Irrigation
development will make a real contribution to public welfare in smoothing the extreme fluctuation in economic conditions that result from
unpredictable drought. Ten percent of the direct farm benefits has
been credited as the public benefit to stabilization of local and regional
economy
Irrigation benefits at full development rate are adjusted by a factor
which allows for a uniformly increasing accrual of benefits from new
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irrigated land for 5 years. Benefits are assumed to accrue at the
full. development rate for the fifth year of irrigation for each acre
until the end of the period of analysis. The period of benefit accrual
for irrigation varies from 100 years for the first acreage to be irrigated
to 40 years for the last acreage developed.
The extensive drainage system of the Garrison diversion unit will
provide incidental drainage benefits to nonirrigable lands adjacent
to the irrigable areas. These benefits will come from two principal
categories: (1) Surface drainage benefits from an estimated 99,200
acres, which are divided into "wetlands" (81,200 acres), and temporarily inundated areas (18,000 acres), and (2) subsurface drainage
benefits from 248,000 acres, resulting from drainage and control of
ground water by subsurface drains in areas where a water table
saturates the root zone during the growing season or during all or
part of seeding time. The drainage benefits were estimated from
studies of three farm budgets involving these two categories of land,
and land with no drainage problem.
Municipal water benefits are measured by the cost of the most
economical alternative method of providing water of equal quantity
and quality. For most municipalities, the alternative is wells.
Fish and wildlife enhancement benefits are measured by the annual
equivalent cost of the most economical alternative.
Flood control, recreation, and pollution abatement benefits were
estimated by the Corps of Engineers, National Park Service, and
Public Health Service, r 'espectively.
Benefits to all purposes of the multiple-purpose unit are measured
for the first-stage development and for ultimate development on a
100-year basis. Additional analyses of the first stage development
are made on a 50-year basis to comply with Bureau of the Budget
Circular A-4 7.
Benefits for each purpose at the unadjusted full development rate
and the annual equivalent common time value are listed in ta.hie 11.
TABLE

11.-Annual benefits, Garrison diversion unit
[In thousands]
A-47 50.year analyses

100.year analysis
Ultimate unit

First stage

Primary benefits

Primardi and
secon ary

Common
Common
Unad• Common Unad• Common
time
Unad•
Unad•
justed
time
time
Justed
time
value
justed
value
benefits value benefits value
Justed
benefits
benefits
---------------

- -- -

$19,942
664

$16,358
651

$11,382
453

$6,555
0

$3, 981
0

$16,358
651

39, 166
1,059
1, 250
77
57

19,278
678
1,165
70
72

15,707
794
1,040
75
57

10,929
582
1,040
69
72

6,555
590
1,233
75
57

3,981
513
1,233
67
79

15,707
590
1,233
75
57

9,540
513
1,233
67
79

2,099
188

1, 074
91

664
134

494
76

228
134

155
59

664
134

444
59

Irrigation ...•.. . ... . ... . ... . . $40,516
Agricultural losses .. . . ·- . . ...
1,350
Remaining irrigation
benefits ........ . . ....
Municipal water . ..•. . ... . ...
Fish and wildlUe •...•. . .•.. .
Recreation . . .. .• .......•.• ..
Flood controL ..•..•.• • . •• .•
Drainage or nonlrrlgable
land •. •.•• ... •.•••.•••...••
Pollution abatement ..•.•• . •.
Total. ••••••.••••••••••

------ ------ ---- -

$9,935

395
--

------------ - - -13,262
-43,896
- - -22,-428- -18,471
8,872
6,087
18,460
11,935
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FEDERAL COSTS

Estimated construction costs are based on January 1956 price levels.
Estimated operation, maintenance and replacement costs are based
on 90 percent of January 1956 price levels, except for electric energy
which has been assumed to be 100 percent.
In addition to construction costs, the unit is presently assigned costs
for main-stem storage in Garrison Reservoir, and a share of Missouri
River Basin project interest-free power investment, both including
interest during construction.
Costs for benefit-cost analysis and cost allocation are adjusted to
annual equivalent values for the period of analysis beginning in the
year 1964. Interest during construction is included as an investment
cost. These costs and the assigned costs are adjusted to the commontime value.
Estimated construction costs and presently assigned costs, the 1964
common-time value of these costs, and the annual equivalent values
for the first-stage development, ultimate development, and for the
50-year analysis for Bureau of the Budget Circular A-47 are presented
in table 12.
TABLE

12.-Construction costs, assigned costs, and interest during construction
[In thousands]
1,007,000•acre unit
Estimated
costs

1964 value of
costs

Annual
equivalent
costs

lO0·YEAR ANALYSIS

Construction costs............................................
$529, 380
Interest during construction..................................
17,888
1-----1-----1----$10,180
$37~, 771
Investment costs ........................................ 1===54=7'=2=68=I=========
Assigned costs:
Interest.free power investment. ...........................
104,578
57,334
1,566
Interest during construction..............................
5, 145
2,821
77
32,853
897
Garrison storage assignment..............................
59, 924
Interest during construction .............................. 1_ _ _3:.....,4_24_ 1_ _ __1,877
; _ _ 1_ _ _ __51
, 94,885
2,591
Total assigned costs.....................................
173,071
l=====l=====:I=====
12,771
467,656
Total costs .............................................. 1==7=20='=33=9=l======I:=======
1ST STAGE

Construction costs............................................
$2.55, 164
Interest during construction..................................
10, 019
1
Investment costs ........................................ --2-6...:.5,-18-3-I-----I---6,498
237,952
Assigned costs:
643
Interest.free power investment............................
31,833
23,529
31
1,150
gi:er_est during cons_truction.... ....... ..... .......... ....
1, 556
488
17,883
rnson storage assignment..............................
24,194
28
Interest during construction ........................••....
1,:....3_83_
1,022
1,190
43,584
Total assigned costs.....................................
58, 966
l=====l=====I=====
7,688
281,536
Total costs .............................................. 1====3==24='=14=9 l========I===:::::::::::::::=

1___ 1____;__ 1____

50•YEAR ANALYSIS-lST STAGE

Construction costs............................................
$255, 164 ...........•.............•..
Interest during construction .................................. 1_ __:1:. :. ;0,:. . :.0. :. :19:. . 1....:...··_··_·_··_··.:...·_··_·, ..·_··_··_·_··_·_··-···
8,390
237,952
Investment costs ........................................ ===265='=1=83==!====:::::::::=I======
1
Assigned costs:
830
Interest.free power investment................ . ...........
31, 833
23,529
40
Interest during construction..............................
1, 556
1,150
631
Garrison storage assignment..............................
24, 194
17,883
36
1,022
In;:;:~
1,537
43,584
5

:s~;~:::::::~.~~~~·.~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1___...:.~:-::-:-1---...:......-1.----

Total costs..............................................

324,149

281,536

9,927
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The unit is assigned a share of the presently allocated operation,
maintenance and replacement cost for main stem storage in Garrison
Reservoir as estimated by the Corps of Engineers. This assignment,
reaching $251,780 annually under ultimate development, is to be
charged to the unit at a rate of $0.25 per acre as land is developed.
Operation, maintenance and replacement costs for delivering water
to the unit are estimated by years. These costs stabilize at full
development. In addition to water delivery operation, maintenance
and replacement, there are included annual costs of operating the fish
and wildlife enhancement and mitigation areas, and the costs of operating recreation facilities.
Operation, maintenance and replacement costs at full development and annual equivalent costs for the period of anal_ysis for full
development, first stage, and for the 50-year analysis are presented in
table 13.
TABLE

13.-Annual operation, maintenance, and replacement costs
Estimated Annual equicosts, full
valent costs
development for period of
analysis
100-YEAR ANALYSIS

Full unit (1,007,000 acres):
Multiple-purpose unit 1_ _ _ _ _____________________________________________ _
Fish and wildlife 2_ _____________________________________________________ _
Recreation facilities 2 ___ _ ____________ __ _________________________________ _

$5,079,000
279,000
12,000

$2,807,000
222,000
11,000

Total operation, maintenance, and replacement_ __________ ____________ _
1st stage (407,000 acres):
Multiple-purpose unit 1__ _ _ _______ _ _____________ _ _____________ _ _________ _
Fish and wildlife 2_ _____________ _ __ _ ________________ _ ____ _ ___ _ _______ _ __ _
Recreation facilities 2 _____ _ _________ ____________________________________ _

3,040,000
5,370,000
l=====I==
2,012,000
204,000
11,000

1,572,000
100,000
11,000

1-----1--

Total operation, maintenance, and replacement_ ___ ___________________ _

1,773,000
2,227,000
l=====I==

50-YEAR ANALYSIS

1st stage:
Multiple-purpose unit t __ _______________________________________________ _
Fish and wildlife 2___ _____________ _ _ _ __ _ _ _______ _ ___ _ __ _______ _ ___ ______ _
Recreation facilities 2 _________ _ ___ _ ____________________________________ _ _

2,012, 000
204,000
11,000

1,444,000
186,000
10,000

t-----1--

Total operation, maintenance, and replacement_ ___ _________ _________ __

2, 227,000

1,640,000

1 Includes tentatively assigned operation, maintenance, and replacement of Garrison storage.
2 Federal operation, maintenance, and replacement costs in addition to any Bureau of Reclamation
cost estimates.
BENEFIT-COST RATIOS

Benefit-cost ratios are computed from common-time adjusted values
of estimated benefits and costs, using 2}~ percent compound interest.
The selected co:mmon point in time is year 1964 when first irrigation
is scheduled for the Garrison diversion unit. Thus a benefit occurring at the beginning of year 1964 would be evaluated at 100 percent,
whereas a benefit occurring in a later year would be evaluated at less
than 100 percent. For example, a benefit of $100 occurring in year
2000 would have a 196f value of only $40. This also applies to costs.
As a rule, money is spent prior to the creation of a benefit. Money
spent prior to 1964 will have a common-time adjusted value greater
than when the cost occurred. Again for example, $100 spent in year
1959 would be equivalent at 2}~ percent interest to a cost of $113 in
the year 1964.
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The resulting benefit-cost ratios using 100-year analyses based on
methods and procedures adopted by ·the Bureau of Reclamation are:
Benefi,t-co3t ratio

Full development of 1,007,000 acres__________________________________
1st stage development of 407,000 acres _______________________________

1. 42
1. 40

Tables 14 and 15 show functions, benefits and costs for the 1,007,000acre and 407,000-acre developments of the Garrison diversion unit.
TABLE

14.-Benefit-cost ratios, 100-year analysis, Bureau of Reclamation method
[In thousands]
1,007,000-acre 407,000-acre
development development

Benefits
(annual):
Irrigation
______________________________________________________________ _
Municipal and industrial water _________________________________________ _
Fish and wildlife _______________________________________________________ _
Recreation _____________________________________________________________ _
Flood control (Jamestown) _____________________________________________ _
Drainage of nonirrigable land ___________________________________________ _
Pollution abatement_ ___________________________________________________ _

$19,278
678
1,165
70
72
1,074
91

$10,929
582

1,040
69
72
494

76

1---------

22,428
13,262
TotaL __ ----- ---- -------- --- ------ ---- ------ ------ ---- ---- ---- --- ----- l=====I=====
Costs (annual) :
Investment______________________________________________________________
12,771
7,688
Operation, maintenance, and replacement_______________________________
3,040
1, 773
Total. ________________________ ----------------------------------------Benefit-cost ratios_---------------------------------------------------------TABLE

1-----1----15, 811
9, 461
l======f=====
1.42 to 1
1.40 to 1

15.-Benefit-cost ratios, 50-year analysis, Bureau of Budget Circular A-47
method
[In thousands]
Primary
benefits

Benefits (annual):
Irrigation_______________________________________________________________
Municipal and industrial water _______.,___________________________________
Fish and wildlife_------------------------------------------------------Recreation ____ ----------------------------------------------------------

¥l:~~:~}~~~~~i':!Jiicc=========================================

Pollution abatement_____________________________________________________

$3, 981

513
1, 233
67

1~~59

Primary and
secondary
benefits
$9, 540
513
1, 233
67

4!:59

1-----1-----

TotaL ______________________________ , ---------------------------------6,087
11,935
l::=====I=====
Costs (annual):
Investment______________________________________________________________
9, 925
9, 925
Operation, maintenance, and replacement_______________________________
1,640
1,640
1-----1----TotaL_________ ______ _______ _________ ____ ___ ___________________________
11, 565
11, 565
l======I=======
Benefit-cost ratios___________________________________________________________
0.53 to 1
1.03 to 1

The Bureau of the Budget prescribed in its Circular A-47 that
benefit-cost ratios be computed on a 50-year basis, and on a restricted
method of benefit evaluation. The A-47 analysis has been made
only of the first stage 407,000-acre development. It was not used to
analyze full development of the 1,007,000 acres because the schedule
of development showed expenditures of funds for 68 years and irrigation development for 60 years, both exceeding the 50-year period of
analysis. The benefit-cost ratios based on Circular A-47 using (a)
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both primary and secondary benefits, and (b) u~ing only pri~ary
~enefits, are 1.03 and 0.53, respectively. These rat10s are summarized
m tables 14 and 15.
A comparison of annual benefits and costs for the Garrison diversion unit under full development not adjusted to a common-time
basis results in a benefit-cost ratio of 1.75. The annual benefits
total $43,896,000 and the annual costs $25,042,000, of which
$19,672,000 is capital costs (annual cost of $720,339,000 for 100
years at 2H percent interest), and $5,370,000 is annual operation,
maintenance, and replacement. '!his indicates that a more favorable
benefit-cost ratio. would result from a shorter period of development,
but the absolute maximum limit would be a ratio of 1.75.
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF PLAN FOR RESTORATION OF DEVILS LAKE

Restoration of Devils and Stump Lakes will provide fish and wildlife, recreation, and municipal water benefits. Whether or not Devils
and Stump Lakes are restored will not affect the feasibility of irrigation
on the 1,007,000 acres of the Garrison diversion unit. Since the
restoration has been included in the plan of development and accordingly is an integral part of the Garrison diversion unit, it is desirable
to analyze its economic feasibility. This analysis, however, is restricted to benefits and costs of restoring Devils Lake from the point
where water will be released from Devils Lake Canal for restoring
Devils Lake to the point where the return waters leave Stump Lake
and enter the Sheyenne River.
The Federal construction costs total $5,468,000. Non-Federal costs
for rights-of-way, relocations and recreation facilities total $4,555,000.
Long-term Federal operation, maintenance and replacement costs at
full development total $91,139 annually, of which $13,848 is for payment of electrical energy at Snake Creek pumping plant, and $8,616 is
for operation, maintenance and replacement of the feeder and outlet
canals, $60,100 is for fish and wildlife, and $8,575 is for recreation.
The Federal construction costs, and operation, maintenance and replacement costs, combined as adjusted common-time (1964) annual
equivalent costs, total $244,131, of which $155,587 is for construction,
and $88,534 for operation, maintenance, and replacement.
Restoration of Devils Lake will create the following annual Federal
benefits:
Annual benefits, Devils
Lake restoration
Purpose
Unadjusted
Adjusted
full use
common time
1 $875,000
Fish and wildlife________________________ ___ _____ ______ __ ____ ____ ___ ___ ___ ___
Recreation ________ __ ________________ ______ __________________ _____ - -- - - - - - --57, 000
Municipal watt>r--.-------------------------------- - ---- -- ----- - ----- - --- - --- _ _
10_3_,000_

1

TotaL ___ __ _____________ __ _- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - Annual Federal costs _______ -- -- ---------- - - - --- - -------- ---------------- - --Benefit-cost ratio ____________ __ __ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - --- -- - - -- - - -- - - - - - - 1

$816,000
48,000
___
75_,000_
1

1

1,035,000
$24• I 000
3.84

939,000

I

Based on the relationship of costs of single-purpose alternative plans for fish and wildlife developments.
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COST ALLOCATION

The Garrison diversion unit is a multiple purpose unit. An allocation of costs of the unit is made to distribute project costs equitably
among the purposes served, for repayment purposes and to compare
benefits with costs for the various functions.
Unit costs are allocated to the project purposes by the separable
cost-remaining benefits method of allocation, with the following
exceptions :
1. Costs of fish and wildlife are assigned directly to fish and wildlife.
2. A share of Jamestown Dam and Reservoir is allocated to flood
control by the use of facilities method, limited by capitalized flood
control benefits.
3. The specific cost of power in Jamestown Dam is assigned to
power.
Common-time values of costs are allocated for determining benefitcost ratios by function. For repayment purposes, the unadjusted
construction and presently assigned costs are allocated to project
purposes, using the allocation percentages derived from commori-time
value determinations.
Separate cost allocation studies are made for the first stage development and for the ultimate unit.
·
A summary of the allocation of costs for repayment purposes for
the first and ultimate stages is tabulated in table 16.
TABLE

16.-Summary of allocated costs for repayment studies, first stage and ultimate,
Garrison diversion unit
[In thousands]
First stage
Single use
cost

Reimbursable:
Irrigation ____ ______________________ ___ $115,263
Municipal and industrial water _______
72
Power _______________ ----- --- -- ---- --41
N onreimbursable:
Fish and wildlife _______ ____________ ___
10,576
Recreation ____________________________
301
Flood controL _______________ _________
0

Joint
cost

Ultimate
Total Single use
allocation
cost

Joint
cost

Total
allocation

- - -- - - ----

$145, 177
16,004
0

$260,440
16,076
41

$304,751
72
41

$311,806

21,493
1,151
1,889

32,069
1,452
1,889

15, 751
304
0

33,306
1,764
1,889

311,967

3:?0, 919

374,132

25,367
0

$616,557
25,439
41
49,057
2,068

1,889

-----------------Total allocation __ ___ ______ ____ ___ ___
126,253

185, 714

I

2

695,051

1 This is $324,149,000 shown in table 12 minus $12,182,000 interest during construction, which is not required
to be repaid.
2 This is $720,339,000 shown in table i2 minus $25,288,000 interest during construction, which is not required
to be repaid.

Annual operation, maintenance and replacement costs by functions
of the unit at ultimate development are:
Other Federal costs
Irrigation ___________ - - -- - -- -- - -- - -- - _- --- - -- ---- - ---- - -- ---- - - - - ----- - - --- -Fish and wildlife ______________________________________________
$279,200
Recreation ________ - -- -- - - -- -- -- - -- _-- _-- -- _-- ________ _-- ___ ___
11, 850
Municipal and industrial water_______________________________
O
Flood controL --- --------- --------- - ------- - ----- _------ -----0

Allocated
costs
$4,757,038
167,661
7,906
142,559
3,505

Totals
_-------------- ---------------------------------291,050
5,078, 669 _
Rounded
to ___________
__ ___________________________________________________________

Total cost

$4,757,038
446,861
19,756
142,559
3,505
5,369,719
5,370,000
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PAYMENT PLANS

The discussions of payment plans and contract consideration which
follow are the basis for payout analyses used in this report.
.
Organizations
Garrison Diversion Conservancy District.-A Missouri River diversion scheme in one form or another has held public interest in North
Dakota for more than 60 years. In order to further the State's aspirations in the Missouri River Basin project, the 1949 legislative
assembly created the "Missouri-Souris Conservancy and Reclamation
District," covering all of 15 counties. The legislation was designed
specifically to meet the needs of a project plan, with a diversion
point near Fort Peck, Mont., providing for irrigation mainly in the
northwestern part of the State.
Three of the principal reasons for enacting the legislation were:
1. To provide in the North Dakota law for a legal entity that
could contract for a portion of costs of construction and operation of
works in such a manner as to assure needed assistance to water-user
groups.
2. To provide a means of taxing those enjoying secondary benefits
in the project neighborhood and strengthening financial feasibility of
the proposal.
3. To provide an official body representing all types of water users
for local participation in project planning, financing, and operation.
During the summer of 1954 a study group was appointed by the
Governor to review the 1949 law and recommend amending legislation to the 1955 legislative session. The group consisted of community leaders from the 24 counties affected and included 20 legislators.
They not only reviewed the conservancy district law, but also made a
study of the North Dakota water resources program. As a result of
their study, a new law authorizing the Garrison Diversion Conservancy
District was enacted by the 1955 State legislature, with only three
dissenting votes. This legislation was considered by many legislators
to be the most important accomplishment of the 1955 session. It
provided a district consisting of 22 counties, including all those likely
to be directly benefited from Missouri River diversion as determined
from preliminary project plans. The law provides that any county
adjoining the district may join it upon petition by its board of county
commissioners, with the approval of conservancy district direct~rs.
The law also provides for the exclusion of any county after a showmg
that substantial benefits will not accrue to it. Denial of a request
for exclusion may be appealed to the courts.
.
The Garrison Diversion Conservancy District was fo:..mally activated in July 1955. Since that time two counties (Traill and Richland) have petitioned to join and have been added. Steele County is
considering a petition to be included. These three counties have
sought membership to strengthen their claim for project development
in the Red River area where investigations are underway. Populations and revenue-producing capabilities of the counties included in
the district are shown in table 17.
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TABLE

l 7.-Population, taxable valuation, and estimated revenue-producing capabil-

ities by counties for Garrison Diversion Conservancy District
County

I ,~

population

Area
(square
miles)

Area
(acres)

1955 100 percent
assessed valuation
all property

50 percent
taxable
valuation!

Amount
produced
byl-mill
levy

--1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Barnes __________________
Benson __________________
Bottineau ___ _________ ___
Cass ____________________
Dickey __________________
Eddy ___________________
Foster ___________________
Grand Forks ____________
Griggs __________________
LaMoure _______________
McHenry _______________
McLean ________________
Nelson __________________
Pierce ______ _____________
Ramsey _________________
Ransom _________________
Renville ________________
Richland ________________
Sargent_ ________________
Sheridan ________________
Stutsman _______________
Trai!L __________________
Ward ___________________
Wells ___________________

16,884
10,675
12,140
58,887
9,121
5,372
5,337
39,443
5,460
9,498
12,556
18,824
8,090
8,326
14,373
8,876
5,405
19,865
7,616
5,253
24,158
11,359
34,782
10,417

1,510
1,364
1,681
1,763
1,142
651
644
1,433
717
1,147
1,888
2,305
981
1,055
1,205
860
899
1, 437
885
996
2,282
865
2,054
1,293

Total for district_ _____

362,717

31,027

19,876,480

746, 225, 120

373, 112, ,510

373,113

Total for State ________

619,636

70,057

44,836,480

1,274,134,992

637,067,496

637,067

966,400
872,960
1,075,840
1,128,320
730,880
416,640
412,160
917,120
458,880
734,080
1,208,320
1,475,200
627,840
675,200
771,200
550,400
575,360
919,680
566,400
637,440
1,460,480
553,600
1,314,560
827,520

$36, 119, 932
22,898,184
28. 674,452
120, 150, 812
22,436,174
13,129,617
14,798,439
68,051,866
15,183,043
22,595,622
27,635,334
25,145,025
20,549,042
19, 473,385
32,867,452
18,376,499
12,120,326
40,731, 912
18,057.671
10,751,632
46,304,891
26,498,994
58,988,587
24,686,129

$18, 059, 966
11,449,092
14,337,226
60,075,406
11,218,087
6,564,809
7,399,220
34,025,933
7,591,522
11,297,811
13,817,667
12,572,513
10,274,521
9,736,693
16,433,726
9,188,250
6,060,163
20,365,956
9,028,836
5,375,816
23,152,446
13,249,497
29,494,294
12, 343,065

$18,060
11,449
14,337
60,075
11,218
6,565
7,399
34,026
7,592
11,298
13,818
12,573
10,275
9,737
16,434
9,188
6,060
20,366
9,029
5,376
23,152
13,249
29,494
12,343

1 Section 57--0228, Revised Code of North Dakota, 1943, provides that the taxable value of all property not
given special status is 50 percent of its true and fair value.

The Garrison Diversion Conservancy District board of directors
is composed of one director from each county in the district. The
directors are appointed by their respective boards of county commissioners. The board of directors select a chairman, vice chairman,
secretary, and treasurer. The latter two may be members of the
board of directors. The board, in their bylaws, provide for a sevenman executive committee, including a chairman and vice chairman.
Directors are appointed for terms of 3 years. They are authorized
to receive the same compensation as that provided for county comm1ss10ners.
The Garrison Diversion Conservancy District Act specifically permits the establishment of other types of water-user organizations
within the district's boundaries.
The law enumerates the following purposes for the Garrison Diversion Conservancy District:
1. To provide for the future economic welfare and prosperity of
the people of this State, and particularly of the people residing in
the area embraced within the boundaries of the conservanty district.
2. To provide for the irrigation of lands within the sections of such
district periodically afflicted with drought, and to stabilize the production of crops thereon.
3. To replenish and restore the depleted waters of lakes, rivers
and streams in such district, and to stabilize the flow of said streams.
4. To replenish the waters, and to restore the level of Devils Lake,
Stump Lake, Lake Williams, and Turtle Lake.

50991 0-60--7
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5. To make available within the district, waters diverted from
the Missouri River for irrigation, domestic, municipal and industrial
needs, and for hydroelectric power, recreation and other beneficial
and public uses. ·
The law authorizes the district:
1. To sue and be sued in the name of the district.
2. To exercise the power of eminent domain for the construction
of facilities for the project and to secure the right of access to such
works and to waters impounded for the project or emanating therefrom.
3. To accept funds, property and services from public and private
sources for the purpose of aiding and promoting the establishment
and construction of the project.
4. To furnish assurances of cooperation as principal and guarantor,
or either, to enter into contracts with the Federal Government or
public corporations of North Dakota for the project.
5. To cooperate and contract with the State water conservation
commission and any municipality or subdivision in promoting the
establishment and construction of the project.
6. To equip, maintain and operate an office and to appoint necessary
employees.
7. To appoint an executive committee from their number and vest
that committee with such powers and duties as the board may desire.
8. To levy a tax of one mill on all taxable property in the district
to pay the operating costs of the district and to accumulate a fund
to pay the costs of the contracts it enters into with the United States.
The district operating costs cannot exceed 10 percent of the total
levy authorized. (In other words, a levy of one-tenth of a mill is
authorized for the district operating costs and nine-tenths for the
costs of contracts the district may enter into.)
The board of directors makes a levy to cover the district budget
each year. The respective county auditors extend the levy on their
tax lists in the same manner as any other levy is extended. Tax
collections are remitted to the district by the county treasurers upon
demand.
Perhaps the most significant provision of the conservancy district
law is that which authorizes the board of directors to contract with
the Federal Government for the repayment of any part of the costs
incurred in the construction and operation and maintenance of project
facilities. The board is required to hold hearings on ahy propos~d
contract in at least three places in the district. Following heari~gs
the board must either approve or disapprove the contract. Its action
is final. In this respect the present Garrison Diversion Conservancy
District law differs from the 1949 law which required that contracts
also be approved by three-fourths of the total number of boards of
county commissioners.
The Garrison Diversion Conservancy District, as it is now constituted (24 counties), embraces 19,876,480 of North Dakota's 44,836,480
acres (44 percent). Thus, financial support for the Garrison diversion unit will be drawn from a wide area of closely associated beneficiaries. The project works under the ultimate plan of dew~lopment
will serve about 1,007,000 acres of irrigable land (5 perceilt of the
area to be taxed) which is expected to become directly integrated
with about 2,380,000 acres of dry land (12 percent of the area to be
taxed). This tax support is drawn from cities and industries as well
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as from rural real property. The theory back of the legislation
creating the district is that most of the property on or near a water
development of this type will benefit in one form or another from the
economic impact. Framers of the legislation found no way in which
to set precise values either on the geographic extent or economic
magnitude of this impact. The district boundaries and the tax
limitation were both chosen in such a way as to avoid unduly penalizing · those for whom benefits are marginal and indefinite, while at the
same time exacting a significant contribution from the area wherein
the economic gain is most clearly felt.
Tax revenues which would have been raised by the 24-county
district at the full 1-mill levy under 1955 valuations total $373,000.
Through appropriate contract terms 90 percent of this revenue or
nearly $336,000 could have been used to provide assistance to water
users in meeting the local financial responsibility toward the Garrison
diversion unit. As project plans become firm, especially in the Red
River Valley area, where only preliminary planning is underway,
certain counties will be reexamined to make sure that they are beneficiaries. Some may then qualify for and request withdrawal. This
would tend to reduce the revenue-raising capacity which may be
available at the time a contract is negotiated. Counterbalancing
this is the trend toward ever-increasing valuations for t·ax purposes
and the increased tax valuation that will result after development
of new irrigation is well established. For purposes of estimating
payout, and in the absence of a satisfactory method of forecasting
the year-to-year revenue capacity of the conservancy district in the
future, it has been assumed in these studies that 0.9 mill will produce
each year revenues varying from $250,000 at the outset to $336,000
as development matures, that can be used to assist water-user organizations, meet operating, maintenance, and replacement expenses
and make payment toward an obligation for construction.
How the conservancy district revenue will be apportioned requires
an understanding of the financial problems facing water users in this
area, especially during the development stage on irrigated land.
There are two problems of transition as an irrigation district within
the Garrison diversion unit evolves into a mature operation. First
is the problem on the farm, where a variety of operators-from all age
groups and in diverse financial circumstances-will have to finance a
portion of the cost of developing irrigable land and the cost of establishmg essential new livestock herds and buying some irrigation machinery
and equipment. Most of the operators are unwilling, and some are
unable, to do this suddenly, even though it would be to their advantage
to do so. Many would like to develop their irrigation enterprises
gradually over a period of time, in the expectation that they can pay
for the development as they go along, and at least partly from the
mcreased revenue that irrigation of their first-developed lands will
supply. Ten years seems to be about the minimum period of transition
that will be accepted. A farm transition on this basis has been used
in the payout analysis and presumes that an operator will have 10 percent of his land ready when water is first available on a water rental
basis and that he will add 10 percent of newly developed land each year
for 9 additional years before his holdings are completely developed.
Irrigation benefits do not fully develop at once after land is irrigated .
The payout analysis reflects this lag in benefits by anticipating very
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low charges for water during the transitional stage. In consequence
of these low charges the usual irrigation district would be unable to
finance its operating, maintenance, and replacement costs from the
water tax in the first few years. Conservancy district revenue can be
used to meet deficiencies in operating, maintenance, and replacement
collections during the transitional period.
The second problem of transition arises out of the obligation which
must be assumed by the average irrigation district. Project sponsors
do not intend to force unwil]ing landowners into irrigation and propose
to leave these objectors out of the irrigation districts at the time the
districts are formed. This will require a high order of agreement among
landowners before a workable irrigation district can be formed anywhere on the unit. It is expected that time and experience will some
day remedy the problem of the objectors and that the irrigation districts
can be filled out to full size later. There will remain, however, the
requirement for financing operating, maintenance, and replacement
with less than a 100 percent tax base of irrigated land, and the problem
of paying the construction cost allocated to the nonparticipating acreage for which distribution canal capacity has been built.
Here again the conservancy district can assist the irrigation districts
by contributing an amount sufficient to account for the extra burden
which has been added because of building works for the nonparticipating acres which are within the service area. Presumably, the funds
which have been used in meeting the construction obligation for nonparticipating lands would be recoverable by the conservancy district
under special contracts written to cover the necessary period of years
following the end of the regular contract period.
In the early years, the conservancy district will probably function
as a device for providing the flexibility needed to evolve fully developed
irrigation farms and districts from the present dryland economy. While
this process is taking place, most of the revenue capacity of the conservancy district must necessarily be devoted to financing the transitional stages. As the unit rounds out toward ultimate size, more of
its tax revenue will become available for application against the unpaid
balance of the construction obligation. As construction obligations
are paid out, the ad valorem tax of the conservancy district may be
reduced.
The Garrison Diversion Conservancy District does not now have
the statutory authority to operate and maintain project works. No
local objection has been heard to such authority. Undoubtedly, the
directorate of the district would prefer to wait until the need is at hand
before embarking on concrete plans for operation and maintenance of
the project works on a consolidated basis.
The directors of the district have effectively assisted in developing
project plans and, through landowner development committees, have
joined with landowners in the educational work preliminary to organization of irrigation districts.
Irrigation districts.-The Federal Government and the Garrison
Diversion Conservancy District will join in a contractual responsibility
to the _irriga_ti~n districts to furnish a w~ter SU(>ply for the 1,007,000
potentially irrigable acres on the Garrison D1vers10n Unit. State
law in both North and South Dakota provides adequately for irrigation districts and in both States districts are operating under contract
for repayment on Bureau-constructed works. Principal differences in
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irrigation district law between the two States are in the procedural
steps during district formation.
Approximately half of the irrigable lands on the Garrison diversion
unit are so located that they can be considered eligible for development during the beginning stages of the long-range program. Certain
areas, especially at the far end of the longer canal systems, must
necessarily await development elsewhere before irrigation district
formation will be worthwhile. First areas must be of suitable size,
location, and relationship to the ultimate plan so that they will be able
to finance a water supply and, in concert with the conservancy district,
furnish a sufficient market for water to justify a construction start on
the unit.
This is a formidable undertaking. Mechanization of grain farming,
15 years of generally favorable rainfall, and the recent history of smallgrain price supports have dimmed the memory of the last great
drought and the uncontrolled grain prices of the last depression.
Grain farmers who have learned to make a year's living in 2 months
seem generally to recognize the artificial nature of recent successes.
However, they are understandably reluctant to diversify with livestock (which sells on an unsupported market) or take on the additional
labor and investment of irrigation as long as the bonanza lasts. Even
so, there are rather extensive areas where farm development committees believe that irrigation districts can be formed now without waiting
for drought or price adjustments. These areas seem to be on the
sandier lands where drought has been suffered even during the years of
good rainfall. Conservancy district directors from these portions of
the unit plan to attempt the formal petitioning process during the
early spring of 1957. Further progress on the Garrison diversion unit
will primarily depend on the speed with which these first irrigation
districts are formed and upon their willingness to meet their share of
the costs of irrigation. It is presumed locally that the Garrison
Diversion Conservancy District will provide these initial districts a
considerable amount of financial assistance until they are filled out
and pa.st the land development stage.
Both the promoters and the directorate of the conservancy district
recognize that there will be objectors to irrigation among landowners
in any of the project areas. Complete unanimity would probably be
impossible to obtain on any proposal affecting the economic welfare
of any large rural community. They also recognize that it would be
undesirable to force unwilling landowners into an irrigation enterprise.
Locally, it would divide communities into warring factions. Legally,
it would invite court actions that are always costly and time consuming. Factional feelings would result that might delay full development within the community many years beyond when it could otherwise result from the evolution of thought and changes in land
ownership.
·
There is a definite limiting factor on the amount of irrigable land
that can be left out of a new district. This limiting factor is the
conservancy district's ability and willingness to assume the financial
burden that would have otherwise been apportioned to the nonparticipating acreage. Since the conservancy district will have to
assume the construction and operation, maintenance, and replacement
costs for all nonparticipating irrigable lands in the service area, this
same limitation will also govern the speed with which subsequent
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irrigation districts may qualify for a water supply. In the event
that the acreage omitted in the first districts fails to contract for
water within a reasonable time, it will automatically limit the capacity
of the conservancy district to assist districts that come along later.
The plan for the Garrison diversion unit includes 55,480 acres,
a part of the Oakes section, in Brown and Marshall Counties in South
Dakota. These counties, of course, could not be included in the
Garrison Diversion Conservancy District. There are no plans, thus
far, for a conservancy district or any other similar arrangement to
assist in carrying the financial burden of irrigation development on
the South Dakota lands. Some form of conservancy district may be
necessary on the Oahe unit which lies partly in Brown and Marshall
Counties. Legislation for the purpose of providing this sort of
governmental entity should be drawn in such a way that the interests
of both the Garrison diversion and Oahe units are protected. It is
assumed that one of the prerequisites for the construction of project
works on the South Dakota portion of the Oakes section will be that
additional financial support, approximately equal to that supplied
in North Dakota by the conservancy district, be provided also in
South Dakota.
Park districts.-Recreational advantages that can come from the
diversion of large volumes of water into central and eastern North
Dakota have long been recognized and talked about by the residents
of the State. At first it was only the restoration of Devils Lake
that was thought of. Since the full scope of the plan for Garrison
diversion unit has become known, however, there has grown an
awareness, locally, of other possibilities for recreational development
which this new water supply system can bring to a widespread prairie
region where little such possibility existed before. The filling of
Garrison Reservoir and smaller reservoirs at Heart Butte, Dickinson,
Jamestown, and Baldhill Dams has stimulated boating, fishing, and
lakeside camping to an astounding degree. It is safe to say that most
orth Dakotans now find themselves with a new and personal interest
in the lakes and flowing streams they expect Missouri River diversion
to produce.
At Devils and Stump Lakes, in the Lake Williams chain in McLean
County, and at most new reservoir sites, the Garrison diversion unit
offers the raw material from which some of these local aspirations
mav be realized.
The cost of constructing works to deliver and control a water
supply to these areas is included as a proposed nonreimbursable
Federal expenditure in the engineering plan for the Garrison diversion
unit. Costs for rights-of-way, additional recreational land required,
and adjusting local improvements to the new lakes and for operating
and maintaining recreational facilities are not included, however, as
these items are considered to be local responsibilities, to be paid for
by those benefited-private, local, and State agencies. In the estimates, 7 5 percent of the cost of lakeshore public-use facilities is also
assumed to be a local responsibility.
Opportunities for recreation, and the local financial load for obtaining them will be by f~r the greate~t at Devils and Stump Lakes.
Under State law there 1s now no satisfactory way of providing for a
corporate body, representing the local recreational interests to assume
the recreational financial obligation, at least for the D~vils Lake-
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Stump Lake feature. If the State government were to assume
sponsorship it would be difficult to assure financial support. The
State's general fund is already overloaded with the costs of charitable
and penal institutions and the operating expense of the many departments of State government. Nearly all other State tax revenues are
earmarked for special purposes. There is a constitutional limitation
on the ad valorem tax for the State government. Biennial appropriations by the State legislature are not a satisfactory security for
long-range debt, because of the consistent competition for the State's
general tax revenue.
An apparent possibility for financing the local cost of recreational
developments seems to be through establishment, under amended
law, of special improvement districts where the taxing power can be
dedicated to a long-term debt.
Countywide park districts are authorized under a 1953 statute
(ch. 11-28-1953 Suppl. N.D.R.C. of 1943). This sort of district has
most of the authority needed to assume local sponsorship for recreational features of the Garrison diversion unit. Under this law a
county park district can be established by declaration of the board
of county commissioners. The district is governed by a board,
consisting of the county commission and two additional residents of
the county. A county park district is authorized tv1. Establish and maintain public parks, playgrounds, and
recreational areas.
2. Sue and be sued.
3. Accept gifts, grants, and donations.
4. Control and supervise recreational property.
5. Cooperate with Federal agencies.
6. Regulate use of recreational areas.
7. Contract for development of park and recreational areas.
8. Own and lease lands for residential and camping uses and
for concessions.
9. Levy a tax against all taxable property in the county
(limited to one-fourth mill).
The 1953 county park district statute must be broadened and
strengthened to adapt it to the job confronting local sponsors at
~evils and Stump Lakes and, perhaps, at other sites on the Garrison
diversion unit. This could be done by legislation, in addition to the
authorities in the 1953 park district law, providing!. For two or more counties to join together in one district
f?r a major park undertaking directly affecting more than a
smgle county.
2. The power of eminent domain.
3. Authority to levy at a higher rate than one-fourth mill.
':('he Garrison Diversion Conservancy District is preparing a legislative proposal to adapt the county park board law to the needs of
~he unit as they are now understood. For purposes of this report,
it has been presumed that adequate legislation will be provided and
that the tax limitation will be raised to 3 mills. It has also been
assumed that the portion of the conservancy district's revenue which
is raised in Ramsey County (estimated at $15,000, based on 1955
valuations and 0.9 mill rate) is a measure of the assistance the conservancy district will extend to the recreational program in Devils and
Stump Lakes. Ramsey County has no irrigation potential under the
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plan for Garrison diversion unit, and the county joined with the
conservancy district because of its direct interest in the lake restoration feature.
At Devils and Stump Lakes, a three-county park d~strict of Rams~y,
Nelson, and Benson Counties could expect to raise the followmg
annual revenues for meeting the local responsibilities of sponsorship
(1955 assessed valuations):
From a 3-mill tax ____ _______ ________________________________ ___ . $114,500
From the conservancy district __ ______________________________ ____
15,000
Total _ __ __________________ ____________________ ________ __

129,500

Additional revenues may come from leases of shoreline lots and
from concessions. Revenue will grow as development becomes
complete.
The North Dakota State Historical Society, which has jurisdiction
over the State parks, represents one possible administering agency
and, in many respects, is the logical one in view of the potential State
significance of this project and the long-range desirability of planning
and administering this area for the best public interests of the State
as a whole. That agency has expressed interest in this project, but
recognizes that the financing of the capital investment and operating
costs would represent a major problem.
At Devils Lake the sponsorship and management, and the full
measure of the limit of local revenues also include the inter ,sts and
responsibilities of fish and wildlife and municipal water. Provision
must be made for sharing the management and the financial obligation
with these additional interests.
It appears that the legislation proposed for the Devils Lake-Stump
Lake area will also be adequate to serve for lesser recreational opportunities found elsewhere along the water supply system of the Garrison
diversion unit.
Municipal and industrial water users.-With the exception of large
industry, municipal and industrial water supplies will be contracted
for by city governments. Municipalities are empowered to finance
improvements of this kind by general taxes, special assessments and
utility revenue. :.N°o project works are proposed specifically for the
municipal and industrial water users. It is necessary, however, that
the sale of water for these purposes recover sufficient income to meet
the annual allocation of operation, maintenance, and replacement
costs and to repay, with interest at 2 }~ percent over a 50-year peri?d,
an allocated share of joint construction costs, plus interest durmg
construction.
In the absence of detailed information about each potential municipal and industrial water user, it has been assumed that cities will
be supplied at canal side. No capacity has been provided for this
purpose in the project works so delivery will be offpeaK. These
customers will provide and finance the pipelines, storage reservoirs,
and treatment plants that are necessary to produce a firm supply in
their delivery systems.
Contract considerations
. The Garrison div~rsion unit will serve several purposes. Irrigation
1s by far the most important of the purposes, measured in terms of
water consumption, costs for specific works, or monetary benefits.
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Repayment of construction costs will come from surplus hydroelectric power revenues of the Missouri River Basin project, irrigation
water assessments, surplus Garrison Diversion Conservancy District
tax revenues and payments for municipal and industrial water.
Minor revenues may accrue to repayment accounts from water service
contracts for miscellaneous uses, but no attempt has been made to
forecast and evaluate them.
In South Dakota, estimates of repayment include a component
which is approximately equivalent, acre for acre, to that supplied in
North Dakota by the Garrison Diversion Conservancy District.
Known to be directly involved in the financing of the unit are the
Garrison Diversion Conservancy District, irrigation districts, park
districts, municipal governments and the State or Federal agencies
which assume the sponsorship of wildlife enhancement features. In
case the Garrison Diversion Conservancy District does not arrange
to operate and maintain the project works by the end of the development period for the initial irrigation districts, it is then necessary to
expect that a centralized board of control type of operating organization will be provided and that it would have a specific interest in collections to meet the annual operating, maintenance and replacement
budget.
The cost of operation, maintenance and replacement will be paid
principally by irrigators but equitable allocations of this cost will be
made to all other users so that the irrigator does not suffer a penalty
because of the multiuse nature of the plan.
Operation and maintenance and replacement.-Centralized operation
and maintenance of the principal water supply features which make
delivery to each of the contracting entities will be essential to assure
proper control of the water diverted at Garrison Reservoir. In
addition, it will yield economies in personnel and equipment. Maximum economies will result if all project works are operated and maintained by a centralized organization. It is therefore assumed that
the entire job of operation and maintenance will be done by a local
centralized organization after a short period of "break-in" operation
by Federal forces. Local operation should take over all the operation
functions on or before the end of the development period for the initial
irrigation districts.
There is no certainty at this time as to the type of centralized operating organization best adapted to local requirements. An obvious
device for centralized operation is the conservancy district. Legislative authorization will be required for the district to become an operating organization. Operation and maintenance could be provided
under contract by a board of control made up of water user representatives and financed from an operation, maintenance, and replacement
account maintained by the conservancy district. Also, irrigation
districts could be given the option of performing the operation, maintenance, and replacement on their local distribution systems in lieu
of making payments to the conservancy district to have this service
supplied them.
It is intended that a specific arrangement for an operating organization will be made after additional study by both the conservancy
district board of directors and the directors of the initial irrigation
districts.
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_Adyantage should be taken of the Garrison Diversion Conservancy
District to pool costs of operation maintenance, and r eplacement
among irrigation districts so as to ~ake the charge to the districts
uniform within each of the operating divisions.
Replacement costs for component items of the project works likely
~o require replacement during the payment contract period have been
mcluded as a part of the basic operation, maintenance, and replacement estimate. These allowances will be accumulated by the
conservancy district in a replacement and emergency reserve fund
which will be used as required. The replacement and emergency reserve fund will be maintained, as nearly as annual expenses and collections will allow, at an amount equivalent to one year's budget for
operation, maintenance, and r eplacement.
Development period.-The recommended period of adjustment for
lands of the Garrison diversion unit is 11 years. It will consist of 1
year of canal priming and puddling while project works are tested,
seasoned and adjusted, and 10 years of development period under
contract terms.
The plan of financing described here includes a maximum (11-year)
transitional period and, therefore, a 10-year development period.
Years 1 to 10, inclusive, of the transition period (through year 9 of
the development period) will provide for the transitional requirements
on the land. It has been assumed that the average irrigator will
develop and irrigate 10 percent of his irrigable land in the predevelopment year (year 1), and that he will develop and irrigate an equal
acreage each subsequent year for 9 years, arriving at a completely
developed farm in year 10 (year 9 of the development period).
It is estimated that developed land will require 5 years to get up to
full production and achieve full benefits. The plan of payment described in this report provides, in large part, for the timelag between
land development and full production. The conservancy district
has sufficient financial capability to assist irrigation districts in meeting
year-to-year obligations during the development period, while the
irrigat.or pays only a reduced and graduated water bill that compensates for both a 10-year program of land development and a lag in
obtaining full production from developed land.
A firm but graduated rate for water during the entire 11-year
transitional period is proposed for the new irrigator. The rate should
be increased from year to year so as to parallel the increase in developed
land, but it will be displaced 2 years so as to lag land development and
be more nearly parallel to the growth in farm income attributable to
irrigation.
A graduated rate of this sort has the further advantages of1. R emoving uncertainties that always make it, difficult for
the farmer to calculate his probable financial problems in getting
irrigation established.
2. Providing an incentive to rapid land development. There
is sufficient incentive here to pay the interest cost for the average
farmer who decides to develop all his land in year 1 and borrow
money to do it.
Proposed contr<J,ctual arrangement. -It is proposed that the conservancy district exercise its authority to be a guarantor, and to centralize
all water-user interests, and that the entire Garrison diversion unit
operate under a group of master contracts between the United States
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and the conservancy district, with a family of subsidiary but related
contracts between the conservancy district and water-user entities.
A master contract and a subsidiary contract will be negotiated with
each new entity representing a reimbursable function as a prerequisite
in qualifying for a water supply. Nonreimbursable functions such as
wildlife and recreation will obtain a water supply under operating
contracts between the conservancy district and the sponsoring entities.
Inherent in such an arrangement is the requirement that the Government's security for contract obligations extend through both the
master and the subcontracts to either the land, as in the case of irrigation districts, or to the taxing power, as in the case of municipal
or miscellaneous water users. Similarly, the Government's interest
in adequate operation, maintenance and replacement, and enforcement
of laws and regulations must extend through both master and subcontracts. The United States, therefore, must be made a third party
to the subcontracts in every case. Also, the right to a water supply
must go to each subcontractor in good standing. All master contracts
would be premised on the authority provided in section 9, subsection
(c), (d), or (e), as appropriate, of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939.
Financial obligation-Irrigation districts.-The irrigator's obligation
for repayment will be spread, without interest, over a contract period
of sufficient length to return his allocated share of the reimbursable
irrigation costs. His estimated ability to pay, less the estimated
allocated cost of operation, maintenance and replacement for project
works will be the measure of his annual obligation for repayment.
During the development period the irrigation district will collect from
water users and pay into the conservancy district the revenues (less a
nominal amount for administrative costs) which the graduated transitional water bills will produce. These funds will be used by the
conservancy district, along with some of their own tax revenues, only
for the purpose of meeting the yearly costs of operation, maintenance
and reJ>lacement. During the payout period the irrigation district
will collect from water users both the annual irrigation obligation,
and the estimated budget for operation, maintenance and replacement,
including direct administrative expense. These collections, less irrigation district administrative expense, will be paid into the conservancy district, and the repayment component will in turn be paid
by the conservancy district to the United States.
Financial obligation-Municipal and industrial water.-Municipal
and industrial water customers will receive a water supply under
contracts with the conservancy district that will run for 40 years
wit? renewal to assure the payment of the allocated cost of operation,
mamtenance, and replacement of project works and the allocated
share of construction costs, including interest during construction,
with interest at 2 }~ percent. The conservancy district will, under a
9(c) master contract for each municipality, retain the operation,
maintenance, and replacement component and pay to the United
States the repayment component.
Financial obligation-Park districts.-A park district, or any other
entity, which assumes the sponsorship responsibility for a recreational
feature of the unit involving works constructed by the Government,
or depending on a water supply from the project works, will receive
a water supply under a contract with the conservancy district. The
contract will provide for payment to the conservancy district of the
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annual costs of operation, maintenance, and replacement which are
allocated to the recreational feature involved.
Financial obligation-Fish and wildlije.-Certain fish and wildlife
facilities and water supplies will be provided on the Garrison diversion
unit to mitigate damages arising out of the construction and operation
of project works. Increased annual cost and all capital costs for
mitigation of wildlife damages are considered to be project costs.
Capital costs will be assigned to fish and wildlife and included as a
nonreimbursable project cost.
Other fish and wildlife facilities are planned for the enhancement
of these resources. The allocated capital cost of these enhancements
will be nonreimbursable. The allocated annual cost of operation,
maintenance, and replacement for enhancements will be recovered by
the conservancy district under water supply contracts with special
local entities, or the State government, or the appropriate agency of
the Federal Government.
Financial obligation-Conservancy district.-The Garrison Conservancy District will obligate itself through a master contract with the
United States each time a new group of lands in the form of a new
irrigation district contracts for a water supply. In the case of a
municipal customer, a 9(c) contract for the sale of water will be
executed between the conservancy district and the United States.
For municipal water the conservancy district will merely function as
a medium through which the customer gets and pays for its share of
project operation, maintenance, and replacement and transmits to the
United States its repayment installments. There is no requirement
for financial assistance to the municipal customer.
In the case of irrigation, the conservancy district has three financial
obligations, in addition to its functions of operation, maintenance,
and replacement for project works and transmitting to the Government the annual repayment obligation collected from irrigation districts during their respective repayment periods. The three
obligations are:
1. To underwrite deficits that may develop in meeting the annual
costs of operation, maintenance, and replacement for irrigation for
the unit. Because of the requirement for a long and gradual transition to irrigation farming, collections from water users will be insufficient to meet the allocated operation, maintenance, and replacement
costs for the unit during several years of the development period for
each irrigation district. A part of the conservancy district tax revenue
will be needed to avoid operation, maintenance, and replacement
deficits.
2. To assume the repayment obligation for any irrigable lands for
which distribution system canal capacity is built, that are excluded
from irrigation districts. It is conceded that a certain amount of
irrigable land will be kept out of irrigation districts when they are
first formed. A part of the conservancy district revenue must be
pledged to meet the annual installments of the repayment obligation
for land withheld.
3. To repay a share of the cost of construction allocated to irrigation
on the Garrison diversion unit. The average revenue capacity of the
conservancy district, at the 0.9 mill tax rate permitted for contract
purposes, is now conservatively estimated at about $300,000 per year.
It is proposed to consider this a practicable measure of the ability to
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pay for benefits received by the taxpayers of the conservancy district.
This is the equivalent of $0.30 per irrigable acre per year. The first
contract with the United States will provide that this obligation for
repayment, over and above the obligation separately assumed ?n behalf of the irrigation district, will be paid to the United States, without
interest, for every acre, covered by the contract, that has capacity
reserved in the distribution canal system. Later contracts will provide
for a similar obligation.
In contracting to meet these three obligations, the Garrison Diversion Conservancy District will pass through three phases. In the
early years it will function principally as a "starter" for new irrigation
districts and will be comparatively free to do this. Relatively little
of its tax revenue will be tied up in meeting the repayment obligation
of $0.30 per acre per year. In the middle years of development, progressively more of its income will become pledged to the conservancy
district repayment obligation and it will still be starting new irrigation
districts. After the first contracts are paid out, its--repayment obligation will adjust correspondingly until, at the end of the last contract
period, it will no longer have a contractual financial obligation for any
purpose.
In South Dakota there is as yet no authorized agency capable of
financing obligations of the kind proposed to be assumed in North Dakota by the Garrison Diversion Conservancy District. Consequently,
it is not possible to propose a satisfactory repayment plan for South
Dakota lands at this time. For estimating payout, it has been assumed that the same types of repayment obligation will be contracted
in South Dakota as in North Dakota, and that repayment revenues,
per acre of irrigable land, will be recovered in a similar manner and
amount in both States.
The total of the estimated repayment toward the capital costs
allocated to irrigation is:
From
From
From
From
From

water rentals during predevelopment period ____________ ___ ____ $90, 480
Garrison Diversion Conservancy Distri0t (North Dakota) ____ 14,271,000
irrigation districts in North Dakota 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 86, 225, 070
future conservancy district (South Dakota)____________________ 835, 800
irrigation districts in South Dakota 1 _______________________ 5, 962, 040
Total estimated repayment_ ____________________________ 107,384,390

1

Includes payments to be made by conservancy district on nonparticipating irrigable acreage within the
service ~reas and assumes irrigation districts will repay the conservancy district for this financial assistance
so that m the end, the amount listed does properly show the amount paid by irrigation districts. See table
19.

If construction costs increase in the future, it is intended that a
proportionate share of these costs be met by the water users and
conservancy district by extending the payment period.
Water service arrangtments-Jrrigation.-During the year of pre~evelopment while t_esting and adjustment of the project works are
m progress, water will be sold by the Government at a nominal rate
per acre served. This payment will be credited to construction
repayment.
Problem of lands withheld from irrigation districts. -When the first
irrigation districts are formed, a requirement will immediately arise
for setting a limit on the percentage of irrigable land that can be
excluded from any district. If the conservancy district finances too
much nonparticipating acreage in a new district, it will tie up its capa-
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bility to assist new districts elsewhere. To protect this capability,
it may well desire to set liberal requirements for participation at the
outset and adjust them upward as development proceeds.
Local authority to decide how much checkerboard development
will be permitted when coupled with financial responsibility will put
this problem where it properly belongs-in local hands. With the
conservancy district financially responsible for nonparticipating lands,
the incentive for full development will be fully on the shoulders of
local sponsors. For operating reasons there is a practicable requirement that a substantial majority of irrigable acres in a service area
participate, regardless of the financial capability of the conservancy
district.
PAYOUT ANALYSIS

A detailed payout analysis by years was prepared for the two
principal reimbursable functions of the multiple purpose plan-irrigation, and municipal and industrial water. The $40,000 cost for a
power penstock built into Jamestown Dam plus $1,000 interest during
construction will be paid from Missouri River Basin power revenues.
Separate payout studies were made for the first stage and for the full
development.
Irrigation payout was calculated separately for each operating
division based on the separate amortization capacities. Revenue
was separately accounted for from the irrigation water users and Garrison Diversion Conservancy District tax.
Fifty years of repayment was assumed for each irrigation district
following a 10-year development period.
Payout of the municipal and industrial water obligation includes
interest at 2 }~ percent on both the allocated investment cost and
interest during construction. Canal-side rates, per acre-foot, including operation, maintenance, and replacement required from municipal
and industrial water users to meet the payment obligations average
$20.15 for the first stage and $27.44 for the full plan of development.
Separate rates pertain for the first stage and the full plan of development due to differences in allocated costs and use of water; 50 yeai:s
of payments are assumed for each town. Should payments continue
over a longer period, additional revenues will be available to the unit.
Summaries for the first stage and ultimate plan of the allocation
of costs and repayment of reimbursable costs are given in tables 18
and 19. These data show that 16.9 percent of the reimbursable irrigation costs will be repaid by irrigation water users and 2.3 percent
by the Garrison Diversion Conservancy District from tax revenues,
or a total .of 19.2 percent for the first stage. In the ultimate plan,
15.0 percent will be repaid by irrigation water users, and 2.4 percent
by the conservancy district, or a total repayment of 17.4 percent
from these sources. In both the first stage and the ultimate plan,
the balance of the irrigation allocation will be paid from surplus
power revenues of the Missouri River Basin project. In the event
costs increase over the long period of construction of the unit, the
same percentage of repayment will be maintained by increasing the
length of the period of payment.
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Table 18. ~ or cost• and reFryaent &llocatiau
G&rriaan Dinraion ui!t, fratitap
Tot&l eati.aated proJect coat

y

$ 311,967 ,ooo

Al.location or coats
Rei.Jlburaable coat11
Irrigation
Municipal and induatri&l water
Coate aaaociated Yith aul.tiple purpoae plan g/
Specific coat• or ou.tlet vorka, JaaHtovn Dul
Pover
Subtot&l
•onrei.Jlbureable coats
Fiah and Wildlife
Recreation
Flood control
Subtotal

26o,"<>,ooo
16,004, 000
72,000
41,000

276,557, ooo

32,069,000
1,Ji.52,000
1,889,000

35,iilo,000

Tot&l

311,967,000

Repayment or reillburaable irrigation coat•

rrca

irrigation water uaera
Vater rent&l. payaenta during predenlopaent period
Repayaent or irrigation obligation lf
Froa Garriaon conaenancy Diatrict
Subtotal
Froa 11urplus power reTenues--MiHouri RiTer Baain ProJect

36,li-30
",024-,742
6,099,300
50,166,472
210,279,528

Tot&l.

260,J+.40,ooo

Repayaent or reuaburaable mmicipal and induatrial
water coat ■
rrca city or Jaaeatovn tor apeci!ic coat• or outlet voru
Froa &ll mmicipal and induatrial water uaera ~/

72,000
16,004,000

Repayment or rei.Jlburaable power coat•
Froa aurplua power

reTenue ■ --MiHouri

Tot&l. repa,-nt or rei.Jlburaable coat•

Rinr Baain ProJect

4-1,000
276,557,000

y

Taken rrca table 13. Include■ $775,000 intereat during conatruction
tor IIUJlicipal ud induatrial water and $1,000 tor ponr which 1111at
be repaid with intereat. Intereat during conatruction tor &ll other
unit tunctiona aaounta to $12,182,000 and vaa &Hiped to :runctiona
aa tollova: Irrigation $].0,6oli.,OOO, !iah &Dd wildlife $1,Ji.41,000 1
recreation $73,000, and flood cantrol $64-,000. •one or thi• intereat
during conatruction 1a to be repaid. The $1,000 intereat during conatruction tor power plua the $40,000 inTe ■ tMnt coat will ul ti.aatel7
be acheduled tor Np&yaent with intereat when power generation tacilitiee are included in Jaaeatovn Dul. 1'or thi• pa7011t anal7aia, it 1a
aeauaed that th• coat 1a repai4 trca aurplue paver revenuH or the
Mieaouri Rinr Baain ProJect.

g/

Thi• itea include• all mmicipal and. induetrial water coat ■ &HO•

ciated with th• aul.tiple purpoae unit plan, but u:cludea the $71,000
apeci!ic coat or mmicipal outlet vorka built into Jaaeatovn Dua.
The $71,000 1• aeparately liated (next it•) together with $1,000
(rou.nded) intereat during conatruction and will be included in a
aeparate payaent contract vi th the city or J&Matovn.

J/

Includee 10 79ar• or aubeidy payaent• by Garriaon Conaern.nc7 Diatrict tor nonparticipating irrigable acreage Yithin the aerTice area ■
anticipated in each irrigation diatrict.

!!:/

In addition to paJi,.ilg tor th• $16,004,000 inn ■t•nt aad intereat
during conatruction onr a 50-,.ear period tor each uaer, miaicipal
and 1nduatr1al water uHr■ will p&7 $12,175,617 intereat to the
Federal treaaury-.
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Table 19. SWal&ry of costs and repayment allocation ■
Garrison Diversion Unit, ultimate pl.an
Total esti11&ted project coat~/

$ 695,051,000

Allocation of costs
Reimbursable coat ■
Irrigation
Municipal and industrial water
Costa associated with multiple purpose plan 2/
Specific costs of outlet works, Jamestown Dai
Power
Subtotal
Bonreilllburaable coats
Fish and wildlife
Recreation
Flood control
Subtotal.

616,557 ,ooo
25,367,000
72,000
41,000
642,037 ,ooo
49,057,000
2,o68,ooo
1,889,000
53,014,000
695,051,000

Repayment of reimbursable irrigation costs
From irrigation water users
Water rental payments during predevelopment period
Repayment of irrigation obligation 3/
From Garrison Conservancy District
Subtotal

90,480
92,187,llo
15,1o6,8oo
107,384,390

From surplus power revenues--Misaouri River Basin Project

509,172,610

Tota.l

616,557,000

Repayment of reimbursable municip&l. and industrial
water cost ■
Froa city of Jaae ■town for specific costs of outlet works
Froa all mmicipal and induatria.l water users~/

72,000
25,367,000

Repayment of reillburaable power costs
From surplus power revenues--Missouri RiTer Baain Project
Tota.l repayaent ot rei.abursable costs

41,000
642,037,000

!/

Taken fr011. table 13. Includes $1,168,000 interest during construction
for IIIIUDicipal and industrial. water and $1,000 for power which 11UBt be
repaid with interest. Interest during construction tor all other unit
tunctiona aaounts to $25,288,000 and was assigned to !unctions as
tollowa: Irrigation $22,942,ooo, fish and wildlife $2,173,000, recreation $103,000 and tlood control $64,000, 1'one of this interest during
construction is to be repaid, The $1,000 interest during construction
for power pl.us the $40,000 investaent coat will ultillately be scheduled
tor repayaent with interest when power generation facilities are included in Jaaeatovn Daa, but tor this payout ana.lysis, the coat 111 repaid from surplus power revenues of the Miaaouri River Basin Project.

g/

Thia itea includes all IIU.llicipal and industria.l water costs associated
with the multiple purpose unit plan but excludes the $71,000 specific
cost of IIUllicipal water outlet works built into Jamestown D&a, The
$71,000 is separately listed (next itea) together with $1,000 (rounded)
interest during construction and will be included in a separate payment contract with the city of J ... stovn.

J/

Includes 10 years of aubaidy payaents by Garrison Conservancy Diatrict
for nonparticipating irrigable acreage within the service areas anticipated in each irrigation district.

,!/

In addition to paying tor the $25,367,000 investment and interest
during construction over a 50-year period for each user, mmicip&l and
industrial water users will pay $18,434,023 interest to the Federal
treasury,

Table 24.

qa.rrison Di version Conservancy District
revenue and costs

ultimate
Year

Revenu~

1963
64
65
66
67
68
69
1970
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
198o
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89

$250,000
235,000
235,000
235,000
235,000
235,000
235,000
235 , 000
235,000
235,000
260,651
235,000
235,000
239,300
244,989
256,849
281,796
289,020

346,182
355,220
434,202
365,142
337,751
290,561
316,785
290,900
3o8,171
299,500
303,800

1990

91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

3o8,100

312,-4oo
316,700
336,238
361,148
402,159
370,226
340,516
344,852
366,194
365,928
436,962
427,3o8
404,558
376,818
407,036
426,972
416,723
430,205g/
446,422
402,000
420,836
392,503

2000

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
o8
09
2010
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2020
21

380,026

22

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
2030
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
204o
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
2050
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
2o60
61
62
63
64
65

368,487
365,651
367,797
366,476
365,975
361,899
347,452
345,004
340,318
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716
337,716

Costs

$ 94,626

22,109
159,778
244,764
176,720
251,696
212,531
282,464
88,102
302,714
235,146
235,792
213,044
171,317
ll7,549
96,131
ll9,355
140,576
135,977
201,945
245,174
329,730
286,642
366,172
38o,219
570,480
4o8,143
573,882
394,256
410,336
428,509
536,205
428,327
413,546
3o6,416
445,003
384,9o8
564,185
519,160
530,948
517,402
493,031
451,669
402,204
367,239
340,652
336,388
355,996
351,128
359,392
351,9o6
336,965
331,023
329,994
326,001
324,o67
319,260
3o8,098
3o8,098
303,434
291,987
291,987
278,565
271,695
261,3o6
251,160
239,172
224,934
224,934
193,302
193,302
180,150
18o,150
18o,150
18o,150
18o,150
18o,150
18o,150
18o,150
18o,150
18o,150
173, 577
173,577
151,257
151,257
124,527
124,527
101,274
101,274
79,593
60,432
43,746
43,746
43,746
37,502
32,002
27,147
9,225
9,225
1,678
0

Surplus or
deficit

$250,000
235,000
140,374
212,891
75,222
-9, 764
58,28o
-16,696
22,469
- 47,464
172,549
-67,714
-146
3,508
31,945
85,532
164,247
192,889
226,827
214,644
298,225
163,197
92,577
-39,169
30,143
-75,272
-72,048
-270,98o
-104,343
-265,782
-81,856
-93,636
-92,271
-175,057
-26,168
-43,320
34,100
-100,151
-18, 714
-198,257
-82,198
-103,640
-112,844
-116,213
-44,633
24,768
49,484
89,553
110,034
46,004
69,7o8
23,111

Cumulative
surplus

$ 250,000

485,000
625,374
838,265
913,487
903,723
962,003
945,307
967,776
920,312
1,092,861
1,025,147
1,025,001
1,028,509
1,o60,454
1,145,986
1,310,233
1,503,122
1,729,949
1,944,593
2,242,818
2,4o6,015
2,498,592
2,459,423
2,489,566
2,414,294
2,342,246
2,071,266
1,966,923
1,701,141
1,619,285
1,525,649
1,433,378
1,258,321
1,232,153
1,188,833
1,222,933
1,122,782
1,104,o68
905,8ll
823,613
719,973
607,129
490,916
446,283
471,051
520,535
g/

28,120

31,522
34,628
37,8o3
4o,475
41,9o8
42,639
39,354
36,906
36,884
45,729
45,729
59,151
66,021
76,410
86,556
98,544
112,782
112,782
144,414
144,414
157,566
157,566
157,566
157,566
157,566
157,566
157,566
157,566
157,566
157,566
164,139
164,139
186,459
186,459
213,189
213,189
236,442
236,442
258,123
277,284
293,970
293,970
293,970
300,212
305,714
310,569
328,491
328,491
336,038

~/

In addition to te.x revenue, revenues o:f the conservancy district inelude surplus water users payments over operation, maintenance and
replacement costs in some years.

~/

The conservancy district mill levy may be reduced for Garrison Diversion Unit obligations.

Tab le 23.

Year

Revenue!/

1963
64
65
66
67
68
69
1970
71
72
73
74
75
76
11
78
79
1980
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
1990
91
92
93
94
95
96
91
98
99
2000
01
02
03
04
05
o6
07
08
09
2010
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

$250,000
235,000
235,000
235, 000
235,000
235,000
235,000
235,000
235,000
235,000
263,949
235,000
235,000
239,300
243,600
247,900
28o,888
296,536
348,494
353,437
438,350
343,977
365,540
308,130
3o8,682
320,34-o
327,371
330,845
335,889
334,872
345,201
325,987
332,782
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000
321,000

2020

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
2030
31
32
33
34
35

~/

g/

Garrison Di versi on Conservancy District
revenue and costs
first stage

Costs

$ 89,423
14,182
219,904
218,092
159,050
227,276
188,619
255,834
60,483
267,710
205,94-o
203,437
189,767
114,430
99,o61
112,ooa
123,396
135,835
135,835
193,358
178,689
203,989
192,o67
187,487
180,538
164,534
160,241
154,945
154,945
134,134
134,134
122,375
121,986
121,986
121,986
121,986
121,986
121,986
121,986
121,986
121,986
121,986
121,986
121,986
121,986
121,986
121,986
121,986
121,986
121,986
121,986
121,986
121,986
121,986
121,986
121,986
121,986
121,986
121,986
121,986
111,84-o
111,840
98,415
91,545
81,156
59,022
51,927
44,784
44,784
13,152
13,152

·S urplus or
deficit

Cumulative
surplus

$250,000
235,000
145,577
220 ,818
15, 096
16,908
75,950
7,724
46,381
-20, 834
203,466
-32,710
29,o60
35,863
53,833
133,470
181,827
184,528
225,098
217,602
302,515
150,619
186,851
104,141
116,615
132,853
146,833
166,311
175,648
179,927
190,256
191,853
198,648
198,625
199,014
199,014
199,014
199,014
199,014
199,014
199,014
199,014
199,014
199,014
199,014
199,014
199,014
199,014
199,014
199,014
199,014
199,014
199,014
199,014
199,014
199,014
199,014
199,014
199,014
199,014
199,014
199,014
209,160
209,160
222,585
229,455
239,844
261,978
269,073
276,216
276,216
307,848
307,848

$ 250,000
485,000
630,577
851,395
866,491
883,399
959,349
967,073
1,013,454
992,620
1,196,086
1,163,376
1,192,436
1,228,299
1,282,132
1,415,602
1,597,429
1,781,957
2,007,055
2,224,657

g/

In addition to tax revenue, revenues of' the conservancy district inelude surplus water users payments over operation, maintenance and
replacement costs in some years.
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Table 21
Table 21

IRRIGATION AND MUNICIPAL AND INDUSTRIAL WAT::E PAYOUT ANALYSIS-FIRST STAGE
GAR.'lISON DIVERSION UNIT

Year

Jm-

Net
revenue

Mwiicipal and industrial water
Division of
Plant in
net revenue
Cumulative service at
cnt erea••
"r1nc' -surnl11e
end of Year

t~~:t: : 5~:i6~ _~:I:~~ -

Balance
reoaid

Conservancy District
Balance

Net revenue from l

to be

g!~i~~n

~~t-;,,n

'Y'otal

Qblli,ation

re~!~ue

Qbl1aation

;~,!tJ

- i~;&~l:~ tt:m:&t .

l_____

Total

net Wlit
revenue
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Table 20

ESTIMATED SCIIEDUIE OF llEVEl/JPl!mT
AND FEDERAL EmNDITIIRES FOR CONSTRUCTION

Cumulative
acres
irrigated

Year

1968
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1996

3,000
6,000
13,000
22,100
34,300
49,500
68,300
91,400
114,500
147,000
176,900
210,700
241,000
269,600
295,500
318,800
338,800
355,030
371,260
378,990
386,410
391,990
397,150
408,990
420,440
439,360
457,920
483,220
508,480
539,180
676,520
614,720

Acres in
repayment

status

33,820
33,820
78,570
101,470
136,100
169,920
209,880
267,340
257,340
362,780
362,780
406,620
406,620
406,620
406,620
406,620
406,620
406,620
406,620
406,620
406,620

Elcpenditure
for
oon'Wb~ti on
700
$
6,300
16,660
20,303
21,006
14,227
11,457
13,235
12,152
16,814
16,587
16,012
16,542
15,682
13,122
9,542
8,193
2,704
2,172
2,21~
2,121
1,714
1,555
1,529
2,343
9,048
12,705
16,321
16,087
12,713
14,827
13,684
14,097
14,938
16,898
17,209
16,362
8,503

Year
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2006
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2016
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2026
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033

Cumulative
acres
irrigated

Acres in
repayment

E,cpendi ture
for

status

663,920
687,150
722,260
752,010
783,140
813,170
843,200
869,830
891,670
909,000
926,450
943,060
958,130
970,700
982_,140
988,540
994,010
997,250
999,200
1,000,830
1,002,280
1,003,610
1,004,870
1,005,880
1,006,550
1,006,780
1,007,070
1,007,120

428,630
428,530
502,930
502,930
592,030
592,030
669,540
669,540
741,810
805,680
861,300
861,300
861,300
882,115
900,445
816,630
976,370
976,370
1,001,530
1,007,120
1,007,120
1,007,120
1,007,120
1,007,120
1,007,120
1,001,120
1,007,120
1,007,120
1,007,120
973,300
973,300
928,550
905,650
871,020
837,200
797,240
749,780
749,780

oon'b'o'b~tion
$ 11,070
10,395
9,925
11,932
9,118
7,891
8,219
4,289
3,229
3,128
2,841
2,834
1,615
1,542
1;459
1,419
1,415
1,237
1,029
1,028
768
170
170
169
168
167
126
30
30
6
0

1,007,120

Year
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049
2050
2051
2062
2053
2054
2056
2056
2057
2058
2059
2060
2061
2062
2063

Does not include Jamestown Dam and Reservoir

1,00 ,120

2064

2066

1,007,120

Acres in
repayment

status

Expenditur,
for
co"("~ti

644,340
644,340
600,500
600,500
600,SQO
600,500
600,500
600,500
600,500
600,500
600,500
600,500
578,590
578,590
504,190
504,190
416,090
416,090
337,.580
337,680
265,310
201,440
145,820
145,820
146,820
125,005
106,675
90,490
30,750
30,750
5,690
0

j
0

Total

y

Cumulative
acres
irrigated

625,476!

GARRISON DIVERSION UNIT
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Table 20 shows the estimated schedule of development, acres in
repayment status, and annual expenditures for construction for the
en tire unit.
Tables 21 and 22 provide a detailed summation by years of the net
revenue, obligation, and balance to be repaid for municipal and
industrial water, irrigation water users, and Garrison Diversion Conservancy District. Total annual revenues from all three sources are
also shown.
First stage and ultimate-plan studies were made of the adequacy of
anticipated tax revenues of the Garrison Diversion Conservancy
District to meet its annual operation, maintenance and replacement,
and repayment obligation. It was assumed that conservancy district
funds will be used to pay the deficits in operation, maintenance and
replacement that cannot be met by payments to be made by the
irrigation water users. It was also assumed that the conservancy
district will meet the repayment obligation against nonparticipating
irrigable acreage within the service area for a IO-year period as a
direct aid to the irrigation districts whi~h would otherwise be oblignted
to pay the charges on these nonirrigated acres at a time when they
could not afford it. In addition, it was assumed that the conservancy district will repay 30 cents an acre a year of a $15-an-acre total
obligation (30 cents times 50 years)- the repayment period coinciding
with the dates of the irrigation water users' repayment schedule.
Tax revenues from the conservancy district were assumed to be first
available in 1963, or 2· years prior to the first demand on this source
of revenue to assist in meeting operation, maintenance and replacement costs. The annual amount available from conservancy district
tax revenue (0.9-mill levy) to help pay project costs was assumed to
remain the same ($250,000 a year) through 1975, at which time a
straight-line increase in revenue was assumed to occur until the ultimate rate of anticipated annual revenue ($336,000 a year) was realized
in 1995. It was further assumed that $15,000 annually of the tax
revenues will be used by the conservancy district to help defray nonFederal costs of Devils Lake restoration or for other uses. Separate
conservancy district revenues from South Dakota lands in the amount
of $16,716 annually were assumed from 1996 (2 years prior to first
operation, maintenance and replacement payment on South Dakota
lands) until the last acreage had been in repayment status for 50 years.
Tables 23 and 24 show for the first stage and ultimate plan, respectively, the annual status of conservancy district tax revenues available
for assistance of irrigation water users and payment of costs allocated
to irrigation, the annual costs assignable to conservancy districts, the
annual surplus or deficit, and the cumulative surplus. In both studies
there will be sufficient revenue to meet the obligations, assuming the
unit lands are developed in accordance with the planned irrigation
schedule.
Payout from Missouri River Basin project power revenues
An analysis was made of the Missouri River Basin project to
determine whether sufficient surplus revenues were available to repay
allocated irrigation costs above and beyond the water users' and
conservancy districts' ability to repay. The units included in the
analysis were those already constructed, under construction, and in
the 6-year program. Surplus revenues could be available after year
1994 the year in which the commercial power investment for the
Miss~uri River Basin project is to be repaid.
50991 0 - 6 0 - 8
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Two situations were considered in making the analysis. In each
case the development program remained the same for all units except
the Garrison diversion unit.
1. The first test was made on the basis of including only the initial
phase, or 407,000 acres, of the Garrison diversion unit and holding
to the current program for the remaining units of the project. The
payout of the allocated irrigation costs for the Missouri River Basin
project in excess of the water users' and conservancy districts' ability
to repay could be completed in year 2008, or 23 years after the last
irrigation district of the Garrison diversion unit made its first payment on construction costs. It would require 14 years of net power
revenues to retire the obligation in excess of the Missouri River
Basin project water users' and conservancy districts' ability to repay.
2. The second test was made on the basis of including ultimate
development, or 1,007,000 acres, of the Garrison diversion unit and
holding to the current program for the remaining units of the project.
The payout of the allocated costs to be repaid from surplus basin
revenues could be completed in year 2015, the same year that the last
irrigation district of the Garrison diversion unit made its first payment on construction costs. It would require 22 years of net power
revenues to retire the obligation in excess of the Missouri River Basin
project water users' and conservancy districts' ability to repay.
The resu]ts of the analysis show that there are adequate surplus
revenues from the Missouri River Basin project to repay the irrigation construction costs in excess of those to be repaid by water users
and conservancy districts well in advance of the authorized repayment
period.
ECONOMIC IMP ACTS

Development of the Garrison diversion unit will start a chain reaction of economic development, leading to significant increases in
income, opportunities, labor force requirements, and employment
throughout eastern North Dakota and northeastern South Dakota.
Estimates of this economic expansion, or impact, have been made by
the University of North Dakota and the North Dakota Agricultural
College, through cooperative agreements with the Bureau of Reclamation.
These estimates, adjusted to the changes in plan since the basic
studies were made, are summarized as follows:
Increase in population:
Farm _______________________________________________________ 13,200
Primary trade area_____ ________ ______________ ___ _____________ 18, 600
Secondary trade area_______ ____ _______ __ ______ _______________ 7, 800
Twenty-county area due to all other growth factors _______________ 55,600
Total increase______________________________________________ 95, 200

-

-
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Land use:
Number of additional farms __________________________ _
Average size of farm, decrease from ______________ acres __

Chanl~e~t~~~~~~
~~~~-~~~~~~~i~~- ~~~~t_s_ ~~ !~~~~)_:__ bushels_'_
Other grains ___________________________________ do ___ _

571 -

3,400
363

9, 952 - 6, 675
10, 604 - 15, 409
Grasses and silage _______________________________ tons __
234 - 1,397
Row crops __________________________________ bushels __
·o - 24, 139
Irrigated pasture _____________ _____ animal unit month __
0 - 1, 612
Cattle and sheep ______________________ hundredweight __
506 - 1,864
Swine _________________________________________ do ___ _
127 501
Poultry _______________________________________ do ___ _
251 776
Butterfat ___________________ -- __ - _ ----- -- _______ do ___ _ 3, 553 - 12, 627
Eggs ________________________________________ dozens __ 1, 643 - 5, 084

Increase in annual farm receipts:
From crops _____________________________________________ $15,217,000
From livestock________________ _____________ _____________ 33,633,000
From livestock products _____ =----------------------------6,025,000
Total _______________________________________________ _
54,875,000
Increases in annual farm expenses:
Interest------------------------------------ - ---------~_
Taxes ________________________________________________
Labor _________________________________________________ _
Other farm expenses ___ _______________________ __________ _
Total _______________________________________________ _
Increases in total farm investment:
Land and land development _____________________________ _
Buildings and improvements _____________________________ _
Livestock _____________ : ________________________________ _
Machinery and equipment _______________________________ _
Feed and supplies ______________________________________ _

11,277,000
1,429,000
7,344,000
21,667,000
41,717,000
72,270,000
51,601,000
48,550,000
48,574,000
4,553,000

Total_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 225, 548, 000
Increase
in_________________________________________________
annual trade:
Retail
_
Wholesale _____________________________________________ _
Personal business and repair _____________________________ _
Hotels and motels ______________________________________ _
Amusements ___________________________________________ _
Manufacturing _________________________________________ _

58,719,000
78,683,000
1,821,000
1,015,000
662,000
3,600,000

Total_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 144, 500, 000
Increase in number of new establishments:
Reta,iL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1, 050
Wholesale____________________________________________________
290
Service_________________________________________________ _____ _
295
Manufacturing____________ ____ ________________________________
64
Total _________________ -- - __________________________________ 1, 699
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ADDITIONAL INVESTIGATIONS

Additional investigations are necessary before construction proceeds
beyond the principal supply works. The investigations may be grouped
under two broad phases of work: First, detailed surveys and development of definite plans for each of the service areas on the 1,007,000-acre
unit beyond the principal supply works. Second, because of local
interest and certain natural advantages for development, preliminary
plans and tests of feasibility should be made for the potentially irrigable
lands in the Red River Valley. Important items of the future investigation program are:
1. Additional investigations within Garrison diversion unit.-Each
service area within the Garrison diversion unit must be surveved in
detail, and a definite plan prepared before construction begins within
the service area. This detailed work will involve a gross area of about
3 million acres to cover the 1,007,000 irrigable acres of the unit. This
work has been started along the Devils Lake Canal, where a gross area
of 215,000 acres has been classified in detail. Also, 176,000 gross acres
were surveyed in detail in the 20 sample areas, bringing the total tp
391,000 gross acres completed. Additional detailed investigations
should be done only in areas where water users have shown they are
ready to contract for a water supply. Included in the program for
detail investigations are the following special items:
(a) Formulation of a final plan for, and the financing of, raising,
freshening, and managing the Devils Lake chain.
(b) Detailed studies and plans for channel capacities and storage
requirements along the Sheyenne River as they relate to management and quality of return flows and additional use of water below
Baldhill Dam.
(c) Detailed studies and plans for channel capacities along the
James River below Jamestown as they relate to management of
return flows and the possible rediversion of return flows from
Sheyenne River.
(d) Development of a program for coordinating detailed planning and construction schedules with cooperating agencies.
2. Additional investigations in the Red River Valley areas.-The delta
lands of the Red River Valley represent a large irrigable land resource
that can be supplied with water from the principal supply works and,
in pa.rt at least, from return flows of the Garrison diversion unit. In
order that these lands may be considered as either an additional or
substitute market for water on a comparable basis with those already
investigated, it will be necessary to complete surveys and studies now
in progress. To date, about 200,000 acres, out of a total area of about
1,500,000 acres, have been classified on semidetailed standards and
13,000 acres on detailed standards. The remainder have merely been
inspected. There are no satisfactory topographic maps for planning
purposes. Interest in water development on these delta lands is clearly
evident and five counties from the Red River Valley have joined the
Garrison Diversion Conservancy District in order to reinforce their
?laims for a share in the unit water supply. Additional investigations
m the Red River Valley should be carried to completion in the form of
reports of feasibility as rapidly as funds will permit. The total job is
comparable in size to that now completed on the Garrison diversion
unit. However, the topography is smoother, lands are less scattered,
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and the diversion works will be shorter, so that the costs of investigation should be less. These lands are in three areas:
(a) The Sheyenne Delta area in Ransom, Richland, and southern Cass Counties will be the most readily served. It lies athwart
the lower Sheyenne River and a simple canal system with low-lift
pumping from Sheyenne River can intercept most of the increased
flows that will accrue to that stream. Investigations are underway on the Sherenne Delta area.
(b) Central Red River Valley lands in Grand Forks, Traill,
Steele, and northern Cass Counties can probably be supplied with
water by means of a storage reservoir on Sheyenne River above
Baldhill Dam, a pumping plant with moderate lift and a short
diversion canal in Steele County.
(c) Pembina Delta lands in Pembina and Walsh Counties will
be ·difficult to supply from the Garrison diversion unit, and a
practicable method has not yet been worked out.
By pumping at offpeak irrigation periods and extending the diversion
season for the principal supply works of the Garrison diversion unit,
and by providing additional storage capacity in Sheyenne River
Valley, it will be possible to serve a large acreage in the Red River
Valley without increasing the size of any important features of the
Garrison diversion unit.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
CONCLUSIONS

It is concluded that:
A. Irrigation of the area offers the most dependable insurance
against the effects of drought and seasonal dry periods.
B. Development of the Garrison diversion unit is a practical way to
obtain greater economic opportunity and stability in North Dakota
and a portion of South Dakota. This development can be scheduled
and accomplished in harmony with present and future local and national needs. Development of the Garrison diversion unit will effect
a substantial decrease in wheat production. Increased production
of other crops due to irrigation will be realized over a period of 70
years, during which the anticipated increase in population will require
enormous increases in food supplies.
C. The plan of development has engineering feasibility.
D. The plan of development has economic justification based on
comparison of benefits to cost.
E. As a unit of the Missouri River Basin project, all reimbursable
costs, totaling $642,037,000, can be expected to be paid in accordance
with reclamation law and policy. Of the costs allocated to irrigation,
17.4 percent probably can be repaid by the water users and revenue
from the Garrison Diversion Conservancy District. Costs allocated
to municipal and industrial water with interest at 2}6 percent can be
repaid in 50 years. The balance can be repaid by power revenues of
the Missouri River Basin project.
F. In the event of an increase in construction costs over the long
period required to develop the unit, it is expected that. a proportionate
share of the increased costs will be borne by the water users through
an extension of the repayment period under existing law.
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G. The plan can be developed in a manner to preserve and enhance
the fish and wildlife and recreational values of the area; the plan outlined herein assumes that the investment costs assigned to these
functions are nonreimbursable.
H. There are certain advantages to be gained from the purchase in
fee of rights-of-way for major canals and drains. Cost estimates
include this item; clarifying legislation may be desirable.
I. Stage construction of Snake Creek pumping plant and McClusky
Canal as outlined in this report is feasible and practicable.
J. There is strong State support for construction of the unit, and
the Garrison Diversion Conservancy District has been organized
satisfactory in form and power to enter into a repayment contract
with the United States.
RECOMMENDATION

I recommend that the plan of development contained in this report
be approved as the basic plan for development of the Garrison diversion unit and that there be initiated whatever action is deemed
necessary to lead to its early construction.
F. M. CLINTON.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
OFFilCE OF REGIONAL DIRECTOR
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
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BILLINGS, MONTANA
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THE GARRISON DIVERSION UNIT OFFERS OPPORT"C"NITIES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT
OF N"Ew WATER AREAS PRODUCTIVE OF FISH AND ·WILDLIFE

Wintery winds do not discourage North Dakota fishermen
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Nor th D akota lead s t he nation in production of ducks

LETTER OF SUBMITTAL

u .S.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
FISH AND
ILDLIFE SERVICE,
OFFICE OF REGIONAL DIRECTOR,

w

Minneapolis, Minn., January 31, 1957.
MEMORANDUM

To: Regional Director, Bureau of Reclamation, Region 6, Post Office
Box 2553, Billings, Mont.
From: Regional Director.
Subject: Garrison diversion unit, North and South Dakota.
This is my report on fish and wildlife conservation in connection
with the Garrison diversion unit, North and South Dakota, a part of
the Missouri Basin project. The report has been prepared pursuant
to the act of August 14, 1946 (60 Stat. 1080; U.S.C. 661). It contains
an analysis of the probable effects of the Garrison diversion unit on
fish and wildlife resources and presents a plan for fish and wildlife
development which is proposed for incorporation in the overall plan
for the Garrison diversion unit.
·
This unit is situated in one of the most important wildlife regions
in the United States. Most significantly, the lands of North Dakota,
South Dakota, and western Minnesota contain habitat which produces more waterfowl than any other area of comparable size in the
country. The region produces about 75 percent of the waterfowl
raised in the United States. This waterfowl production stems from
a highly favorable combination of scattered marshes, lakes, and other
wetlands. This complex is highly important in the courting, nesting,
and rearing activities of waterfowl.
The Government has international obligations under treaties with
Great Britain and Mexico for protecting the welfare of migratcry
birds, including waterfowl. All agencies of the Government, therefore, share in the responsibility of taking the necessary steps to
conserve waterfowl resources in connection with any program which
might have an adverse effect on that resource.
The plan of the Bureau of Reclamation for construction of the
Garrison diversion unit will have a profound effect on waterfowl
habitat.
The attached report presents a plan for fish and wildlife development
designed to mitigate in part the potential losses to waterfowl. The
plan includes a replacement area for a portion of the Lower Souris
National Wildlife Refuge and a replacement area for the Sheyenne
Lake National Wildlife Refuge. We understand that the replacement,
areas for the two refuges have been incorporated into the basic project
plan and that many other features of the fish and wildlife development
plan have been integrated as well. It is hoped that all of the plan
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can be made a part of the comprehensive Garrison diversion unit.
If the various fish and wildlife development areas become realities,
much of the lost waterfowl production habitat will be mitigated.
Moreover, adoption of the fish and wildlife development plan will
result in substantial benefits to fur animals, upland game, and other
wildlife resources, and excellent benefits to the fishery resources.
The plan for fish and wjldlife which we recommend for integration
with the Garrison diversion unit covers the development of 62 areas.
Included are the replacement areas for the Lower Souris and Sheyenne
Lake National Wildlife Refuges, and the Nead Lake, Goose Lake,
and Hamberg diversion dam areas, all of which have been fully integrated into the reclamation plan for the Garrison diversion unit, and
the cost of which are included as part of the unit plan. The latter
three areas are superimposed upon and take advantage of structures
which are part of the basic irrigation plan.
It is estimated that the cost of constructing the principal watersupply and water-control facilities for the remaining 57 areas aggregates about $8 million. The cost of land acquisition is estimated
at another $8 million, making the total somewhat more than $16
million. The annual cost of operation, maintenance, and replacement
on the 57 areas is estimated at about $280,000. It is proposed that
these areas be placed under the management jurisdiction of either the
North Dakota and South Dakota fish and game departments or the
Fish and Wildlife Service, depending upon the arrangements to be
worked out between the two State agencies and the Secretary of the
Interior. The annual cost of operation, maintenance, and replacement of the principal water-supply and water-control facilities would
be a part of the operation, maintenance, and replacement cost of the
Garrison diversion unit. Under law, both the capital cost of developing the areas and the operation, maintenance, and replacement
costs of the water facilities would be nonreimbursable.
The importance of the waterfowl resources affected by the Garrison
diversion unit undoubtedly will warrant a finding by the Secretary of
the Interior that such resources are of national significance. Under,
current Federal policy for water resources development, therefore,
adoption of the fish and wildlife development plan as an integral part
of the Garrison diversion unit is clearly appropriate.
I recommend that you incorporate the fish and wildlife development
plan in your report on the Garrison diversion unit with the understanding that (1) such developments are for the purpose of partially
mitigating losses to waterfowl production habitat, and (2) the benefits
over losses to fish and other wildlife can be used in benefit-cost studies
of the Garrison diversion unit as enhancement values.

D. H.

JANZEN.

PREFACE
Diversion of water from the Missouri River to central and eastern
North Dakota and northeastern South Dakota for irrigation and other
purposes has been considered for nearly 70 years. Studies of the
possibilities for such diversion were made by the Geological Survey
in 1890; the North Dakota State engineer in the 1920's; and the Corps
of Engineers, the State engineer of North Dakota, and several consulting engineers in the 1930's.
The Bureau of Reclamation made its first investigations in the
1930's and early 1940's and planning has progressed at an accelerated
pace up to the present time. Planning under authority of the act
approved December 22, 1944 (58 Stat, 887), the Bureau of Reclamation has now prepared a report covering irrigation of roughly 1,007,000
acres of land, and other water uses in this area. The report is for the
purpose of seeking a modification of the existing authorization to construct the proposed project, known as the Garrison diversion unit, for
irrigation and other purposes. Except for the section on the principal supply works, the Bureau's report is generally of a feasibility
nature. The section on the principal supply works is considered of
definite plan quality. Definite plan reports on the several other sections of the plan will be prepared at later dates.
Working under authority of the act of August 14, 1946 (60 Stat.
1080; U.S.O. 661), the Fish and Wildlife Service made a study of the
Garrison diversion unit and prepared the report which follow these
prefatory remarks. Part I of this report is an assessment of the effects on fish and wildlife resources of the proposed water-development
plan for the unit. Part II contains a plan of development for fish
and wildlife made feasible by the diversion of a firm water supply to
the broad area composing the unit.
The part of this report pertaining to the effects of the Bureau of
Reclamation's plan is based upon preliminary data available to the
Fish and Wildlife Service prior to September 1956. The engineering
data were supplied by the Missouri Souris projects office, region 6 of
the Bureau of Reclamation, located at Bismarck, N.Dak., and an area
office located at Minot, N. Dak. As definite plans for each section
of the unit are developed, detailed Service reports resulting from additional field studies will be prepared.
Federal refuges and State-managed wildlife areas which have been
acquired and developed for the purpose of wildlife conservation are
highly important to the preservation and perpetuation of the Nation's
fish and wildlife resources. Where adversely affected by the Garrison
diversion unit, replacement in part or in whole is in order
In part II of this report, the possibilities are explored for providing
a firm water supply to a number of areas which at times are deficient
in their capacities to hold or produce fish or wildlife under present
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conditions due to the vagaries of the climate. Also examined are the
water-control facilities necessary for management of water levels and
vegetative growth with a view to developing and managing such areas
for fish, waterfowl, fur animals, and upland game. Estimates of
costs involved in acquisition of land, construction of facilities, and
operation and maintenance of these developments are included.
Estimated development costs are based on reconnaissance type surveys
of 14 representative areas.
Possibilities for development primarily for upland game on acquired
lands around reservoirs and along canal rights-of-way are touched
upon but no attempt has been made to estimate costs at this time
due to lack of adequate information on their possible extent and
location.
The plan of development for fish and wildlife contained in part II
of this report, if authorized and completed, will partially mitigate the
the losses to waterfowl production and at the same time produce
benefits to fish, upland game, and fur animals. These measures are
proposed in the national interest.
Recent reports issued by the Fish and Wildlife Service which have
particular bearing on the Garrison Diversion Unit are:
" A Preliminary Report on Fish and Wildlife Problems in Relation to the Water
D evelopment Plan for the Proposed Missouri Basin Garrison Dam Project,"
January 2, 1946.
"A Preliminary Evaluation of the Effects of tr.e Sheyenne Reservoir on Fish and
Wildlife Resources, Missouri Souris Project, North Dakota, Red River Basin,"
December 1948.
"A Wildlife Habitat Development Report for Baldhill Reservoir, Sheyenne
River, North Dakota, Red River of the North Basin," March 1949.
"A Preliminary Report on Fish and Wildlife Resources in Relation to the Water
Development Plan for Devils Lake and Stump Lake Reservoirs, Devils Lake
Unit, Missouri-Souris Division, Missouri River r!asin Project, North Dakota,"
October 1949.
"A Preliminary Report on Fish and Wildlife Resources in Relation to the Water
Development Plan for Jamestown Reservoir, Jamestown Unit, Missouri Souris
Division, Missouri River Basin Project, North Dakota," January 1950.
"A Preliminary Evaluation Report on Fish and Wildlife Resources in Relation to
the Water Development Plan for the Jamestown Dam and Reservoir, Jamestown Unit, Missouri-Souris Division, Missouri River Basin, North Dakota,"
January 1952.
"A Report on Development of Wildlife and Fishery Resources for Garrison
Reservoir, Missouri River, North Dakota," September 1952.
"Preliminary Views on the Flood Control Plan for the City of Jamestown, North
Dakota," December 2, 1952 (letter).
"Interim Information Report, Garrison Diversion Unit, Missouri River Easin
Project," by U.S.B.R., part of Chapter V by Fish and Wildlife Service, December 1953.
"Wetlands Inventory of North Dakota," March 1955.
"Permanent Water Inventory, North Dakota," August 1955.
"Wetlands Inventory of South Dakota," Reissued May 1955.
"Permanent Water Inventory, South Dakota," July 1955.

Staff members of the North Dakota Game and Fish Department,
South Dakota Department of Game, Fish and . Parks, Bureau of
Reclamation, and U.S. Geological Survey, North Dakota Water Conseryation CoI?-mission, as well as local residents, gave valuable
assistance durmg the course of field investigations and other studies.
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FISH AND WILDLIFE
and the
GARRISON DIVERSION UNIT
Part I. Analysis of effects of Garrison Diversion Unit on
fish and wildlife resources
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1. The Garrison diversion unit, located north and east of the
Missouri River in North Dakota and extending into northeastern
South Dakota, will provide primarily for irrigation of about 1,007,000
acres of farmland in the two States. The unit could eventual1y be
extended to irrigate another 1 million acres in the Red River Valley
of eastern North Dakota. The development also will provide
municipal and industrial water supplies to several towns and cities in
North Dakota, South Dakota, and Minnesota, streamflow regulation,
pollution abatement, and flood control. It will further offer a means
to raise, freshen, and maintain Devils Lake and Stump Lakes in North
Dakota for recreational and fish and wildlife purposes.
2. Development of the Garrison diversion unit will provide many
opportunities for developing and improving habitat for fish and
wildlife. These opportunities will arise from availability of land
and water associated with establishment of the unit.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE UNIT AREA

3. The area affected by development of _the Garrison diversion
unit lies in two major drainages. The Souris River draining the
northern portion of the area and the Sheyenne River draining the
eastern portion are in the Hudson Bay watershed. The Missouri
River with its tributary the James River drains the remainder of the
lands within the unit. For short periods in the spring, ·heavy snowmelt causes floodflows of a few thousand second-feet in the Souris,
Sheyenne, and James Rivers. These flows are short-lived and during
the remainder of the year flows are usually quite low. In some
instances there has been practically no flow during the summer
season. Large segments of the area are in enclosed drainages in
which runoff water is held in sloughs and lakes and does not contribute
to streamflow.
4. The land surface, though undulating, slopes generally to the east
and lacks pronounced rises except in the rough belt of glacial hills,
ridges, and depressions of the Altamount Moraine, which separates
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Garrison Reservoir on the Missouri River from the bulk of the area
proposed for development. Surface features were formed by action
of continental glaciers and by melt waters. The receding ice left a
thick layer of glacial drift which mantled and obscured the preglacial
topography. The Altamount Moraine or Missouri Coteau marks the
limits of the Wisconsin Ice Sheet, the last great glacier. This rough
moraine extends in a belt 10 to 20 miles wide , diagonally across North
Dakota from northwest to southeast. East and north of the Altamount Moraine, the drift was deposited irregularly, so that the land
in this drift plain area is rolling to rough except where it has been
altered by the action of melt waters. Melt waters formed huge glacial
lakes, broad shallow channels, and numerous delta-like outwash and
spill areas.
5. Soils vary considerably in composition and permeability. Vast
areas of glacial moraine contain a dense impermeable clay. Soils
derived from glacial drift, which in most cases have been sorted and
redeposited, are more permeable than soils derived directly from
morainal deposits. In general, soils are productive except where
drainage is blocked and normal water tables are high resulting in
high alkalinity.
6. The climate ranges from semiarid to subhumid. Average annual
precipitation varies from slightly over 14 inches in the extreme northwestern part to about 22 inches in the portion that extends into South
Dakota. About 75 percent of the precipitation occurs during the
growing season. Precipitation is often in the form of locally intense
thundershowers, and as a result there may be areas that suffer from
drouth even during years of generally heavy rainfall. The average
frost-free period ranges from 110 days in the northwestern portion of
the unit to 135 days in the southeastern portion. Extreme temperatures vary from lows of - 50° F. and colder to highs in excess of
110° F. ·
7. In 1950 the population of North Dakota was 8.8 persons per
square mile, and that within the unit area was slightly less. The
population of the area is predominantly rural. Large towns in or
adjacent to the development area are few. Those with populations in
excess of 10,000 are Minot and Jamestown in North Dakota, and
Aberdeen in South Dakota.
8. Federal and State roads traverse the area at reasonably frequent
intervals. Most of these are adequately maintained to permit yearround travel except under extremely adverse weather conditions. The
Federal and State system is supplemented by an intensive network of
township, county, and farm-to-market roads. Scheduled air transportation is limited and is restricted to the principal cities. Railroad
facilities are good, and main or branch lines of five railroads make
service available to most of the towns within the unit.
9. Agriculture is the basis of the economy in both North and South
Dakota. The principal crops are small grains. Livestock raising
also is important, and a considerable acreage is devoted to pasture and
forage production.
10. Most industries and businesses in the area are associated with
~he marketing .and processing of. agricultural products or in suppl~mg needed equipment and materials to those who derive their livelihood directly from the soil. Lignite mining contributes considerably
to the economy in some localities. Petroleum production is becoming
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increasingly important. The construction and transportation industries are major contributors to the economy, and the activities and
services associated with fish and wildlife resources also are extremely
important to the area.
11. In addition to Garrison Reservoir and Snake Creek Reservoir
there are two other existing water-development projects within the
unit area. Jamestown Dam and Reservoir, located on the James
River a short distance north of Jamestown, North Dakota, is a
multiple-purpose development for irrigation, flood control, municipal
and industrial water, fish and wildlife conservation, recreation, and
preservation of public health. Baldhill Dam and Reservoir (Lake
Ashtabula) is located north of Valley City on the Sheyenne River and
was constructed to provide municipal water, flood control, and fish
and wildlife and recreational benefits.
12. There are 13 national wildlife refuges within the area to be
directly affected by the Garrison diversion unit. The most important
of these is the Lower Souris National Wildlife Refuge on the Souris
River. Other major refuges are Arrowwood National Wildlife Refuge
and Sand Lake National Wildlife Refuge on the James River, Tewaukon National Wildlife Refuge on the Wild Rice River, Snake Creek
National Wildlife Refuge on the Snake Creek Arm of Garrison Reservoir, Stump Lake National Wildlife Refuge, and Sullys Hill National
Game Preserve. The other six, easement refuges scattered throughout
the unit, are Buffalo Lake, Dakota Lake, Sheyenne Lake, Sibley Lake,
Tomahawk, and Wild Rice Lake National Wildlife Refuges.
13. In addition to the national refuges, the States of North and
South Dakota maintain several public shooting areas within the Garrison diversion unit. The areas which will be affected by the unit are
Black-Swan, Upham, and Hyatt Slough public shooting areas in North
Dakota, and Putney Slough, Renzienhausen Slough, Zabrasa Slough,
and Sand Lake public shooting areas in South Dakota.
14. There are three fish-management installations located within
the area affected by the unit. All three are located on the Sheyenne
River in North Dakota and include Federal rearing ponds immediately
below Baldhill Dam, a Federal warm-w:ater fish hatchery situated a
few miles north of Valley City, and a State fish hatchery near the town
of Lisbon.
15. Opportunities for fishing in the Garrison diversion unit area
are generally limited to specific sections of the major streams, a few
natural lakes, and the aforementioned reservoirs or other manmade
bodies of water. Fishing in available waters varies from mediocre to
excellent. The best stream fishing is in the Souris River and its
tributaries and in the Sheyenne River. The James River offers
generally poor~.fishing except in its lower reaches in North Dakota
and in the vicinity 9f Sand Lake--H-1--South Dalwta. Fishing within
several impoundments and lakes in the unit varies froill: poor to
excellent. Lake Ashtabula on the Sheyenne-River probabfy furnishes
the best reservoir fishery. Buffalo Lodge Lake in the Souris River
loop provides excellent fishing, both summer and winter. Other
bodies of water which provide fair to good fishing from time to time
are Coal Mine and Sheyenne Lakes on the Sheyenne River, Buffalo
Lake on the North Fork Sheyenne River, the various pools of the
Lower Souris ational Wildlife Refuge on the Souris River, Juanita
Lake in the James River drainage, Lake Tewaukon on the Wild Rice
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River, and Sand Lake (South Dakota) on the James River. The
important species of fish in the unit area are northern pike, walleyes
(yellow-pike perch), yellow perch, and crappie. Bullheads are important locally.
16. The unit area produces a variety of wildlife and many opportunities for hunting and trapping. It is most important from the
standpoint of habitat available to waterfowl.
17. Big-game species include white-tailed deer, mule deer, and
antelope. White-tailed deer occur in fair to good numbers throughout most of the unit-even on the prairie lands-but mule deer only
occasionally come into the area from the west. White-tailed deer
tend to concentrate in late fall and winter in wooded areas along the
Souris, Sheyenne, and James Rivers and their tributaries, in the sandhills of McHenry County, and in the vicinity of Devils Lake. Antelope have been reestablished on the Arrowwood National Wildlife
Refuge and in McLean and Sheridan Counties in the North Dakota
portion of the unit. Although some of these animals have moved
considerably, most of them still range in the general area in which
they were released and appear to have been successfully established.
18. Upland game in the Garrison diversion unit are mourning
doves, Hungarian partridges, prairie chickens, sharp-tailed grouse:
pheasants, cottontails, snowshoe hares, fox squirrels, and gray squirrels. Most of the unit had medium to high populations of Hungarian
partridges and pheasants during the early 1940's but from 1944 to
1946 there were sharp population declines for both species. Only in
the southern portion of the unit area and in one local area in the
Souris loop did pheasants maintain themselves in moderate to high
numbers. There have been indications of an increase in the pheasant
population during the past few years, evidenced by their higher
populations in the occupied range and reappearance in other areas.
Sharp-tailed grouse occur in fair numbers in the northern portion of
the unit area; their numbers are much lower in the southern part.
Prairie chickens, once abundant and widely distributed, now are
scarce and limited largely to the James River Valley. Mourning
doves nest in wooded areas and shelterbelts throughout the unit.
Production of doves per acre is extremely high in this type of habitat,
but such habitat is scarce over most of the unit. Fox squirrels are
found in the wooded areas of the James and Sheyenne River valleys
and are gradually extending their range northward. The gray
sq.u:irrel has extended its range west and north and is now found in
suitable habitat along the tributaries of the Red River of the North
and in the vicinity of Devils Lake. Snowshoe hares are found in the
Souris River valley and in the vicinity of Devils Lake. Cottontails
are found in fair numbers in brushy habitat throughout the unit.
19. The most important fur animals in the unit area are the aquatic
fur animals-muskrats (fig. 1), minks, and beavers. Terrestrial fur
animals, including jackrabbits, skunks, badgers, raccoons, red foxes,
coyotes, and weasels occur in varying numbers throughout the area.
Skunks, badgers, raccoons, and foxes are particularly abundant at the
present time largely because low fur prices have made them of little
value to trappers. Muskrats are common or abundant in the more
permanent lakes ·and potholes throughout the unit. They are less
common along streams. Minks are numerous along all streams and
around most of the lakes and potholes. The mink population has
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remained high despite high prices which have prevailed for their fur
in recent years. Beavers are along all major streams and their
tributaries. As with fur animals in general, low fur prices of recent
years have resulted in a lowered beaver take and a higher population.
~ 20. That part of North Dakota and northeastern South Dakota in
the Garrison diversion unit area comprises the most important waterfowl producing region in the United States (frontispiece). According
to banding records, waterfowl produced on the many potholes and
marshes in these 2 States are known to have been taken by hunters
in 40 of the 48 States, in 6 of the Canadian Provinces, and in Alaska
and Mexico. Waterfowl are protected by treaties with Canada and
Mexico, and annual regulations for their protection are established by
the Secretary of the Interior in close collaboration with the State conservation departments.
21. Breeding waterfowl populations of 25 or more ducks per square
mile are found in portions of the Coleharbor and Souris sections, and
in the Berlin, Harvey-Maddock, Warwick, McVille, New Rockford,
and Baldhill areas, and about one-third of the Oakes section of the
Garrison diversion unit. Breeding populations as high as 60 to 80
waterfowl per square mile occur in the principal supply works section
and around Devils Lake. Waterfowl habitat on the bulk of the unit
lands has a breeding population of 12 to 24 birds per square mile. A
breeding population of less than 12 birds per square mile occurs on
about one-third of the Coleharbor and Oakes sections.
22. Thousands of geese, cranes, whistling swans, and many other
water birds use the area during migration. The James River valley
with its refuges and other water areas is on the major spring migration
route for nearly onejialf million geese, principally snow geese and
blue geese (fig. 2).
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Photo by North Dakota Game and Fish Department.

1.-The muskrat brings in thousands of dollars annually to North Dakota trappers. Some habitat for these animals will be destroyed by irrigation
development, but pro\Tision of firm water supply will permit development of a
considerable amount of replacement habitat similar to that shown here.

FIGURE

Photo by North Dakota Game and Fish Department.

FIGURE 2.-Flocks of geese like this of blue and snow geese in the James River valley can be seen at
many locations in the Garrison diversion unit area during the spring and fall migration periods.
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GARRISON DIVERSION UNIT
GENERAL PLAN OF DEVELOPMENT

23. The Garrison diversion unit with its several storage reservoirs,
hundreds of miles of canals and drainage ditches, numerous lift stations, and other related features is a complex project. It is divided
into several major sections. These are principal supply works, Coleharbor section, Souris section, Devils Lake section, central North
Dakota section, LaMoure section, Oakes section, Jamestown Reservoir, and Red River valley. Except for the principal supply works,
each section could be developed more or less independently of the
others. The principal supply works will be required for delivery of
water to all sections except the Coleharbor section. The plan provides for irrigation of 1,007,000 acres of new land and other purposes.
24. The Bureau of Reclamation made its first investigations for the
diversion of Missouri River water in the late 1930's and early 1940's
These investigations and the report on them provided the basis for
part of the Department of the Interior's plan of development for the
Missouri River Basin, which was approved by the 78th Congress as
Senate Document 191. This plan was incorporated with the Cor:µs of
Engineers' plan for the Missouri Basin into the basin plan authorized
by Congress in the Flood Control Act of 1944 and the Rivers and
Harbors Act of 1945.
25. The general engineering plan for the unit is shown on map
769-603-64 and consists of three main parts-Garrison Reservoir,
the principal supply works, and the water-use works. Garrison
Reservoir is the storage facility on the main stem of the Missouri
River from which the water supply for the unit will be diverted. It
is being constructed by the Corps of Engineers. This reservoir will be
operated for flood control, irrigation, power, navigation, and collateral
purposes such as fish and wildlife production, recreation, and silt detention. The principal supply works are the heart of the diversion
plan and include features extending from the diversion point at
Garrison Reservoir to and including Lonetree Reservoir, a regulating
structure in the headwaters of the Sheyenne River. Major features
of the principal supply works are:
(a) Snake Creek pumping plant (North Dakota). ·- This structure
will be designed and constructed by the Corps of Engineers. It
will be used to pump water from Garrison Reservoir into the adjacent
Snake Creek Reservoir which is just beginning to form behind the
Snake Creek embankment. When the pool level in Garrison Reservoir is at or near elevation 1,850 a small amount of water will flow
by gravity into Snake Creek Reservoir which will be operated between
elevation 1,847 and 1,850. The small size of the inlet structure
coupled with a small hydraulic head limits the gravity flow to about
1 percent of the total amount of water required. Thus about 99
percent of the water entering the Snake Creek Reservior will pass
through the Snake Creek pumping plant.
(b ) McClusky Canal (North Dakota).-This canal, to be built by
the Bureau of Reclamation, will carry water from Snake Creek
Reservoir through low country south of Turtle Lake and Mercer,
and thence northeasterly into Lonetree Reservoir. There is a total
drop of about 200 feet along the canal route between Snake Creek
and Lo_netree Reservoirs that may ultimately be used for power
generat10n.
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(c) Lonetree Reservoir (North Dakota). -This reservoir is located in
the uppermost reaches of the Sheyenne River southwest of Harvey.
It will be located astride the divide between the James and Souris
River drainages so that dikes will be needed at several points to
prevent escape of stored waters to these rivers. Lonetree Reservoir
will be the focal point for main canals reaching out to the major areas
of water use.
26. There are about 50,800 acres of irrigable land in scattered but
substantial tracts that will obtain their water supply through a
a feature of the principal supply works. The largest of these is the
40,000-acre Coleharbor section which will be irrigated by pumping
directly from Snake Creek Reservoir; the remaining areas scattered
along the McClusky Canal will be pump-irrigated from Lonetree
Reservoir.
27. The water-use works will consist of the main canal systems
originating at Lonetree Reservior and the pumping plants, laterals,
and drains within the bodies of irrigable land. Major features of the
water-use works are:
(a) Velva Canal (North Dakota).-This canal will deliver water
from Lonetree Reservoir to 333,000 irrigable acres in the Souris
River Basin. It will terminate near the Canadian boundry west of
Westhope
(b) East Souris Canal (North Dakota).-The East Souris Canal
will begin near the Canadian boundry, run in a southeasterly direction
for 122 miles and empty into the North Fork of the Sheyenne River.
The water supply, consisting mainly of return flows from irrigation
west of the Souris River, will be pumped from Westhope Reservoir,
which is to be located at the site of pool 357 on the Souris River in
the Lower Souris National Wildlife Refuge. This canal will supply
water to 152,000 irrigable acres lying east of the Souris River.
(c) Devils Lake Canal (North Dakota) .--This canal will originate at
Lonetree Reservoir and terminate south of Devils Lake. It will
serve 86,000 acres of irrigable land in the Harvey-Maddock area. A
relatively short fee<ler canal through Round, Stony, and Long Lakes
south of Minnewaukan will lead from the Devils Lake Canal into
Devils Lake. Water will be diverted through this canal to restore
the level of Devils Lake. A feeder canal connecting Devils Lake
with Stump Lake and an outlet canal from Stump Lake to the Sheyenne River will permit continuous flow through the system.
(d) Syl.:eston Canal (North Dakota) .--This canal will originate at
the McClusky Canal just above the drop into Lonetree Reservoir and
will terminate near Carrington. The canal will serve about 37,000
acres.
(e) New Rock.ford Canal (North Dakota).-For the first 34 miles
this canal will be in the channel of the James River which flows in
an easterly direction from Lonetree Reservoir. The canal will carry
water to 67,000 irrigable acres in the New Rockford area, 41,000 acres
in the Warwick-McVille area, and 97,000 acres in the Baldhill area.
Water transported in this canal also will be used to supplement
return and natural flows in the James River for the irrigation of about
12,000 acres in the LaMoure section and 108,000 acres in the Oakes
sect.ion. The canal will be routed to the north of the tTames River
at the Hamberg diversion dam.
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(j) Warwick Canal (North Dakota) .-This canal will begin 27 canal
miles northeast of the Hamberg diversion dam on the James River
and will terminate near the town of McVille. From the siphoning
point at the Sheyenne River, the canal extends along the north edge
of the Sheyenne River valley, serving 41,000 irrigable acres.
(g) Baldhill Canal (North Dakota) .-The Baldhill Canal begins at
the end of the New Rockford Canal and extends in a southeasterlv
direction for about 80 miles, terminating near the Baldhill Dam. ft
will bring irrigation water to 97,000 acres in the Bald hill area. A
major canal about 40 miles long branches off the Baldhill Canal near
its begininng and runs down the left bank of Baldhill Creek to the
Cooperstown area.
(h) Jamestov.xn Dam and Reservoir (N01·th Dakota) .-This feature
of the water-use system has already been constructed. It is located
one-half mile north of Jamestown. It has a total storage capacity of
230,000 acre-feet, of which 200,000 acre-feet is for flood control
purposes. The reservoir was built for conservation of natural flows
and for flood control. It will, however, serve a valuable purpose in
regulating irrigation and return flows in the James River under the
Garrison diversion unit plan.
(i) Oakes Canal (North and South Dakota) .- This canal, together
with the Oakes pumping plant, will deliver water from the James
River near Oakes to the 108,000-acre Oakes section. About 52,000
acres of this area are in North Dakota; the remai11der are in South
Dakota. The canal will carry water to the regulating impoundment
called Taayer Reservoir. Water for the western portion of the Oakes
section will be taken directly from the canal, while the eastern section
will be supplied from both the canal and storage in Taayer Reservoir.
28. In addition to the major features of the water-use system already described, there will be the usual pumping plants and laterals
that ordinarily are found within tracts of irrigable land. Drainage,
which will be a major requirement for sustained irrigation in the
Garrison diversion unit, will require a network of ditches. As a general
rule, water must be held from 8 to 10 feet below the surface of irrigated
lands. Four types of drains will be required. Main drains and ioitial
deep drains will be built during the construction period. Deferred
deep drains and surface drains will be constructed as the need for them
develops.
29. In addition to irrigating about 1,007,000 acres and raising and
freshening Devils Lake and Stump Lake, the Garrison diversion unit
will supply water to many North Dakota, South Dakota, and Minr~esota cities and will improve the year-round flow of water in the Souris,
James, Sheyenne, and Red Rivers. Eventually, it may be possible to
provide water for another 1 million irrigable acres in the Red River
valley in North Dakota.
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COLEHARBOR SECTION, McCLUS~Y CANAL AREA
AND PRINCIPAL SUPPLY WORKS

GENERAL MAP

CHAPTER 2
PRINCIPAL SUPPLY WORKS
North Dakota
PLA N OF DEVELOPMENT

30. The principal supply works consist of the Snake Creek pumping
plant, Snake Creek Reservoir, McClusky Canal including New Home
Reservoir which is part of the canal, and Lone tree Reservoir. These
features are shown on map 769- 603-525.
31. Under the plan of operation for the principal supply works,
water will be pumped from Garrison Reservoir to Snake Creek Reservoir. Snake Creek Reservoir will be maintained at elevation 1,850
from May 1 to July 15. After July 15, the reservoir level may be
drawn down to elevation 1,847, but it will be restored to elevation
1,850 prior to May 1 the following year. The Snake Creek pumping
plant will have a capacity of about 8,850 cubic feet per second (6 units,
1,475 cubic feet per second each) for a 1,007,000-acre project, and
about 2,632,000 acre-feet a year will be pumped for irrigation and
other purposes.
32. The McClusky Canal will be 73 miles long and will have a beginning capacity of 8,200 cubic feet per second. The canal will be
about 180 feet wide at water surface and will have a water depth of
approximately 22 feet. During normal operations the McClusky
Canal will convey water 8 months of the year, beginning in April and
ending in November. The canal will be routed through a number of
potholes and lakes.
33. New Home Reservoir will be formed by diking off a channel
section of a tributary to Turtle Creek at points above and below
where the McClusky canal is routed into it. The reservoir will be
about 120 acres in size and will be slightly deeper than the rest of the
canal.
34. Lonetree Reservoir will have a depth of about 75 feet, a capacity
of 420,000 acre-feet, and will cover an area of l 9,800 acres at maximum
operating level, elevation 1,640. Because of its function as a regulator, the water level will fluctuate about 20 feet each year (table 1).
The maximum pool elevaton will be reached by the end of April
each year. Levels will then recede until late November after which
time the reservoir will fill again.
TABLE

1.- Lonetree R eservoir data

Item

~~l~:;:;
ciiL __-------------------------------------------Headworks sill, Devils Lake Canal in Lonetree D am ________ __
Headworks sill, New Rockford Canal in J ames River dike ____ _
~~:~;i~~s sill, Velva Canal in Winterln~ dam _______________ _

Elevation
(feet, mean
sea level)
1,640
1, 620
1, 609
1,605
1, 601
1,562

Caparity
(acre-feet)

Surface area
(acres)

420, 000
140, 000
62,000
45, 000
30, 000

19, 800
8, 500
5, 200
4,200
3, 500
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35. There are approximately 10,790 acres of irrigable land located
along and adjacent to the McClusky Canal route, water for which will
be supplied from McClusky Canal.
36. McClusky Canal will cross Turtle Creek and the natural outlet
from the Lake Williams basin between Snake Creek Reservoir and
New Home Reservoir. Reclamation's plan provides for drainage of
natural runoff and seepage water under the canal at these points.
Turtle Lake and Lake Ordway on Turtle Creek will be maintained
essentially as at present except that seepage and other water may bring
about a decrease in the salinity of these lakes. Lake Williams, in the
basin to the east of Turtle Lake, will be held at its present elevation of
1,813, and the levels of Lake Holmes (located between Lake Williams
and Lake Brekken) and Lake Brekken will be raised slightly. Other
lakes in the basin will not be affected appreciably.
FISH

Without the unit
37. Snake Creek Reservoir is just beginning to fill and as yet does
not support fishing, although it has been stocked with several species
of game fish and will provide some within a year or two. A definite
plan of operation for this reservoir without the unit, under the Corps
of Engineers, is not available, but limited information indicates that
the reservoir will provide considerable fishing. If some means of
preventing the passage of rough fish (carp, buffalo fish, suckers, and
other fish) from Garrison •Reservoir into Snake Creek Reservoir can be
devised, it is probable that the fishing will become of major importance.
Experiments to determine the practicability of constructing a fish barrier at the Snake Creek conduit and pumping plant which would prevent passage of all fish and their eggs from Garrison Reservoir into
Snake Creek Reservoir are now in progress. If, however, such a
device should not prove feasible, consideration will be given to constructing a barrier at the head of McClusky Canal to prevent passage
of rough fish into the unit distribution syste;rn. 1
38. The only other fishing in the principal supply works area is in
Sheyenne and Coal Mine Lakes. These two lakes are separated by a
road grade with connecting culverts, making possible the management
of each lake as an entity. They are about equal in size, having a
combined acreage of about 1,150 acres. They have attractive shorelines, which has resulted in a small cottage community in one location.
Located on the Sheyenne River, these lakes are free of carp. Fishes
in the lakes are northern pike, yellow perch, crappie, and bullheads.
The northern pike and other fish are neither as large nor as numerous
as in some other waters of the State, but fishing is good enough to draw
fishermen from the farms and small towns in the vicinity. There are
no large centers of population close by.
With the unit
39. On the basis of limited knowledge of the Corps of Engineers
plan of operation it appears that Snake Creek Reservoir as part of the
Garrison diversion unit will be operated at a more stable level over the
years than under the Corps of Engineers :plan. Such operation should
result in better fishing thart expected without the unit. Prevention
1

See pars. 323 through 326 for discussion of need for a fish screen.
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of passage of rough fish into Snake Creek Reservoir with ·the unit would
benefit fishing to the same extent as without the Unit.
40. Unless a fish barrier becomes necessary at the head of McClusky
Canal as mentioned in paragraph 37, it can be expected that fish will
enter the canal and be distributed throughout its length. Although
some sporadic attempts at fishing probably will be made in various
parts of the canal and in New Home Reservoir which is part of the
canal, the importance of any seasonal fishing that may develop in these
two areas will be insignificant. The sparsely settled area through
which the canal flows, the existence of attractive fishing spots within
a 25-mile radius, and the general lack of fishing success which can be
anticipated in the type of habitat provided by canals are factors deterrent to development of interest in fishing in these areas.
41. Since the canal including New Home Reservoir, will be drained
or nearly so at the end of each irrigation season, there can be no
development of permanent fishing. On the contrary, many fish will
be left stranded when the canal is closed in the fall. A few of these
fish might be salvaged but most will be lost.
42. Lone tree Reservoir will be filled from McClusky Canal to
maximum elevation 1,640 by the first of May each year. The surface
level will fall slightly in June, then more abruptly in July and August,
and reach the annual minimum pool at elevation 1,620 by the end of
November. At elevation 1,640 the reservoir will cover 19,800 acres,
and at elevation 1,620 the area will be reduced to 8,500 acres, a 57percent reduction. A 20-foot fluctuation occurring in the summer
time will affect adversely fishfood and fish-reproduction relationships.
A 20-foot drawdown, resulting in a broad expanse of barren and
muddy shorelint3, is expected to detract considerably from the attractiveness of Lonetree Reservoir, a factor which would have considerable
influence on its use. Lonetree Reservoir will completely inundate
the existing Sheyenne and Coal Mine Lalres, and destroy the attractive
picnic spots that border the lakes. In spite of its greater size, Lonetree Reservoir is not expected to provide as much fishing as now
exists in Sheyenne and Coal Mine Lakes.
WILDLIFE

43. In addition to the canals and reservoirs of the principal supply
works there are 10,790 acres of irrigable land scattered in small
isolated tracts along the McClusky Canal route. The tracts are
generally above average in quality for crop production. Little
drainage of wet lands is expected in these areas and proportionately
more seep areas are expected to develop than in larger irrigation areas.
Because of the above factors, it is considered that the effects of this
irrigation development upon fish and wildlife habitat will be negligible
and these lands have not been considered in the following discussion
of the effects of development of the principal supply works upon
wildlife.
Without the unit
44. Big game.-Big-game animals in the principal supply works
section include a few white-tailed deer and antelope. Even though
the topography is quite rolling and a substantial portion of the area
is in grassland, woody habitat suitable for deer is generally limited to
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a few isolated shelterbelts around farmsteads and scattered brush
patches in the rougher portions of the Missouri Coteau part of the
area. Small numbers of deer are taken by hunters from surrounding
towns and by local residents. Deer from the western part of the
area probably migrate to Missouri River bottomlands and furnish a
portion of the kill there. Antelope were reintroduced recently by the
North Dakota Game and Fish Department at several locations in the
vicinity of the principal supply works and are now fairly well established. These animals have not as yet increased enough to provide
hunting, but it is expected that they will increase in the less intensively
farmed portions of the area and provide some hunting for people
from throughout North Dakota. In other antelope areas in North
Dakota, limited numbers of permits are issued to hunters by lot.
45. Upland game.-During the early 1940's pheasant populations
were quite high in the principal supply works area. After 1946 there
was a drastic decline in populations. At present these birds are
beginning to increase again. However, poor soil and lack of woody
cover limit their distribution. Both sharp-tailed grouse and Hungarian partridges are distributed in limited numbers throughout the
section. Cottontail rabbits occur in small numbers in the vicinity of
the McClusky Canal route and in the Lonetree Reservoir area.
Mourning dove production is high wherever nesting habitat occurs,
but trees and brush which provide suitable nesting habitat are generally scarce in the area. Stubble fields and weed patches in the area
are used extensively by doves during migration. Upland-game hunting is by hunters from the immediate vicinity, the Bismarck-Mandan
area, and the western part of the State. Most nonlocal hunters come
to the area chiefly to hunt waterfowl but also shoot partridges, grouse,
and pheasants when the opportunity arises. Cottontails are hunted
by local landowners but numbers taken are small. Mourning doves
are not legally hunted in North Dakota but furnish sport in the States
farther south.
46. Fur animals. - Beavers occasionally occur along the upper
reaches of the Sheyenne River in the Lontree Reservoir site. Minks,
muskrats, and raccoons frequent the numerous potholes and marshes
along the McClusky Canal route and in the Lonetree Reservoir site.
Jackrabbits, skunks, red foxes, weasels, coyotes, and badgers are
distributed throughout the area.
47. In North Dakota most trapping is by local people who in many
cases trap only on their own or neighboring lands. Income from fur
represents but a small portion of an individual's income but is a large
sum in the aggregate. During the drought years income from fur was
an important addition to- the rural person's income. Many farms in
the State are never trapped because permission of the landowner is
required before traps can be legally set. This, plus difficult trapping
conditions and extremely difficult access to many areas during the
winter season results in only a small percent of the total fur-animal
population being trapped in any one year. Minks range widely and
are more sought after than any other species so the take is quite high.
Due to the extent of suitable habitat, particularly for muskrats and
minks, the take of fur animals in the area to be affected by construction of the principal supply works is relatively high.
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48. Waterjowl.-The rough, glacial, terminal-moraine topography
of the Missouri Coteau, in which most of the principal supply works
are located, has some of the best waterfowl-producing habitat on the
North American Continent. Wetland areas range from small temporary potholes and semipermanent marshes to open-water lakes
several hundred acres in size. Some of the lakes are extremely alkaline and quite shallow; others are deeper and quite fresh.
49. A total of about 3,480 acres of wetlands occur on the McClusky
Canal route. These areas occur as the following types:
A cres

Fresh meadows ________________________ ___ _________ ___________ ____ _
430
Shallow fresh marsh __ ________ ·________ _____ ____ ________ ____ __ ~ __ __ _
120
Deep fresh marsh __ ________________________ __________________ _____ _
490
Open fresh wat er _____________________ ____________________________ _ 1,400
Open saline water ___ __________________________ ___ __ ________ ____ __ _ 1,040
Total __ _________________ _____________ _____ _________________ 3, 480

There are roughly 3,500 acres of marsh and open-water wetlands in
the Lonetree Reservoir site; approximately one-third (about 1,400
acres) is in marsh. Sheyenne Lake and Coal Mine Lake provide
about 590 acres of the open-water and marsh acreage in the Lonetree
Reservoir area.
50. Turtle Lake, Lake Ordway, Lake Williams, and other small
lakes adjacent to the McClusky Canal are shallow and moderately
to highly alkaline. Adjoining marshes are normally less alkaline
and produce excellent marsh habitat. There are over 4,200 acres of
marsh and open water in this general area.
51. The larger marshes and lakes, many with an abundance of
aquatic food plants, are attractive to waterfowl during migration
periods. Turtle Lake with its adjoining marshes, and the marshes
and lakes of the Lake Williams chain are particularly attractive to
large numbers of migrating waterfowl. Nesting habitat is favorable,
and many young ducks are produced. Geese now use the area to
a limited extent.
52. The complex of small temporary potholes, marshes, and openwater lakes provides ideal habitat for nesting waterfowl. In some
parts of the Coteau, the average breeding population of ducks is as
high as 60 to 80 birds per square mile.
53. The fresh marshes along the McClusky Canal route are favored
nesting areas for ducks, coots, and other water-loving birds (fig. 3) .
The deeper, more permanent areas are valuable resting and feeding
areas for ducks and coots during migration. The open, fresh-water
areas furnish nesting cover along their marshy margins and are valuable
feeding and resting areas during migration. The saline-water areas
have little value for nesting but are extremely valuable to diving
~ucks and some species of puddle ducks during migration. The
lillportance of the open-water areas is magnified in water-short years
when other water areas dry up eafily in the season. Johns Lake, a
moderately saline open-water lake of about 800 acres, is an important
waterfowl area along _the canal route. Several small fresh-water
marshes along its boundaries furnish good nesting cover. During
migration periods the main lake sometimes harbors tens of thousands
of lesser scaup, redheads, canvasbacks, ruddy ducks, and baldpates.
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3.-Semipermanent potholes such as this one in the principal supply
works section are favored nesting areas for a variety of waterbirds. Uplandgame birds also find suitable cover around such areas. Many areas similar to
this will be drained and destroyed with irrigation, but the Garrison diversion
unit also will provide opportunities for development of many new areas which
will be productive of both water birds and upland game.

FIGURE

54. The large numbers of waterfowl in the principal supply works
section attract hunters from many parts of North Dakota but few
nonresident hunters use the area. Hunting pressure is expected to
increase in the area as a result of the establishment of a goose population at the Snake Creek National Wildlife Refuge. A goose floQk
there will draw hunters from a wide area in North Dakota and other
States.
55. Other wildlife.-The principal supply works section, particularly
in the vicinity of Snake Creek Reservoir, Turtle Lake, and the Lake
Williams-Brush Lake chain of lakes east of Turtle Lake, is an important
resting and feeding area for sandhill cranes during both the spring and
fall migrations.
56. Thousands of migrant shore birds use the marshes and potholes
of the principal supply works section and many species of shore birds
and marsh birds use these areas for nesting. Insectivorous and seedeating birds also are abundant.
57. State and Federal wildlife areas.-Two wildlife areas will be
affected by development of the principal supply works.
58. Snake Creek Reservoir, already forming in a diked-off arm of
Garrison Reservoir, will serve as the water source for the Garrison
diversion unit. This reservoir has been set apart as an area of particu-
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lar value in carryino- out the national migratory bird-management
program under a gen~ral plan for fish and wildlife management which
was executed by the North Dakota State Game a'nd Fish Commissioner
and the Secretaries of the Army and Interior. Half the area is being
managed by the Fish and Wildlife Service as the Snake Creek National
Wildlife Refuge; the remaining portion is being administered as a State
management area by the North Dakota Game and Fish Department.
Development of the refuge has begun with fencing and construction of
facilities for establishing a nesting population of Canada geese. A
small flock of captive geese already has been introduced.
59. Sheyenne Lake National Wildlife Refuge, a 797-acre easement
refuge, is located on the upper reaches of the Sheyenne River within
the area to be inundated by Lonetree Reservoir. This refuge provides
good habitat for nesting ducks and is used by many species of waterfowl during migration. The area also offers excellent habitat for some
species of fur animals.
With the unit
60. Big game.-Construction of McClusky Canal, Lonetree Reservoir, and appurtenant works will result in some loss of habitat for
big game. Most of the loss will be from inundation by Lonetree Reservoir of 19,800 acres of marsh, hayland, scattered clumps of woody vegetation, and other cover types useful to these animals.
61. Construction of the McClusky Canal will not materially affect
deer and antelope habitat. A few animals may be lost by drowning
due to inability to get out of the steep-banked canal.
62. The loss of habitat in an area of already limited quantity, and
a few animals lost in the canal, will result in fewer animals being
available to hunters. There will be a small net loss of big game
from construction of the principal supply works.
63. Upland game.-Upland-game habitat within the Lonetree
Reservoir site will be inundated. This will adversely affect populations of all upland-game species.
64. While the acreage to be occupied by the McClusky Canal is
substantial, little or no adverse effect on upland game is expected.
Marsh habitat in the several potholes on the canal route and a strip of
upland habitat the width of the canal will be lost. On the other hand,
the spoil banks are expected to become vegetated with grasses and
weeds which will provide much undisturbed winter and nesting cover
and compensate for that lost.
65. Fur animals.-Existing fur-animal habitat in the Lonetree
Reservoir site will be lost with impoundment. The wide fluctuation
in water levels of this reservoir will not permit the production of
desirable habitat for fur animals, although a few minks and raccoons
may use the shorelines. Many potholes and marshes along the
McClusky Canal route will be lost as the canal is constructed through
them. The canal banks may be used by minks and raccoons but
muskrats will find little suitable habitat in the canal. Proper maintenance will require that muskrats and beavers be kept out of the
canal. Skunks, foxes, coyotes, weasels, and jackrabbits will find
favored habitat along the spoil banks of the canal particularly if
vegetation is allowed to develop as expected.
66. Reduction of habitat as indicated above will result in an overall reduction in fur-animal trapping in the principal supply works
section with development of the unit.
50991 0 - 60----10
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67. Waterjowl.-Waterfowl are the most important wildlife group
in the principal supply works section. The many natural potholes
and marshes on the route of the McClusky Canal, which now provide
excellent production and migration habitat, will be lost or severely
altered through construction of the canal. Johns Lake, now particularly important, will be eliminated by the canal going through it.
Some potholes and marshes adjacent to the canal undoubtedly will
receive seepage water from the canal and will be benefited by a reliable
supply of water during dry years as well as wet yerurs; however, it is
impossible to predict when, where, or to what extent such areas may
develop.
68. The lakes and marshes of the Lonetree Reservoir site will be
lost through inundation and the wide :fluctuation of water levels in
the reservoir will not be conducive to establishment of desirable
waterfowl habitat. Although the reservoir will receive use by waterfowl during migration periods, particularly by the field-feeding species,
desirable vegetation cannot be expected to develop and nesting will
be insignificant. Some duck use of New Home Reservoir is to be
expected, but since this body of water will be practically drained
during the nonirrigation season and marsh vegetation is not expected
to develop, use probably will be sporadic, transitory, and of little
importance.
69. Waterfowl habitat on Turtle Lake, Lake Ordway, and other
adjacent lakes and marshes will not be materially affected. Lake
Williams will be maintained at about its present level and Lake
Holmes and Lake Brekken will be raised somewhat, and all three
lakes probably will be freshened by an accumulation of seepage
water from the McClusky Canal. Habitat conditions for waterfowl
will be improved in these three lakes.
70. Certain benefits will accrue to waterfowl in the principal supply
works section through impoundment of Lonetree Reservoir and the
enlargement and freshening of some of the Lake Williams chain of
lakes but these will be more than offset by loss of nesting habitat and
areas used during migration now provided by a complex of small
potholes, marshes, and lakes which will be inundated by Lonetree
Reservoir or destroyed by construction of McClusky Canal.
71. Other wildlife.-Many species of nongame birds and animals
will be affected by a loss of habitat in the Lonetree Reservoir area.
Loss of potholes and marshes along the McClusky Canal route will
reduce habitat for many shore and marsh birds.
72. State and Federal wildlife areas.-Snake Creek National Wildlife Refuge will be affected by use of Snake Creek Reservoir as a feature
of the principal supply works. This use will result in higher and more
stable water levels in the impoundment. As now planned, the impoundment when used as part of the unit will be held at elevation
1850 between May 1 and July 15 and will be drawn down not to
exceed 3 feet between the middle of July and the end of the irrigation
season. Such operation should be much more beneficial to the establishment of desirable waterfowl habitat than the expected operation
under the Corps of Engineers. Under the Corps' plan of operation,
water levels in Snake Creek Reservoir would be dependent entirely
upon the levels in Garrison Reservoir and natural runoff into Snake
Creek Reservoir. While agreement has been reached with the Corps
of Engineers that water levels in any given year could be held relative-
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ly stable, there would be significant changes in pool levels from year
to year. Areas that are subject to a wide variation in water levels
and availability of nesting sites offer little promise for the development of valuable nesting of geese and other waterfowl. When Snake
Creek Reservoir is at elevation 1850 feet under the Garrison diversion
unit plan there will be a slight reduction in the number of nesting
islands and fewer acres of cultivated land which can be used for the
production of waterfowl foods, but the more stable levels, the relatively permanent nesting sites, and an assured water supply will offset
these conditions. Fur production, particularly muskrats, will be
more stable and somewhat higher under expected conditions.
73. Plans for holding Snake Creek Reservoir at elevation 1850 between May 1 and July 15 under the Garrison diversion unit plan were
based on desires expressed by the Fish and Wildlife Service during
early stages of cooperative planning between the Bureau of Reclamation and the Service. It is now evident that it would be much more
desirable if the levels of the reservoir could be held at elevation 1850
from a much earlier date. This more desirable date is March 1.
Recent discussions with the Bureau indicate that the desired operation
probably can be worked out during the course of future planning.
74. Sheyenne Lake National Wildlife Refuge, a part of the ·system
of national wildlife refuges established for the preservation and perpetuation of the Nation's waterfowl resources, will be inundated by
Lonetree Reservoir. Provisions for replacement of this facility at
Johnson Lake, some 7 miles distant to the northeast, are included in
plans for the Garrison diversion unit.

CHAPTER 3

COLEHARBOR SECTION
North Dakota
PLAN OF DEVELOPMENT

75. Development of the Coleharbor section of the Garrison diversion unit entails the irrigation of approximately 40,000 acres of land
located in McLean County south of Snake Creek Reservoir and north
of the town of Wash burn. The plan of development is shown on map
769-603-525 (facing p. 109).
76. Water will be pumped from Snake Creek Reservoir into the
Coleharbor Canal and will be distributed through small feeder canals.
The Coleharbor Canal will have a beginning-capacity of 748 c.f.s. and
will be 50 miles long. The smaller feeder canals will have a combined
length of 19 miles and capacities ranging from 50 to 198 c.f.s. Water
will be pumped into the Coleharbor Canal beginning in April and
ending in September each yea;r.
77. Waste, seepage, and natural-runoff water will be channeled
into natural drainageways within or adjacent to the area. Water
from the eastern portion of the area will be routed into Turtle Creek
which empties into the Missouri River. Water from the balance of
the area will drain into smaller tributaries of the Missouri. Channel
improvement required in some of these intermittent streams will include check and drop structures. Plans call for 8 main drains with a
combined length of 40 miles. About 20 miles of Turtle Creek will be
affected by the drainage system. Turtle Creek will become a permanent stream.
FISH

Without the unit
78. There is now no fishing of consequence in the Coleharbor section. All streams are small and intermittent and there are no lakes
of sufficient size or depth to maintain fish populations. Fish are
caught in Turtle Creek near its mouth early in the spring but the
catch is not significant.
With the unit
79. With construction and operation of the Coleharbor section
return flows from a portion of the area will be routed into Turtle
Creek, resulting in a permanently flowing stream. Permanent flow
undoubtedly will attract some fish into the steam from the Missouri
River and make possible a small amount of fishing in its lower reaches.
The annual take is expected to be a little better than at present.
WILDLIFE

Without the unit
80. Big game.-Big-game animals are generally restricted to the 20
percent of the section that is uncultivated. White-tailed deer are
118
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found in small numbers around potholes and marshes, in the intermittent drainages, in scattered shelterbelts, and in the occasional brush
patches in the rougher portions of the area. The level, more intensively farmed lands produce few deer. Some of the deer are taken by
hunters from local farms and nearby towns. A movement of deer
occurs between the upland coverts of the Coleharbor area and the
nearby Missouri River bottoms. Missouri River bottomlands attract deer hunters from all portions of North Dakota. Mule deer are
scarce and furnish only a small portion of the take. Pronghorned
antelope, recently planted in the Coleharbor section, have not as yet
been hunted. These animals undoubtedly will in time provid_e a
limited amount of hunting in the less intensively farmed portion of the
area near the Missouri Coteau.
81. Upland game.-Upland-game species are distributed throughout the Coleharbor section. Eighty percent of the area is cultivated
(the principal crops are wheat, barley, rye, flax, oats, and corn) but
woody vegetation of value as winter cover is scarce. Consequently
gamebird mortality can be high during severe winters. Pheasants
and Hungarian partridges populations are again showing an upward trend after the general decline of the 1940's. The grouse population appears to be relatively stable. Mourning doves and cottontails are found in the shelterbelts and coulees where suitable habitat
occurs. Cottontails, while not listed as a game species in North
Dakota regulations, are hunted to some extent. During periods of low
populations of game birds, farm residents do little hunting but sportsmen from Bismarck, Mandan, and other larger towns come to the
area and hunt upland game incidentally to waterfowl hunting.
Mourning doves produced here contribute to the populations which
are hunted in States to the south.
82. Fur animals.-Minks, skunks, red foxes, raccoons, and badgers
have high populations in this section but, except for mink, are lightly
trapped. Muskrat populations :fluctuate widely from year to year but
the percentage trapped is usually quite high except in years when prolonged blizzards occur in the trapping season. Jackrabbit populations are subject to wide :fluctuations but when abundant they are
taken in large numbers and sold for their fur and for animal food.
Weasel populations are quite low since a drastic decline that occurred
between 1942 and 1948. Beaver populations are low due to lack of
suitable habitat. As in the principal supply works section, most of
the trapping is done by landowners on their own or their neighbors'
property.
83. Waterfowl.-The glacial ground moraine in which the Coleharbor section is located is relatively well drained by intermittent
tributaries to the Missouri River and contains relatively few potholes
and marshes as compared to the Altamount Moraine area to the east.
There are, however, several local areas within the area of influence of
the section where potholes are numerous. There are several large
marshes and lakes near the edges of the irrigable lands which are used
by large numbers of ducks during migration (fig. 4). Many ducks
nest on the wetlands of the area. Fairly large numbers of Canada and
whitefronted geese stop in the Coleharbor area during migration.
After a goose flock is established at the Snake Creek National Wildlife Refuge many of these birds can be expected to use the Coleharbor
area for feeding. Some ducks from the refuge may use the area for
feeding during migration seasons.
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4.-Potholes that hold water through the fall months are vital to the
survival of duck broods. These areas also are important as resting and feeding
areas during migration periods.

FIGURE

84. Several of the larger marshes and lakes within or adjacent to the
section provide good waterfowl hunting. Hunters from Bismarck,
Mandan, and many towns west of the Missouri River regularly hunt
in the area.
85. Other wildlije.-Large numbers of sandhill cranes use.the northern portions of the Coleharbor section during migration. Many species
of marsh and shore birds use the potholes and marshes both during
migration and for nesting, and upland species of song and insectivorous
birds are abundant in the fields and prairies.
86. State and Federal wildlife areas.-Snake Creek National Wildlife
Refuge borders the Coleharbor section on the north. Several wildlife
habitat plantings being established by the Corps of Engineers as
replacement for habitat lost through flooding of Garrison Reservoir
ttte located near the reservoir north and west of the Coleharbor section.
These areas as well as a large tract of wooded bottomland below the
reservoir west of the Coleharbor section will be managed by the North
Dakota Game and Fish Department.
With the unit
87. Big game.-New shelterbelt plantings are expected to be made
as a result of the establishment of new farm units following irrigation.
Such plantings will result in a s]ight increase in deer habitat on
irrigable lands, but decreased acreages of grasslands, increased human
population and activity, and increased acreages of alfalfa and other
high-value crops-necessitating more rigid control of deer-will nullify
the favorable factor. Antelope habitat will not be materially decreased
by the development and no change in their numbers if foreseen.
88. Upland game.-Pheasants and Hungarian par~ridges will decrease slightly with the unit. Increased acreages of weeds and other
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cover along fencerows, field borders, and ditch banks plus an increase
in shelterbelts will favor higher populations but a large increase in
alfalfa acreage and the resulting nest and adult mortality from mowing
operations are expected to more than counterbalance any increases
from improved habitat. Sharp-tailed grouse will not be significantly
affected by the unit. The grouse population is very low in the irrigable
portions of the section and losses will be slight. Mourning doves,
cottontails, and fox squirrels are expected to show increases due to
increased acreages of trees mostly in the form of farm shelterbelts.
89. Fur animals.-Slightly less than half the present mink, raccoon,
and muskrat habitat will be lost through drainage in the Coleharbor
section. Most of the habitat for minks and raccoons will redevelop
along drains, in seep areas, and along stream courses. Muskrats will
find new habitat in the drains but populations will be somewhat
lower than those prevailing now. Jackrabbits and badgers will
decline due to a decrease in grassland and more rigorous control
necessary to protect irrigation crops. Skunks, foxes, and weasels
will be more numerous with an increase in habitat along ditches,
drains, and fieldborders. Beavers will benefit from transformation of
Turtle Creek to a live stream. The lower reaches of drains which
pass through Missouri River bottomlands will be especially beneficial
to beavers.
90. Waterjowl.-About 2,500 of a total of 4,900 acres of wetlands
will be drained in the Coleharbor section, resulting in a sharp reduction in waterfowl production and other habitat. Seep area~, about
40 miles of main drains, and rehabilitation of 20 miles of Turtle
Creek will niake up part of the loss by providing some permanent
habitat where none now exists.
91. Other wildlije.-Drainage of wetlands will destroy nesting
habitat of some marsh-loving birds such as bitterns, grebes, avocets,
phalaropes, plovers, and many others. The expected increase in
shelterbelts will afford new habitat to many song and insectivorous
birds.
92. State and Federal, wildlife areas.-Although a pumping plant
will be established at Snake Creek Reservoir to supply the Coleharbor
section, the Snake Creek National Wildlife Refuge will not be materially affected by development of the section. The comparatively
small amount of water required will have little effect on water levels
of the impoundment. State management areas below Garrison Dam
will not be affected by development.

CHAPTER 4
SOURIS SECTION
North Dakota
PLAN OF DEVELOPMENT

93. The Souris section of the Garrison diversion unit will have two
main supply canals, five storage and regulatory reservoirs, three main
pump plants, and other secondary features necessary to irrigation of
485,000 acres. The engineering plan for this section is shown on maps
769-603-523 and 769- 603-524.
94. Irrigable lands are subdivided into three areas. The Souris
loop area contains about 328,000 irrigable acres within the inside loop
(between the river and the Canadian boundary) of the Souris River.
The east Souris area contains about 152,000 irrigable acres lying to
the east of the Souris River loop. The Velva Canal area is made up
of scattered tracts, totaling about 5,000 acres, located adjacent to its
route between Lonetree Reservoir and the Souris River.
95. The Souris section will be supplied water from the Velva Canal.
This canal, with a beginning capacity of about 5,270 cubic feet per
second, will originate at Wintering Dam on Lonetree Reservoir. It
will be routed in a northwesterly direction for 128 miles, skirting the
land to be irrigated in the Souris loop area on the west, and terminating
near the Canadian boundary west of Westhope. There will be approximately 304 miles of feeder laterals, with capacities ranging from
50 to 1,530 cubic feet per second, which will convey water from the
main canal throughout the lands to be irrigated in the Velva Canal
area and the Souris loop area. One of the feeder laterals will be
routed through Nead Lake, presently a small alkaline pothole. Detailed planning will provide for installation of control structures to
permit maintenance of a permane:µt body of water of 800 acres.
96. Water for irrigation in the east Souris area will come principally
from return flows and waste accruing to the Souris River from the
Souris loop, the east Souris, and the Velva Canal areas. The water
supply also will be supplemented by direct diversion into the Souris
River from the Velva Canal. Water will be transported to the east
Souris area through the east Souris Canal. This canal, with a beginning capacity of 3,000 cubic feet per second, will originate at the
Westhope pumpirig plant, located about 3 miles south of the Canadian
border, and will extend in a southeasterly direction for approximately
122 miles along the northeast edge of the east Souris area before terminating in the north fork of the Sheyenne River. About 141 miles of
feeder laterals, with capacities ranging from 50 to 330 cubic feet per
second, will be constructed within the east Souris area. Twelve
pumping units will be required to serve several tracts of irrigable land
that are inacessible to gravity fl.ow.
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97. The three major pumping plants within the Souris section are
the Westhope, Round Lake, and Berwick pumping plants. The
Westhope plant, with a capacity of 3,000 cubic feet per second at a
93-foot head, will be used to supply water to the East Souris Canal.
The :Round Lake pumping plant will be used to lift water from the
Round Lake :Reservoir into the east Souris Canal. This plant will
have a capacity of 400 cubic feet per second at a head of 10 feet. The
Berwick pumping plant, with a capacity of 1,200 cubic feet p·er second,
will be on the east Souris Canal just southeast of the town of Berwick.
Water will be lifted about 42 feet at this point and the canal will then
continue southward to the Sheyenne River. Water will flow in all the
major canals from May through September.
98. Return flows from lands in the two major areas of the Souris
section are estimated to average 680,000 acre-feet annually. Of this
total, about 480,000 acre-feet will accrue from the Souris loop area
and about 200,000 acre-feet from the east Souris area. About 50,000
acre-feet of water will be discharged into the Souris River from the
Velva Canal. The five reservoirs to be constructed will be used to
conserve and regulate return flows. Deep River Reservoir will be
located_on the Deep River near its confluence with the Souris; Sergius
Reservoir, about 3 miles southeast of Westhope; Landa Reservoir, just
north of Landa; and Round Lake Reservoir north of Berwick will be
adjacent to the route of the east Souris Canal. These four reservoirs
are designed to store and regulate return flows and to prevent interference with operation of the upper pools of the lower Souris National
Wildlife Refuge on the Souris River. The fifth reservoir, the storage
and regulating reservoir on the Souris River known as Westhope Reservoir, will be superimposed on the site of pool 357 of the lower Souris
National Wildlife Refuge. Direct return flow from the Souris loop
and east Souris areas, discharges from Deep River and Serguis Reservoirs, and direct flow from the Velva Canal will enter and be regulated
by this reservoir. The outflow will consist of the discharges downstream to Canada and the water discharged through Westhope pumping plant to Landa and Round Lake Reservoirs, the east Souris area,
and the Sheyenne River.
99. Operational data for the five reservoirs are presented in tables
2 through 6. Fluctuations in water surface levels of 10 feet or more
are expected in the four off-stream reservoirs. The fluctuation in
Westhope Reservoir is limited to 4 feet, between elevations 1,412 and
1,416 except when flood flows cause stages to exceed elevation 1,416.
The refuge pools and dams will become completely submerged with
flows of around 6,000 second-feet due to storage above a natural constriction in the Souris Valley in Canada which acts as a hydraulic
control point. The spillway crest of the Westhope Dam will be at
elevation 1,416 instead of the present crest of 1,414.7 and the stages
caused by some floods in early spring and prior to June are expected
to be higher in the lower refuge pools than historically. It is estimated
that floodwater wi]l produce a stage of about 1,418 feet at Westhope
Dam once in 50 years and 1,416 feet once in 14 years. The duration of
these stages have not been determined or compared with historical
stages.
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TABLE

2.-Deep River Reservoir data
Elevation
(feeti mean
sea evel)

Item
Maximum pooL _____________________ _____ ___________________ _
Normal pooL ________________ ____________ -- ---------- --------Minimum pool and outlet invert_ ____________________________ _
Stream bed _____ _____________ _________________________________ _

TABLE

Elevation
(feet, mean
sea level)

Maximum pool ______________ ___ _____________________________ _
Normal pool and spillway crest ______________________________ _
Minimum pooL _. __________________________________,_________ _
Outlet invert. _______________________________________________ _
Lake bed. _____________________________ _______________ _______ __

TABLE

1474. 0
1463. 5
1440. 0
1425. 0
1420. 0

Elevation
(feet, mean
sea level)

Maximum pooL _____________________________________________ _
Normal pool and spillway crest. _________ ___ _________ ____ ____ _
Minimum pool . ____________ __ _____________________ __________ _
Lake bed. ____ -- _--- _-- -- _____________________ -- ______________ _

4,000
2,300
150

Capacity
(acre-feet)

Surface area
(acres)

12,250
6,720
1,300
100

660
385

115
25

1474. 1
1470. 0
1460. 0
1430. 0

Capacity
(acre-feet)

Surface area
(acres)

1,800

24,800
17,200
5,000

1,577

800

5.-Round Lake Reservoir data
Elevation
(feet, mean
sea level)

Item
Maximum pool . _________________________________ ____________ _
Normal pooL ________________________________________________ _
Minimum pool and outlet invert_ _________ _________ ________ __ _
Lake bed __________________________ _____________ ______________ _

1481.3
1478. 0
1467. 4
1455. 0

Capacity
(acre-feet)

Surface area
(acres)

7,100
6,475
3,175

90,000

69,000
17,980

6.-Westhope Reservoir data

Item
Maximum pooL _____________________________________________ _
Normal pool and spillway crest. _____________________________ _
Minimum pooL _____________________________________________ _
Outlet invert. .. ____ ----------------------- __________________ _
Stream bed .. _________________________________________________ _
1

25,000
12,900
177

4.-Landa Reservoir data

Item

TABLE

Surface area
(acres)

3.-Sergins Reservoir data

Item

TABLE

1434
1430
1416
1412

Capacity
(acre-feet)

Elevation
(feet, mean
sea level)
(1)
1416. 0
1412. 0
1405.5
1404. 4

Capacity
(acre-feet)

(1)
24,500
5,000

Surface area
(acres)
(1)

5,800

4,300

See par. 99.

100. The operation plan prepared by the Bureau of Recl,a mation
for the Westhope Reservoir indicates that the water levels will rise to
elevation 1416 by the end of February, remain at this level during
March and April, be drawn down during May so as normally to reach
elevation 1412 by June 1, and be held at 1412 until the end of the calendar year. With this operation in effect, the water levels in refuge
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pools Nos. 357 and 341 will be at or slightly above elevation 1416
during March and April each year (drawing MO 200- 159). Project
waters will increase the flows in the Souris River and through all
existing refuge pools. An example of this increase for the y ear 1952,
considered to be a median year, is given in table 7. As shown in
the table, project flows greatly exceed historical flows in the summer
and fall months. Even in a low water year estimated project flows
will be similar to those of a medium year. During a high water year
like 1950, mean flows through pool 332 will be about 2,700 second-feet
in May and June, 1,900 in July and August, 1,700 in September, 770
in October, and about 300 during November and December. The
objective in reservoir operation and flow regulation is to provide
sufficient gated outlet capacity to pass the project waters without
affecting the water surface in the refuge pools above Westhope Reservoir. The degree to which this will be accomplished depends on
how effectively the outlets in the dams will pass the increased flows
at such time as the hydraulic head approaches 1 foot or less. Detailed
studies of this problem will be necessary during future planning.
TABLE

7.-Flows in the Souris River through Lower Souris National W ildlife Refuge
pools for a median year (1952)
[Cubic feet per second]
Mean monthly flows

Month

Historical
Natural
flow

With the project
Flow past
dam 320

Flow past
dam 326

Flow past
dam 332

Flow past
dam 341

123
121

124

156

173

122
203
901

193

355

212
372

Inflow to
Westhope
R es.

January ___ ______ _____ ___ ____ _
February ____ __ _____ __ ______ __
March __ _____ __ _________ ______
April ___ _______ __ __ _____ ____ __
May __ _______ __ ____ ___ ___ __ ___
June __ ___ _______ ____ _____ _____
July ________ ____ ______________
Augm:t _____ ___ ____ ___________
September __ _____ __ __ _____ ____
October ___ __ ___ ___ ____________
November __ ____ ___ ____ ___ ___ _
December ___ ______ _______ ___ _

39
28
118
784

540
10
94

76
14

3
25
42

202

900
763
1, 027
702
577

766
1, 032
708

445
318

585
451
323

155

157
170

168

I, 132

1, 108
1, 374

1,419

I, 656
I, 513

1, 727

1,489
1,231
889
390

1,320
954
418

397

1, 605

1,593

423

223
226
421
1, 200
1,640
1, 960
1, 905

1,930
1, 610
1,140
495
497

101. Drainage in the Souris loop and east Souris areas will be
channeled either into the storage reservoirs or directly into the Souris
River. There will be 20 main drains with a combined length of about
544 miles. There also will be a network of shallow surface drains
which will lead into the main drains. Drainage in the Velva Canal
area will be accomplished by use of shallow surface drains which will
lead from the irrigated land into natural channels leading into either
the Souris River of the Wintering River, a tributary of the Souris.
FISH

Without the unit
102. Fishing in the Souris River is extremely important. Northern
pike and yellow perch are the most numerous fishes in the river.
W alleys, though present in the river and some tributaries, are
seldom caught. Northern pike migrate up the river and its tributaries
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to spawn each spring when tributary flows are adequate, and in so ·
doing restock shallow headwater lakes that otherwise would provide
no fishing because of winterkill. The absence of carp in the Souris
drainage contributes considerably to the excellence of the fishing.
103. The Souris River from the southern boundry of the Lower
Souris National Wildlife Refuge to Eaton Dam near Towner produces
excellent northern pike fishing each year. However, this area is
very much underfished so the total annual catch is small. The area
most used is immediately below Eaton Dam. Fishing in the 37
miles of stream from the Velva Canal siphon to Eaton Dam is light.
104. Fishing is generally good in the Souris River within the Lower
Souris National Wildlife Refuge, but pool 357, the most northerly
pool on the refuge, is the most used and accounts for most of the fish
taken in the refuge area. Much of the quality of fishing in the refuge
pools is due to the annual migration of northern pike into them from
the stream below pool 357.
105. The larger Souris River tributaries, Willow Creek and Deep
River and its tributary Cut Bank Creek, provide early season fishing
for northern pike during years in which there are large flows from
snowmelt. Later in the season, in years when migration is possible,
the upper reaches of these streams dry to a succession of deep pools
which trap and hold fish and provide fair to good fishing for fairly
long periods. Willow Creek supports much less fishing than Deep
River and its tributary.
106. The most valuable fishing within the Souris section is in Buffalo
Lodge Lake, located about 3 miles north and 3 miles east of Granville.
This lake is easily accessible, U.S. Highway No. 2 being only about 2
miles to the south. The maximum depth of the lake is 12 feet and it
has a surface area of 1,260 acres. The lake has a broad saucerlike
bottom so the maximum depth prevails over a large portion. North
Lake, a similar though somewhat shallower body of water immediately
north of Buffalo Lodge Lake, also contains fish but there is no fishing
due to inaccessibility. Buffalo Lodge Lake and North Lake were dry
during the drought years; but after the drought, increased flows in
Egg Creek and South Egg Creek, the principal tributaries, refilled
them. Northern pike and perch migrate up Deep River and Cut
Bank Creek from the Souris River and restock the lakes. This
restocking is probably an annual occurrence except during years in
which spring runoff is small. Buffalo Lodge Lake now provides
excellent fishing both summer and winter (frontispiece) and fishermen
are attracted to the lake from considerable distances.
107. The East Souris Canal passes through Buffalo Lake in Buffalo
Lake National Wildlife Refuge, and will affect the fish there. Buffalo
Lake has a surface area of 560 acres and a maximum depth of 7H
feet. This is much too shallow to support a permanent fish population,
but in years when there is a large volume of snowmelt water in the
North Fork of the Sheyenne drainage, northern pike migrate from
the Sheyenne River and stock the lake. Good fishing exists only
following seasons in which the above conditions prevail. Other
species of fish have been stocked in the lake by the North Dakota
Game and Fish Department but winterkill has eliminated them
before they reached legal size.
108. Lake Hester will be affected by the proposed Velva Canal.
This lake, adjacent to the canal about midway between Bergen and
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Verendrye, has a surface area of 180 acres and a maximum depth of
less than 6 feet. The lake is easily accessible and a nearby shelterbelt
and a thin fringe of trees around its perimeter make it an attractive
picnicking and fishing area for local people. The fishing is dependent
upon migrant northern pike and yellow perch from the Souris River
and is fair in years when heavy spring runoff through Stink Creek
makes migration possible. Fishing is neither great nor dependable at
Lake Hester but because of its location on good graveled roads leading
to the towns of Velva and Verendrye, both within a 10-mile radius,
it is fished to some extent by local residents.
Wi~ the unit
109. Diversion of water to the Souris section will be beneficial to
fishing in some respects and harmful in others. Lakes and streams
in the area are shallow and fish are subject to periodic winterkill,
infrequent but nonetheless harmful summerkill, and complete loss
during drought periods. Increased flow in streams and return flows
to some of the lakes will eliminate or ameliorate such limiting factors.
Adverse factors will be that return flows from irrigable lands may be
of doubtful quality so far as fish are concerned, siltation may become
a problem in some waters, and dams in the streams will block migration of fish and eliminate natural restocking of lakes and annual
replenishment of upstream waters.
110. Lake Hester will receive seepage water from the Velva Canal.
Under this condition, it is expected that the lake will have an outflow
in the spring nearly every year and that fish can migrate into it from
the Souris River. The level of the lake in the winter probably will
be higher than in the past, thus partially alleviating conditions responsible for winter losses. Summerkills also will be alleviated by
higher levels. The attractive bordering fringe of trees will not be
harmed by the raised level. The above factors add up to more
fishing at Lake Hester.
111. A large lateral from the Velva Canal will flow through Nead
Lake to be established by installing two small dams north and east
of the existing Nead Lake, presently a small alkaline body of water
devoid of fish. This impoundment will be part of the lateral and
will inundate the existing Nead Lake. Control structures are to be
provided which will permit establishment of a permanent fishing lake
of 800 acres.
112. The Souris River between the Velva Canal siphon and the
Lower Souris National Wildlife Refuge will be benefited due to increased flows in this section.
113. Fishing waters in the Lower Souris National Wildlife Refuge
are expected to be but little changed by irrigation development,
unless carp and other rough fish are introduced from Garrison Reservoir. Carp could have an especially detrimental effect on sport
fishing. The quality of water will not be as good under irrigation as
at present but should be within tolerable limits. The water now
contains less than 1,000 parts per million total dissolved solids whereas
irrigation return flows may increase these to about 1,500 parts per
million. The increased flows through the refuge pools should benefit fish. The Bureau of Reclamation plans to draw pool 357 down
to elevation 1,412 during the summer and fall months and store
during the winter period. Although there would be only about
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a 3-foot depth outside the river channel, present operations hold the
elevation but little higher the year around, and it is expected that the
overall conditions for fishing in pool 357 will be but little changed.
114. Extreme water-level fluctuations and late season drawdowns
in Sergius, Deep, Landa, and Round Lake Reservoirs eliminate them
from consideration as fishing areas. However, Deep Reservoir will
have considerable effect on fishing in the Souris section. This reservoir will block migratory fish from approximately 100 stream-miles
in Deep River and its major tributaries, Little Deep Creek and Cut
Bank Creek, and will eliminate natural stocking of North and Buffalo
Lodge Lakes. Good fishing is expected to develop in the tailwaters
below Deep Reservoir. It has been widely observed that tailwater
fishing very often exceeds that in the reservoir above it. The Deep
River Dam will be constructed only a short distance from the junction
of Deep River with the Souris River, and many fish will be attracted
from the Souris to the good flows to be released from Deep Reservoir
in the early spring months.
115. The East Souris Canal will cross Willow Creek approximately
37 miles above its mouth. Seepage from the canal and return flows
from irrigated lands are expected to transform Willow Creek from an
intermittent to a permanent stream and increase its usefulness as a
spawning area. There should be some improvement in fishing in the
stream.
116. The migration of fish, principally northern pike, into Buffalo
Lodge Lake will be blocked by construction of the Deep River Dam.
Since northern pike are not known to reproduce in this lake, pike
fishing may be lost except as it may be maintained by artificial stocking. There may be sufficient return flows to the principal tributary,
South Egg Creek, to develop that creek into a permanent stream of
sufficient size and other characteristics to be attractive for northern
pike breeding. Increased flows through the lake are expected.
Winter flows may be great enough to reduce or eliminate winterkill
of fish.
117. Higher water levels than now generally exist in the winter
in Buffalo Lake in Buffalo Lake National Wildlife Refuge are expected
due to late fall flows in the East Souris Canal, and less winterkill of fish
is anticipated. Increased flows through the lake and in the stream
below due to return flows will make the infrequent migration of fish
from the Sheyenne River to Buffalo Lake an annual affair. Fishing
will be improved in Buffalo Lake with the Unit.
118. Although some fish will drift into the Velva Canal from Lonetree Reservoir, there is little likelihood that much fishing will develop
there because of its seasonal operation and the generally unproductive
characteristics of canals. No fishing is anticipated in the large East
Souris Canal either.
WILDLIFE

Without the unit
119. Big game.-Both mule deer and white-tailed deer occur in
the Souris Section but mule deer are rare. The flat, glacial-lakebed
topography of most of the section offers little to attract deer. The~e
is, however, a thin, widely scattered population that finds cover m
marshlands, shelterbelts, and weedy and brushy areas throughout the
section. Wooded areas along the Souris River and in the sandhills
near Denbigh and Towner support a rather large number of deer.
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These wooded areas al so serve as shelter and escape cover for many
deer that inhabit the praries where cover is deficient.
120. Most hunting of prairie deer is by local residents. Deer
in the wooded areas are hunted by hunters from Minot and other
nearby towns as well as by local people. Hunters from as far as the
Bismarck-Mandan area have traveled to the Lower Souris National
Wildlife Refuge when it has been open to deer hunting.
121. Upland game.-There has been some evidence of a slight
general rise in the population of both pheasants and Hungarian partridges since the extreme high and subsequent drastic decline in populations which occurred about midway between 1940 and 1950.
122. Sharp-tailed grouse have fluctuated in numbers but have not
reached the extreme lows and highs that pheasants and Hungarian
partridges have. The acreage of grassland habitat used by sharptailed grouse and prairie chickens has decreased during the last 10
years. Now only about 25 percent of the land in the irrigable areas is
in this type. Nonirrigable land and land along the canal routes have
a much larger percent of grassland. The section is deficient in winter
food, particularly waste corn, and winter cover for pheasants and
Hungarian partridges. A succession of hard winters may lower populations of these species to a point from which recovery is very slow.
A small area near the center of the Souris loop has maintained fair
pheasant populations even when pheasants were scarce or absent from
the remainder of the area.
123. Mourning dove populations and production are quite high in
the Souris section considering the scarcity of nesting habitat. Prairie
chickens, once very numerous, are now quite rare. Cottontail habitat
is scarce and hunting of this species is light. Snowshoe hares are scarce
and are seldom hunted.
124. Upland-game hunting in the Souris section is mostly by local
residents.
125. Fur animals.-The network of intermittent streams which drain
the Souris section, and the slow-moving, partially wooded Souris River
offer attractive habitat to minks, muskrats, beavers, and raccoon.
Jackrabbits, skunks, foxes, coyotes, weasels, and badgers find to their
liking the wooded sandhills and flat to gently undulating farmlands,
broken by occasional grasslands and brushy roadside and field borders.
Minks, as throughout the Unit, are the most important fur animals.
126. Muskrat populations vary from high to low depending largely
on water depth in the sloughs and potholes and severity of winter
weather. Populations on streams show more stability in num hers and
probably serve as reservoirs of breeding stock over drought periods.
The annual take of muskrats is usually fairly high. Jackrabbits are
well distributed, mostly in the grasslands, and a large number are taken
each year. Beavers are abundant in all the streams, but the take has
been low for the past several years. Fur take, as in most areas in
North Dakota, is low in proportion to the animal population due to
adverse conditions and other factors which limit trapping.
127. Waterfowl.-The Souris section has one of the highest per square
mile duck and coot breeding populations of any within the Garrison
diversion unit. There are many small ponds and marshes scattered
throughout the irrigable area, and several large, shallow lakes and
marshes are located along the Velva and East Souris Canals. Most
of the intermittent streams that drain the area become successions of
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disassocia~ed J?OOls and marshes shortly after the spring runoff and
thus provide highly acceptable habitat for waterfowl.
128. Duck breeding populations range from 15 birds per square mile
for an 8-township area near Omemee to 64 per square mile for a 12township area between Buffalo Lodge Lake and Rugby. The overall
average for the irrigable area is about 34 breeding ducks per square
mile. Particularly important waterfowl areas are Lower Souris National Wildlife Refuge pools, Buffalo Lodge and North Lakes near
Granville, Round Lake near Barton, Buffalo Lake in Buffalo Lake
National Wildlife Refuge, and the Rush Lake-Horseshoe Lake area
near Berwick. Hunters from all parts of North Dakota and from
several other States are attracted to the Souris area by the excellent
waterfowl hunting to be had there. The several species of geese that
fly from the Lower Souris National Wildlife Refuge to feed in the nearby
stubble fields are probably the main attraction insofar as nonresident
and many nonlocal hunters are concerned.
129. Other wildlife.-The Souris section borders on the range of
birds that normally travel through the western part of the United
States and those that travel through the East, so a larger number of
species of birds are found there than in many other areas of the Northern United States. A total of 278 species of . birds have been
recorded in the area.
130. State and Federal wildlife areas.-There are two national wildlife refuges and one State management area within the limits of the
Souris section.
131. Buffalo Lake National Wildlife Refuge, an easement refuge
established for waterfowl in 1939, contains 2,096 acres. It is located
astride the North Fork of the Sheyenne River. The refuge contains
a considerable amount of open water and attracts large numbers of
migrating ducks, particularly the diving species.
132. Lower Souris National Wildlife Refuge is located on the Souris
River between Bantry and the Canadian boundary. This 58,650acre area is federally owned. It was established in 1935. The
refuge is particularly important as a duck producing area and, in
addition, shelters large flights of blue, snow, Canada, and whitefronted geese during their spring and fall migrations. A flock of
Canada geese has been established at the refuge, and the area is
becoming important for production as well as being a migration
stopover for this wildlife species.
133. Upham Game Management Area, an area of 80 acres, was
acquired by the State of North Dakota in 1953 to provide a publ~c
shooting ground, primarily for geese, adjacent to the Lower Souris
National Wildlife Refuge.
With the unit
134. Big game.-Big-game populations on the irrigable portions
of the Souris section are small. Most of the wooded areas which
provide the most important habitat fo! these animals will be unaffected
by irrigation. The Velva Canal will be large enough that a _few
big-game animals can be expected to be lost through drowmng.
The overall effect on big game will be negligible.
135. Upland game.-The existing large fields of small grain will be
broken into smaller units under irrigation, and the resulting increase
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in cover along field borders and ditch banks, and an increase in acreage
of corn and trees (shelterbelts) will be beneficial to pheasants, Hungarian partridges, mourning doves, and _cottontails. On. the ~ther
hand, an increase in alfalfa and a decrease m marshland habitat will be
harmful to these species. Sharp-tailed grouse and prairie chickens
are expected to decrease roughly proportionate to the decrease in
native grassland. The population of snowshoe hares will not be affected significantly. The overall effect of the project will be to slightly
benefit upland game.
136. Fur animals.-Fur-animal populations are expected to decrease slightly with development. Minks and raccoons will lose considerable habitat due to drainage of natural water areas. The many
miles of main drains, seep areas, improvement in streamflow, and
construction of reservoirs will result in improvement of some existing
habitat and establishment of new areas attractive to minks and raccoons. Muskrats will lose habitat through drainage and flooding of
reservoir areas, and only a portion of this loss can be made up by increased habitat in drains, seeps, and along streams. The jackrabbit
population will decline with a decrease in the acreage of grassland.
Skunks, weasels, coyotes, and foxes will lose habitat on irrigable areas
due to drainage of marshes, but at the same time they will gain habitat
through the construction of canals and drains and development of seep
areas. Beaver habitat will be increased by an improved water supply
in the upper reaches of streams. The expected loss of habitat for fur
animals will not be fully compensated by the expected gains and a reduction in the take of fur animals will result.
137. Waterjowl.-Waterfowl will be adversely affected by development in the Souris section. Some waterfowl habitat will be destroyed
by canal construction and by flooding of storage reservoir areas, but
this is minor compared to the losses which will result from drainage.
Of approximately 103,200 acres of wetlands in the gross irrigable area,
about 37,300 acres (36 percent) will remain after development (fig. 5).
New habitat will be created in seep areas and drains but the amount of
such habitat will be small compared to t hat which will be lost. Duck
and coot use of the Souris section will be drastically reduced following
development. Use of the area by migrating geese is not expected to be
changed significantly.
138. Other wildlife. - Little change is expected with the unit in use
of the area by nongame birds. There will be some loss of habitat for
water-loving birds due to drainage. Increased shelterbelts and weed
areas should be beneficial to land birds.
139. State and Federal wildlife areas. - Westhope Reservoir, a
water-regulatory feature of the Garrison diversion unit, will be
superimposed upon pool 357 of Lower Souris National Wildlife Refuge .
Operation will require fluctuating water levels, and pool 357 will be
of little value for waterfowl production. The replacement of habit at
lost in pool 357 by the acquisition and development of additional land
south of the present refuge boundary is included in the Garrison
diversion unit plan of development. Further study is needed to
determine what effects operation of Westhope Reservoir and increased
flows through the refuge will have on refuge pools but the Bureau of
Reclamation has an established objective of preventing any adverse
effects on these pools.
5099•1 0 - 60-
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5.- This level field, the result of drainage, was once a marsh similar to
t hat shown in figure 4 and under natural condftions was highly productive of
waterfowl and fur animals.

140. Buffalo Lake in Buffalo Lake National Wildlife Refuge will be
of greater benefit to waterfowl following development due to the
supply of water that will be assured even during drought years from
the East Souris Canal which will pass through the lake. Any control
structures necessary to prevent damage to the refuge from increased
flows have been assured.
141. Development in the Souris section will have no effect upon
North Dakota's Upham Game Management Area.
142. The Service has water-use rights in the management of both
the Lower Souris and Buffalo Lake Refuges.
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CHAPTER 5

DEVILS LAKE SECTION
North Dakota
143. Plans for the Devils Lake section entail development of irrigation in the Harvey-Maddock and Berlin areas, and the freshening
and restoration of Devils and Stump Lakes. Both of these proposals
are being considered in the overall plan of development for the unit;
however, they are separate and independent entities and the rehabilitation of Devils and Stump Lakes is not essential to development
of the plan for irrigation. For this reason these two phases of the
development are presented in separate subsections in this chapter.
IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT

PLAN OF DEVELOPMENT

144. Irrigation development will involve a total of about 99,000
acres, about 13,000 acres of which are in the Berlin area and about
86,000 acres of which are in the Harvey-Maddock area. The plan is
shown on map 769-603-526.
145. The 13,000 irrigable acres in the Berlin area will be served by
the Berlin Canal into which water will be pumped from Lonetree
Reservoir. The canal will have a beginning capacity of 240 cubic
feet per second and will be about 15 miles long.
146. The Harvey-Maddock area will be supplied by the Devils
Lake Canal. This canal, about 81 miles long, will originate at Lonetree Reservoir and terminate approximately 5 miles southeast of
Oberon. It will have a beginning capacity of 1,620 cubic feet per
second and will contain water during the period beginning in April
and ending in November each year. Five pumping plants will be
required to serve high or isolated tracts of irragable lands which cannot be served by gravity flow from the Devils Lake Canal.
147. There will be about 46 miles of feeder laterals branching
from the Devils Lake and Berlin Canals which will supply water to
the smaller farm laterals. Their capacities will range from 52 to 162
cubic feet per second and they will vary in length from less than 1
mile to as much as 10 miles.
148. Proposed drainage within the irrigable areas of the Devils
Lake section will require approximately 77 miles of main drains and
an undetermined number of initial deep drains. Natural channels
will be used for 45 of the 77 miles of main drains; the remaining drains
will have to be constructed.
149. It is estimated that about 82,200 acre-feet of return flow will
accrue annually to the Sheyenne River from the Harvey-Maddock
area. The annual return flow from the Berlin area is estimated at
about 5,400 acre-feet, a portion of which will return to Lonetree
Reservoir and a portion of which will accrue to the Sheyenne River .
I
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FISH

Without the unit
150. Lakes within the Harvey-Maddock and Berlin areas are too
shallow or saline to provide suitable habitat for fish.
151. A low dam constructed some years ago for production of
electric power on the Sheyenne River at the town of Harvey is still
intact and impounds about 11 feet of water. Unfortunately there is
little flow in the river at this point for several months each year, so
only limited fishing can be maintained. Although fishing is poor,
proximity to the town of Harvey encourages considerable use, and
local people catch a few small yellow perch, crappie, bullheads, and
northern pike. The yellow perch and crappie average about 5 to 7
inches in length, and the northern pike are little larger than the
minimum legal size.
152. Fishing in the Sheyenne River below Harvey improves progressively until, in the vicinity of the mouth of Tolna Coulee, this
carp-free river is considered as one of the best fishing streams in North
Dakota. Much of the 145-mile reach of stream above Tolna Coulee
is subject to extremely low flows during a portion of each year. In
addition to oxygen losses in summer when flows are low and temperatures high, the river is ice-bound for several months each winter and
considerable winterkill is experienced. Factors which contribute to
maintaining fishing in this section on a year-round basis are underground springs which feed into the stream at several locations and
two low dams which were built as Public Works Administration
projects during the 1930's. The ponds above the two dams are
sufficiently large to permit fish survival during most years. Except
at the more stabilized areas, most of the fishing in the Sheyenne
River between Harvey and Tolna Coulee is in the spring and early
summer when stream flows are adequate and fish, principally northern
pike, are migrating. A considerable number of fishermen are attracted
to the stream for the pike fishing.
153. Present plans of the Bureau of Reclamation provide for
collection annually of about 2,164 acre-feet of return flows from
irrigable lands and 3,600 acre-feet from tne distribution system in
Goose Lake, 5 miles north of Harvey. The lake will reach a depth
of 25 feet as a result of these flows and water quality suitable for
fish is expected.
.
154. When Lonetree Reservoir is filled and operating, the flow m
the Sheyenne River at Harvey will be increased. Seepage through
Lonetree Dam, to be built athwart the river about 7 miles upstream,
may equal or even exceed the present natural flow. In addition, a
main drain between Lone tree Dam and Harvey, which is expected to
flow the year-round, will enter the river. These flows will be from
4 to 6 cubic feet per second in the winter months and in excess of
20 cubic feet per second in July and August and will favor the development of attractive fishing between Harvey and Lonetree Dam ..
155. After development of irrigation in the Devils Lake section,
return flows, seepage, and waste water will greatly augment the
natural flow in the Sheyenne River between Harvey and the mouth
of Tolna Coulee. This increased flow will eliminate the adverse
effects of high, summer water temperatu~es up_on the fish population,
and will in part alleviate the danger of wmterkill. The quality of the
water in the river will be lowered due to accumulation of salts but
these concentrations are not expected to be sufficiently high to pro-
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hibit fish life. Following development of the Devils Lake section, the
Sheyenne River will be highly productive at all seasons in contrast to
the present limited se.asonal fishing.
WILDLIFE

Without the unit
156. Big game.-White-tailed deer are the only big-game animals
found in the Harvey-Maddock and Berlin areas. The glacial driftplain and outwash areas in which the irrigable lands are situated
support a few scattered deer that find cover in marsh areas, shelterbelts, and scattered woody and brushy areas. Most of the deer
hunting in the area is by local residents.
157. Upland game.-The Harvey-Maddock and Berlin areas do not
rank high as upland-game habitat. Only about 8 percent of the area is
in native grassland. Acreages of corn and other high value wildlife
food crops are but a small fraction of the total cultivated acreage.
The principal cultivated crops are small grains and flax. About 2.5
percent of the area is in alfalfa, 1 percent in weeds, and less than 1
percent in brush and trees. Pheasants and Hungarian partridges are
distributed throughout the area and are now showing a general increase
in numbers. Prairie chicken populations are extremely low and there
is no legal hunting of them. Mourning doves use the shelterbelts and
scattered trees and brush for nesting sites and their numbers are high
considering the small amount of nesting habitat available. Migrant
doves use the stubble fields. Cottontails are found in suitable tree
and brush habitat but such habitat is scarce, and with a low hunting
pressure the take is small. Fox squirrels have invaded the area along
the Sheyenne River in :r:ecent years but their populations are small.
Few North Dakota sportsmen consider squirrels as game animals.
158. Fur animals.-Muskrats are found in most of the more permanent bodies of water in the irrigation area but are rather scarce in
stream habitat. Muskrat populations are dependent from year to
year on water conditions, but trapping is usually quite high. Jackrabbits a:re associated with grassland habitat in the area and although
their numbers are low, the take is relatively high. Minks and raccoons are found in wetland habitat throughout the area. The mink
population has remained high despite heavy trapping. The raccoon
population is high but the take is small. Beavers are found in large
numbers along the Sheyenne .River and some of its tributaries, but
trapping for these animals has been limited for the past several years.
Skunks, red foxes, and badgers are found in most of the area and, although populations are high, the take is low. Weasels are not
numerous and few are trapped.
159. Waterjowl.-The Harvey-Maddock and Berlin areas are of
moderate to high value for waterfowl production. Where natural
drainage has not been developed and potholes and marshes are numerous (fig. 6), breeding ducks average 40 or more per square mile.
Where drainage has been developed more fully, or where there is little
surface relief and soils are permeable, breeding populations may be as
low as 9 ducks per square mile. For the entire area the average is 27
breeding ducks per square mile. Migrating ducks rest on the more
permanent waters and feed in the extensive stubble fields. Migrant
geese make some use of the area but it is not noted for its goose shooting. Most of the waterfowl hunting is by local hunters and sportsmen
from towns in the immediate vicinity.
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6.-Where natural drainage has not developed potholes and marshes
are numerous. Many of the water areas in this photograph are obviously
temporary but temporary water areas are of particular importance to waterfowl during the breeding season.

FIGURE

160. Other wildlife.-Many species of marsh and shore birds use
the area during migration and many remain to nest in the potholes
and marshes. Song and insectivorous birds are abundant in the open
fields, brush and weed patches, and shelterbelts in the vicinity during
migration and the nesting season.
161. State and Federal wildlife areas.-The Legreid Lake Mana~ement Area, recently acquired by the North Dakota Game and Fish
Department, is the only management area in the Harvey-Maddock
and Berlin Areas which may be affected by irrigation development.
With the unit
162. Big game.-There will be some loss of big-game habitat due to
canal construction and irriµ-ation development but it will be negligible.
163. Upland game.-Adverse effects upon upland-game species
caused by the drainage of wetlands, decrease in acreage of grasslands,
and increase in acreages of potatoes and alfalfa in the irrigable areas
of the Devils Lake section will be offset, for the most part, by new
habitat which is expected to develop in seep areas and along drains
and dit1chbanks, and from an increase in acreages of corn, weed areas,
and shelterbelts. No significant change in the overall status of upland
game in the irrigable are.a is anticipated.
164. Fur animals.-N ecessary drainage on the irrigable lands of
the Devils Lake section will eliminate some existing habitat suitable
for minks, muskrats, and raccoons. Mink habitat is expected to
develop in seep areas and along drains and streams and will largely
replace that lost. Raccoons will use new habitat to a lesser degree
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aind their numbers will be slightly reduced. Muskrats will use yearlong flowing drains but the overall amount of habitat suitable for this
species will be reduced. Jackrabbits and badgers will decrease with
a reduction in grassland acreage. Badgers will be subject to rigorous
controls along the canal and in the irrigable areas. Fox, skunk, and
weasel habitat will be only slightly affected by drainage and other
aspects of irrigation. Beaver populations in the Sheyenne River and
its tributaries are expected to be somewhat greater due to increase in
flows from return flow and other sources.
165. Waterjowl.-Drainage necessary as part of the development
of irrigation in the Harvey-Maddock and Berlin Areas will have a
serious effect upon waterfowl. It is estimated that 9,300 of 21,000
acres of wetlands now present will remain when the development is
accomplished. This loss of habitat will result in a significant reduction in the breeding-duck population and to a lesser extent the use
of the area by migrant ducks. New habitat which is expected to
develop in seep areas and along drains will only slightly offset the
loss from drainage. Little change is anticipated in the use of the
area by migrant geese.
166. Other wildlife.-Drainage of wetlands in the area will result
in loss of habitat for many species of marsh and shore birds, but
habitat will be improved for song and insectivorous birds which
nest in fields, shelterbelts, and wood patches.
167. State and Federal wildlife areas.-Legreid Lake Management
Area may intercept some seepage water from the Devils Lake Canal.
The slight amount anticipated will be beneficial.
DEVILS LAKE RESTORATION
PLAN OF DEVELOPMENT

168. Early records indicate that Devils Lake was a deep, freshwater lake which provided excellent fishing, waterfowling, and other
recreational uses. Available data indicate an elevation of 1438.3 in
1867 and 1,434.6 in 1879. In 1883, at elevation 1,434.4, the lake had
a surface area of 76,800 acres and a maximum depth of about 35 feet.
Evidences of old beaches indicate still earlier lake levels several feet
higher than even 1,438. Since 1883 the lake level has shown a gradual
downdward trend until a low of 1,400.9 feet was reached in 1940
(fig. 7). Since 1940 the trend has been reversed and the lake has
been rising. The elevation in July 1956 was 1,419. Coincident with
the lowering of the lake there has been a steady increase in the concentration of the dissolved salts. In 1899, when the surface elevation
was 1,423.5, dissolved solids were 8,471 parts per million. The
highest concentration recorded in the main body of the lake, 25,000
parts per million, was in 1948 when the depth was less than 5 feet.
The predominant salt now, as in 1899, is sodium sulfate. As the
lake level has risen in recent years the water has been found to contain
less salts than it had at the same elevation years earlier when the
lake level was falling. For example, in 1923 at elevation 1,415.6
the water of Devils Lake contained 15,210 parts per million of dissolved salts but in 1955, when the lake level was 1,416.1, the salt
content was only 7,410 parts per million. Water, of good quality,
flowing into the lake from Mauvaise Coulee in recent years has contributed to the reduction in the salt content.
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7.-Elevation marker pole on the shore of Devils Lake showing lake levels
in past years.

169. The history of Devils Lake as a recreation area has been tied
closely to the quality of the water. Prior to the late 1880's fishing
was excellent and attracted sportsmen from considerable distances.
The fishery, based on northern pike, was adequate to support a large
amount of commercial fishing as well. There have been no game fish
in the lake for more than 60 years. Pope (1908) 1 sets 1889 as the date
when, except for sticklebacks and fathead minnows, fish suddenly
disappeared.
170. Like Devils Lake, the Stump Lakes to the east are extremely
saline remnants of once larger fresh-water lakes. ·Analyses of a water
sample taken from East Sturµp Lake in 1955 disclosed a dissolved
salt content of 139,000 parts per million, the highest recorded for the
lake; a sample from West Stump Lake taken at the same time contained 53,000 parts per million. The latter lake receives considerably
more fresh water ~han East Stump Lake. Although there is no record
of fish having been taken from these lakes, they have served other
recreational purposes in the past.
I

1908, Pope, Thomas, E. B. Devils Lake, N. Dak. Bureau of Fisheries Doc. 634.
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171. Devils Lake and the two Stump Lakes lie in the same general
drainage which leads through Tolna Coulee to the Sheyenne River.
There has been no drainage through the Stump Lakes from Devils
Lake since 1867 (earliest available record). Water levels would have
to reach 1,460 feet before there would be a discharge through tbe
natural outlet into Tolna Coulee.
172. The desire and interest of the people of the Devils Lake region
and of North Dakota in restoring Devils Lake to something near its
former size and attractiveness, the need for an improved source of
municipal water, and possibilities of enhancing fish and wildlife resources and recreational opportunities are reasons for which Congress
authorized the Devils Lake restoration as part of the plan of Missouri
River Basin development in 1944. For these purposes the plan outlined on map 769-603-527 has been developed.
173. The Devils Lake feeder canal, with a capacity of 400 cubic
feet per second, will be constructed from the Devils Lake canal to the
West Bay of Devils Lake. This feeder canal will be about 10 miles
long and will be routed through Stony, Long, and Round Lake s. Four
dikes and other appurtenant structures will be constructed in the West
Bay of Devils Lake as suggested by the Fish and Wildlife Service, to
form four pools designed for management for waterfowl and other
wildlife. The normal operating level of these pools, according to
present plans, will be: Pool 1 (uppermost), elevation 1430; pool 2,
1,429; pool 3, 1,428; and pool 4, 1,427. The Devils Lake feeder canal
will enter the West Bay at pool 2 and water from it will then pass
through pools 3 and 4 into Devils Lake where the surface level will be
rltised. A short lateral will be constructed to convey ·water from the
Devils Lake feeder canal to pool 1 in the West Bay.
174. Restoration of Devils Lake to elevation 1,425 has long been
considered a desirable level; however, recent inclusion of the Fish and
Wildlife Service plan for West Bay of Devils Lake gives rise to the
need for consideration of restoration at the lower elevation of 1,423.
Maintanance of the main lake at the lower level would permit best
operation of the two lowermost pools in West Bay. The Bureau of
Reclamation has indicated that the level of restoration will have to
be decided between fish and wildlife, recreational, and municipal and
industrial water interests.
175. At elevation 1,425 Devils Lake proper will have about 32,000
surfwce acres. At elevation 1,424.5 the East Bay of Devils Lake and
East Devils Lake will cover about 20,000 acres.
176. The Stump Lake feeder canal, with a capacity of 310 cubic feet
per second and a length of about 9 miles, will lead from East Devils
Lake to West Stump Lake. With Devils Lake at elevation 1425, both
West Stump and East Stump Lakes will be raised to elevation 1423,
at which level the two lakes will become a single body of water of about
9,700 surface acres. The Stump Lake outlet canal, about 2}~ miles
long, will be routed through a saddle from East Stump Lake into Tolna
Coulee. This coulee will pass all outflow from Devils and Stump
Lakes to the Sheyenne River.
1

FISH

Without the unit
177. Stony, Long, and Round Lakes on the route of the Devils
Lake feeder canal are too shallow to contain fish. There is no other
fishing along the route of the feeder canal.
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178. Since before the turn of the century, when there was an outstanding sport and commercial fishery, there has been no fishing in
Devils Lake. There is no record of the taking of fish from the Stump
Lakes. It is doubtful that permanent fishing could be reestablished in
Devils Lake without a dependable water supply, and it is improbable
that fish could ever be established in the Stump Lakes under present
conditions.
179. Devils Lake lies in a closed basin and in historical time the
only loss of water has been through evaporation. The only inlet of
consequence is into the West Bay from Mauvaise Coulee. Although
Mauvaise Coulee has a total drainage area of about 3,000 square miles,
Devils Lake receives runoff from only about 800 square miles during
periods of low precipitation. The quality of the water in Devils Lake
decreased progressively as the level went down until about 1940 when
the trend was reversed. In January 1956 the lake had a depth of about
16 feet and a marked improvement in water quality but improvement
has not been sufficient for survival of sport fish.
180. The Stump Lakes are much more saline than Devils Lake.
West Stump Lake receives a little fresh water from Rose, Coon, and
Swan Lakes but East Stump Lake receives water only from local
precipitation. The salinity was 53,000 and 139,000 parts per million
in West and East Stump Lakes, respectively, in 1955.
181. There is a small impoundment in Tolna Coulee that contains
yellow perch, crappie, bullheads, and a few walleye and northern pike.
This is one of the few small reservoirs in North Dakota that has goodquality water and sufficient depth to put it- beyond the hazard of
winter kill.
With the u.nit
182. Water for restora.tion of Devils Lake is to be diverted through
Stony, Long, and Round Lakes on the Devils Lake feeder canal.
Planning now in progress indicates the economic and engineering
feasibility of maintaining Stony Lake at elevation 1505 as suggested
by the Fish and Wildlife Service. At this elevation Stony Lake will
be 23 feet in depth and about 200 acres in size, and will provide
conditions suitable for attractive fishing. Long Lake and Round
Lake will be maintained at approximately their present levels.
183. It is planned to divert as much as 400 cubic feet per second of
water into Devils Lake until the lake is restored. A period of flushing
will follow to rid the lake of excess salts. Several years will be required
to complete the restoration and freshening process. Once Devils
Lake has been freshened, it will be possible to establish fish. Fishing
in this lake can be expected to receive heavy use.
184. The Devils Lake feeder canal will enter fish and wildlife pool
2 in the West Bay of Devils Lake. From that point the water will
follow its natural course to the main body of Devils Lake. The stab!e
shallow-marsh area in the lower pool (pool 4) of the West Bay 1s
expected to provide spawnino- habitat for northern pike from t.l1e main
body of Devils Lake and will contribute substantially to maintenance
of fish in the lake.
185. After Devils La.ke, including the East Bay of Devils Lake and
East Devils Lake, is filled, water will ·flow through the Stump Lake
feeder canal to fill both West and East Stump Lakes to form one
body of water. A considerably longer flushing period than that for
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Devils Lake will be required to reduce the salinity of the new Stump
Lake to a low of even 1,000 to 1,500 parts per million. Although
such a salt concentration is near the critical point for fish, it is possible
that fishing can be established in the new lake.
186. During the initial freshening and flushing period, the outflow
from Stump Lake through the Stump Lake outlet canal will have
concentrations of 10,000 to 16,000 parts per million dissolved solidR.
When the flushing period has been completed the quality of water in
this canal is expected to be about 1,000 to 1,500 parts per million.
Since this canal empties into Tolna Coulee, fishing in the coulee and
in the small impoundment on this drainage will be eliminated during
the period of flushing. Once Stump Lake has been freshened, water
in Tolna Coulee and its impoundment should be sufficiently good
quality to again support fish. However, neither the quality of water
nor the quality of fishing are expected to be as great after restoration
as at present. It is estimated that at least 15 years will elapse
between restoration and ultimate flushing.
187. Saline waters from the Devils Lake-Stump Lake area discharged
through Tolna Coulee will enter the Sheyenne River. Normally
this outflow will approximate 200 cubic feet per second during Afril,
May, June, October, and November. In most years there wil be
little or no flow during the remaining months. The annual flow from
this source normally will make up about 10 percent of the return flow
reaching the Sheyenne River above Lake Ashtabula and, during some
months, will make up as much as 25 percent of the flow. Saline waters
entering a section of the Sheyenne, now recognized as being one of the
best fishing streams in North Dakota, will have a depressing effect on
the fish population during the flushing period. The stream from
Tolna Coulee to Lake Ashtabula will be essentially worthless for
several years following the start of outflow from Stump Lake. It
should recover, however, once the salinity of the outflow from Stump
Lake reaches its expected low of about 1,100 parts per million.
188. Data are insufficient to determine the effect of the inflow of
low-quality water on fishing in Lake Ashtabula, but there probably
will be some depressing effect during the years of flushing of Devils
and Stump Lakes. As planning for the Garrison diversion unit
progresses, attention should be given to means of controlling any rise
in salinity in the lake, not only because of its effect on fishing there
but on its effect on State and Federal fish-hatchery facilities at
Bald.hill Dam, Valley City, and Lisbon, which receive their water
supply from the Sheyenne River.
189. With the potential need for municipal, inductrial, and irrigation water in the Sheyenne and Red River Valleys, it is unkilely that
such a valuable water supply will be unnecessarily polluted. It is
probable that additional water will be released to the Sheyenne River
when Stump Lake is discharging to dilute the outflow from Stump
Lake and reduce the harmful effects upon the Sheyenne River and
Lake Ashtabula.
WILDLIFE

Without the unit
190. Big game.-The rough, wooded morainal hills near Devils
Lake support a high white-tailed-deer population which attracts
local sportsmen as well as hunters from several sections in the eastern
portion of North Dakota.
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191. Upland game.-Mourning doves, fox squirrels, grey squirrels,
cottontails, and snowshoe hares are the principal upland-game species
found around the shores of Devils Lake and the Stump Lakes.
Pheasants, Hungarian partridges, and sharp-tailed grouse occur in
small numbers in the vicinity. The bulk of the upland-game hunting
is by local people.
192. Fur animals.-Mink and raccoon are found in fairly high
numbers along the shores of Devils Lake and in marshlands throughout
the restoration area except at East Stump Lake where alkalinity is
extremely high. Muskrat populations fluctuate widely but numbers
are usua1ly fairly high in the extensive marshes of the West Bay of
Devils Lake and in other scattered marshy areas along the main lake,
East Bay, and East Devils Lake. Populations of muskrats are low in
West Stump Lake and only a few transients make use of East Stump
Lake. Trapping is mostly by local landowners and the catch per
trapper is quite low. The aggregate value of furs taken in the Devils
Lake restoration area, however, is quite high and has furnished a considerable portion of the winter income of some families. Since the
decrease in value of the long-haired furs, minks and muskrats have
borne most of the trapping pressure in this area.
193. Waterjowl.-Stony Lake, Long Lake, and Round Lake in the
Stony-Round Lake basin on the route of the Devils Lake Feeder Canal
and the Devils Lake-Stump Lake chain consisting of Devils Lake,
East Devils Lake, West Stump Lake, and East Stump Lake will be
affected by the plans for the restoration of Devils Lake. The Devils
Lake-Stump Lake area was once widely noted as a waterfowl area.
Gradual recession of water levels reduced the size of these lakes until
in the early 1940's they became a succession of shallow highly alkaline
pools surrounded by barren mud flats of little importance to waterfowl (fig. 8). Since 1940 the level of Devils Lake has risen so that it
is again one of the most important waterfowl areas in North Dakota.
The Stony Lake-Long Lake-Round Lake area, the marshes of the
West Bay of Devils Lake, and the marshes bordering portions of the
main body of Devils Lake provide favored waterfowl nesting habitat.
During the spring and fall migration, the chain of lakes serve as
resting and feeding places for thousands of ducks, geese, swans, and
other water birds. East Stump Lake, being highly alkaline, presently
receives little use by any species of waterfowl. Hunters from a wide
area in North Dakota, p'a rticularly from cities and towns in the eastern
portion of the State, and from Minnesota and other States are
attracted to the Devils Lake area by the excellent goose and duck
shooting.
194. Other ivildlife.-Sandhill cranes, whistling swans, and many
other species of marsh and shore birds use the Devils Lake restoration
area during migration. Many of the smaller water birds and shore
birds remain to nest. Song and insectivorous birds are abundant in
the open fields, brush, and weed patches, and shelterbelts in the
vicinity during migration and the nesting season.
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8.-With recession of water levels in Devils Lake many areas along the
shore became shallow alkaline pools or dry alkali flats. Wind often remove:,
alkali dust from these areas.

FIGURE

195. State and Federal wildlife areas.-Two Federal wildlife refuges
lie within the area to be affected by the Devils Lake restoration.
Sullys Hill National Game Preserve, located on the southwest shore
of Devils Lake, is a federally owned refuge of 994 acres. Established
in 1914, Sullys Hill Preserve is maintained primarily for preservation
of big-game species (buffalo and elk). Stump Lake National Wildlife
Refuge was established in 1905 for the protection of waterfowl and
colonial nesting birds. It consists of 27 acres of federally owned land
near the west side of West Stump Lake.
196. The Black Swan public shooting area is a tract of 854 acres
located on the route of the Stump Lake Feeder Canal between Devils
Lake and West Stump Lake. It was acquired by the North Dakota
Game and Fish Department in 1953 to provide a public shooting are.a
for waterfow.
With the unit
197. Big game. -Loss of big-game habitat due to the restoration
of Devils Lake will be negligible. With-the-unit populations of deer
are not expected to be changed.
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198. Upland game.-Upland game habitat will be increased along
the canal rights-of-ways in the area affected by the restoration of
Devils Lake. Pheasants and Hungarian partridges will benefit from
these increased cover and food sources. The inundation of the brushy
periphery of Stony Lake will eliminate mourning dove and cottonta1.l
habitat in that area. Upland game habitat around Devils Lake and
the Stump Lakes will not be materially affected by development. In
general the overall effect upon the habitat for upland game and
expected use by this wildlife group in the Devils Lake area will be
insignificant.
199. Fur animals.-Fur animals in the Stony-Long-Round Lake
area will not be significantly affected. Provision for diking the West
Bay of Devils Lake into four pools and raising and freshening of the
main body of Devils Lake, East Devils Lake, and the Stump Lake will
result in considerable increase in the amount of water and marsh area
favorable to muskrats, minks, and raccoons. Jackrabbit and badger
habitat will not be appreciably affected by the restoration of Devils
Lake. Skunks, weasels, and foxes will benefit from increased marshland and from new habitat along canal rights-of-way. There will be
little change in the status of beavers.
200. Waterjowl.-The Stony-Long-Round Lake area will be improved from a waterfowl point of view due to an assured supply of
water in all years, but because of the steep-sided shorelines expected
under planned development, the total area of marsh and water area
will not be increased greatly. The result in this area will be slight
benefit to waterfowl. The West Bay of Devils Lake, with the planned
series of four permanent pools, will be greatly improved for ducks,
coots, and geese as a result of a tremendous increase in fresh marsh
favorable for nesting and feeding habitat. Devils Lake proper will
be more attractive to all waterfowl when freshened. The greatest
value to waterfowl from restoration of Devils Lake will come from
provision of a reliable water supply during all years. West Stump
Lake will be enlarged, but increasing the water level in this steep-sided
lake will result in the loss of some existing marsh habitat. Freshening
of East Stump Lake will increase the attractiveness of this presently
very alkaline water area to ducks, geese, and coots. Stump Lake
Feeder Canal and the Stump Lake Outlet Canal will have little effect
on existing waterfowl habitat except in Black Slough, which will be
drained by construction of the outlet canal through it. The general
effect of restoration of Devils Lake on waterfowl will be a beneficial
one.
201. Other wildlife.-Some new islands attractive to colonial nesting
birds such as pelicans, gulls, and terns will appear in Devils and Stump
Lakes with restoration; a few existing islands will be inundated.
202. State and Federal wildlife areas.-Increasing the water level
in Devils Lake will inundate a small portion of Sullys Hill National
Game Preserve which extends into the old lakebed. The lands to be
inundated are used only for production of hay however, and their loss
will not significantly affect operation of the refuge. Raising the water
level in Stump Lake will create island conditions at the Stump Lake
National Wildlife Refuge which will improve its value for colonial
nesting birds, the purpose for which the refuge was originally
established.
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203. Black Slough in the Black-Swan public shooting area, owned
and managed by the North Dakota Game and Fish Department, will
be eliminated by the Stump Lake Feeder Canal. Swan Lake, the
other main body of water in this shooting area, will not be affected.
The elimination of Black Slough, however, will seriously reduce the
effectiveness of the a.rea and the purpose for which it was established
and it should be replaced. No specific replacement site has been
located at this time.

CHAPTER 6
CENTRAL NORTH DAKOTA SECTION
North Dakota
PLAN OF DEVELOPMENT

204. The Central North Dakota section of the Garrison diversion
unit consists of five separate irrigation areas and appurtenant works.
The irrigation areas are the New Rockford, Sykeston, Harvey Pumping, Warwick-McVille, and Baldhill areas and contain approximately
253,000 acres of irrigable land in Sheridan, Pierce, Benson, Wells,
Eddy, Foster, Nelson, Griggs, and Barnes Counties. The engineering
plan for the section is shown on maps 769-603-527, 769-603-528,
and 769-603-529 (pp. 139 and 146).
205. The New Rockford Canal, the principal supply canal for
the section, will originate at Lonetree Reservoir. It will have a
beginning capacity of 4,380 cubic feet per second and will supply
water to 67,000 irrigable acres in the New Rockford area, 41,000
acres in the Warwick-McVille area, and 97,000 acres in the Baldhill
area. This canal will be about 72 miles long. The first 30 miles
will be in the channel of the James River, then from the Hamberg
diversion dam (table 8), it will be routed north of the James River
for a distance of 42 miles. Water transported in this canal also will
be used to supplement natural and return flows in the James River
for irrigation in the LaMoure and Oakes sections.
TABLE

8.-Hamberg diversion dam data
[Elevation

in feet,
mean sea
level]

Maximum and normal pool (top of gate) _____________ .______________
Spillway crest (bottom of gate) ________ .____________________________
New Rockford Canal invert_ ______________________________________
James River feeder canal invert___________________________________
Stream bed _____________________________________________________

1,551.0
1,545.0
1,537.0
1, 539. 8
1,535.0

206. The Bloomington Canal will originate at a pumping plant
on the New Rockford Canal 19 miles east of Lone tree Reservoir
and will supply water for irrigation of a small tract of land located
southwest of Hamberg.
207. The James River feeder canal will start at the Hamberg
diversion dam. This canal, about 25 miles long will empty into Rocky
Run Creek and thence into the James River. It will serve 5,600 acres
of irrigable land along its route south of New Rockford in addition to
transporting supplementary water for the LaMoure and Oakes
sections.
208. Baldhill Canal, actually a continuation of the New Rockford Canal, will have a beginning capacity of 1,850 cubic feet per
second and will transport water to 97,000 acres of irrigable land in the
146
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Baldhill area. The canal will be approximately 74 miles long and will
terminate south of Rogers. It will serve the central and southern
portions of the Baldhill area. The northern portion of the Baldhill
area will be served by the Cooperstown Canal, a major canal that will
branch off the Baldhill Canal just north of the Baldhill Creek crossing.
The Cooperstown Canal will have a beginning capacity of 440 cubic
feet per second and will be about 42 miles long.
209. The Warwick Canal, also dependent upon the New Rockford
Canal for its supply of water, will originate from the New Rockford
Canal 28 miles east of the Hamberg diversion dam. The Warwick
Canal will have a beginning capacity of 782 cubic feet per second, a
total length of about 65 miles, and will terminate near the town of
McVille. Routed along the northern edge of the Sheyenne River
Valley, it will serve 41,000 acres of irrigable land to the south.
210. The Sykeston Canal will originate at the McClusky Canal
just above the drop into Lonetree Reservoir, 9 miles above the reservoir. It will extend in an easterly direction for 65 miles and terminate
5 miles north of Carrington. It will have a beginning capacity of 700
cubic feet per second and will serve approximately 37,000 irrigable
acres in the $ykeston area.
211. The Harvey pumping area is an area of about 10,300 acres of
irrigable land located south of Harvey. Water will be pumped directly from Lonetree Reservoir into the Harvey Canal for delivery to
these irrigable lands. The canal will have a beginning capacity of 195
cubic feet per second and will be about 9 miles long.
212. In addition to the major supply canals there will be approximately 168 miles of laterals with beginning capacities ranging from 50
to 330 cubic feet per second. Nine pumping units will be needed to
get water to isolated plots of land inaccessible to the gravity flow
system.
213. The canal system in the central North Dakota section is expected to convey water during a 5-month period of each year beginning
in May and ending in September, except that water will be required in
the Oakes section into November in most years and flow through the
upper portion of the New Rockford Canal and the James River feeder
canal ordinarily will be required into November.
214. Tentative estimates indicate that approximately 251,470
acre-feet of excess water in the form of return flows will result from
irrigation in the section. Of this total, 121,970 acre-feet will be
from the New Rockford and Sykeston areas, 89,860 acre-feet from the
Baldhill area, 34,050 acre-feet from the Warwick-McVille area, and
5,590 acre-feet from the Harvey pumping area.
215. The network of drains proposed to remove return flows consists of about 220 miles of main drains and numerous smaller drains.
The main drains will be natural channels improved to carry the estimated flows. Initial deep drains, which will be constructed within
or adjacent to the irrigated land, will serve as collecting channels for
smaller surface drains. The drainage network within the New Rockford and Sykeston areas will convey approximately 37,960 acre-feet
of water into the Sheyenne River, 81,930 directly into the James
River, and 2,080 into Pipestem Creek which ultimately flows into the
James River. Drainage channels in the Baldhill area will convey
approximately 74,920 acre-feet of excess water into Baldhill Cr.e_ek
which empties into Lake Ashtabula on the Sheyenne River. The
509910-60-12
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balance of the return flows will be conveyed into the Sheyenne River
at various points within the section.
216. Return flows from the Warwick-McVille area will ultimately
reach the Sheyenne River. Tolna Coulee will function as a main
drain for the greater portion of the Warwick-McVille area. This
coulee which empties into the Sheyenne River west of Pekin also
will receive outflow from restored Devils Lake via the outlet channel
from Stump Lake. Return flows amounting to about 6,720 acrefeet will enter East Devils Lake and may be conveyed through Stump
Lake into the Sheyenne River. The balance of the excess water
from the Warwick-McVille area will accrue directly to the Sheyenne
River.
217. It is estimated that 3,720 acre-feet of return flow water from
the Harvey pumping area will enter the Sheyenne River; some additional return flows from this area will accrue to the James River.
218. Channel improvement will be required in the James River
to provide the needed capacity for return flows from the central
North Dakota section and supplemental water for the Oakes section.
The unit plan provides for an increase in ch'a nnel capacity from 1,200
to 1,650 cubic feet per second between Jamestown and the Oakes
diversion dam.
FISH

Without the unit
219. The James River above Arrowwood National Wildlife Refuge
has no fishing of significance. There are a few bullheads and yellow
perch taken in the spring but since the Sheyenne River is so near and
provides superior fishing, there is little interest in this reach of the
James River, even by local people.
220. Pipestem Creek which rises near the town of Bowdon is a small
intermittent stream that joins the James River within the city of
Jamestown. Due to the sporadic flows in this creek, there is Bo consistently good fishing except at two low dams where there are some
yellow perch and bullheads.
221. Baldhill Creek flows into Lake Ashtabula about 8 miles above
Baldhill Dam. Ordinarily, there is little fishing in this creek since
anglers prefer to fish the reservoir where success is higher. However,
bullhead fishing is often good in the creek immediately above the
reservoir and, in the spring, northern pike are taken for some distance
above its mouth. There are times, too, when strong wind and wave
action make Lake Ashtabula unsafe for small boats, and at such times
fishermen use Baldhill Creek.
222. There is only a moderate amount of fishing in the James River
between Jamestown Dam and Oakes. Most fishing in this stretch is
confined to just below the LaMoure Dam (fig. 9) and a small dam at
LaMoure Memorial Park in Grand Rapids, about 7 miles upstream
from LaMoure. These dams act to concentrate fish, and good fishing
results. Fishing at LaMoure is better than at Grand Rapids since it
is only at times of heavy flow that fish can get over the LaMoure Dam
to reach Grand Rapids. The catch at these two dams is mostly northern pike early in the season; yellow perch and bullhead appear most
frequently in the catch later in the season.
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9.-Early morning fishing at LaMoure Dam. This area attracts more
fishermen than any other spot on the James River in North Dakota. Northern
pike up to 15 pounds in weight have been taken here.

FrnURE

223. Lake Juanita, in the James River watershed, has a maximum
depth of about 6 feet and covers about 730 acres. The lake has no
permanent fish population. When there is a heavy snowmelt runoff,
and the depth is temporarily increased, especially if followed by a mild
winter, the lake may have some fishing for yellow perch and bu11heads
for a season or two.

With the unit
224. The James River above Arrowhead Refuge will receive return
flows part of which will enter the stream through Lake Juanita and
part of which will enter upstream between Lake Juanita andHamberg
diversion dam. In addition, there will be releases of fresh water into
the stream directly from Lone tree Reservoir via the New Rockford
Canal. This combination of flows will markedly improve conditions
for fish in the summer months. Although releases from Lonetree
Reservoir will be curtailed at the end of the irrigation season, return
flows will continue and it is expected that their influence will be felt
into the winter. The overall effect will be one of improvement in
fishing.
225. Hamberg diversion dam, to be constructed on the James River
near the town of Bremen, will have a depth of about 16 feet at the
maximum and normal water surface, elevation 1,551. Provision is
being made to maintain this maximum water surface throughout the
year, thus providing conditions suitable for a permanent fish popula-
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tion. It is anticipated that a fishing area at this point will be used
extensively.
226. when the central North Dakota section is developed some
return flows from the New Rockford and Sykeston areas will drain into
Pipestem Creek. Flows of at least 5 cubic feet per second are expected
through the critical winter months. Aeration during the winter from
such flows will result in less frequent winterkill and improvement of
the fishing.
227. Baldhill Creek drains a large part of the 96,810-acre Baldhill
area and as a result will carry increased flows both summer and winter.
It is expected that return flows will carry considerable silt during the
irrigation season and it is unlikely that many fish will be attracted to
the creek from the clear water of Lake Ashtabula during this period.
The greatest use of the creek by fish will be in the early spring when
return flows will be from deep drains and will carry little silt. At this
season there will be a northern pike spawning migration from the reservoir and, although most of the adult fish will have returned to the
reservoir before the fishing season opens, the value of the stream for
fishing will be increased. There will be times in the spring and early
summer when wind action will make the 5,000-acre Lake Ashtabula
unsafe for small boats and on such occasions some fishermen will fish
Baldhill Creek as they do now.
228. The flow in the James Ri er below Jamestown will be greatly
increased when the Garrison diversion unit is in operation. Releases
from the existing Jamestown Reservoir and return flows through
Pipestem Creek, which enters the James River about a mile below the
Jamestown Reservoir, will be used for irrigation in both the LaMoure
and the Oakes sections. Return flows from the LaMoure section are
expected to reach 4,770 acre-feet a year, approximately 70 percent of
which will come in the major fishing months of May through September. Return flows from irrigated lands may add silt to the stream
which is now comparatively clear except for short periods in the spring.
Silt is depressive to aquatic life, both the evident and microscopic, and
some restrictive effects on fish are expected. Although no new fish
population will be established, the augmented streamflow will result in
a better distribution of fish to all parts of the stream. This may
result in less angler success than under present conditions where most
of the fish population is concentrated below two dams. Some aspects
of the additional flows will be beneficial to fish while others will be
restrictive. It is expected that the beneficial and restrictive effects
will counterbalance each other, thus no overall change is anticipated.
229. A drain from the New Rockford area will be routed through
one of the bays of Lake Juanita near its outlet. This drain will have a
beneficial effect on the lake in that it will provide an area that will
successfully sustain fish life during periods when the lake normally
would be subject to complete wiinterkill (fig. 10). Although the habitat in Lake Juanita will be improved and more stable, it is not anticipated that there will be significant change in the annual catch.
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Photo by North Dakota Game and Fish Department.
FIGURE

10.-Lakes lacking sufficient depth often suffer serious or complete loss
of fish during severe winters, especially those with heavy snowfall.
WILDLIFE

Without the unit
230. Big game.-Big game in the central North Dakota section
consists of a scattered population of white-tailed deer. Some of these
deer inhabit open marsh and brushland areas some distance from the
scattered shelterbelts and natural woody areas along the James and
Sheyenne Rivers. Deer in this area are hunted largely by local
people, but part of the population contributes to the kill in the river
bottoms of the James and Sheyenne Rivers where deer hunters from
a much wider area of North Dakota are attracted.
231. Upland game.-The central North Dakota section is similar
~o the Harvey-Maddock-Berlin areas of the Devils Lake section
msofar as upland-game habitat is concerned. Scattered shelterbelts
and clumps of brush and wooded stream bottoms offer a small amount
of winter cover. The principal cultivated crops are small grains and
flax. Corn, an important food for upland game, is more widely
grown in the central North Dakota section than in the more northerly
sections of the Garrison diversion unit but still ranks as a minor crop.
Marshlands, weed areas, and potatoes, alfalfa, and other crops occupy
relatively small acreages. About 30 percent of the total acreage of
the area is in native grassland of which about half is grazed and half
cut for hay in normal years.
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232. Pheasant and Hungaria.n partridge populations are low. As
in other sections of the unit there are indications of a gradual increase
in these species in the last few years. Sharp-tailed grouse have
maintained a relatively low but stable population. The largest sharptailed grouse populations are found in the J: ew Rockford and Sykeston
areas. Prairie chickens, although present, are so rare that hunting
them is no longer permitted. Mourning doves nest in the shelterbelts
and patches of natural woody cover. A few cottontails are found in
shelterbelts and brush and weedy areas throughout the section. Fox
squirrels are rare but are increasing in numbers. Most upland-game
hunting is by local people and the take of all species is relatively light.
233. Fur animals.-Minks and raccoons are abundant along
streams and around the more permanent lakes and marshes. Mink
populations have remained high despite extremely heavy trapping.
Due to low fur prices the take of raccoons is low. Muskrat populations in lakes and marshes are influenced by water levels and vary
tremendously from year to year. Muskrat populations along stream
courses are generally low. The take of muskrat has been heavy
despite the low prices prevailing in recent years. Jackrabbits are
well distributed in grassland habitat. Weasel populations are low
though up slightly from the extreme lows of the middle 1940's.
Skunks, foxes, and badgers are abundant. Beaver populations are
high at present.
234. The take of long-haired furs has decreased rapidly in recent
years with lowered prices. At present only minks, muskrats, and
beavers are much sought after. Most of the trapping is done by
farmers who own lakes or marshes or who live near main streams or
major tributaries (fig. 11).

11.-Most trapping for fur animals is by local landowners who trap on
their o;vn or their neighbor's land. Each trapper may take only a few furs
but in the aggregate the income from trapping is large. These typical trappers
are examining an especially fine mink.

FIGURE
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235. Waterfowl. -The breeding duck population for the section
ranges from 13 birds per square mile in part of the New Rockford
area to 94 per square mile in part of the Baldhill area. The overall
average breeding duck population is 26 per square mile for the Warwick-McVille area, 27 per square mile for the New Rockford and
Sykeston areas, and 18 per square mile for the Baldhill area. Geese
feed in the section during migration periods but do not remain to nest.
Most waterfowl hunting is by local residents or people from nearby
towns, but several particularly good duck-shooting areas and some
fields that regularly attract feeding geese draw hunters from a wide
radius.
236. Other wildlife.-Whistling swans and white pelicans are probably the most conspicuous nongame species in the central North Dakota section, though many thousands of water birds and upland song
birds use the wetlands, fields, brush and weed areas, and shelterbelts
during migration and for nesting. Over 186 different species of birds
have been recorded from the area.
237. State and Federal wildlife areas.-Sibley Lake National Wildlife Refuge and Tomahawk National Wildlife Refuge, both easement
refuges, are located in the north and south ends respectively of the
Baldhill area. There are no State-management areas in the section.
With the unit
238. Big game.-The scattered, small population of white-tailed
deer will not be significantly affected by development for irrigation.
Additional farms, fences, canals, and other interference resulting from
irrigation will be offset by planting of shelterbelts and development of
cover around seeps and drains. Channel improvement in the James
River below Jamestown will result in loss of a narrow strip of trees
along the river, but the effect of this on deer is expected to be negligible. The value of the area to big game is expected to remain unchanged following irrigation.
239. Upland game.-Pheasants, sharp-tailed grouse, Hungarian
partridges, mourning doves, and cottontails will continue to provide
hunting in the central North Dakota section. Production of additional corn and development of additional woody and other cover
in shelter-belts, field borders, fence rows, and ditch banks will help
stabilize the Hungarian partridge and pheasant populations. Pheasants undoubtedly will endure heavy nesting losses from mowing of
alfalfa, the acreage of which is expected to increase considerably
followi~g irrigation. Fortunately, Hungarian partridges are not as
susceptible to losses from mowing alfalfa as pheasants and are expected
to increase slightly. Cottontails will increase in some parts of the
area because of better cover. Nesting doves will benefit through
development of woody vegetation. The reduction in grassland and
more in tensive use of remaining grassland will reduce habitat for
sharp-tailed grouse and prairie chickens. Fox squirrels will increase
slightly with an increase in shelterbelts.
240. Fur animals.-Aquatic fur animals will be adversely affected,
particularly in the New Rockford area, through drainage of water
areas. Beavers, muskrats, and badgers will be controlled in the
irrigation system. The upper reaches of the James River which
are now dry most of the year will become permanent flowing streams
and will benefit beavers, raccoons, and minks. Channel improvement
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in the James River will destroy some habitat for beaver but cutoff
bends of the river will form small lakes and marshes beneficial to
other aquatic species. In general there will be gains in habitat for
beavers, minks, skunks, red foxes, and weasels but there will be
losses in habitat for muskrats, raccoons, jackrabbits, and badgers.
241. Wate,:fowl.-Waterfowl will be adversely affected when a
little over 20,000 acres of the existing wetlands (41,000 acres) are
lost through drainage. Waterfowl will use new habitat along canals
and drains and in seeps and cut-off oxbows but such habitat can
substitute for only a small portion of that which will be lost. The
rivers in the area are expected to maintain their present waterfowl
carrying capacity. The New Rockford area, with the highest waterfowl use at the present time, will be reduoed to the least usable of the
four irrigation areas in the section. Goose use of the area will not be
changed significantly.
242. Other wildl~fe.-Development of the section will have little
effect on other wildlife. Marsh birds and shore birds will lose some
habitat from drainage of water areas, but upland song and insectivorous birds will gain new habitat with an increase in shelterbelts and
weed areas.
243. State and Federal wildlife areas.-A small amount of return
flow water will enter Sibley Lake National Wildlife Refuge and a main
drain will pass through Tomahawk National Wildlife Refuge. The
additional water in these two refuges will be benefical, particularly
during dry years. Assurance has been given that necessary protective structures will be provided.
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CHAPTER 7

LAMOURE SECTION
North Dakota
PLAN OF DEVELOPMENT

244. The LaMoure section consists of a series of irrigable tracts
of land totaling about 12,200 acres along the James River, extending
from just south of Jamestown to about 10 miles south of LaMoure.
Water for this section will be made up of natural flow in the James
River, return flows from irrigated land upstream, and supplemental
water released from Lonetree Reservoir. The water will be regulated
at Jamestown Reservoir. Thirteen pumping plants scattered a.long
the river will be necessary to irrigate the lands. The pumps will have
capacities ranging from 5 to 46 cubic feet per second. The main
supply laterals will have beginning capacities ranging from 5 to 37
cubic feet per second, and will vary in length from less than a mile to
about 22 miles. The plan of development is outlined on map 769603-530.
245. It is estimated that 4,770 acre-feet of water per year may
accrue to the James River from the LaMoure section in the form of
return flows, and a system of drainage ditches will be needed to remove
this water from the area. Because of the location of the irrigable
lands in the narrow valley of the James River no deep drains will be
required. Surface drains will convey excess water directly into the
James River.
FISH

246. The only fishing of significance in the James River between
Jamestown and Oakes is below two dams in LaMoure County. When
the small isolated acreages along the James River are irrigated, there
will be some return fl.ow to the river from them, but any effect these
may have on the stream will be insignificant as compared to the
effects created by return flows from the much larger acreages in the
New Rockford and Sykeston areas of the central orth Dakota section. The effects of return flows from the LaMoure section on fishing
in the James River are included in the central North Dakota section.
WILDLIFE

Without the unit
247. Big game.-The LaMoure section has a small population of
white-tailed deer which frequent brushy draws, wooded riverbanks,
and weedy areas throughout the section. Hunting is mostly by local
residents. There is one small area of wooded bottom land in Stutsman
County below Jamestown where deer concentrate and are hunted by
sportsmen from Jamestown and other nearby towns.
155
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248. Upland game.--Although pheasant and Hungarian partridge
populations in the James River Valley reached low points at about the
same time as in the other portions of the Garrison diversion unit, they
did not reach the extreme lows experienced in other parts of the unit.
Sharp-tailed grouse are low in numbers. Prairie chickens, once numerous, are now very rare or entirely absent and have not been legal game
in this area since 1944. Mourning doves occur in relatively large
numbers wherever nesting cover is available. Cottontails are well
distributed in brush and tree areas. Fox squirrels are recent invaders
from the south, and although now numerous in shelterbelts and bottom-land timber, are seldom hunted. There has been little uplandgame hunting in the LaMoure section area since the decline in pheasant
numbers; hunters who formerly used the area now travel south to the
Oakes section where pheasants and Hungarian partridge populations
have remained high over the years.
249. Fur animals.-Minks, muskrats, and raccoons are found in
and around wetland habitat throughout the section. Jackrabbits are
well distributed in the grasslands. Skunks, foxes, weasels, and badgers
are fairly well distributed but have larger populations along streambanks and along the valley edge than in the irrigable areas. Trapping
is fairly heavy.
250. Waterfowl.-The portion of the James River Valley in which
the LaMoure section is located is not an important waterfowl-producing area although limited nesting and resting areas are found in old
oxbows and shallow depressions along the river. Tremendous numbers of geese fly over the valley, particularly during spring migration,
but few remain to feed or rest. Much of the wetland is water-logged
alkali meadows on the river flood plain and is of relatively small
value to waterfowl. A few sloughs and oxbow lakes attract hunters
but most prefer to travel to the numerous ponds, lakes, and marshes
of the Coteau a few miles to the west.
251. State and Federal wildlife areas.-No State or Federal wildlife
areas will be affected by development of the LaMoure section.
With the unit
252. Big game.-The small population of white-tailed deer in the
LaMoure section will be little affected by development of irrigation.
253. Upland game.-Decreased acreages of grassland and brusbland
will serve to decrease the use of the area by sharp-tailed grouse,
prairie chickens, and cottontails. Increased acreages of corn, trees,
and weedy ditchbanks along with more diversified crops will increase
the habitat for all other species of upland game. The overall effect of
development on upland game will be beneficial.
254. Fur animals.-Habitat for all fur animals except red foxes,
skunks, and weasels will decrease slightly from the unit. Some
wetland habitat used by minks, muskrats, and raccoons will be
drained. Since irrigable tracts will be so small and scattered that no
large drains will be needed, little of the lost wetland habitat is expected
to be replaced. Jackrabbit numbers will decrease with a decrease in
grassland. Red foxes, skunks, and weasels will increase as a result of
more weed areas and ditchbank cover. Badger and muskrat numbers
will be controlled to protect canals.
255. Waterjowl.-Most waterfowl habitat in this section is confined
to old oxbows and shallow depressions along the river. Surface
drains can be expected to drain some of the depressions but the loss
of waterfowl habitat will not be great.
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CHAPTER 8
OAKES SECTION
North and South Dakota
PLAN OF DEVELOPMENT

256. The Oakes section is located in Dickey and Sargent Counties
of southeastern North Dakota and Brown and Marshall County of
northeastern South Dakota. The section includes about 108,000
acres of irrigable land, of which about 52,000 acres are in North
Dakota. Features of the water distribution system are the Oakes
diversion dam, Oakes pumping plant, Oakes Canal, Taayer Reservoir,
Taayer pumping plant, and the usual canals and laterals. The
engineering plan is shown on map 769-603-538.
257. Water for irrigation in the Oakes section will come from the
James River and will consist of natural runoff, return flows, and
supplemental water diverted from Lonetree Reservoir. Water will be
supplied to irrigable lands by pumping into the Oakes Canal at the
Oakes diversion dam on the James River. The Oakes pumping plant
will have a capacity of about 1,420 cubic feet per second. The water
supply will be regulated by the Jamestown Reservoir, about 90 miles
upstream from the pumping plant.
258. The Oakes Canal, with a beginning capacity of 1,420 cubic
feet per second, will be about 11 miles long and will terminate at
Taayer Reservoir. Taayer Reservoir will function as a regulating
works for water needed in the eastern portion of the Oakes section.
At maximum operating level, elevation 1,320, the reservoir will have a
surface area of 1,695 acres, a maximum depth of about 40 feet, and a
capacity of 42,000 acre-feet (table 9). During normal operation
Taayer Reservoir will be drawn down to its lowest level in September
and will be refilled in October or November. A maximum drawdown
of 35 feet may occur during drought periods.
TABLE

Item

9.-Taayer Reservoir data
Elevation
(feet, mean
sea level)

Capacity
(acre-feet)

1,320

42,000

1,285

2,000

Surface area
(acres)

1,695
760

25-9. Water from the Oakes Canal will flow by gravity into Taayer
Reservoir until the reservoir level reaches elevation 1,312. To store
water at higher elevations it will be necessary to pump from the canal.
Water for the eastern portion of the Oakes area will be supplied by a
large lateral leading from Taayer Reservoir. This lateral will have a
~eginning capacity of 900 cubic feet per second and will be 27 miles
m length.
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260. Water for the western part of the Oakes section will be diverted
through two main feeder laterals branching from the Oakes Canal.
The largest of these will have a beginning capacity of 873 cubic feet
per second and will be 40 miles long.
261. In addition to the main supply canal and the main feeder
laterals, there will be about 58 miles of smaller laterals to complete
the distribution network. Nine pumping units will be required to
pump water to isolated areas. These pumping units will have capacities ranging from 55 to 570 cubic feet per second.
262. Excess water averaging about 119,000 acre-feet annually is
expected to result from irrigation. Approximately 53,000 acre-feet
will develop from the eastern portion, of which about 36,000 acre-feet
will drain into the headwaters of the Wild Rice River. The balance
of 17,000 acre-feet will flow into the Crow Creek drainage ditch, an.
artificial drain in the South Dakota portion of the section which
empties into the James River.
263. About 66,000 acre-feet of excess water will accrue annually
from irrigation in the western portion of the section. About 41,000
acre-feet of this water will flow into the Crow Creek drainage ditch.
The balance of the excess water (25,000 acre-feet) will flow directly
into the James River via several smaller drains.
264. The flat topography of the Oakes section will necessitate the
construction of many deep drains. There will be about 86 miles of
main drains and numerous shallow surface drains in the North Dakota
portion of the area. A drainage plan for the South Dakota portion
of the section has not been prepared but, including the Crow Creek
drainage system, there probably will be about the same number of
miles of drains there as in the North Dakota portion. The present
Crow Creek drainage system will require extensive improvement to
enable it to carry the estimated flows that will result from irrigation.
The James River Channel, adjacent to and below the confluence of the
Crow Creek drainage ditch also will require extensive improvement to
permit drainage without pumping.
FISH

Without the unit
265. There are no fish in the site of t,he proposed Taayer Reservoir.
266. The Wild Rice River is a small stream into which some northern pike migrate from the Red River of the North under. the influence
of spring flood flows. It is a fishable stream only for a, short period
in the spring. Flows have been known to vary from 5,400 cubic feet
per second in April to zero in September of the same year. The strong
flow in spring ordinarily la.sts but a few days then steadily declines to
less than 1 cubic foot per second for several months each year.
267. Lake Tewaukon together with several small associated lakes
makes up the water area of the Tewaukon National Wildlife Refuge on
the Wild Rice River. Lake Tewaukon has an area of approximately
1,000 acres and a maximum depth of 9 feet. With so little depth the
lake has some winterkill of fish almost annually and a complete kill of
sport fish periodically. The lake also is infested with rough fish which
ordinarily survive the winterkills. About 400,000 pounds of carp and
suckers were removed from the lake in 1953-54 and 195.5-56. There
is now only limited fishing for yellow perch, bullheads, and rarely a
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northern pike. Walleyes were once present in this lake but none have
been ta.ken for several years.
268. There is no fishing in the James River at Oakes, N. Dak. A
few miles downstream neat the North Dakota-South Dakota state
line, a shallow impoundment was created about 1939 by the construction of a low dam. This impoundment, known as Dakota Lake, is in
the Dakota Lake National Wildlife Refuge. Except in tirn.es of flood
the maximum depth at the dam does not exceed 6 feet. Only rarely
when there are successive, short, mild winters is there any fishing in
the lake. In wet weather the lake is almost completely inaccessible
and at all times the dam must be reached by crossing private property.
When there is fishing in the lake, northern pike, crappie, perch, suckers,
and carp are caught.
269. Sand Lake National Wildlife Refuge is located in Brown
County, S. Dak., on the James River about 3 miles south of the North
Dakota-South Da.kota state line. This refuge has two large water
areas, but neither are of sufficient depth (5 to 6 feet) to support and
sustain fishing. However, at times there is considerable fishing for
northern pike, along with some yellow perch and bu1lheads, in the
northern portion of the refuge near the town of Hecla. Fishing is permitted at three other less popular areas in the refuge. In addition
to northern pike, yellow perch, and bullheads, there are crappie,
buffalo-fish, goldeye, carp, and suckers in the lake.
With the unit
270. Fluctuations in Taayer Reservoir will vary with climatic conditions. The fluctuations may be as much as 35 feet or as little as 2
feet. These widely varying water levels are not conducive to development of a fishing lake and no fishing is expected in Taayer Reservoir.
271. Lake Tewaukon is on the upper Wild Rice River. Waste
water and return flows from the eastern portion of the Oakes section,
amounting to 36,000 acre-feet, will drain into the Wild Rice River
above the lake and will flow through one end of it en route down the
stream to the Red River of the North. Flows will vary from about
18 cubic feet per second for 3 or 4 months in winter to a peak of more
than 100 cubic feet per second in August. Through flow will reduce
the frequency of fish winterkill in Lake Tewaukon and, assuming that
the water quality is satisfactory, will improve conditions for fish.
272. Additional water from return flows in the intermittently flowing lower Wild Rice River will guarantee stability to the stream and
will improve fishing.
273. Some of the handicaps to fish life in the existing Dakota Lake
and Sand Lake will be alleviated when the Oakes section is in operation, but an added handicap will be an increased amount of silt which
undoubtedly will be brought in by irrigation return flow and waste
water. The increased flow through these lakes in winter should reduce the frequency and severity of the winterkill. It is expected that
there will be a net increase in the annual fishing take at Dakota Lake
and Sand Lake.
WILDLIFE

Without the unit
274. Big game.-White-tailed deer are the only big-game animals
in the Oakes section. Good habitat is present in shelterbelts, sloughs,
and weed patches throughout the area. Suitable habitat is more prev-
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alent in the South Dakota portion than in the North Dakota portion.
Sand Lake and Dakota Lake National Wildlife Refuges, which are
not usually open to hunting, provide escape cover arid shelter for these
animals. Most deer hunting (fig. 12) is by local farmers or people
from nearby towns and villages in the North Dakota portion of the
area but in the South Dakota portion there is some hunting by residents of Aberdeen and other more distant towns in the State.

12.-Deer are taken in many parts of the Garrison diversion urrit area.
This fine white-tailed buck was taken by shotgun, a weapon frequently used
for deerhunting on farmlands in North and South Dakota.

FIGURE

275. Upland game.-The Oakes section is the only part of the
Garrison diversion unit in which pheasant and Hungarian partridge
populations have remained at high levels over an extended period of
time. Sharp-tailed grouse are scarce. Prairie chickens were once
numerous but are now rare or absent. Mourning doves, cottontails,
and fox squirrels flourish in the many shelterbelts. Local residents
as well as sportsmen from a wide area in eastern North Dakota hunt
pheasants in the North Dakota portion of the area. The South
Dakota portion draws hunters from several States and receives a
proportionately high nonresident use. Kill of other upland game is
usually incidental to pheasant hunting in both the North Dakota and
South Dakota portions of the area.
276. Fur animals.-Minks, muskrats, and raccoons frequent
streams, sloughs, and marshes throughout the section. Minks have
been high in population and have been heavily trapfed for the past
several years. Muskrats are an important fur anima when numbers
are high, but are subject to wide population fluctuations. This sec-
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tion has a high raccoon population but there is little demand for the
fur and few are taken. Gray foxes and spotted skunks have been
reported but are not regularly trapped. Jackrabbits fluctuate considerably in numbers, but are fairly well distributed in grassland areas
and their take is relatively high. Foxes, skunks, and badgers have
high populations but few have been trapped in the last decade.
Weasels are scarce. Population of most fur animals are somewhat
higher in the North Dakota portion of the section than in the South
Dakota portion but take per unit area is about the same in both areas.
277. Waterfowl.-Breeding duck populations range from an average
of 69 birds per square mile in about 8 townships in the HoughtonBritton area in South Dakota to 4 per square mile in about 2 townships south of Straubville, N. Dak. The overall average is about 27
breeding ducks per square mile for the North Dakota portion and 41
per square mile for the South Dakota portion. The Oakes section is
not important for goose production but many thousands of snow, blue,
white-fronted, and Canada geese rest and feed in the area during
migration periods. Some of the best goose hunting in the States of
North and South Dakota is to be had in this area. Waterfowl hunting
is restricted to resident hunters in South Dakota but goose hunters
gather near Sand Lake from many parts of the State. The North
Dakota portion of the area draws some out-of-State hunters as well
as hunters from much of the east and southeast part of the State.
Particularly important waterfowl areas outside the national wildlife
refuges in the area are Hyatt Slough near Ludden, Lake Taayer and
Dill Slough near Oakes, all in North Dakota, and Renzienhausen
Slough, Zabrasa Slough, and parts of Putney Slough in South Dakota.
278. Other wildlife. Marsh birds and shore birds frequent the water
areas, and the shelterbelts and weed areas provide fine habitat for
song and insectivorous birds of many species. There is also some use
of the area by whistling swans and sandhill cranes during migrations.
279. State and Federal wildlife areas .-Several State and Federal
wildlife areas are within the area of influence of the Oakes section.
Federal areas include Dakota Lake and Sand Lake National Wildlife
Refuges on the James River and Tewaukon and Wild Rice Lake
National Wildlife Refuges on the Wild Rice River. Dakota Lake
Refuge is a 2,756-acre easement refuge. Sand Lake Refuge consists
of 21,451 acres owned by the Government. Tewaukon Refuge, being
developed as a major national refuge, now contains 5,115 acres and is
partly federally owned and partly held by easement. Wild Rice
Lake National Wildlife Refuge is a 779-acre easement refuge. The
Service has water-use rights in management of these refuges.
280. The North Dakota Game and Fish Department owns the
Hyatt Slough game management area, a 458-acre public shooting
ground near Dakota Lake. This is an important goose-hunting area.
The South Dakota Department of Game, Fish and Parks owns the
Renzienhausen Slough public shooting area, a 640-acre area; the Putney Slough public shooting area, which consists of several tracts
totaling 1,657 acres; the Sand Lake public shooting area consisting of
1,430 acres scattered in several tracts along the east side of Sand Lake
National Wildlife Refuge; and recently acquired Zabrasa Slough management area of 879 acres in Brown County.
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With the unit
281. Big game.-Destruction of marshland, increase in human
population, and a more intensive pattern of agriculture following
irrigation will offset the increase of big-game habitat in shelterbelts,
seeps, and odd areas and effects of the unit on this type of habitat will
be insignificant.
282. Upland game.-Pheasants and Hungarian partridges will be
benefited by an expected increase in acreage of corn, beans, an other
seed crops and by new field-border, fencerow, shelterbelt, canal-bank,
and ditch-bank habitat. Unfortunately, increased acreages of row
crops such as potatoes will represent a loss in habitat and a large
increase in alfalfa acreage will result in increased. hen and nest mortality. Sharp-tailed grouse and the rare prairie chicken will suffer a
loss due to decreased acreage of native grassland. Mourning doves,
fox squirrels, and cottontails will increase in numbers due to an increase
in shelterbelts and other suitable habitat.
283. Fur animals.-Minks and raccoons will lose habitat through
drainage but new habitat in streams, drains, and seep areas will more
than replace that lost. Muskrats are expected to decrease with the
unit as the habitat to be developed in streams and drains is inferior to
that to be lost through drainage. Jackrabbits are expected to decrease slightly due to a decrease in grassland and more rigorous control
on irrigable lands. Foxes, skunks, and weasels are expected to decrease
slightly. Beavers will increase in the Wild Rice River because of
increased streamflow.
284. Waterfowl.-N ew habitat will be established for ducks and
coots in seep areas, drains (fig. 13), and in the upper reaches of the
Wild Rice River but this will replace only a. fraction of the 14,300
acres of habitat lost (out of 22,900 acres) through flooding by Taayer
Reservoir and drainage. Goose habitat will be very slightly affected.
285. Other wildlije.-Water and marsh birds will lose much habitat
through drainage and flooding. Song and insectivorous birds will
gain habitat in new weed areas, shelterbelts, and along ditchbanks.
286. State and Federal wildlife areas.-Tewaukon and Wild Rice
Lake National Wildlife Refuges will have altered water supplies.
These two refuges will receive increased flows amounting to about
36.,000 acre-feet a year. Such flows will provide a water supply
throughout the year and will insure against lowered water levels resulting from drought, and will be beneficial to the refuges. Assurance
has been given that these refuges will be protected from damage due
to increased flows.
287. Water for irrigation in the Oakes section will be taken from the
James River above Dakota Lake National Wildlife RefuO'e. Return
flows from a portion of the Oakes section, amounting to about 19,000
acre-feet per year, are expected to return to the river above Dakota
Lake and an additional 6,000 acre-feet per year will return to the river
below Dakota Lake but above Sand Lake National Wildlife Refuge.
288. Little is known concerning the quality of return flows scheduled to be routed down the James River; thus, the possible effect of
water quality on Dakota Lake and Sand Lake National Wildlife
Refuges cannot be determined at this time. La,rge investments_a.re at
stake at these two refuges where much of the value to waterfowl is due
to the stands of aquatic vegetation. Should the quality of return flows
adversely affect these plants, the value of the refuges would be reduced.
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13.-This irrigation drainage ditch located in the Huntley irrigation project in Montana is typical of the type of habitat that may be expected to develop
in drains following irrigation in the Garrison diversion unit. Such ditches provide habitat for waterfowl which may replace to a certain extent some of that
which will be lost.

FIGURE

289. Hyatt Slough public shooting area, a North Dakota Game and
Fish Department area, lies on the route of a main drain leading from
the Oakes section to the James River. Assurance has been given that
the grade of this drain will be flattened to prevent loss of this slough,
one of the few goose-shooting areas open to free use by the public in
North Dakota.
290. Putney Slough and Renzienhausen Slough public shooting
a,reas, owned by the South Dakota Department of Game, Fish and
Parks, lie along the route of the Crow Creek drainage system and are
partially drained by the Crow Creek ditch. If the Oakes section is
developed, this ditch will have to be rehabilitated to effect proper
drainage and marsh habitat of these two State areas undoubtedly will
be lost. Unless adequate measures for protection of these Statemanaged areas can be devised during later detailed planning, wildlife habitat of these areas should be replaced.
291. The Sand Lake public shooting area which is mostly dependent
upon Sand Lake Refuge for its value as a shooting area will not be
affected by development of the section as long as Sand Lake Refuge is
maintained at its present excellent state for wildlife.
292. The Zabrasa Slough management area in South Dakota, recently purchased by the game department of that State, lies on the old
P_o!tage-Detroit ditch. This ditch undoubtedly will have to be rehab1htated with the unit and may adversely affect this management
area. Unless the area can be preserved, replacement will be necessary .
50991 0 -60 -- 13

CHAPTER 9

JAMESTOWN RESERVOIR
North Dakota
PLAN OF DEVELOPMENT

293. The Jamestown Dam and Reservoir was completed in 1954
for regulation of the natural flow of the James River for flood control,
pollution abatement, municipal water supply, and irrigation. The
dam is located on the James River one-half mile north of Jamestown
(see maps 769-603-64, or 769-603- 528, and 769-603-530, pp. 106, 146,
and 155).
294. A report entitled "A Preliminary Evaluation Report on Fish
and Wildlife Resources in Relation to the Water Development Plan
for the Jamestown Dam and Reservoir" was issued by the Fish and
Wildlife Service in January 1952. This report is an analysis of the
initial operational plan for regulating the natural flow of the James
River and did not consider the ultimate plan for operation of the
reservoir as part of the Garrison diversion unit.
295. Under the plan for operation of this reservoir as a part of the
Garrison diversion unit there will be some changes in elavation of
assigned pools. The surcharge elevation has been increased sixtenths of a foot with an increase of 7,600 acre-feet in capacity and an
increase of about 200 acres in surface area. The bottom of the conservation storage pool has been lowered to coincide with the lowest
.outlet invert elevation and the joint-use pool has been eliminated.
Other operational levels are to remain essentially as under present
operation. Reservoir data for operation under the Garrison diversion
unit are shown in table 10.
296. A study of the reservoir operation prepared by the Bureau
of Reclamation dated December 6, 1955, reflects several changes in
operation under the Garrison diversion unit. This study which
covers a 23-year period, 1930 through 1952, includes the drought
years of the 1930's and the normal and above-normal precipitation
vears of the 1940's. Inflow includes natural flows of the James
River, net return flows from irrigation upstream, and water diverted
directly from the Garrison diversion unit supply system. The reservoir operation study indicates that in about 16 of the 23 years of
record the reservoir would be drawn down below conservation pool
level sometime between May and October. In two of these years
the pool would be drawn down to or near the bottom of the conservation pool.
164
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IO.-Jamestown Reservoir data
ElevaCapaction
ity (acre(feet,
feet)
mean sea
level)

Item

Surcharge _________ . ---------------------------- -- - __
Top of flood-control pooL ___ --- -- ------------------Maximum pool 1950 flood ___________________________ _
Top of conservation pooL __________________ _____ ____ _
Average annual maximum pool_ ___ ________ ____ _____ _
Average annual minimum pooL __________ __ ___ _____ _
Bottom of conservation pool, lowest outlet invert_ __ _
Stream bed _____ . ________ __ ___ _______________________ _

1,464.4
1,454.0
1,445.2
1,429.8
1,429.8
1,420.0
1,400. 0
1,390.0

389,100
230, 000
127,200
30,000
30,000
23,000
820

Surface
area
(acres)

17,511
13,253
10,100
2, 095
2,095
1, 250
164

Shoreline
length
(miles)

202
137
56
56

30
9

River
length
(miles)

65.0
55.0
26. 5
26. 5

17. 0
7.0

297. Flood-control operation of the reservoir will be based on a
plan of the Corps of Engineers, which would be least damaging to
Arrowwood National Wildlife Refuge. The Corps of Engineers,
Bureau of Reclamation, and the Fish and Wildlife Service have agreed
that of the plans devised to date, the Corps' plan "H" would have the
least harmful effect on the refuge. Plan "H" provides for release of
flood waters as soon as practicable and whenever possible prior to
June 15, to alleviate damage to waterfowl habitat on the refuge.
298. Water-supply studies indicate that there will be an inflow
into Jamestown Reservoir of 100 to 200 cubic feet per second from
return flows and other sources during the summer and early fall
months. These flows will pass through the Arrowwood National
Wildlife Refuge pools.
FISH

299. Operation of Jamestown Reservoir with the Garrison diversion
unit provides for severe drawdown in 2 of 23 years of operation.
Such drawdown could have an adverse effect on fishing in the reservoir.
This adverse effect, however, may be offset by the possibility of using
any such drawdown as a fish-management tool. Little change is
anticipated in fishing from that previously described in the Service
report of 1952.
WILDLIFE

300. Operation under the presently considered plan for the
Jamestown Reservoir as compared to the initial plan is not expected
to result in any significant change in the effect the reservoir will
have on wildlife resources as described in the Service report of 1952,
~xcept for that which may result from increased flows through the pools
m the Arrowwood National Wildlife Refuge.
301. A memorandum of understanding between the Bureau of
Reclamation and the Fish and Wildlife Service has been agreed to
whereby the Bureau of Reclamation will replace those facilities of the
Arrowwood N ationa1 Wildlife Refuge which will be affected by
Jamestown Reservoir.
302. Flows through the Arrowwood National Wildlife Refuge will
exceed the discharge capacity of the existing outlet structures, and
their modification probably will be necessary to continuation of present
refuge operations. Detailed studies will be needed to determine the
requirements. The Bureau of Reclamation recognizes the need for
modification of structures and appurtenances on existing wildlife
refuges that will be affected by increased flows, and has given assurance
that necessary structures or modifications will be included in future
planning.

CHAPTER 10

RED RIVER VALLEY
North Dakota
PLAN OF DEVELOPMENT

303. There are about 1 million acres of land along the shoreline of
glacial Lake Agassiz in the Red River Valley of eastern North Dakota
which have been found generally suitable for irrigation. (See map
769-603-64, p. 106.) These lands have not been included in the present
planning for the Garrison diversion unit but are regarded as a possible
extension of the unit. If a demand for irrigation develops in this area,
unit plans may be modified to provide for early delivery of water to
some of the Red River Valley lands even before other unit areas further
west are ready for irrigation. The Red River Valley has been divided
into the Pembina area, Elk Valley Delta area, Clifford-Wheatland area,
and Sheyenne Delta area.
304. Lands in the Sheyenne Delta area in Ransom, Richland, and
Cass Counties seem to be particularly suitable to irrigation. These
lands are less scattered than much of the Garrison diversion unit lands,
and in view of their favorable topography could be served by a simple
and compact diversion system. They coula be supplied in large part,
if not entirely, by return flows and wasted water from the Garrison
diversion unit without appreciable enlargement of the unit supply
system.
305. Delivery of water to the Red River Valley lands could be made
by extending the Warwick Canal and by diversion from the Sheyenne
River. Investigations of these possibilities are now being made.
FISH

306. Some fishing is available in the Red River and its major tributaries, and a few lakes along the western fringe of the valley provide
fair to good fishing. Homme Dam on the Park River provides fair to
good fishing at times. Good fishing waters are generally scarce in the
Red River Valley.
307. Due to lack of a definite development plan, no attempt has been
made to anticipate fishing conditions with development.
WILDLIFE

308. There is a small population of white-tailed deer which occupies
the wooded stream bottoms and wooded areas of the breaks at the
edge of the Red River V1alley. Upland game consists of a fair population of Hungarian partridges, a high population of mourning doves,
and small numbers of pheasants, sharp-tailed grouse, cottontails, fox
squirrels, and gray squirrels. The area has fair mink and raccoon
populations along the few permanent streams. Red foxes and skunks
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are few but well distributed. Weasels, badgers, and muskrats are
quite scarce. Beavers have high populations in suitable habitat.
309. The few marshes and lakes that remain undrained in the area
receive considerable use by migrant ducks, geese, and coots, and provide excellent breeding habitat. Such areas are scarce, however, and
the area generally is not important to waterfowl.
310_. There has been little trapping in the Red River Valley since
most of the permanent water areas were drained for agriculture.
Upland-game hunting has been mediocre since the early 1940's. The
few remaining waterfowl areas receive a great deal of use by hunters
from Fargo, Grand Forks, and other towns in the area.
311. No attempt has been made to determine the effect on wildlife
of development in the Red River Valley, but it is possible that benefits
may arise from development. Opportunity for developing areas
specifically for the benefit of fish and wildlife may be found in several
parts of the valley.

CHAPTER 11
FIRST-STAGE DEVELOPMENT
312. Development of the Garrison diversion unit will be accomplished in stages, with an anticipated period of about 50 years required
to complete the ultimate development previously described. The
first stage of development singles out certain portions of the unit and
is expected to require a period of about 30 years.
313. The first stage of development will serve a total of about
406,620 irrigable acres. This total will include all or part of six
areas described in the ultimate plan. These areas and acreages are
as follows:
Souris :
Souris loop area _____________________________________________
East Souris area _______________________________ ______________
Devils La ke: Harvey-Maddock area _______________________________
Central North Dakota:
Baldhill area_ _______ _ _ _ ____ __ _ ___ __ _ _ ____ _ __ __ _ __ ___ _ __ __ __ _
New Rockford area __________________________________________
LaMoure __ _________________ ______________________ ______________

Acrea

114, 890
42, 550
78, 570
91, 220
67,190
12,200

PRINCIPAL SUPPLY WORKS

314. The principal supply works as described for the ultimate
plan of development will be required for first-stage development
except that McClusky Canal will be constructed with an initial
capacity of 2,900 cubic feet per second instead of the ultimate 8,200
cubic feet per second. Effects of the first-stage development of the
principal supply works on fish and wildlife resources will be essentially
the same as those discussed and evaluated under the ultimate plan
of development. Sheyenne Lake National Wildlife Refuge will be
replaced by the development of the Johnson Lake area as planned
by the Fish and Wildlife Service.
SOURIS SECTION

315. The Velva Canal will be constructed to its ultimate design
capacity as far as lateral 88.9, which is the last lateral along the canal
to be served under the first-stage development. All other canals and
main drains required for the lands to be served first also will be constructed to their ultimate capacity. Lands to be irrigated in the
Souris loop area are located in an area bounded roughly by the towns
of Granville, Upham, and Glenburn (map 769-603-523, p. 122). In
addition to the lands to be irrigated, the major physiographic features
of importance to fish and wildlife which will be affected by first-stage
development are South Egg Creek, Egg Creek, Cut Bank Creek,
Little Deep Creek, and Buffalo Lodge and North Lakes. The effects
on fish and wildlife in these areas will be essentially as described for
the ultimate plan.
168
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316. First-sta!ge development in the Souris sect.ion includes the construction of Deep River Reservoir near the mouth of Deep River to
store and regulate return flows and to eliminate temporarily the need
for storage of excess water in pool 357 of the Lower Souris National
Wildlife Refuge. Return flows amounting to about 140,800 acre-feet
per year from Deep River Reservoir and 70,500 acre-feet a year from
Willow Creek will pass through Lower Souris Refuge to the Westhope
pumping plant. Peak flows will occur in August and will include
about 508 cubic feet per second from Deep River Reservoir and 267
cubic feet per second from Willow Creek. According to data available in September 1956, no storage will be required in pool 357 of the
Lower Souris Refuge and no provisions are included for-construction
of Westhope Dam or for any modification in the existing dam at pool
357. A replacement for pool 357 of the Lower Souris Refuge is not
contemplated in first-stage development. Such replacement and
modifications in structures for the other four pools above pool 357 will
be necessary, however, when development reaches a point where there
may be effects on the wildlife habitat of the refuge.
317. Agreement between the Bureau of Reclamation and the Fish
and Wildlife Service on the use of the refuge pool as part of the diversion unit and replacement of wildlife habitat which will be lost was
reached on May 9, 1955. For purposes of analysis of first-stage
development, it is assumed that replacement will be accomplished as
previously agreed at such time that there will be no loss in productive
capacity of the refuge.
318. The 42,550 acres of land in the east Souris area which will be
served under first-stage development are mostly in the Willow Creek
drainage (map 769-603-524, p. 122). As already indicated, Westhope
Dam will not be constructed; instead water will be pumped directly
from pool 357 of the Lower Souris Refuge to the East Souris Canal
for deli very to the lands to be served. Return flows from the area
will return to the Souris River by way of Willow Creek. Effects on
fish and wildlife will be roughly proportional to the acreage of land to
be developed in relation to that to be developed under ultimate
development.
319. First-stage development in the Souris section also includes
construction of the Berwick pumping plant and the continuation of
the East Souris Canal across the Souris-Sheyenne Divide to the
Sheyenne River. Lands and waters invo]ved in the construction and
operation of this canal, including Buffalo Lake National Wildlife
Refuge, will be affected as described under the ultimate plan.
DEVILS LAKE SECTION

320. First-stage development in the Devils Lake section includes
the restoration of Devils and Stump Lakes, and will include all lands
proposed for irrigation in the ultimate plan except those in the Berlin
area and lands in the Harvey-Maddock area to be served by the
Hagel and Legried pumping plants (map 769- 603- 526, p. 133). Effects
on fish and wildlife will be the same as previously described, except as
the effects on wildlife are limited by deletion of irrigable lands mentioned above.
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CENTRAL NORTH DAKOTA SECTION

321. Lands within the central North Dakota section to be included
in first-stage development are all of the N ew Roc~ford area and all
the Baldhill area except for about 5,600 acres which lie in the Cooperstown vicinity. Wildlife losses in this section as set forth in the
discussion of ultimate development will be reduced about in proportion to the reduction in the amount of irrigable land. Pipestem
Creek will not be significantly affected by first-stage development and
fish benefits attributed to this creek under ultimate development are
not present under first-stage development.
LAMOURE SECTION

322. All of the LaMoure section as described in the ultimate plan
is included in the first stage, and effects on fish and wildlife as previously described will be the same.

CHAPTER 12
DISCUSSION, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
DISCUSSION

Principal supply works
323. The Souris, Sheyenne, and upper James Rivers are now free
of carp, a fish which is not only considered undesirable by most sport
fishermen but also has the ability to dominate fish populations in
ponds, lakes, and reservoirs to the exlusion of more desirable species.
The carp, being a vegetarian and bottom feeder, also is detrimental to
production of habitat for aquatic fur animals and waterfowl. When
present in large numbers, carp not only consume aquatic plants necessary to the survival of aquatic fur animals and waterfowl but by their
bottom-feeding activities frequently keep a body of water in such a
roiled condition that the further production of aquatic vegetation is
limited or prevented entirely.
324. Carp are now prevalent in the Missouri River and Garrison
Reservoir and their possible introduction into carp-free waters is of
great concern to the Fish and Wildlife Service, the North Dakota
Game and Fish Department, and the Bureau of Reclamation. Every
effort must be made to prevent this undesirable species from getting
into Snake Creek Reservoir and subsequently into the carp-free waters
of the Garrison diversion unit area. The most desirable solution is
the installation of a device adequate to stop all fish movement (including fish eggs) from Garrison Reservoir to Snake Creek Reservoir.
The Corps of Engineers has agreed to install such a device at the Snake
Creek conduit and pumpmg plant if the Fish and Wildlife Service will
design it and assure its successful operation. If successful, fish barriers
at these two points would permit the maintenance of a desirable fish
population in Snake Creek Reservoir and prevent the movement of
carp and other undesirable species throughout the Garrison diversion
unit. It also would be beneficial to management of Snake Creek Reservoir for wildlife. The Fish and Wildlife Service is now conducting
experiments leading to the design of an adequate device for installation
at the Snake Creek conduit and pumping plant.
325. Should it prove impracticable to install a barrier at the dike
between Garrison and Snake Creek Reservoirs, it will be necessary
to install a device or series of devices in the McClusky Canal to prevent
the movement of carp and other fish from Snake Creek Reservoir into
the unit distribution system.
326. If an effective barrier is forthcoming and installed at either
the Snake Creek conduit and pumping plant or at the ~ead of M~Clusky Cunal, fish, fur animals, and waterfowl resources will be materially benefited.
327. The McClusky Canal will pass the Turtle Lake and Lake
Williams series of lakes. Seepage from the canal plus blockage of the
natural outlet from the Lake Williams basin will require that drainage
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facilities be installed as fart of the development. As planned by the
Bureau, a structure wil be installed to pass natural flows from the
Lake Williams basin under the canal. In the original plans, a deep
drain was to be constructed from the canal throug_h Lake Ordway to
Turtle Creek. This feature of the plan would have resulted in practically the complete drainage of Turtle Lake and Lake Ordway and
loss of a considerable amount of valuable waterfowl and other wildlife
habitat. The plan has now been modified so as to preserve these two
lakes.
328. Sheyenne Lake National Wildlife Refuge, which is part of the
national system of refuges established for the preservation and perpetuation of waterfowl, will be inundated and destroyed by construction
of Lonetree Reservoir. This refuge is to be replaced by development
of the Johnson Lake area in accordance with plans prepared by the
Fish and Wildlife Service and outlined in "Report of Preliminary
Investigations for the Development of the Johnson Lake Area, North
Dakota," dated January 25, 1956. The cost of this replacement is
estimated to be $136,000 and is already included in unit cost estimates
Souris section
329. Pool 357 of the Lower Souris National Wildlife Refuge will be
inundated by Westhope Reservoir. Lower Souris is particularly
important in the Federal refuge system because of its attraction for
migrating geese and its production of diving ducks. It has been
agreed between the Fish and Wildlife Service and the Bureau of
Reclamation that replacement will be at a location adjacent to the
southern boundary of the present refuge. The rep1acement will be
about 9,500 acres in size and include necessary .structures to form
four pools to be developed and managed for waterfowl. The estimated capital cost of $1,407,000 for this replacement is included in
project cost estimates for the Garrison diversion unit. A facet of the
problem remaining to be resolved is the handling of return and floodflows in the upper pools of the refuge to p,ermit maintenance of appropriate water levels so necessary in refuge management. More detailed
studies of the hydrological data probably will indicate a solution.
330. The East Souris Canal will be routed through Buffalo Lake
National Wildlife Refuge. This will assure a water supply to the
refuge even in drought years and thus will be beneficial. On the other
hand, there is a possibility that existing control structures will have
to be modified to handle the increased flows to prevent damage to
the refuge and its operation. Sufficient costs have been included in
unit estimates to permit any modification of control structures as may
be necessary to prevent damage.
331. The Bureau of Reclamation plans to route water in one large
lateral of the Velva Canal through Nead Lake. When the canal is
full the lake will have a maximum depth of 23 feet and a surface area
of about 800 acres. Originally, it was planned to drain Nead Lake
during the nonirrigation season. It has now been agreed that provisions for maintaining the level of Nead Lake at elevation 1,530
throughout the year will be included in detailed plans. Under these
conditions Nead Lake can be stocked with fish, and a fishing lake
of substantial value is expected to develop.
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Devils Lake section
332. The Bureau of Reclamation plans to collect part of the return
flows from the Harvey-Maddock area, as well as to waste excess water
from the Devils Lake Canal into Goose Lake. A considerable acreage
of land will be acquired and an uncontrolled outlet will be installed
at the lower end of the lake as part of the unit plan. The new Goose
Lake will attain a depth of 25 feet. It was orginally throught that
there would not be sufficient water to cause an outflow, and lack of
flow through the lake together with evaporation would result in concentration of silt and salts higher than fish could tolerate. Too, under
such conditions, the value of the lake for fur animals and waterfowl
would be negligible. A restudy of the water supply indicates that
there is an adequate supply of water to maintain high quality water
and relatively stable levels to permit development of good fishing.
Improved habitat for wildlife also will develop from supplementation
of the water supply.
333. Outflow from the Devils Lake chain of lakes entering the
Sheyenne River through Tolna Coulee will carry high concentrations
of dissolved salts, particularly during the early stages of the freshening
of these lakes. Poor quality water can be expected to have a depressing effect upon fishing in the Sheyenne River and, if in sufficient
quantity, upon that in Lake Ashtabula as well. Present plans call
for the releasing of highly concentrated salt water into the Sheyenne
River during the months of April, May, June, October, and November.
Fortunately the spring releases will be during a period of normally
high streamflow, but an outflow pattern that would take full advantage
of the periods of greatest natural streamflow would give a maximum
dilution to these waters and bring them to Lake Ashtabula during
periods when the reservoir is spilling. If it is possible to effect such
an operation without interfering with the basic purpose of development, the depressing effect upon fishing in the Sheyenne River and
Lake Ashtabula would be decreased considerably.
334. Fish managers anticipate additional needs for hatcheryproduced game fish arising from the proposed Garrison diversion unit,
especially since existing facilities have never met all the needs to date.
The development of additional fish-rearing establishments should
be considered in connection with future detailed studies of unit operations. All State and Federal hatcheries in the unit area are in North
Dakota on .the Sheyenne River. If studies show an impairment of
that stream due to unit effects, replacement facilities will be required.
33fi. As a result of cooperative planning between the Bureau of
Reclamation and the Fish and Wildlife Service, the Garrison diversion unit plan will include a series of control structures in the West
Bay of Devils Lake that will permit habitat development, particularly
for waterfowl, in four sepa.rate pools. As indicated in the Service
report "Preliminary Investigation for the Development of the West
Bay of Devils Lake, N. Dak .. " dated January 26, 1956, revised March
22, 1956, a prerequisite to ideal waterfowl management and aquiculture is complete control of water levels throughout the management
area. If water levels in the main body of Devels Lake were to be
held at elevation 1,423, adequate water-level control in the West Bay
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pools would be possible and the value of the development to waterfowl
and other species of wildlife would be enhanced. Water depths
throughout the Devils Lake and associated waters would be sufficiently deep to maintain fishing equal to that expected with the water
surface at elevation 1,425, which has been previously suggested as a
desirable level for the lake.
336. The initial investment cost for acquisition and development of
the West Bay of Devils Lake as outlined above is estimated at
$3,473,900 with an annual operation and maintenance cost of $59,800.
These estimates have been included in the Bureau of Reclamation
estimates of cost for the Garrison Diversion unit.
337. The Stump Lake feeder canal will pass through North Dakota's
Black-Swan public shooting area and in so doing will drain Black
Slough. Although Swan Lake will not be affected adversely and it
is possible that the water level will be stablized, the overall effect will
be a serious reduction in the value of the management area. This
area should be replaced by making availaole to the State of North
Dakota a similar area in the general vicinity to provide for public
waterfowl hunting. No specific replacement location has been found,
and thus no specific replacement cost has been developed. It is
estimated that such replacement would be made at a cost of about
$50,000.
Central North Dakota section
338. The Hamberg diversion dam, to be built on the James River,
will have, at elevation 1,551, a maximum depth of about 16 feet. If
this impoundment were maintained on a year-round basis, it would be
possible to establish and manage a highly desirable fish population
that would satisfy the fishing needs of the people nearby. Assurance
has been given that this impoundment can be maintained at the
desired level on a year-round basis.
Oakes section
339. Tewaukon and Wild Rice Lake National Wildlife Refuges on
the Wild Rice River and Dakota Lake and Sand Lake National Wildlife Refuges on the James River will sometimes receive increased flows
with the irrigation of lands in the Oakes section. This will provide a
more reliable water supply to these refuges at times and will be particularly beneficial during drought periods. On the other hand,
however, water-control structures on these four refuges may require
modification or replacement to permit passage of· these additional
flows. Costs for such modifications or replacement as may be necessary are included in Garrison Diversion Unit project costs.
340. Putney Slough, Zabrasa Slough, and Renzienhausen Slough
public shooting areas in South Dakota have been purchased by the
State to provide free public access in a region where waterfowl hunting
is excellent but sometimes hard to come by for the average hunter.
Successful irrigation on the comparatively level lands in the Oakes se~tion will require intensive drainage and such drainage will result m
removal of most of the water from these State-owned areas, thus
reducing their attractiveness to waterfowl and their importa:qce as
hunting areas. If feasible, unit plans should be modified so that the
usefulness of these state-management areas can be maintained. If
they cannot be maintained intact, those portions which are destroyed
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should be replaced as part of the unit plan. Replacement of these
areas would be extremely difficult because of their strategic location on
the migration route of several hundred thousand ducks and geese.
No estimate of cost of replacement of these areas has been made.
341. Under early planning, Hyatt Slough public shooting area in
. North Dakota also would have been drained similarly to the management areas in South Dakota. The Bureau of Reclamation has now
assured the Service that the grade of the particular drain involved in
the case of Hyatt Slough can be flattened so as to preserve it.
General
342. Recognition must be made of the potential worth of habitat
that can be expected to develop along the many drain ditches that
will be required and constructed when irrigation is complete. Ditchbank habitat will provide food and cover, particularly for upland game,
in some areas where little now exists. In other areas it will serve to
replace some of the wildlife cover that will be lost through other phases
of the development. Drains with a permanent flow will be of special
significance for waterfowl. During drought periods, when many potholes will dry up, these ditches will contain water which will be critical
to the survival of many young waterfowl in the vicinity . Much of the
value of drains is dependent upon ditchbank cover, of which as much
as possible should be allowed to grow, consistent with the needs of an
efficient drainage system. It is acknowledged that successful irrigation will depend upon an efficient drainage system, but it should be
possible to remove excess waters efficiently without destroying all the
the vegetation adjacent to and within the ditches.
343. From the standpoint of waterfowl and other species of wildlife
using aquatic habitat, the most destructive aspect of development of
the Garrison diversion unit will be loss of production habitat by drainage. It may be possible to minimize overall losses by constructing
drains so as to provide wildlife habitat. Such construction possibilities
include wide, deep excavation at several points along drains to form
series of pools, leaving meanders or depressions in natural drains so
that greater capacity can be provided, and the routing of small drains
to existing potholes. It is proposed that there be continued cooperative planning among the Bureau of Reclamation, Fish and Wildlife
Service, and conservation departments of North and South Dakota
as drains are planned in detail, so that they be made to improve wildlife habitat wherever possible, consistent with their primary purpose.
344. Development of the Garrison diversion unit will require the
acquisition of lands for reservoirs, main canals, and other features.
Many such areas will be suitable for secondary use as wildlife management areas. Many odd areas of a few acres, whch may be acquired in
the process of obtaining rights-of-way for canals, might be suitable for
development and management of wildlife. The game and fish departments of North and South Dakota in their respective States and the
Fish and Wildlife Service will participate in cooperative planning for
secondary uses of unit lands, so that suitable areas may be made available for wildlife conservation and management as provided in the act
of August 14, 1946 (60 Stat. 1080; 16 U.S.C. 661). The State agencies
will wish to consider such use of all lands, however small, when land
use or disposal is considered.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

345. As a result of cooperative planning between the Bureau of
Reclamation, the Fish and Wildlife Service, and the North Dakota and
South Dakota game and fish departments, certain recommendations
have been adopted at this stage of planning by the Bureau of Reclamation and have to date been incorporated as modifications in the plan·
of water development for the Garrison diversion unit. Such recommendations include:
In the principal supply works area
(1) The Sheyenne Lake National Wildlife Refuge be re:placed at
Johnson Lake in accordance with Fish and Wildlife Service plans
outlined in its "Report of Preliminary Investigations for the Development of the Johnson Lake Area, North Dakota," January 25, 1956.
(2) The drainage plan for the Lake Williams and Turtle Lake
basins be amended so that excess waters can be removed without the
loss of valuable wildlife habitat.
In the Souris section
(3) Pool 357 of the lower Souris National Wildlife Refuge be
replaced at a location south of the existing refuge boundary.
(4) Existing water-control structures at Buffalo Lake National
Wildlife Refuge be modified as part of the unit where necessary to
take increased flows in the Sheyenne River.
(5) Provisions be made to stabilize the impoundment at Nead
Lake at elevation 1,530 to provide fishing.
In the Devils Lake section
(6) A firm water supply be provided to Goose Lake from the
Devils Lake Canal to improve fish and wildlife habitat.
(7) The West Bay of Devils Lake be furnished a water supply and
diked into four pools in accordance with Fish and Wildlife Service
plans outlined in the report "Preliminary Investigation for the Development of the West Bay of Devils Lake, N. Dak.," January 26, 1956,
revised March 22, 1956.
(8) Relocation of the feeder canal from the Devils Lake Canal to
the West Bay of Devils Lake, thus making possible the development
of the West Bay of Devils Lake.
In the central North Dakota section
(9) The impoundment behind Hamberg diversion dam be maintained at or near elevation 1,551 throughout the year to provide
fishing.
In the Oakes section
(10) Existing water-control structures at Sand Lake, Dakota Lake,
Tewaukon, and Wild Rice Lake National Wildlife Refugees be modified or replaced as may be necessary to handle increased flows.
(11) The drainage plan be altered so as to preserve Hyatt Slough
public shooting area.
346. Additional recommendations include:
In the principal supply works area
(12) If it should prove impracticable to install the proposed fish
barrier at the Snake Creek conduit and pumping plant, a device or
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series of devices adequate to bar all fish movement into the McClusky
Canal be installed in the canal.
In the Devils Lake section
(13) Structural works be constructed to permit maintenance of the
water surface of Devils Lake at elevation 1,423 in the interest of the
most efficient operation for wildlife of the West Bay of Devils Lake
area.
(14) A suitable area be made available to the North Dakota
Game and Fish Department, through exchange or acquisition, to
mitigate the loss of the Black-Swan public sho0ting area.
(15) If future studies should indicate impairment of existing fish
hatchery facilities on the Sheyenne River, replacement facilities will
be required.
In the Oakes section
(16) The irrigation plan be modified to maintain wildlife values of
the Putney Slough and Renzienhausen public shooting areas and the
Zabrasa Slough management area in South Dakota, but if such modification is not feasible, replacement areas for these shooting areas be
provided.
In general
(17) Detailed planning for drain construction be done in cooperation with the Fish and Wildlife Service, and the North Dakota Game
and Fish Department and South Dakota Game, Fish and Parks Department for areas in the respective States, so that drains may be
built to provide wildlife habitat wherever feasible.
(18) The development of additional fish-rearing facilities should
be considered in future detailed planning to meet anticipated increased needs for fish stock.
(19) Interested Department of Interior agencies and the North
Dakota Game and Fish Department and the South Dakota Game,
Fish, and Parks Department in their respective States cooperate in
planning for possible secondary uses of all lands acquired for the Garrison diversion unit development, and suitable areas be made available for wildlife conservation and management as provided in the
act of August 14, 1946 (60 Stat. 1080; 16 U.S.C. 661).
(20) Additional detailed studies of fish and wildlife resources
affected by the development, be conducted as necessary, in accordance
with section 2 of the act of August 14, 1946 (60 Stat. 1080) and that
such reasonable modifications in the authorized unit facilities be
made by the Secretary as he may find appropriate to preserve and
propagate these resources.
347. Recommendations above which apply to the first-stage development are Nos. 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 19, and 20.
CONCLUSIONS

348. In general, fish resources of the Garrison diversion unit will
be benefited by development. Modifications in the habitat which
will increase fishing are the freshening of saline waters, deepening of
waters for year-round fish survival where winterkill is a major problem, and providing permanent flows and improved water quality in
intermittent and low-value streams. Principal limiting factors to
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increasing fish are severely fluctuating reservoirs, the blocking of
fish movement by dams, and the pollution of streams with silt and
salts from irrigation return flows and by the brackish outflows from
saline lakes during the period required to freshen them.
349. The Garrison diversion unit, if built and operated as presently
proposed, will result in an overall loss to wildlife. There will be small
losses to big game, upland game, and fur animals. The bulk of the
anticipated loss will be sustained by waterfowl as a result of a reduction in the amount and quality of aquatic habitat, especially the
nonreplaceable complex of potholes, marshes, and lakes so essential
to waterfowl production. A total of about 115,000 acres of this
habitat will be lost. The restoration of Devils Lake, modified as
proposed by the Fish and Wildlife Service, will be beneficial to wildlife.
350. Wildlife habitat, which will be lost at Lower Souris National
Wildlife Refuge due to use of refuge pool 357 for storage and regulation
of water (Westhope Reservoir), will be replaced as proposed by the
Fish and Wildlife Service by development of an area upstream. The
cost of this replacement to the unit is estimated at $1,407,000.
351. Sheyenne Lake National Wildlife Refuge is to be inundated
by Lone tree Reservoir and will be lost. It will be replaced as proposed
by the Fish and Wildlife Service by development of the Johnson
Lake area. The cost of this replacement to the unit is estimated at
$136,000.
352. That portion of the Black-Swan public shooting area, a Statemanaged wildlife area, which will be lost as a result of the unit should
be replaced. While a specific replacement area has not been located
it is estimated that replacement could be accomplished for about
$50,000.
353. Every effort should be made to maintain the wildlife values
of Putney Slough, Zabrasa Slough, and Renzienhausen public shooting
areas in South Dakota. If these areas are not maintained they should
replaced. No estimate of cost of such replacement is possible at
this time.
354. This preliminary report is based upon preliminary plans of
the Bureau of Reclamation for the Garrison diversion unit available
in September 1956. As more detailed planning data becomes available for various sections of the unit, the Fish and Wildlife Service
should be advised so that detailed reports can be prepared on each.

Part II. Plan of development for fish and wildlife
CHAPTER 13

INTRODUCTION
355. The effects of irrigation development on fish and wildlife resources have been presented in part I of this report. Irrigation will
provide increased fishing throughout the unit, but will reduce the
hunting presently available and will reduce existing waterfowl production and other habitat to an extent that would have significant adverse effects on the continental waterfowl population.
356. The Fish and Wildlife Service in cooperation with the North
Dakota Game and Fish Department, the South Dakota Department
of Game, Fish and Parks, and the Bureau of Reclamation have been
actively planning for a number of years to take advantage of the opportunities offered by diversion of water to the semi-arid Garrison
diversion unit area and have developed a plan for fish and wildlife to
be adopted as an integral part of the overall plan of development.
Like the unit plan, this plan is preliminary and is subject to considerable modification during the course of subsequent detailed planning on
the part of the Bureau of Reclamation, the North Dakota and South
Dakota game departments, and the Fish and Wildlife Service.
357. This plan is believed to be in the national interest because of
the significance of fish and wildlife resources of the area to a large
number of people. A recent survey of hunters and fishermen, conducted in 1956 on 1955 activities by Crossley, S-D Surveys for the Fish
and Wildlife Service shows the extent of national interest in hunting
and fishing. According to this survey there were 25 million hunters
and fishermen in the United States who spent $3 billion on hunting and
fishing activities. In light of the nationwide rising trend in hunting
and fishing, the results of the above survey are only a good indication
of the number of active sportsmen and their contribution to the
Nation's economy which may be expected in years to come.
358. The plan is further believed to be in the national interest because of the national and international value of the waterfowl resources involved. It has been estimated that one-fifth of the continental waterfowl population is produced in the prairie section of the
north-central United States and that 75 percent of these birds are
raised in the prairie potholes region of North Dakota, South Dakota,
and Minnesota. The Garrison diversion unit lies in the heart of this
latter area and, as indicated in part I of this report development of
the unit, will result in significant losses of the complex of wetlands so
essential to the production of waterfowl. This will have a material
effect on the continental waterfowl population.
359. The proposed plan of development for fish and wildlife, while
mitigating only a portion of the waterfowl production losses, will
provide for mitigation of most other wildlife losses that will result
179
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from the irrigation development, and takes advantage of the opportunities made possible with a firm water supply to propagate fish and
wildlife within the unit area. It is in the national interest to preserve and propagate these resources. Authorization of the plan would
do much toward maintaining and increasing fish and wildlife resources
in a region where upland game and waterfowl are still found in substantial numbers and where adverse effects on habitat can only result
in high losses which would be felt both locally and nationally.
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CHAPTER 14

FISH AND WILDLIFE DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENTS AS PART OF THE GARRISON DIVERSION UNIT

360. The plan of development for fish and wildlife proposed by
the Fish and Wildlife Service in cooperation with the North Dakota
and South Dakota game and fish departments and the Bureau of
Reclamation includes establishment of 62 areas as an integral part
of the plan for the Garrison diversion unit. Development of the
areas will result in the improvement of about 47,000 acres of existing
habitat and the establishment of about 25,000 acres of new habitat.
'l'hese proposed development areas range in size from 50 to 15,800
acres. The proposed fish and wildlife development areas are shown
on maps MO 11-0-32 and MO 11-0-33. The general location,
acreage of water and marsh area, estimated total land requirements,
estimated water requirements, and primary purposes for each of the
areas are shown by sections in table 11.
361. Developments for fish and wildlife are planned to improve
habitat conditions which ,are expected to exist following irrigation
development. These developments will include improvement of
shallow temporary potholes (fig. 14), stabilization of a series of deep
lakes and shallow marshes by providing a reliable water supply, and
controlling return flows in potholes and lakes by providing control
structures. Development proposed in specific areas is for two major
purposes: (1) Habitat development for waterfowl and, (2) improvement of water conditions for fishes. The developments also are
designed to produce conditions favorable to other wildlife.
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Table 11.

l'ioh and llildli.!e Dnel.,_nt Areas, Garrison Ili.,.rsion Unit

Section and Area

Countz

1/

Water &
llarsh
(acres)

Est. Total
Land Re-

Est, Water

(acres)

Requirad in
Dr,-learo
(acre-feet)

4)0
590
000

·6,600
9,670
1,010
1,280
800
1,26o
8 ~6o

6,000
18,000
1,500
1,800
1,)00
1,806
12,000

l,l! 120

29 180

!12 yOO

quired

Pri.ma!2 PJ!!l!!!ae

PRINCIPAL SUPPLY V.ORKS
Turtle Lako Area
Brush Leke.J..ake Williams
Turtla Creek
Upper Painted 'lloods Creek

llcLean
llcLean
llcLean
Burleigh
Sheridan
Sheridan
llcLean

lindscbi Lalo!

Lincoln Valley

~IAtli
Total

2,000
6,000
,00

600

!I

Waterfowl

Waterfowl & Fi.ti
'llaterfow'.1.

Waterfowl.
Waterfow'.l.
Waterfowl
Waterfowl

COIEIURIIOR

8 'llellar SJ.ough
9 Zig~ SlOJ!ih

llcLean

910
18o

1,9,0
1100

2,700
600

;i. Q9Q

2 l:iQ

llQQ

J,900
1,200

10,320
2,510

JOO
2,840
800
800
4,400

86o
61,o
6,200
1,710
1,100
9,500

ll,700
3,600
900
1,600
900
e,500
2,400
2,400
1),200

llcLean
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14.-Many p otholes and marshes such as the one in the top photograph
dry up entirely during dry years and are of little value to waterfowl at such
t imes. With a firm water supply available from the Garrison diversion unit
system of canals, it will be possible to develop many areas in the unit area so
t hat suitable habitat for waterfowl and other wildlife will be available in all
years. The lower photograph typifies desirable habitat conditions.
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362. In general, areas developed for fish in the northern Great
Plains require a greater depth and volume of water than is necessary in
latitudes having less severe and protracted winters. Impoundments
with a lesser volume are sometimes satisfactory for fish survival if they
have water flowing through them. A near constant surface elevation
is required to provide suitable feeding and spawning areas which are
largely in the shoal areas. Some species of fish require a weedy,
shallow area for spawning, others require a firm, clean bottom,. and
still others require clean gravel and rocks. All species require well
aerated water. All the above factors have been taken into account in
developing proposals for fish.
363. Waterfowl and aquatic fur animals are most successful in water
areas with large percentages of marsh. To develop this type of habitat it is necessary to have a dependable and controlled water supply,
a depth sufficiently shallow to permit production of marsh vegetation
on at least 30 to 40 percent of the area, and control structures within
the area which will permit necessary manipulation of water levels.
Islands within an area are desirable and a maximum amount of shoreline is important.
364. Development for upland game consists primarily of the establishment of winter cover and protection of nesting cover. Such development will require suitable acreages large enough to establish trees
and shrubs in plantings of sufficient width to adequately protect game
from drifting snows. The small amount of Government-owned lands
expected with the unit will limit this type of development to planting
of areas around the reservoirs and in odd corners along canal rights-ofway. Specific plans and cost estimates for upland-game habitat
development are not included in this report except as this wildlife
group may be benefited by establishment of the proposed fish and wildlife development areas.
365. Practical and reasonable development which can be expected
to fulfill the requirements for fish and wildlife is illustrated by development plans for seven areas. The illustrative plans include areas
which now have variable values to fish and wildlife but which would be
stabilized and improved. Large areas for development and intensive
management primarily for waterfowl production, small waterfowl areas
which if developed would increase production, areas in which there is
little wildlife value without development and new habitat will be established, and areas in which new waters for fish production would be
developed.
366. Brush Lake-Lake Williams area (area 2) 1 .-This is a chain
of seven fairly large lakes and several smaller water areas in the vicinity
of the McClusky Canal near the towns of Turtle Lake and Mercer.
Three of the lakes, Blue Lake, Brush Lake, and Lake Brekken, are
moderately alkalme lakes with clear water. The remaining four,
Pelican Lake, Peterson Lake, Lake Holmes, and Lake Williams, are
turbid and highly alkaline. Most of the smaller areas are moderately
to highly alkaline, turbid, steep-sided potholes.
367. The moderately alkaline lakes and potholes provide good
waterfowl habitat during both the nesting und migrating seasons and
are attractive to fur animals. The remaining lakes and potholes get
some waterfowl use, principally by diving ducks during their migra1

Area numbers here and in subsequent paragraphs refer to the area numbers shown in table 11.
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tions, but their value to waterfowl for nesting is a fraction of that of
the moderatley alkaline areas. All the lakes and potholes dry up or
are severely reduced in depth <luring rlought periods. Brush Lake
furnishes a small amount of fishing for northern pike and yellow perch
and is a.n important recreation area because of the fishing and its
attractive wooded setting.
368. The proposed development includes a 100 cubic feet per second
turnout in the McClusky Canal and an inlet canal from McClusky
Canal to Lake Williams, and connecting channels and control structures between Brush Lake and Blue Lake, Blue Lake and Pelican
Lake, and Lake Williams and Lake Holmes. An outlet struct,ure and
channel, which will handle overflows from the development area, will
also be provided between Lake Brekken anrl Lake Ordway (map MO
11-0-18, p. 185). Development is expected to improve, stabilize, and
expand habitat for fish and wildlife and to make the area much more
attractive for general recreational purposes. Fishing in Brush Lake
will be maintained and fishing in Lake Holmes can be established and
maintained even during drought years. Several of the other lakes
probably will furnish some fishing during most years but' will be too
shallow to maintain a permanent fish population over all winters.
369. Habitat for waterfowl and fur animals will be greatly improved
in the highly saline lakes and potholes and will improve in the moderately saline areas as a result of a firm water supply.
370. The area will be vastly improved for recreational use. Local
sportsmen and the general public have shown much interest in this
development. It will provide hunting, fishing, boating, swimming,
and picnicking for residents of a wide area. The town of Turtle Lake
may get its water supply from the Brush Lake-Turtle Lake Area.
371. Kindschi Lake a,rea (area 5).-This area is located just north
of the point where the Sykeston Canal will branch from the McClusky
Canal, north of the town of McClusky. It consists of four water
areas, West Kindschi Lake, Kindschi Lake, and two unnamed shallowmarsh areas. West Kindschi Lake is a shallow marsh, which provides
valuable waterfowl nesting and resting habitat except in years of
subnormal precipitation. This lake was evidently once connected to
Kindschi Lake but no flow between the two lakes has been known
since the country was settled. Kindschi Lake is a shallow, highly
alkaline lake with turbid water and narrow marshy borders that normally dries up in drought years. A flood channel connects Kindschi
Lake with two adjacent shallow basins that become marshes in wet
years.
.
372. Development proposed for this area includes a 20-cubic-foot
per-second turnout, drop structure, and connecting channel between
the Sykeston Canal and West Kindschi Lake; a 20-cubic-foot persecond control structure and connecting canal between West Kindschi
and Kindschi Lakes; a 25-cubic-foot-per-second channel between Kindschi Lake and the first unnamed area; a 35-cubic~foot-per-second
channel between the two unnamed areas; and a 35 cubic feet per
second outlet structure and channel from the unnamed areas to a
natural drainage to the Sheyenne River (map MO 11-0-23, p. 185).
373. Development is expected to stabilize and improve waterfowl
habitat in the area. The largest benefits will come from a water supply
during drought years, when most waterfowl habitat is lost. There also
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will be a benefit each year as a result of freshening Kindschi La
enlarging and improving the marsh habitat in the two unnamed
374. West Bay of Devils Lake ana (area 26).-The restorat
Devils Lake, once a fine hunting, fishing, and recreation area, ha
of great interest to the people of North Dakota for many years.
Bureau of Reclamation plans to supply water to raise and fresh
lake as a part of the Garrison diversion unit for the benefit of fi
wildlife, recreation, sanitation, and municipal and industrial
supply. Restoration of Devils Lake as planned by the Bur .
Reclamation offers an excellent opportunity for specific develo1
for fish and wildlife in the West Bay of Devils Lake.
375. The West Bay of Devils Lake now contains about 6,000
of shallow marsh surrounded by a variable-width strip of water
land. The marsh offers some desirable habitat for waterfowl a
animals but the greater portion of the area is so thickly vegetate
it is practically worthless (fig. 15).
376. The development proposed for this area includes four
with a maximum water surface area of 15,800 acres. The poo
be separated by low dikes complete with spillways and control
tures. Water will be brought to pool I through a lateral from
Lake feeder canal. Overflow from pool I will supply water for p
and overflow water from pool II will supply some water for po
The Devils Lake feeder canal will enter pool III from which wat
flow into pool IV. Outflow from pool IV will then be used to
freshen the main lake (map MO 11-0-26, p. 186). Proposed
surface elevations for the four pools are shown in table 12.
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FrnuRE 15.-Large portions of the West Bay cf Devils Lake are now so thickly vegetated that they have little value to waterfowl or other

wildlife, but with development as proposed by the Fish and Wildlife Service and a firm wn.ter supply from the Garrison diversion
unit, this area can be once again made to be productive of waterfowl and fur animals.
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TABLE

12.- Water-surface elevations, West Bay of Devi"ls Lake

Pool No.

Optimum
I_ - -- - - -- - -- -- - - -- -- - -- - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - --- - - - - - - 11
- --- _---_________________
---- ---- _---- --·------- --- ----- --_
III______
____________
_________________
IV ___________________ ___________________________ _

1,429.0
1,428.0
1,427.0
1,424.0

Maximum
1,430.0
1,429.0
1,428.0
1,427.0

Minimum
1,426.0
1,425.0
1,424.0
1,423.5

4.0
4. 0
4.0
3. 5

377. This development will greatly improve the area for waterfowl and fur animals and will furnish spawning area for northern pike
migrating from the main lake. The large expanse of unbroken thick
marsh of mediocre value to wildlife now existing will be broken up into
segments which, under the proposed plan, can be managed to provide
excellent wildlife habitat. About 7,600 acres now in waterlogged
land or in grassland of little value to wildlife will become productive
marsh at optimum water-surface elevation. The 31~- to 4-foot drawdown is necessary in order to properly manage aquatic vegetation to
produce the best possible waterfowl habitat.
378. The fish and wildlife development plan with a few exceptions,
already has been incorporated by the Bureau of Reclamation into
unit plans for restoration of Devils Lake. The Bureau proposes to
route the Devils Lake feeder canal into pool II instead of pool III
and raise the level of the main body of Devils Lake. Raising Devils
Lake to elevation 1,425 has been given consideration for a long time.
Although this is so, the Service would prefer to have the lake raised to
only 1,423 in order to permit manipulation of water levels in pools III
and IV for best management (table 12). The Bureau has indicated
that they have no preference for either elevation 1,425 or 1,423 and
that settlement on a firm flow line will rest entirely on fish and wildlife,
recreation, and municipal and industrial water interests who will
jointly manage and underwrite the restored lake.
379. Buffalo Lodge Lake Area (area 15).-The Buffalo Lodge Lake
Area includes Buffalo Lodge Lake, North Lake, an unnamed lake, and
adjacent uplands, meadows, and marshes. It is located in McHenry
County about 5 miles northeast of Granville. Buffalo Lodge Lake is
an open-water lake of approximately 1,260 acres with a maximum
depth of about 12 feet. This lake has a limited amount of marsh and
bank vegetation along the north, east, and southwest shores. North
Lake is a 590-acre, shallow, open-water lake with cattail- and bulrushlined shores. Islands and shoal areas in North Lake make it much
more attractive to waterfowl and fur animals than Buffalo Lodge Lake.
These two lakes are connected by a narrow, heavily vegetated channel
that passes through an area containing the unnamed lake of about 175
acres and a closely associated marshland. Egg Creek and South Egg
Creek and many other water channels enter the two lakes from the
west and south, but by midsummer these normally dry into_ a _succession of stagnant pools. The Buffalo _Lodge T:ak~ Area drams mto
Cut Bank Creek, a tributary of Deep River, which 1!1 turn_ enters _the
Souris River within the boundaries of the Lower Souris Nat10nal Wildlife Refuge.
380. The Buffalo Lodge Lake Area is in an excelle~t waterfowlproducing region. North Lake and the smaller bodies of water
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produce large numbers of ducks. Buffalo Lodge Lake itself has only
limited nesting habitat, but receives heavy use by migrating ducks.
During years of subnormal precipitation many of the smaller water
areas dry up and waterfowl must concentrate in the large lakes. During prolonged droughts, the larger lakes also may dry up and lose their
value for wildlife. All water areas in this vicinity, including Buffalo
Lodge Lake, may be considered intermittent since they were dry
during the _drought years of the 1930's. Upland game and doves are
found on the land surrounding the lakes and marshes, white-tailed
deer occasionally use the area, and several species of fur animals are
fairly common.
381. Buffalo Lodge Lake is well known in North Dakota for its
high-quality fishing (frontispiece) and in recent years has been consistently good for northern pike and yellow perch. These excellent
conditions, however, do not always persist. During drought or lowwater conditions in combination with severe winters, fish cannot survive in the lake. Fortunately each spring, when the streams are
normally enlarged, this lake is restocked with adult fish which migrate
from the Souris River. The fish population in North Lake is similar
to that in Buffalo Lodge Lake but unfortunately it is virtually inaccessible to fishermen. The Bureau of Reclamation's plan provides
for a lateral with a wasteway and channel leading to South Egg Creek
above where it flows into Buffalo Lodge Lake. Their plan also provides for a storage reservoir to impound return flows near the mouth
of Deep River. Although the Bureau's plan will provide a firm water
supply to the Buffalo Lodge Lake area, construction of the Deep
River Reservoir will block the annual upstream migration of fish and
adversely affect the fishing in Buffalo Lodge Lake. Continued fishing
in this lake would then be dependent upon natural reproduction,
which is unlikely for many species, or upon artificial stocking. Fishing under this condition would be intermittent and would not entirely
meet the needs for fishing in this section of North Dakota.
382. In developing the Buffalo Lodge area for fish and wildlife,
the wasteway and South Egg Creek will be used as a source for the
required water. An earth dam with a spillway will be required to
stabilize and deepen Buffalo Lodge Lake. Outflows will be carried
in the natural channel connecting with North Lake, and an earth dam
with an emergency spillway will be required at the natural outlet of
North Lake. Control structures at both lakes will be necessary to
permit manipulation of water levels. Outflow of North Lake will
pass into the natural channel of Out Bank Creek (map MO 11-0-25).
383. Development of the Buffalo Lodge Lake area will result in
major benefits to both fish and waterfowl and in lesser benefits to
many species of fur animals, upland game, and nongame birds and
animals. A dependable water supply and a deeper lake will help
stabilize the fish population in all years and waterfowl will be protected
against loss of habitat iri dry years.
384. Upper Wintering River area (area 10).- This area, covering
10,000 acres in the headwaters of the Wintering River in southern
McHenry County about 3 miles north of Butte, contains a large
shallow marsh in the bottom of a glacial channel that has been pa.rtially
filled and blocked with debris. During wet years the marsh has a
few small openwater pools, in normal years some of the pools retain
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water but the remaining ones grow up to weeds and alkali-tolerant
grasses, and during dry years the area is almost entirely in weeds and
alkali-tolerant grasses. The few scattered pools within the marsh
produce some ducks and coots during years of above normal precipitation but in dry years very few birds are produced. The area receives
some use by white-tailed deer, upland-game birds, and terrestrial fur
animals, and the water areas are quite attractive to minks, raccoons,
and muskrats.
385. The Velva Canal will pass the upper Wintering River area
about 2H miles to the northeast (map MO 11-0-31, p. 190). A turnout structure on this canal and about 2.7 miles of inlet canal will be
required to convey water to the area. The area will be divided into
two units. Unit I will consist of approximately 2,000 acres of water
and marsh and will require 2.7 miles of low earth dike, a control
structure, and a spillway. Water will flow from unit I to unit II
which will consist of 1,900 acres of water and marsh and will require
1,000 feet of low earth dike, a control structure, and a spillway. In
addition to water-level control, it will be necessary to acquire sufficient land to permit proper control of the water and marsh and
bordering nesting areas, and to provide cultivated land for the production of food to obtain maximum use by waterfowl.
386. Development is designed to provide wildlife habitat in an area
which now has relatively little value for either wildlife or agriculture.
The proposed management area includes sufficient land for a diversified plan of management to benefit all species of wildlife. With
nearly 4,000 acres of good marsh habitat established where only a
few small intermittent ponds now occur, waterfowl will be aided considerably. Muskrats and minks will be substantially helped and
upland game also can be expected to make good use of the area.
387. Cottonwood Lake area (area 36).-Cottonwood Lake is located
about 8.5 miles south of Fessenden. During years of high precipitation this area is a deep fresh marsh and is used extensively by ducks
for breeding as well as for feeding and resting purposes, but when
precipitation is not high it reverts to a shallow marsh or alkali fl~t
and is of little value to either waterfowl or other wildlife. To make
the area more valuable for waterfowl and fur animals, it is proposed
to provide a dependable water supply and facilities for managing
water levels on 210 acres.
388. Bureau of Reclamation plans include a lateral extending from
the Sykeston Canal to a point northwest of Cottonwood Lake. A
pump lift and a wasteway will be located at the end of this lateral.
Water for Cottonwood Lake could be turned out of the canal through
this wasteway structure.
389. Development of the area will require an inlet canal to convey
water from the wasteway structure, an outlet-control works to permit
management of water levels, the improvement of the existing artificial
drain to Rocky Run Creek, the modification of drain culverts at three
road crossings, and acquisition of sufficient perimeter land to permit
the proper control of water and marsh and bordering nesting areas
(map MO 11-0-24, p. 190).
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390. Stony Lake-Round Lake area (area 25) .- The Stony Lake,
Long Lake, Round Lake chain is located a few miles south and west of
Minnewaukan in Benson County. These lakes occupy depressions
in an old channel that probably was once tributary to Devils Lake.
Round Lake is an open body of water covering about 94 acres. Long
Lake consists of about 358 acres and is predominantly open water
with some bordering marsh at the south end. These two lakes are
connected by a highwater channel. Stony Lake, which has no outlet,
contains about 124 acres of open water with some marsh area at the
north end. Waterfowl and fur animals are attracted to these lakes.
Upland game make some use of the area, and the woody borders of
Stony Lake provide good cover for white-tailed deer. There is no
fishing in these waters.
391. The Bureau of Reclamation plans to use these lakes as a
part of the Devils Lake feeder canal in the restoration of Devils Lake.
This feeder canal will have a capacity of 400 cubic feet per second.
392. The fish and wildlife plan for this area includes developing
fishing in Stony Lake, improvement of Long Lake for waterfowl
and fur animals, and maintaining the present water level at Round
Lake for waterfowl. A control structure will be required at Stony
Lake to hold water at the level of the natural outlet. This will
increase the depth from 6 to about 23 feet and the surface area will be
enlarged to about 197 acres. A control structure will be required at
Long Lake to permit water-level manipulation for management of
marsh habitat at its south end and to increase the surface area to
about 438 acres. Facilities for passing water through Round Lake
will provide for maintaining the lake at its present level (map MO
11-0-19).

393. The Bureau of Reclamation's plan to use these lakes as
part of the feeder canal will require the construction of connecting
canals and related features as a part of the Garrison diversion unit.
Drops or chutes will be required at several locations and outlet structures will be necessary at each lake.
394. The proposed fish and wildlife development will result in
habitat conditions for a self-sustaining fish population in Stony Lake
due to the firm water supply and increased depth of the lake. Raising
and controlling the water surface in Long Lake will increase its productive marsh area by about 60 acres for the benefit of nesting waterfowl. Sufficient land should be acquired around Stony, Long, and
Round Lakes to enable management for both fish and wildlife.
395. In order to accomplish the type of development illustrated
above, land and water must be allocated for that purpose. Water
requirements which are shown in table 11 (p. 182) indicate the amount
of water which would be needed during the most severe drought
years. Portions of this total requirement will normally be met
through natural runoff, some may be made available from irrigation
return flows, and some may be by direct diversion from the irrigation
distribution system. Studies to determine annual diversion requirements from the water-distribution system of the Garrison diversion
unit are yet to be completed. Preliminary data indicate that the
planned capacities of the main canals will be adequate to supply the
needed water to fish and wildlife development areas.
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MAINTENANCE AND MANAGEMENT OF DEVELOPMENTS

396. The several fish and wildlife developments vary considerably
with respect to physical relationship to features of the basic irrigation
plan. Some involve modification and enlargement of water-distribution structures or features for irrigation. Others are dissociated from
irrigation development and require additional canals to deliver water
to them. All, however, will require a substantial contribution to the
comprehensive plan by appropriate wildlife agencies through maintenance, management, and further development.
397. Cooperative arrangements for administration of the areas will
be guided by sections 3 and 4 of the act of August 14, 1946 (60 Stat.
1080; 16 U.S.C. 661). In general plans to be signed by the Secretary
of the Interior and the head of the State wildlife agency concerned,
each area will be determined to be (a) of particular value in carrying
out the national migratory bird management program or (b) of primary
importance for management of resident wildlife. It is expected that
some of the areas will be administered by the Fish and Wildlife
Service, but most will be maintained and managed by the North
Dakota Game and Fish Department and the South Dakota Game,
Fish, and Parks Department.
398. In those cases where the development areas encompass basic
irrigation features, those features will be operated py the Bureau of
Reclamation or an irrigation district, and the administering wildlife
agency will maintain the areas, including additional structures build
especially for fish and wildlife purposes, as a secondary use. On
areas dissociated from basic irrigation features, the wildlife agency
would be expected to operate, maintain, and manage all improvements.

CHAPTER 15
COSTS OF FISH AND WILDLIFE DEVELOPMENT

399. Estimates of the costs of development for fish and wildlife
as outlined in this report are shown in table 13. These estimates
are based largely on reconnaissance type data and layouts on topographic maps which have been prepared for 14 of the proposed areas.
They reflect the total estimated cost of construction of water-supply
and water-control facilities; engineering overhead; designs and specifications; engineering surveys; land acquisition; and an estimate of
annual operation, maintenance, and replacement of necessary structures. Costs of supplying water to the areas are not included in the
annual operational costs. Neither are the costs of additional development and management of the areas, since such costs as needed will
be borne by the appropriate State or Federal fish and wildlife agency.
The initial construction costs, exclusive of operational costs, for the
development of 57 of the 62 fish and wildlife areas are estimated at
$16,087,500. The estimate includes costs of certain features which
are included in the cost estimates of the Garrison diversion unit.
When the fish and wildlife plan is carried out in conjunction with the
irrigation plan, duplication of costs will be eliminated. The saving
in costs of those features which would be eliminated with integration
of the two plans is estimated to be at least $2,000,000.
400. Benefits to be derived from development of these fish and
wildlife areas are many and varied. Plans for the areas include every
feasible means of mitigating loss of waterfowl production habitat,
although development of all areas cannot be expected to fully mitigate
such losses. Some areas, such as the lower Souris replacement area,
are designed to replace losses of existing developed fish and wildlife
habitat. Planning objectives in connection with providing manageable water areas included development for a11 forms of wildlife.
Habitat will be improved for fish, migrating waterfowl, fur animals,
upland game, and to a minor extent big-game animals. In varying
proportions, the areas thus serve two purposes: (1) Partial mitigation of waterfowl production habitat, and (2) enhancement of other
fish and wildlife habitat.
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!{ Fish and "1ldl.Ue Oe-.elopcaent Areas, Garrison Di'Ye.rsion On.it.,

Cost Estiaates

~clusiTe or Cost or Areas Integrated with Unit Pl&na

Annual

Counl;y

Section and Area

Y

Initial

I.and

Const.ruction

Ac~isition

Total
Investment

Op,ration &.
llaiutmance

PRINCIPAL SUPPLY WCJ!KS
llclean
llclean

Turtle Lake Area

Bru,t, Lala,..Lake Williams
Turtle Creek

•

McLean

Burleigh
Sheridan
Sheridan
llclean

Opper Painted Woods Creek
lindschi Lake

LiocoL~ Valley
!oe~ Area

Total

170,800
21),600
55,ooo
72,500
64,700
170,500
1111 000

•

34),200
502, 800
52,500
62,400
41,600
65,500
Wl2 100

921,100

1 ~J 100

•
2

SJ.L,ooo

6,000
7,500
1,900
2,,00
2,300
6,000
6 100

716,400
107,500
134,900
106,)00
236,000
612 l0Q

!l:l!!

200

J2 lOO

COIEHARBJR

e

llcleao
llclean

Weller Slough
9 Zis ~ SloES;h
Total

76,600
2~ 100

101,400
20 800

178,000
72 2QQ

2,100
1 2QQ

lJl 700

122 200

2:ZJ 9QQ

11 600

768,600
240,200
38,900
76,900
41,900
244,000
113,900

536,600
lJJ,6oo
JJ,400
44,700
JJ,400
426,400
88,900

1,JOS,200
373,800
72,300
121,600
75,JOO
670,400
202,800

26,900
8,400
1,400
2,100
1,,00
8,500
4,000

(951,000)

(556,000)

(1,407,000)

()J,000)

SOURIS
Vicini~ Velva Canal

10 Upper Wintering Ri..,r
11 llintering River
12 Upper Stiok Creek
13 Stiok Lake

14

llcHenry

McHenry
McHenry

Carvers Lake

15 Butfalo Lodge Lake
16
17 ~!iV~!:YJ/
18 Lo,,,,r Souris Refuge Replacement

!i/

llcHenry
llcHenry
McHenry
llcHenry
llcHenry
McHenry

Vicinit;r: East Souris Canal
Pierce &

19 Rush Lake
20

llcHenry

Horseshoe Lake
Smokey Lake
Butfalo Lake
Belmar Slough

21
22
23
24
25
26

113,100

27),500

)86,600

4,00C

94,700
42,J00
126,700
112,600
116,800
51,600
100 100

142,,oo
66,600
62,900
51,300
88,900
44,Soo
107 100

237,200
1o8,900
189,600
163,900
20,,700
96,100
2Q1 800

J,300
1,500
4,400
3,900
4,100
1,800
l :zoo

2 282,2!!!

2,.!.]l,i JOO

11 !111 200

Pierce &

llcHenry
Pierce
Pierce

North Fork Sheyenne
Sand Slough

Bottineau
Ber.son
Pierce

Sand Hills Sl!l)!gh

llcHenr;r:

Total

12

9QQ

DEVll.S I.AXE
Johnson Lake

27

!i/

28 Goose Lake J/
29 Stol\Y Lake-Round Lake
JO West Bl\)' Devils Lake
Jl Legreid Lake
l? Big Coulee

Wells&.

Sheridan
Pierce &. Wells
Benson
Benson

Benson
Benson

Total

(46,400)

(90,000)

(1,600)

(136,400)

9, 800
1, 7o8,ooo
151,500
l2 800

67, 600
1,765,900
1,s,000
10 eoo

77,400
3,473,900
J06,SOO
Ill 600

59,800
5,300
1 100

1 9Qg 100

1 222 JOO

J 9Ql !iOO

66

158,600
91,600
17,300
47,700
231,Boo
JS,100
47,200
28,100
72,500
JS,SOO
24,400
231,100

12,,300
lll,JOO
20,300
48,400
127,900
19,100
26,700
26,000
66,600
12,800
lll,JOO

28),900
202,900
37,600
96,100
359,700
$4,200
73,900
54,100
139,100
41,200
37,200
342,400

S, 600
J , 200
600
1,700
8,100
1,200
1,100
1,000
2,500
1,200
900
8,100

180,800
108,600
55,ooo
65,300
56,100
61,000
27,SOO
117,900

267,300
88,900
22,300
44,500
27,900
8,JOO
ll,200
JJ,400

448,100
197,SOO
77, JO0
109,800
84,ooo
69,300
38,700
151,JOO

6,JOO
J,800
1,900
2,300
2,000
2,100
1,000
4,100

)00

:zoo

CENTRAL NCJlTH DAKOTA
~ston &t New Rockford Irrigable Areas

JJ Fessenden Area
34 Opper James River
JS Lala, Ontario
J6 Sykeston Slough
37 Big Slough
J8 State Game Refuge
39 Egg Lake
40 Cottol"Dfood Lake
41 Lake Juanita
42 East Bo-,
43 Bush Slough
44
Dam J/
45

;;::;:;/t~:~sicn

Wells
Wells

Wells
'llells

Wells
Wells

Wells
'llells
Foster
'Kells

F.ddy
Foster
Wells

S,100

Bal.dhill In-ii!!!!21• Area

46 Ten llile Lake
47 Sibley Lake
48 West Coq,erstown
49 Roger a Slough
50 .Sou th Sibley
51 South Dazy
52 Tcmahawlc Refuge
SJ Benson Lam

Barnes
Griggs
Griggs
Barnes

Griggs
Barnes
Barnes

Barnes

'llarwick~Ville In-igable ~a

2!I

BatUe Lake

F.cl!!z

Total

~6 000

J2 ooo

88 000

2 000

1,1l!2,100

1 2l1 200

2 986 JOO

61 JQQ

108,JOO
J6J,800
28,JOO
99,900
91,900

104,500
S,6,400
8,)00
44,500
44,500

212,800
920,200
)6,600
144,400
1)6,400

J,800
12, 700
1,000
J,500
3,200

12),600
88,200
~1 QQQ

lll,JOO
150,800

234, 900
239,000
112 ~QQ

J..QQ2..

o2fdQQ

~

0ilES
55 Lake Ta.ayer
Putney Slough

S6

S7 Cog• Slough

SB lie~ Slough
S9 Bruns Slough

60 Renzienhausen Slough
61 Hyatt Slough
62 Bear Creek
Total
llRAND TOf AL

~

~

Sargent
Broom, s.D.
Sargent
Sargent
Sargent
Brown&.

Marshall, s . D.
Dickey
~kel

22.! QQQ

41211900

1

f

Bl iQQ
l0l 2QQ

8 109 600

~

- fl6 oe1 :zoo

4,300
J , 100

•

279 200

Based on 1956 prices.
ill in North Dakota except where otherwi.se noted.
Fish a,d •ildllfe plans and unit plans integrated. Cost• included in Bureau of Reclamation projoet estaatea.
Replacement area in whole or ill part for existing national wildl.11'• ntup. Parea:thetie&l coata 1.Jlcl\ded in
Reclamation I s project eet1mate• .nr1 llll'lrEl.1.udad fl-ca tot.ala ebmm 1n tbia table.

CHAPTER 16

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
DISCUSSION

401. The 62 development areas proposed fer inclusion in the Garrison diversion unit will fully integrate fish and wildlife conservation as
one of the purposes of the multiple development plan.
402. The Garrison diversion unit will be developed in stages. Under
these conditions the conversion to irrigation farming will follow an
irregular pattern. If maximum benefits and minimum expenditures
are to be achieved, it will be necessary to develop and construct the
wildlife areas simultaneously with the water-distribution system and
to supply the water necessary to complete the development for proper
fish and wildlife management at the earliest time.
403. Except for losses of waterfowl production habitat, development of the fish and wildlife areas will mitigate losses to wildlife resources directly attributable to the plan for water development.
Waterfowl production habitat losses will be mitigated only in part
although all feasible means of reducing such losses have been included.
The fish and wildlife development proposals take advantage of the
numerous opportunities to improve or establish attractive habitat
through the use of a dependable water supply which will be available
with irrigation. Doing so will insure that permanent habitat will be
available for fish and wildlife management in the years to come.
RECOMMENDATIONS

404. It is recommended that(1) The fish and wildlife development plan proposed in part II
of this report be incorporated into and made an integral part of
the overall plan of development for the Garrison diversion unit.
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Part III. Conclusion
CHAPTER 17
MEASURE OF BENEFITS

405. The separable cost-remaining benefits method of cost allocation
has been selected for the Garrison diversion unit by the Bureau of
Reclamation in conformance with existing policy of the Department
of the Interior and the Bureau of the Budget. In this method of
allocation it is assumed that the benefits for every allocable function
can be estimated directly and with accuracy. With respect to fish
and wildlife resources, however, it is virtually impossible to measure
in dollars and cents the benefits or damages caused by the Garrison
diversion unit. With the sole exception of raw furs and some commercial varieties of fish, fish and wildlife resources are not vendible.
In fact, Federal and State statutes largely prohibit the sale of such
resources together with the parts and products thereof.
406. Because of the lack of direct quantitative measurements of
those fish and wildlife benefits (essentially enhancements) resulting
from the construction of the integrated Garrison diversion unit, it was
necessary for the Bureau of Reclamation to provide a basis for securing
a reasonable estimate of such benefits. Thus the cost of a singlepurpose alternative fish and wildlife plan was selected as the means
for measuring the overall benefits of the integrated Garrison diversi~n
unit for the enhancement of fish and wildlife habitat and for allocating
costs to this project function. Since restoration of Devils Lake has
been treated separately in the Bureau of Reclamation report, without
regard to the need for developing the West Bay of Devils Lake as a
mitigation measure to offset the losses of waterfowl production and
other wildlife habitat elsewhere in the unit, the single-purpose alternative plan for fish and wildlife was used for that section as well.
In both cases, costs of development areas as estimated by the Fish
and Wildlife Service have been used as bases for the calculations.
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CHAPTER 18

SUMMARY
407. North Dakota is rich in fish and wildlife. Its sport fishery
receives more and more attention with each successive year. In time,
it may become even more important than it is today. The State's
wildlife is known far and wide. With its many potholes and marshes
North Dakota remains the most important waterfowl-producing State
in the Union.
408. The blend of land water, and vegetation makes North Dakota attractive also to upland-s-ame birds and mammals, shorebirds,
and countless song and insectivorous birds. Many terrestrial and
aquatic fur animals also find the habitat to their liking and deer have
come into their own under the wise husbandry practiced by the State.
More recently, antelope have been reintroduced and are doing well.
409. There is no readily available yardstick by which the dollarand-cent value of North Dakota fish and wildlife can be measured.
With the exception of fur-producing animals, such resources are not
vendible and comparisons with marketable products in terms of mone-,
tary value are inappropriate.
410. A measure of the importance of North Dakota's fish and wildlife are found in studies of values associated with such resources.
Sportsmen's expenditures constitute one index. Another lies in the
sale of hunting, fishing, and trapping licenses. Others lie in the stocks
of sporting merchandise in the stores and in the incomes of the segment of the population that supplies services to the sporting public.
In a broad but finite sense, fish and wildlife play an important role in
the economy of North Dakota.
411. In their social and economic impacts, North Dakota's fish and
wildlife resources are an important part of the State and its life.
Such resources are inextricably interwoven into the patterns of human
interest and desires as are the State's other resources. In large
measure, it is North Dakota's wildlife resources, especially its waterfowl, that make the State famous. South Dakota likewise is an
important wildlife State but because the Garrison diversion unit
is largely centered in North Dakota, its impact will be greater in
North Dakota.
412. It is against this background that. the Garrison diversion unit's
effects on fish and wildlife are being examined. · Inevitably, a broad
complicated plan of develop~ent like the Garrison diversion unit will
constitute an upheaval affecting the behavior, the populations, and
the distribution of many species of fish and wildlife. Slowly ~ut
surely the plan will bring into play forces that will have far-reaching
effects on many, fish and wildlife forms,
413. While some aspects of thelroject and its effects are becoming
more clear, others are obscure.
continuins study of the Garri!Wn
diversion unit during the past 3 years by the Fish and Wildlife Service,
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the North Dakota Game and Fish Department, and the South Dakota
Department of Game, Fish, and Parks reveals no ready formula for
assessing the effects of the project plan on fish and wildlife. Because
of the magnitude of the project and the time involved, an estimated
50 years from the start of construction until the last irrigation unit is
functioning, project development will progress in stages. So too must
the study of the project's effects on fish and wildlife progress, with its
concurrent recommendations for (1) mitigating damages when and
where they are expected to occur and (2) selecting and developing areas
for fish and wildlife management as opportunities are made available.
414. As indicated_by the study of the Garrison diversion unit, the
best course to pursue is the cooperative one. There is no substitute
for the day-to-day cooperation between the Bureau of Reclamation on
one hand and the Fish and Wildlife Service and the North Dakota and
South Dakota fish and game departments on the other. Only then
can the project be fully understood as its details become known. To
date, a high degree of cooperation has been achieved, and many suggestions beneficial to fish and wildlife have been incorporated, by the
Bureau of Reclamatlon into the comprehensive multiple-purpose
project plan.
415. Provided that rough fish can be kept out of the waters interconnected with the distribution canals, fish resources should be
benefited by the Garrison diversion unit. Modifications in the habitat which should improve fishing include the freshening of saline
waters, deepening of waters for year-rot..nd fish survival where winterkill is a major problem, and providing permanent flows and improved
water quality in intermittent and low value streams.
416. Principal limiting factors to bettering the fish habitat include
severely fluctuating reservoirs, the blocking of fish movements by
dams, and the pollution of streams with silt and salts from irrigation
return flows, and by the brackish outflows from saline lakes during
the periods required to freshen them.
417. A major problem may well consist of the introduction and
spread of rough fishes like carp, buffalofish, and carpsuckers. Experiments by the Fish and Wildlife Service are continuing to devise a
suitable barrier to prevent the introduction of the coarse fishes into the
Snake Creek Reservoir. If the problem cannot be solved at the
Snake Creek diversion, some means of excluding fish and eggs from the
McClusky Canal will be necessary. Without such provision, the
expectations are that rough fishes will enter the canal and be distributed throughout its length and related water distribution network.
418. As viewed today, the plan of development for the Garrison
diversion unit may have rather negligible effects on big game, upland
game, and fur animals. There will be changes in habitat, but losses
in some locations in all probability will be compensated for by new
habitat in others.
419. The chief concern centers on waterfowl. North Dakota has
a complex of small and large potholes and marshes that make the
State outstanding as a waterfowl-producing area. A Fish and Wildlife Service study entitled "Duck Production Studies on the Prairie
Potholes of South Dakota" (U.S. Department of the Interior Special
Scientific Report: Wildlife No. 32, March 1956) demonstrates the
importance of shallow temporary and intermittent potholes to breeding waterfowl. Many of these areas will disappear with irrigation
practice.
50991 0 - 60-16
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420. The pothole complex and its importance in waterfowl production are often misunderstood. The most important factor influencing duck production in the pothole country is the number and not the
permanency of water areas available to breeding birds in the spring
during the early breeding stages. Thus the draining of three potholes into one to make it permanent, on the assumption that it will
be good for waterfowl, has no support from informed conservationists.
421. With the accelerated agricultural drainage in recent years, the
loss of waterfowl-producing habitat is taking on serious proportions.
Should the acceleration be abetted in the conversion of dryland
farming to diversified irrigation farming, additional smaller water
areas may be lost and with them more of the prairie wetlands so
important to the maintenance of migratory waterfowl populations.
422. There is grave question that losses in waterfowl-producing
habitat can be mitigated more than partially. There may be no
adequate solution to the problem.
423. The Garrison diversion unit will have an effect on certain
existing Federal wildlife refuges and State-managed waterfowl areas.
For the most part, however, workable solutions have been found to
replace or maintain the affected facilities.
424. A noteworthy concomitant in the multipurpose planning of
the Garrision diversion unit has been the exchange of information and
views between the Bureau of Reclamation on one hand and the Fish
and Wildlife Service and the North Dakota and South Dakota game
and fish departments on the other. The excellent cooperation to date
has resulted in many changes that have been incorporated into the
project plan to mitigate losses where possible and enhance areas for
the development of fish and wildlife resources.
425. The plan of development for fish and wildlife proposed by the
conservation agencies covers 62 areas. They are listed with salient
related information in table 11. The costs of development are shown
in table 13.
426. The flooding of pool 357 in the Lower Souris National Wildlife Refuge by Westhope Reservoir will be compensated for by the
acquisition and development of land south of the present refuge
boundary, in accordance with the agreement reached between the
Commissioner of Reclamation and the Director of the Fish and Wildlife Service on May 9, 1955. Details are being worked out at the
present time between the two agencies. A facet of the problem remaining to be resolved is the regulation and lowering of irrigation
returns and floodflows in the upper pools of the refuge to permit
maintenance of appropriate water levels so necessary in refuge management. More detailed studies of the hydrological data probably will
indicate a solution.
427. Replacement of the Sheyenne Lake National Wildlife Refuge,
which will be inundated by Lonetree Reservoir, can be had in the
Johnson Lake development area 7 miles northeast of the present
refuge.
428. In varying degrees, other Federal refuges and State management areas may be affected to some extent by the Garrison diversion
unit. Measures needed to safeguard the facilities and structures will
be taken in all cases.
429. With the exception of the replacement areas for the Lower
Souris and Sheyenne Lake National Wildlife Refuges, the fish and
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wildlife development areas cannot be classified as so many mitigation
or enhancement areas. Some areas are primarily suited for waterfowl, others for fish. Some may become extremely important for
upland game. To some extent, most of the areas will serve multiple purposes and all should prove attractive to fur animals.
430. In terms of lost habitat, the sum total of the development
areas cannot mitigate the losses in waterfowl habitat. On the other
hand, some of the areas will be beneficial to fish. Gains to upland
game may also be realized on some of the areas. The subject is a
complicated one and does not lend itself to ·a ready appraisal of mitigation and enhancement bv individual areas.
431. In its effects on fish and wildlife, the Garrison diversion unit
has many complications. While its effects cannot be accurately
measured, it offers many opportunities for developing habitat of value
to fish and wildlife. A continued close working relationship between
the conservation agencies as the project unfolds should reveal many
opportunities for further bettering the habitat for fish and wildlife.

COMMENTS OF THE STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA

NORTH DAKOTA STATE

w ATER CONSERVATION COMMISSION,
Bismarck, N. Dak., June 21, 1957.
Mr. W. A. DEXHEIMER,
Commissioner, U.S. Bureau of Reclamation,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. DEXHEIMER: The engineering staff of the North Dakota
State Water Conservation Commission has reviewed the report on
Garrison diversion unit and recommend its immediate adoption.
The engineering features of the proposed project appear basically
sound. As additional survey information is made available, alterations may be made that will make water available to other areas
within our State.
We find that the irrigation feature of the project is compatible
with the needs of the farmers of our State. The municipal and industrial water requirements in our State are increasing and the Garrison
diversion unit will in many instances make water available to meet
these needs. The present flow in many of our streams is reaching
a point where they are almost overappropriated. The Garrison
diversion unit will aid in overcoming this problem as well as sweetening many of the lakes. The project proposal is also compatible with
the recreation and wildlife interests of the State.
It is therefore recommended that the Bureau of Reclamation
proceed with the construction of the project at the most rapid rate
possible.
Sincerely yours,
MILO W. HoisvEEN,
Secretary and Chief Engineer; State Engineer.
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LETTER FROM GOVERNOR OF NORTH DAKOTA
STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA,
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR,
Bismarck, September 12, 1957.

MR. w. A. DEXHEIMER,
Commissioner, U.S. Bureau of Reclamation,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR Mr. DEXHEIMER: The report on the Garrison diversion unit
as prepared by the regional director, region 6, Bureau of Reclamation,
has received considerable study by the State water conservation
commission. This is indicated by the enclosed resolution passed by
the commission. We believe an excellent job has been done in preparing the report and approve it with the following exception which
states: "The local people will be expected to comply with the excess
land provisions of the reclamation law."
We are concerned over the fact that a considerable complement of
equipment is necessary for farming operations whether they be dry
land or irrigated land. In many of our areas irrigation farming will
be conducted in connection with dry land operation. Generally such
operation will permit the operator to comply with the excess land
provision as the equipment would be quite comparable for both
operations. On the other hand, some of the best and most extensive
soils in a given area are found in blocks which should not have dry
land farming operations attached to them as this land has too great
an irrigation potential.
It is in these areas where we feel most concerned over the 160-acre
limitation. Irrigation farming on units upward to 320 acres would
not entail the use of a much greater investment in equipment than
units possessing 160 acres or less. The relaxation of land limitation
in these areas would be conducive to a more economically operated
district.
I am certain that your office can appreciate our views in this matter
and will aid us in securing the best possible project.
I wish to commend you and your staff for the excellent work that
has been done on the Garrison diversion unit, and you may rest
assured that the State water conservation commission will cooperate
with you in the development of the project.
Sincerely yours,
JOHN E. DAVIS, Governor.
RESOLUTION

Resolved by the North Dakota State Water Conservation Commission,
in regular meeting in the State Capitol this 9th day of September 1957,
That the "Report on Garrison Diversion Unit, Garrison Division,
North Dakota, South Dakota, Missouri River Basin Project" as J?repared by the regional director, region 6, Bureau of Reclamation,
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Department of the Interior, and on January 29, 1957, transmitted to
the Commissioner of Reclamation be, and the same is hereby, approved, with the following exception and reservation, to wit:
The commission hereby reserves the right to suggest and offer
amendments to the provision in said report appearing on page 52
thereof, reading as follows:
"The local people will be expected to comply with the excess
land provisions of the reclamation law * * *"
with a view of proposing modifications of said provision and of the
excess land provisions of the reclamation law, to the end that the same
shall not apply to the Garrison diversion unit, or otherwise; and be it
further
Resolved, That with the exception and reservation aforesaid the
Honorable John E. Davis, commission chairman, Governor of the
State of North Dakota be, and he is hereby, authorized to approve
the said report submitted to him for comments by the Commissioner
of Reclamation.

LETTER TO GOVERNOR OF NORTH DAKOTA
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

BUREAU OF RECLAMATION,
September 25, 1957.
Hon. JOHN E. DA VIS,
Governor of North Dakota,
Bismarck, N. Dak.
DEAR GovERNOR DA VIS: This will acknowledge and thank you for
your letter of September 12 regarding the proposed report on the
Garrison diversion unit, Missouri River Basin project. We especially
appreciate your complimentary comments on the Bureau's work.
The cooperation and support of the State agencies and of the people
of North Dakota have been invaluable in conducting our investigations.
We note that your approval of the report is qualified by an exception
to application of the land-limitation provisions of reclamation law in
certain portions of the Garrison diversion service area. Your letter
suggests that farm units upward to 320 acres would constitute an
economic size in such areas. The 160-acre limitation of reclamation
law applies to project irrigated land in a single ownership. It permits,
however, irrigation service to units of 320 acres in joint ownership
of man and wife. It would appear, therefore, that application of the
existing land limitation provisions of reclamation law would not, in
general, be inconsistent with your views.
A copy of your letter and of the resolution adopted by the North
Dakota State Water Conservation Commission will accompany our
report in future official transmittals.
Sincerely yours,
W. A. DEXHEIMER, Commissioner.
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LETTER FROM GOVERNOR OF NORTH DAKOTA
STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA,
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR,
Bismarck, Oc~ober 1, 1957.
Mr. W. A. DEXHEIMER,
Commissioner, Bureau of Reclamation,
Department of the Interior, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. DEXHEIMER: This will acknowledge your letter of September 25 pertaining to the exception taken in my letter of September
12 regarding the acreage limitation on the Garrison diversion unit. We
feel there will be some instances where it will be necessary to permit
the delivery of water to units possessing acreages in excess of 160 acres
when in a single ownership, or over 320 acres in a joint ownership.
This situation will occur in a number of cases in the eastern part of
North Dakota where the irrigable land lies in large blocks with little
or no interspersed nonirrigable land. Farmers irrigating in these areas
will, no doubt, desire to irrigate all their land rather than to cultivate
potentially irrigable land as dry land. It is apparent when one views
the irrigable land in such areas that it should all be farmed as irrigated
land. To do so will enhance the success of the project on the basis of
productivity as well as operation and maintenance.
I desire to have you record my approval of the report with the land
limitation. Your consideration of this matter will be appreciated.
Sincerely yours,
JoHN E. DAVIS, Governor.
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SOUTH DAKOTA EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT,
Pierre, October 8, 1957.
Hon. FRED. A. SEATON,
Secretary of the Interior,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. SEATON: A report on Garrison diversion unit, Missouri
River Basin project, has been received with a request for my comments
relative to construction of the unit.
It is very gratifying to me to know that planning work on this
major irrigation unit of the Missouri River development has progressed
to the stage when early construction may be considered. Almost 13
years have passed since passage of the authorizing Flood Control Act
of 1944 and 11 years since irrigation investigations were initiated under
provisions of this act. In addition to these investigations, many years
of consideration of irrigation possibilities in the northern and western
fringes of the Great Plains area preceded passage of the Flood Control Act of 1944. This historical slowness of irrigation development
has been of some concern to those of us believing in and supporting the
water resource developments in t_he great Missouri River Basin as
proposed in the Pick-Sloan plan. Concern about the slowness of
irrigation works construction has intensified during recent years
during which we have observed the tremendous benefits that have
accrued already in the forms of flood control, electric power supplies,
city water supply and stream pollution requirements, initiation of
controlled navigation water depths, enhancement of agricultural and
industrial land values, opportunities for recreational enjoyment of
reservoir waters and many other beneficial results of projects now
controlling and regulating the flows of the Missouri River system. We
have observed in our own backyard the phenomena of the tremendous
increases in water demands that result from development of water
supplies. We have viewed, also with concern, the rapid rise of construction costs and the promotion of special interests. These are
some of the less obvious reasons for my pleasure and gratification that
your Department has reached the construction stage for a major irrigation development, the Garrison diversion unit, and are now ready to
initiate construction in a major way on the last of the four authorized
objectives of the Missouri River development, irrigation.
The northwestern Great Plains area needs, vitally, the assured
agricultural production that comes from irrigation. The State, region
and national interests require greater economic bases to support
population in this area. In my opinion, the long-term strength and
welfare of the homeland of our country can no longer depend upon the
historical "mining" of our natural resources. No longer can we
"skin the cream" from some areas, then move on to do the same thing
elsewhere. Historically, we have done- just that in many fields. of
endeavor; agricultural production of specialty crops in the South with
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resulting unproductive land and accompanying economic and social
problems, thoughtless exploitation of our forest areas, overdrawing
local water supplies and others, all creating problems to be solved as
the maturity of our Nation progresses. Time alone may heal some
scars. But, sufficient time is not available for natural healing. We
have reached the stage when we must adapt nature's renewable resources to protect the nonrenewable, as well as develop new resources
that in the past has not been available to us. We may consider the
northwestern Great Plains area as a new frontier for expansion and
growth of our Nation. Providing additional moisture for stabilized
agricultural production in this area through irrigation is one basic,
perhaps the most basic, provision we can accomplish in the State,
region and national interests.
Even this new frontier in its relatively undeveloped stage, I am advised, has partially "mined" some of its natural resources. Settlement and imposition of national emergencies has resulted in development of and creation of marginal farm lands. Fifty years of agricultural use have depleted fertility measurably. Under natural moisture
conditions, replacement of lost soil and plant food is almost impossible
without additional moisture. We may expect more rapid deterioration during the next 50 years. I understand also that deep artesian
water supplies have been wastefully exploited and in many areas are
no longer what they used to be. Correction of these and related
conditions already face us as part of the program for offsetting deficiencies in order to enjoy the vast undeveloped resources of this new
frontier. Because of future need, I believe that we should proceed
immediately with irrigation development. Analyses indicate we are
going to need it as fast as facilities can be constructed.
I endorse and advocate construction of the Garrison diversion unit.
I am pleased to note that of the 1 million acres included in the unit,
50,000 acres are located in South Dakota. Your Department has
found the unit feasible under Federal yardsticks of measurements.
Although changed in some degree, the unit is a part of the "Pick-Sloan
plan" as recognized by the Flood Control Act of 1944 and as agreed to
and supported by all the Missouri River Basin States. Water supplies
are available. The unit's contribution to the economic well-being and
strength of our Nation beyond those included in formal feasibility
evaluations will be large and the economic balance provided in the
area will do much to forward the State, regional and national productive capacity. I appreciate the opportunity to comment relative to
the report on Garrison diversion unit dated January 1957. I sincerely hope that construction can be initiated soon and continued
expeditiously.
Sincerely,
JoE Foss, Governor.

COMMENTS OF STATE OF IOWA
STATE OF IowA,
IowA NATURAL REsouRcEs CouNCIL,
Statehouse, Des Moines, Iowa, December 3, 1957.
SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR,
Department of Interior,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR Sm: The Iowa Natural Resources Council, acting under the
authority provided in chapter 455A, Code of Iowa, 1954, submits
the following comments on the "Report on Garrison Diversion Unit
of the Missouri River Basin Project" authorized by the Flood Control
Act of 1944 (Public Law 534, 78th Cong.), referred to this office
October 1, 1957, by the Governor of Iowa.
1. It is difficult to forecast the total future needs for water from
the Missouri River in view of anticipated future developments in
the basin, but it must be recognized t:µat Iowa is vitally interested
in the assurance of sufficient water to take care of its present and
future requirements.
2. The Iowa Natural Resources Council concludes that the proposed Garrison diversion project is acceptable if flows for the Missouri
River below the reservoirs are established, adjusted, and regulated
as needed, whereby Iowa will receive an equitable share· of the
water.
It should be understood, however, that by this concurrence Iowa
does not relinquish any of the present or future water rights of the
State.
Very truly yours,
0THIE R. McMuRRY,
Director
(For the Iowa Natural Resources Council).
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THE STATE OF KANSAS,
Topeka, October 11, 1957.

Hon. W. A. DEXHEIMER,
Commissioner of Reclamation,
U.S. Department of the Interior,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. DEXHEIMER: The following comments relative to your
proposed report on the Garrison diversion unit, Missouri River Basin
project, are submitted in compliance with provisions of Public Law
534, 78th Congress, 2d session.
The Garrison diversion unit, located entirely within the States of
North and South Dakota, proposes to divert Missouri River flows to
irrigate approximately 1 million acres of land, part of which is located
outside the Missouri River Basin. Under the proposed ultimate or
full -scale development, the average annual depletion of Missouri River
Basin flows will amount to approximately 2,500,000 acre-feet. The
report states that at the appropriate time the United States will secure
the necessary water rights from the State of North Dakota in accordance with the provisions of applicable North Dakota laws.
The State of Kansas will be affected by the Garrison project to the
extent that the proposed diversions will reduce the amount of water
available for downstream purposes. No compact exists at the present
time between the States of the .Missouri River Basin regarding use of
Missouri River waters, and hence no specific agreement has been concluded as to what constitutes an equitable apportionment of those
waters. To date no such compact has been necessary; however, the
increasing complexity of water requirements may some day lead to the
need for such a document. The State of Kansas recognizes that the
several States have rights of varying type and extent to the use of the
waters of the .Missouri River for beneficial purposes, both consumptive
and nonconsumptive. In this regard the State of Kansas does not nor
will not question the authority whereby the State of North Dakota
decides to grant water rights to the use of Missouri River waters to any
agency of the Federal Government or to any other water user so long
as such rights remain limited to waters heretofore or subsequently
allocated to North Dakota jurisdiction by appropriate Federal judicial
and/or appropriate State-Federal legislative action.
In conclusion, and on behalf of the State of Kansas, I would advise
that no objection is herein made to the proposed Garrison diversion
unit, provided that the Congress in authorizing the project specifically states in the authorizing document that nothing therein shall be
construed to abrogate, limit, or otherwise prejudice any existing rights
or future determination of rights which the State of Kansas may have
to those waters.
Very truly yours,
GEORGE DocKING, Governor.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE,
STATE OF MISSOURI,
Jefferson City, December 11, 1957.
Hon. FRED A. SEATON,
Secretary of Interior,
Washington, D. C.
DEAR MR. SECRETARY: A "Report on Garrison Diversion Unit,
Missouri River Basin Project," in North and South Dakota, has been
forwarded to my office for my review and comment.
I believe that the discharge of the Missouri River should be used
so that the greatest benefit is derived for the people of the basin and
the Nation. However, each State should be entitled to an equitable
share on a basis which will not cause any hardship to the people of
any State depending on the water from the basin.
It has been stated by the Missouri Basin Interagency Committee,
in their "Report on Adequacy of Flow in the Missouri River," dated
April 1951, that there may be years of deficient runoff from precipitation. We in Missouri have experienced deficient flows, and our needs
for water are increasing at a rapid rate. I am reluctant to waive the
rights of Missouri to the use of water it may need in a short time until
agreement is reached as to each State's claim to the water of the river.
Apprehension over the rights of the several States to use of the
water in the basin seems to have increased recently. An understanding of the several basin States' rights to use of the water of the Missouri River must be clearly defined before I can agree to the justness
of a 2 ½ million acre-feet annual depletion from the waters of this
stream. Obviously, each State has a right to an equitable portion of
the Missouri River's annual water yield, but this is certainly not
defined at present. I feel that this apprehension will increase until
the question is settled of how much is each State's fair and equitable
portion. This condition must be corrected to provide a sound basis
for a development program at either the State or National level.
Very truly yours,
J. T. BLAIR, Jr., Governor.
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COMMENTS OF STATE OF NEBRASKA

STAT}j} OF NEBRASKA,
EXECUTIVE OFFICE,
Lincoln, August 12, 1957.
Mr. W. A. DEXHEIMER,
Commissioner of Reclamation,
Bureau of Reclamation,
Department of the Interior,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR Mr. DEXHEIMER: The proposed report of the Secretary of
the Interior on the Garrison diversion unit, North Dakota and South
Dakota, Missouri River Basin project, copies of which were received
on June 19, 1957, have been reviewed by engineers in the office of the
State engineer.
.
The reviewing officials have advised me that the proposed project
appears to be economically feasible and that, although the proposal
presented in the report modifies to some extent the proposal originally
approved by Congress for the area involved, the amount of land proposed for irrigation and the amount of water required for the development will be somewhat less under the modified plan than under the
original proposal.
The plans for the Garrison diversion unit seem to be consistent with
the overall plan for the development of the Missouri River Basin
which has been accepted by the States of the basin and approved by
the Congress. I have no objections to offer to the proposed report.
Sincerely yours,
VICTOR E. ANDERSON, Governor.
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COMMENTS OF STATE OF WYOMING

WYOMING EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT,
Cheyenne, August 22, 1957.
Hon. FRED A. SEATON,
Secretary of the Interior,
Washington D.C.
DEAR FRED: Agencies of the State of Wyoming have reviewed your
proposed report on Garrison diversion unit, North Dakota and South
Dakota, Missouri River Basin project. This report was sent to me
by Mr. Dexheimer on June 17, 1957. Wyoming has the following
comm en ts to make:
The plan envisions transporting water from the Missouri River at
Garrison Reservoir to the watersheds of the Souris, Sheyenne and
James Rivers in North and South Dakota. Ultimately the plan would
bring under irrigation better than 1 million acres of land now being
dry farmed. This proposal is in line with the overall policy of water
development as established in Wyoming.
Some of the water used will be from Wyoming since the Yellowstone
River drains into Garrison Reservoir and Wyoming has the headwaters
of this river within its boundaries. We feel, however, that the rights
of Wyoming are adequately protected by the Yellowstone River
compact. Therefore, Wyoming has no objection to the proposed plan.
By copy of this letter I am urging our congressional delegation to
support the development of the Garrison diversion unit, together with
whatever supplementary legislation may be necessary.
Sincerely yours,
MILWARD L. SIMPSON, Governor.
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COMMENTS OF DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
DEPARTMENT OF AGRIC.ULTURE,
Washington, D.0. November 20, 1957.
The Honorable the SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.
DEAR MR. SECRETARY: This is in reply to a letter from Mr. W. A.
Dexheimer, Commissioner of the Bureau of Reclamation dated June
17, 1957, transmitting a copy of the proposed report of the Department of the Interior on the Garrison diversion unit, North Dakota
and South Dakota, Missouri Basin project , for review and comment
by this Department.
Most of the unit is in North Dakota with a small part in South
Dakota. It extends east from the Missouri River to the western edge
of the Red River Valley, and from near the Canadian border south to
Aberdeen, South Dakota. It is a part of the Missouri Basin project
authorized by the Flood Control Act of December 22, 1944.
The recommended plan of development provides for diversion of
water from the Garrison Reservoir on the Missouri River for the
irrigation of 1,007,000 acres, muncipal and industrial use in 41 cities
9.nd towns, fish and wildlife uses, and recreation purposes in Devils
Lake and other impoundments. It would be developed in stages over
a period of some 40 years. The total estimated cost of the project is
$529,379,000 at January 1956 prices. A two-stage approach is proposed. The principal supply works would be built initially to serve
407,000 acres, and water use works would be provided to serve those
9.cres where irrigation is most desired. During the first 5 years of
construction activity, work and funds would be concentrated upon the
diversion works to and including Lonetree Reservoir. The construction cost of the entire first stage is estimated to be $255,164,000.
The irrigation system proposed includes 6,773 miles of canals and
laterals, 8 regulating reservoirs, 656 pumping plants, and about 9,300
miles of drains to control ground and surface water. Power for
pumping is to be supplied from the Missouri Basin project. Water
would be taken from the Garrison Reservoir and the Jamestown
Reservoir already constructed on the Missouri and James Rivers
respectively.
Water users payments and conservancy district revenues are expected to retire $107,384,000 or 17.4 percent of the irrigation allocation, leaving $509,172,000 to be borne by Missouri River Basin project
power revenues. The report states that recent analysis of the Missouri River Basin project indicates that adequate surplus power
revenues will be available to meet the requirements of the Garrison
diversion unit. The muncipal water allocations would be paid out,
with interest, in 50 years.
Benefits are estimated by the Bureau of Reclamation to exceed
costs in the ratio of 1.4 to 1 for the first stage and 1.42 to 1 for the
ultimate stage based on 100 years of useful life, using direct, indirect,
215
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and public benefits. The Bureau's calculation of the benefits and
costs for the initial stage under criteria set forth in Budget Bureau
Circular A-47 results in ratio of 1.03 to 1 for all benefits and 0.53 to
1 for direct benefits only. Similar analysis of the ultimate stage was
not made because of the length of the construction and development
periods involved.
Analyses of benefits and costs of separable parts of the unit are not
given in the report. The report shows separate analyses of benefits
and costs for only t- vo broad phases of the entire unit; one ratio for
fish and wildlife, recreation, and municipal water uses combined into
one analysis; and one ratio for . irrigation for all areas combined. It
appears that it would be advantageous to set up several proposed
irrigation areas for separate benefit-cost analysis. Such separate
analyses would be useful to test the feasibility of different irrigation
areas and also to establish priority of installation of the separable
parts of the unit. Separate analyses for the fish and wildlife, the municipal, and the recreational parts of the unit also could well be shown.
It appears that no conclusive analysis of the justification of a project
as complex and with as long a period of installation as the proposed
Garrison diversion unit can be made with a high degree of accuracy.
Economic analysis should continue as the various stages of the project
are installed, and should be used for judging feasibility of each successive stage of construction. Present economic appraisal, therefore,
must of necessity be a generalized and attenuated analysis. The
report indicates that approximately 35 years will be required for installation of all the various far-reaching facilities involved. It also
indicates that, after installation is complete, possibly another 30
years will be needed before farmers will accept and put into use the
proposed amount of water set aside for irrigation purposes in the unit.
We expect that, from time to time, more detailed project plans and
analyses will be developed for each of the separable irrigable areas
to be developed under the overall plan and will be available to this
Department for review.
The generalized facts and the reasonably indicative statistical
analysis of benefits and costs presented in the report indicate that the
unit ultimately will result in considerable net benefits to the part of
the northern Great Plains it will serve. The data presented in the
report on the lands to be irrigated, the yields of crops that are expected
to result from the additional water, the predicted changes in the
kinds of crops to be grown and the estimated reorganization of the
farms for the initial stages of the program all appear to be realistic.
Also, the fact that the area to be irrigated is scattered well among the
lands that cannot be irrigated, but must continue to be operated as
dry--land farming, indicates that the proposed reorganized agriculture
will be a mixture of irrigated and dry land farming and may be expected to establish a more complete use of the area's total land resources than at present. It could make possible the full use of both
irrigation and dry land resources in well-balanced farm units. However, the fact that the land to be irrigated does not lie in large, reasonably level cont!guous areas also cautions that a probable high cost of
distribution will prevail in most areas.
We note that the price projection level of 215 (1910-14=100) is
used in the farm budget analysis presented in tables 9 and 10 in the
report. On this basis, the increase in net returns per farm indicated
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in the report results largely from an assumed fuller use of the labor
of the operator and the family. The report indicates that an average
of about 2,200 hours of unpaid labor would be used per farm without
the project and approximately 2,960 with the project, an increase
of 34 percent. While the indicated net income per hour of operator's ·
labor is slightly higher with project conditions before payment for
water, it appears that the hourly income rate might be lower than
now experienced after payment of water charges.
Also on this basis, data in the report indicate that, after deducting
for estimated water charges, net returns for the project area as a
whole will increase from $10.2 million to $21 million. This increase
results from an increase in income per farm of 31 percent and an
increase in number of farms of 57 percent. The annual water charges
deducted in the net income computations represent a total of $6,952,000
or approximately 17 percent of the total cost chargeable to irrigation.
Disregarding the annual water charge, an annual increase in net farm
income of about $27.6 million is indicated. This amounts to about
73 percent of the total annual cost of water delivered to project lands.
As you know, this ·Department uses a price-cost relationship of
prices received 235 and prices paid 265 (1910-14= 100) for the appraisal of benefits over the next few decades in evaluating land and water
resources proj.ects.
On the basis of this relationship and an adjustment of the family
living allowance to reflect the higher cost index, there is a question as to
whether the indicated net farm income and repayment capacity will be
realized with project development since the application of these
standards to data shown in tables 9 and 10 of the report results in
negative repayment capacities.
We note that a complete drainage system has been included as part
of the project works including main drainage outlets, shallow surface
drains, and subsurface drainage for complete control of ground water on
all irrigable land regardless of farm unit boundaries. It is unusual for
the Federal Government to undertake the installation of open and
closed drains within private farm boundaries as a project cost. To
provide such farm drains, is it contemplated that the Bureau of Reclamation will install drains within farm boundaries over a period of
many years after water supply construction has been completed and
as groundwater problems arise and do so as a project cost without
additional charge to the water users?
Might not this type of construction be best accomplished by local
units of State government such as irrigation districts, conservancy
districts, drainage districts, or soil conservation districts after completion of the initial project construction by the Bureau of Reclamation? In this connection, we wish to call attention to the cost-sharing
provisions of natural resource development programs of the Department of Agriculture. Under the Watershed Protection and Flood
Prevention Act, the water users benefited under water management
phases of work such as irrigation or drainage share in the costs on the
basis of dirMt identifiable benefits received. Under the agricultural
conservation program, the Federal Government now shares approxi;mately 50 percent of the cost of such improvements on agricultural
lands where approved by the local committee. These provisions for
cost sharing are quite different from the 17 percent water users' con-
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tribution without interest proposed in the project report. To assure
opportunity for adequate projectwide drainage we consider it appropriate that the Bureau of Reclamation provide drainage outlets, both
surface and subsurface, for each farm unit as a part of project cost.
However, it would be more equitable if Federal assistance in on-farm
drainage of private land in the Garrison unit were comparable to that
provided under other Federal programs in other agricultural areas.
Within the area proposed for project development, this Department
has recently received several applications for assistance in planning
under the Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention Act. Future
planning of watershed projects and Garrison unit works in the area
will need to be closely coordinated by the Bureau of Reclamation and
the Soil Conservation Service. It appears that watershed protection
and flood prevention works of improvement can provide protection
for irrigation works and irrigated lands as well as for associated dryland areas. We feel that both programs can go forward to the mutual
benefit of all concerned.
As plans for project construction and development proceed, the
regional forester at Milwaukee, Wis., should be kept informed of
developments that might affect the 520 acres of national forest lands
in McHenry County, N. Dak. and about 70,000 acres of the Sheyenne
land utilization project in Ransom and Richland Counties. These
lands are administered by the Forest Service.
In view of the wide scope of the project, the costs involved, the
major shifts in agriculture expected to result over a wide area, and
the need of continuing close coordination with the activities and programs of this Department, you may wish to consider a cooperative
evaluation of the agricultural benefits to be expected from various
subunits of the Garrison diversion unit patterned somewhat along the
lines of the joint reappraisal of agricultural benefits expected from the
participating projects of the Colorado River storage project now underway by our two Departments.
We appreciate the opportunity to review this report and look
forward to the opportunity of reviewing subsequent reports for separable parts of the unit as they are planned for construction and
development.
Sincerely yours,

E. L. PETERSON,
Assistant Secretary.

LETTER TO DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE BY COMMISSIONER OF RECLAMATION
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION,
Washington, D. C., December 18, 1957.
Hon. ERWIN L. PETERSON,
Assistant Secretary,
Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D. C.
DEAR MR. PETERSON: This will acknowledge your letter of November 20 transmitting the comments of the Department of Agriculture on our proposed report on the Garrison diversion unit, Missouri River Basin project. We are glad to note your findings that
the unit would result in considerable net benefits to the project area
and your offers of cooperation by various Department of Agriculture
agencies.
We agree with your suggestion that it would be advantageous to
set up several proposed irrigation areas for separate benefit-cost
analyses. However, this does not appear to be necessary or justifiable at this time. It will be done by. service areas as a part of the
pre-construction investigations as the several areas are developed. At
that time benefit-cost ratios will be shown for irrigation and for other
functions involved in each area.
It is recognized that the 215 level (1910-14= 100) of agricultural
prices which was used in the economic analysis is somewhat different
from our current long-range forecasts. The 215 level was adopted by
interagency agreement in 1951 and was in force during the time Garrison diversion unit analyses were made. Subsequent to the completion of the Garrison diversion unit investigations, agricultural
price levels of 250 for prices received and 265 for prices paid were
adopted for use in this Department as being representative of probable
trends during the extended periods over which the project benefits
accrue. As you may recall there has been considerable corr~spondence
between the two departments relative to projected prices for economic analysis. The reports by service areas will be based on the
long-range forecasts in use in this Department at that time.
Your references to the hourly return to labor and to the annual
water charge to be met by the irrigators do not seem to make
distinction between the two components making up this charge,
namely, the annual operation, maintenance and replacement costs on
project facilities and the repayment of project construction costs.
In essence, the first component should be considered an annual
production cost the same as other farm production costs. The second
component will provide for repayment of the water users' obligation
on project facilities and generally will be reflected in higher land
values and will be available to the irrigators for other purposes at the
219
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end of the repayment period. Giving recognition to those facts,
we consider that the net effect eventually will be to raise the hourly
income rate with the project. More to the point is that, a greater
number of hours of family labor would be employed under project
conditions and the total return to family labor would be significantly
greater.
You also state that an annual increase in net farm income of about
$27 .6 million is indicated and compare this figure unfavorably with
"the total annual cost of water." The $27 .6 million is not the annual
increase in net farm income, but rather the total net farm income
under the "with" condition. The net farm income under the
"without" condition must be subtracted from this figure to get the
annual increase in net farm income. This increase in net farm
income includes an increased allowance for family living. Thus it
would be incorrect to assume the total increased net farm income is
available for repayment of the irrigation obligation. We have been
unable to reconstruct your figure of net farm income being 73 percent,
of the total annual cost of water delivered.
Your comments regarding the percentages of project cost shared
between the Federal Government and local interests do not recognize
differences in basic assumptions between our two agencies as to how
such costs are handled. If project operation, maintenance, and
replacement costs, land treatment costs, and related associated costs,
which we consider generally the responsibility of the farmers to meet,
were considered part of project costs for repayment, as is done by your
Department for projects under the Watershed Protection and Flood
Prevention Act, a much higher percentage of costs repaid would be
indicated for the Garrison diversion unit even though there would be
no increase in the amount paid by the water users on Federal
construction costs, as defined in our report.
With respect to your reference to drainage, it is anticipated it will
be necessary to construct project drains both within and outs"ide farm
boundaries in certain areas in order to control the ground water level.
Normally, drains within farm boundaries are not included as a project
item, but in this instance, the farm drains form an integral part of the
project drainage system since it is necessary to control the ground
water satisfactorily to insure successful project operation. The cost
estimates for the maximum project drains anticipated have been included in the project cost. The extent to which the drains included
in the estimates will have to be installed will be determined as the need
arises during project operation. Yields were determined on the assumption that ground water levels will be controlled. Hence, the
payment capacity as determined includes recognition of such ground
water control.
Under these conditions, the water users will be assured optimum
conditions for crop production as a part of the coordinated program.
They will be assured that should a need for more extensive drainage
facilities than are initially provided· become apparent at any time
during the repayment period, adequate funds for that purpose will
have been authorized and that a competent organization stands ready
to sponsor the installation of such works. At such time, it may be
found desirable to have the local water users' organizations undertake
construction of the deferred drainage works with funds advanced by
the United States as is permitted under existing reclamation law.
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Under no circumstances could the farmers be expected to repay a
greater total amount than their calculated repayment ability. Should
the on-farm drainage program or any other phase of the project plan
be delegated to another agency, the amounts required for repayment
of that phase would have to be subtracted from the calculated repayment ability for the Garrison diversion unit. In other words, there
could not be any greater total return to the United States by any such
division of responsibility, and unnecessary problems of physical and
financial coordination would be introduced.
We welcome the assistance of the Department of Agriculture in the
study of agricu1tural benefits of the units to the extent that duplication
of effort and unnecessary delay can be avoided. Development of the
project as recommended in our report will provide many opportunities
for the Department of Agriculture to be of service through its established
programs of education, loans and other forms of assistance to the individual farmers.
Sincerely yours,

E.G. NIELSEN,
Acting Commissioner.

COMMENTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

DEPARTMENT OF .THE ARMY,
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ENGINEERS,
Washington, D. 0., September 27, 1957.
Hon WILBUR A. DEXHEIMER,
Commissioner, Bureau of Reclamation,
Department of the Interior,
Washington, D. 0.
DEAR MR. DEXHEIMER: Reference is made to your letters of June
17, 195 7 to the Secretary of the Army and the Chief of Engineers
transmitting for review and comment the proposed report of the
Department of the Interior on the Garrison diversion unit, North
Dakota and South Dakota, Missouri River Basin project.
Review of your report, indicates that the proposed modification of
the improvements authorized by the Flood Control Act of 1944 is
generally in consonance with the provisions contained in the report on
the Missouri River Basin published as Senate Document 247, 78th
Congress. However, I wish to state for the record some of the effects
that the proposed improvements would have on work completed and
planned by the Corps of Engineers in the Missouri River Basin.
Diversion of water from the Garrison Reservoir would reduce
appreciably the water available for downstream uses in the Missouri
River Basin. The reduction in dependable power capacity of the
Missouri River main stem reservoir system is estimated to result in an
average annual revenue loss during the period 1965-2015 of some
$1,962,000. .While water diverted for the Garrison diversion unit
from the Garrison Reservoir would not adversely affect navigation
flows during normal flow periods, it would during severe drought
periods possibly require reductions in the flows and possibly in the
length of the navigation season. Irrigation return flows from the
Garrison diversion unit are important to the lower Missouri River
Basin, particularly during drought periods. In future planning and
design studies for the proposed improvements, it is suggested that
consideration be given to returning to the Missouri River to the fullest
extent practicable such of the flows diverted as are not actually
required for municipal water supply and sanitation purposes in the
Red River Basin.
It is noted that the tentative cost allocations of the project cost have
been made, with certain exceptions, on the basis of the separable costsremaining benefits method. With respect to the costs allocated to
flood control, we would appreciate the opportunity to review these
costs before final allocations are completed.
I appreciate your courtesy in furnishing the report for review and
comment.
Sincerely yours,
E. C. lTSCHNER,
Major General, U.S. Army, Chief of Engineers.
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COMMENTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

COMMERCE,
BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS,
Washington, D.G., July 25, 1957.

DEPARTMENT OF

Mr. W. A. DEXHEIMER,
Commissioner, Bureau of Reclamation,
Department of the Interior,
Washington, D. C.
DEAR MR. DEXHElMER: We are pleased to offer the following
comments of the Department of Commerce concerning the proposed
report of the Secretary of the Interior on the Garrison diversion unit,
Missouri River Basin project:
1. Except for certain areas in southeastern North Dakota which
have adequate coverage, horizontal and vertical geodetic control is
generally scattered in the project area. Six to eight-mile spacing of
horizontal control stations in the project area would require about
410 additional stations. Similar spacing of vertical control would
require about 4,100 miles of additional second-order leveling lines.
These surveys are estimated to cost $533,000, including processing
and adjus't ment. If the Bureau of Reclamation so desires, the Coast
and Geodetic Survey will be glad to budget for this work as part of
its core program for fiscal year 1960 or later. In the absence of suitable budgetary arrangements, the Coast and Geodetic Survey is willing
to perform this statutory responsibility on a reimbursable basis.
2. Some of the canals being proposed for construction may bisect
Federal-aid highways, and require construction of bridges. It is being
assumed that the work will be undertaken in cooperation with the
State highway department involved and the appropriate field office of
the Bureau of Public Roads. It also is being assumed that the construction of highway bridges and other needed highway adjustments
for accommodation of the water project will be paid from water project
funds, not high way funds.
If we can be of further service please feel free to call on us.
Sincerely yours,
PAUL F. ROYSTER,
Assistant to the Federal Highway Administrator.
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COMMENTS OF THE FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION
FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION'

Washington, September 18, 1957.
Subject: Garrison diversion unit, North Dakota and South Dakota.
Hon. FRED A. SEATON,
Secretary of the Interior,
Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr. Secretary: The comments herein with respect to the
pr<. posed report of the Department of the Interior on the Garrison
divusion unit, North and South Dakota, a unit of the Missouri River
Basin project, are transmitted in response to the letter of June 17,
1957, from the Coramissioner of Reclamation. Transmitted with the
letter were copies of the Commissioner of Reclamation's report of
April 19, 1957, approved by you on June 12, 1957, and the regional
director's report of January 1957.
The Garrison diversion unit is a proposal to irrigate 1,007,000 acres
of land in North and South Dakota, and to make a water supply available throughout the project area for municipal and industrial use, fish
and wildlife, recreation, and other incidental uses. The diversion
plan calls for conveying water from the existing Garrison Reservoir
on the Missouri River to the Lonetree Reservoir on the Sheyenne
River, from which irrigation canals would radiate to serve lands in
the watersheds of the Souris, Sheyenne, and James Rivers. The
Garrison diversion unit would be constructed in two stages. The
first stage of development would provide for the irrigation of 407,000
acres of land and water use works would be provided to those areas
where irrigation is most desired. The total capital cost of the Garrison diversion unit is given in the report as $695,051,000, based on
1956 prices. The benefit-cost ratio, based upon 100 years of useful
life and using direct and indirect benefits, is estimated to be 1.4 for
the initial stage and 1.42 for the ultimate stage. Under criteria set
forth in Budget Bureau Circular A-4 7 the benefit-cost ratio is given
as 1.03 for all benefits and 0.53 for direct benefits only.
The Commission notes that there is a total fall of about 217 feet in
drops along the McClusky canal that could ultimately be used for the
production of some 300 million kilowatt-hours of electric energy during an average year. This would require a total installed generating
capacity of 80,000 to 100,000 kilowatts. Under the proposed plan of
operation of the diversion system, such power would be produced
largely during the irrigation season. It appears, however, that the
energy would be valuable in supplying pumping power required by the
Garrison diversion unit, thus reducing the demand on the Missouri
River Basin power system.
Preliminary consideration was also given by the Commission to
power possibilities under year-round operation of the McClusky Canal.
Although the diversion flows during the nonirrigation season would
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be limited generally to amounts sbfficient to fill t~e Lonetree reservoir,
it appears that forebay pondage might be provided at power drops
along the canal to permit peaking operations during such months.
With this plan, the plants could provide some dependable peaking
capacity.
It is noted that canal-drop powerplants are not included in the
plans of your Department in view of the expectation that it would
be many years before enough land would be irrigated to require a
water supply large enough to generate a significant amount of electric
energy. The Commission understands, however, that provisions will
be made so that such powerplants can be installed when they become
economically desirable. In view of the foregoing it appears that at
such time as project plans may be prepared, the consideration that
your Department expects to give to the provisions that should be
included for future power development should adequately protect
the power potentialities.
Sincerely yours,
JEROME K. KUYKENDALL, Chairman.

COMMENTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE,
Washington, D.C., September 11, 1957.
w. A. DEXHEIMER,
Commissioner, Department of the Interior,
Bureau of Reclamation,
Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr. DEXHEIMER: In response to your suggestion, I am
pleased to submit for your consideration our comments on the proposed
Garrison diversion unit, North Dakota and South Dakota, Missouri
River Basin project. This is in accordance with your letter of June
17, 1957, transmitting copies of the proposed report on this subject
dated January 1957.
The plans and recommendations have been reviewed in accordance
with this Department's interests and responsibilities in the general
health and sanitation, municipal and industrial water supply, water
pollution control, and insect vector control aspects of the water
resources programs.
The opportunity to review the report is appreciated.
Sincerely yours,
M. D. HOLLIS,
Assistant Surgeon General, Chief Engineer
COMMENTS ON GARRISON DIVERSION UNIT FOR GARRISON DIVISION
OF MISSOURI RIVER BASIN PROJECT, NORTH DAKOTA AND SOUTH
DAKOTA
PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Garrison diversion unit, Mmsouri River Basin project, described
in the Bureau of Reclamation's plan of development report of January
1957, provides for diversion of water from Garrison Reservoir on the
Missouri River for irrigation of 1,007,000 acres, municipal and industrial use in 41 towns and cities, fish and wildlife uses, and recreational
purposes in Devils Lake and other impoundments. Flood control,
drainage of nonirrigable land, and pollution abatement are other purposes. The area covered includes all the land in North Dakota between the Missouri River and western edge of the Red River Valley
and between the Canadian boundary and Crow Creek in South
Dakota. The plan consists of (1) the principal supply works which
bring Mis.souri River water from Garrison Reservoir to the service
area, and (2) the water use works which consists of a system of canals
radiating out from Lonetree Reservoir to the north, east, and south t'o
serve irrigable lands. It is anticipated that 25 years will elapse between the first appropriation of construction funds and full irrigation
utilization in the first stage of development. Greatest efficiency may
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be attained in 60 years. Construction cost is estimated, at January
1956 prices, at $529,379,000. Benefits exceed costs in the ratio of 1.40
to 1 for the first stage and 1.42 to 1 for the ultimate (100 years) stage.
COMMENTS

We take this opportunity to compliment the Bureau of Re.clamation
upon the steps taken to consider the various ramifications of this
major water resources development, particularly with respect to
municipal and industrial water supply and pollution abatement. The
report deals with municipal and industrial water supply as a prime
objective of the project. Water-pollution abatement is an incidental
but still important benefit.
It is recognized in the report that municipal water supply studies
are based upon the best information available to the Bureau of Reclamation, but that such studies must be regarded as preliminary in
nature until more detailed information is available. No doubt,
additional studies will be undertaken to more clearly evaluate the
municipal and industrial water supply and water pollution situation.
Lower municipal water costs might enhance municipal and industrit\l
use. In turn, serious water-pollution problems may follow.
It is noted that irrigation water is to be furnished as a firm supply,
whereas the takers of municipal water will be required to provide
storage capacity for periods up to 7 months. The cost of such storage
should be considered in setting the rate for water scheduled for municipal consumption in order to insure that it will be offered at an economic
price.
Page 25 considers benefits from supplemental streamflows based
upon the reaches of the streams benefited. Although the plan does
not set diversion specifically for pollution-abatement purposes, it
states that benefits may result from development of the unit due to
return flow. In the James River Basin, the North Dakota communities of New Rockford, Jamestown, LaMoure, and Oakes plus the
South Dakota community of Aberdeen may receive benefits by supplemental streamflow. It is suggested that the benefits for stream sanitation be stated for each community.
Page 25 also states, "the development will increase and stabilize
low flows in the streams of the unit area, improving stream sanitation
and reducing the cost of sewage treatment." It is suggested that the
latter part of the sentence be changed to read as follows: "and reducing
the degree of treatment and thereby the cost of sewage treatment."
This will aim the discussion at the degree of treatment required which
controls the cost rather than the monetary value only.
Encephalitis is the mosquito-borne disease of most concern in the
area. Records show that equine encephalitis cases occurred each year
during the period 1940...!55. In 1941, a total of 2,552 horses and 1,101
humans contracted the disease in North Dakota. Oulex tarsalis, the
primary vector of encephalitis in the Far West, is a prevalent mosquito
m the area. This species is produced in permanent and semipermanent water areas such as seeps, marshes, roadside ditches, and various
other undrained places. Several species of Aedes mosquitoes, which
are produced in temporary water habitats, also occur in the project
area. Because of their vicious biting habits, these mosquitoes may
create public health problems by interfering with healthful outdoor
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activities of both children and adults, and by secondary infections,
allergic reactions, irritation, and itching.
The proposed regulation reservoirs, conveyance facilities, and the
vast area which is to be brought under irrigation may aggravate
existing and create new sources _favorable for the production of both
encephalitis and Aedes mosquitoes unless appropriate prevention and
control measures are provided. These measures should be planned
and built into the project and continued as a part of the regular operation and maintenance program.
In order to prevent and minimize conditions favorable for mosquito
production, the regulating reservoirs g-hould be properly prepared,
including clearing and marginal -drainage prior to impounding. Vegetation of a type and density favorable for mosquito production should
be periodically removed and drainage ditches should be properly
maintained after impounding. Good irrigation and drainage practices
including adequate seepage prevention and control measures, good
land preparation, proper field layouts and irrigation methods, application of water in accordance with crop requirements, adequate
trunk and farm drainage systems for removal and disposal of waste
water, and proper maintenance of distribution and drainage systems
should be employed to prevent and minimize the development of
"on field" and "off field" mosquito sources. Experience has shown
that the agricultural benefits derived from these practices usually
greatly exceed the cost of applying them. The prevention and
control of disease-bearing and nuisance mosquitoes is an additional
benefit which greatly strengthens the justification for using good
irrigation and drainage practices.
A more detailed report on the subject of disease vector evaluation
providing more complete information on vector problems associated
with the proposed plan has been transmitted to the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare regional office at Kansas City, Mo.,
for forwarding to the Director of Region VI, Bureau of Reclamation.
Much additional study of vector problems will undoubtedly be
needed before the completion of definitive unit plans.

COMMENTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY,
Washington, September 18, 1957.
·Mr. W. A. DEXHEIMER,
Commissioner, Bureau of Reclamation,
U.S. Department of the Interior,
Washington, D.G.
DEAR MR. DEXHEIMER: This is in reply to your letter of June 17,
1957, to Secretary Mitchell which transmitted the proposed report
on the Garrison diversion unit, North Dakota and South Dakota,
Missouri River Basin.
Our review indicate_s that employment opportunities which are
now lacking in the area will be materially increased if the proposed
project is completed. Consequently, the Department of Labor is
pleased to endorse the Garrison diversion unit project provided the
proposal is otherwise economically sound and feasible and meets the
standards set forth in pertinent laws.
Thank you for the opportunity to review this report.
Sincerely yours,
Rocco C. SICILIANO,
Assistant Secretary of Labor.
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